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Preface 

Vidya Mandir Mandal , Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College Of Arts and Commerce Mamdapur-

Neral, Tal-karjat ,Dist- has organized One Day Interdisciplinary National Seminar on “An 

Interdisciplinary Approach Towards Humanities And Business: Today’s Demand Of Progress” The 

main objective of this seminar advancing the talent of young researchers and students of various subjects 

who are interested in the common, comparative, and interactive aspects of the social, economic, political, 

commercial, literary etc. study. Also to contribute and help create a National community of scholars 

familiar with approaches, archives, and intellectual traditions different from their own. Students from rural 

area shall get an opportunity to learn through this seminar how to develop creative and persuasive 

arguments, interpret documents, texts and express their own ideas in decent essay form, how to 

communicate complex ideas effectively, evaluate and critically assess sources and use the conventions of 

provenance and citation correctly.  The seminar intends to improve the student‟s ability to read and 

understand a variety of literary forms, including primary sources such as diplomatic correspondence, 

journalistic reports, and private papers, as well as secondary sources written in academic prose.  It will 

ensure to expand ability to analyze information effectively and to construct cause-and-effect relationships 

from various data sources. It will also give a chance to do the independent research work for students and 

scholars.  

We thank Management for providing funds for organizing this National Seminar and to grant the 

permission for the same. We take this opportunity to express our deep sense of gratitude to all research 

scholars, academicians all over the country. We also offer our sincere thanks to all the member colleagues 

and students for their encouragement, affection and support to our work. We are thankful to Prin. Dr. 

Nandkumar Ingale, Dr. Bharatkumar Lad (President, Vidya Mandir Mandal Trust), Hon. Adv. Mr. 

Satindranath  Phadkar (Chairman, Vidya Mandir Mandal Trust, Mahim), Hon. Mr. S.M. Deshmukh (Joint 

Secretary, Vidya Mandir Mandal Trust, Mahim), Hon. Ms. CA Shashikala Mulye (Joint Secretary, Vidya 

Mandir Mandal Trust, Mahim), Hon. Mr. Vivekanand Potdar, (Treasurer, Vidya Mandir Mandal 

Trust,Mahim) and all the respected members of Vidya Mandir Mandal. 

We are thankful to all advisory committee members: Dr. A. P. Mahajan, Principal, Pragati College, 

Dombivali, Dr. S. B. Dharap, Principal, Bhausaheb Nene College, Pen, Dr.V.N.Yadav, Principal, Shankar 

Narayan College of Arts & Commerce, Bhyander, Dr. Ravindra G. Deshmukh, Principal, Konkan  

Gyanpeeth College of Arts, Commerce & Science. Karjat, Dr. S. M. Patil, Principal, Shivle College of 

Arts & Commerce, Murbad and Dr. N. S. Pawar, Principal, K.M.C.  College, Khopoli. We thank all the 

stakeholders of our college, all teaching, non-teaching staff of our college for giving us strong support and 

encouragement whenever it is required. We feel that our efforts will be amply rewarded if this journal 

serves the purpose for which it is written. We wish to thank if anybody has remained to thank. We are 

thankful to Aarhat Publications & Aarhat Journal's, Badlapur For their ceaseless and meticulous efforts in 

publishing the book on time.  

        Prof. Santosh Turukmane 

                  Convener 

 

 

 



President Desk 

 

 

Our Vidya Mandir Mandal, Mahim, Mumbai have second time provided the home pitch access for the 

colleges as the Trust established Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College of Arts & Commerce, 

Neral in 2008. This opening has given an opportunity to get access to higher and globalized education for 

all. The College is affiliated to the University of Mumbai.  

The College runs two streams along with various events functions cultural programmes to make our rural 

students develop their characters, personalities, attitudes creativity, patriotism, and research aptitude. 

Vidya Mandir Mandal‟s visionary management people work to provide the best of Quality Education. We 

are always committed to developing our infrastructure for the benefit of students and staff. I am pleased to 

know that Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College of Arts & Commerce, Neral is organizing One 

Day Interdisciplinary National Seminar on “An Interdisciplinary Approach Towards Humanities And 

Business: Today‟s Demand Of Progress”. I have full confidence that the deliberation of the seminar will 

be very fruitful. And it will also facilitate the dialogue between professionals, academicians, and research 

scholars on major issues related to the sub topics. I wish all the best for the further success of the seminar.  

   

Dr. B.G. Lad 

(President, Vidya Mandir Mandal) 



 



From Chairman’s Desk 

 

 

 

Vidya Mandir Mandal, an Educational Charitable Institute, Mahim, Mumbai, is established in 1951, to 

propagate education mainly to Rural and Backward area as well as in the main city of Mumbai. Over a 

period, Vidya Mandir Mandal, hereinafter referred to as Institute, established secondary school and Jr. 

College of Commerce at Mahim, Night Secondary School and Jr. College of Commerce at Mahim, as well 

as Secondary School, Arts, Science and Commerce Jr. College and Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis 

College of Arts and Commerce at Mamdapur, Neral, Taluka Karjat, Dist. Raigad. The main aim in 

establishing Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College at Mamdapur, Neral, in 2008, is to cater best 

education to the students from Rural and Backward area, so as to enable them to have progressive & 

dynamic  attitude. The aim of the college is to enable students  to face successfully several Computation 

and challenges in life. Natural surrounding of the college amalgamates the traditions and cultural ethos 

with openness  of innovating thoughts. 

To provide students more facilities, it is proposed to construct  an independent building for the  Matoshree 

Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College of Arts and Commerce at Mamdapur, Neral.  I have pleasure in 

mentioning that the college is preparing to apply to National Assessment and Accredition  Council 

(NAAC).Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College has pleasure to host National Seminar on 

07.03.2018 on the subject “An Interdisciplinary Approach Towards Humanities and Business”. The 

seminar, I am sure, would provide Research Scholars and students an opportunity to present their thoughts 

and ideas and thus the seminar would be a grand success.   

I wish best wishes for the success of the Seminar. 

 

(S.S. PHADKAR) 

Chairman 

Vidya Mandir Mandal Trust. 



 



From the Joint Secretary Desk 

 

 

Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College of Arts & Commerce, Neral under the professional 

management of Vidya Mandir Mandal, Mahim is committed to give top-class education in all fieldsto the 

students of Neral and surrounding rural areas in Raigad District.  The Institute always strives to remain 

updated in the changing   socio economic scenario. The institute is proactive in picking these signals to 

ensure that our efforts make an impact in developing our learners 

In this context, I am pleased that our college is applying for National Assessment and Accreditation 

Council (NAAC).The National Seminar is one of our steps    towards its success.  

I am sure that our are  National seminar held on 7
th

 March 2018 on “An Interdisciplinary Approach 

Towards Humanities And Business and Today‟s Demand Of Programfocuses on Interdisciplinary 

approach which  include various subjects including Commerce, Economics, History, Marathi, English and 

Others The word Interdisplinary means various comparative educational approaches 

Conducting such programme is a MUST to the idea of excellence in higher education. The word 

Interdisciplinary means various comparative educational approaches.  

I wish grand success to this National Seminar. 

 

Hon. S.M. Deshmukh  

(Joint Secretary, Vidya Mandir Mandal Trust, Mahim) 



 

 

 



Principal Desk   

 

 

A Hearty welcome to you all at Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis Arts and Commerce College Neral 

which is a holy place of higher education. The college invites distinguished experts to deliver lectures on 

various issues to update the knowledge of students. This motivates them to live successful life. Our 

teaching faculty, staff and management always strive for an all-rounder development of students by 

helping them to develop their potentials and make the best use of available opportunities in academics, 

sports, cultural, IDOL, DLLE and extracurricular activities. College plays a significant role in shaping 

students career. Large percentages of eligible students aspiring for higher education do not get the 

opportunities and here in our college we provide them these opportunities. 

The world in the 21
st
 Century will be a knowledge base society with multi-dimensional knowledge and 

lots of multiple opportunities. College wants to reconstruction of progressive academic thoughts and 

hence college is going to organize one day National Seminar focusing on interdisciplinary approach for 

various subjects including Commerce, Economics, History, Marathi and others. 

I wish a grand success for this seminar 

 

                                                                                  Dr. Nandkumar Ingale 

                                                                       (Principal, Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis  

                                                                          Arts and Commerce College, Neral) 



 



KEY NOTE ADDRESS 

 

Vidya Mandir Mandal, Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College of Arts and Commerce has 

organized One Day Interdisciplinary National Seminar on „An Interdisciplinary Approach Towards 

Humanities And Business: Today‟s Demand of Progress‟ Dated 7th march 2018. Firstly I express my best 

wishes to the college and seminar's organizing committee. I wish to thank Principal, Management and 

Staff of the college who invited me as a Key Note Speaker. The college is involved in various activities 

and reflects its dedication and passionate periphery towards growth of rural and socially and economically 

backward students in Karjat area. I know the Principal of this college since long time; he has taken many 

initiatives to make his staff active. People from Vidya Mandir Mandal are very keen observers and have a 

faithful support to all the campaigns of growth introduced by Professors and the Prinicipal. Neral is a very 

beautiful place to visit so is Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College. IQAC team is working 

relentlessly; and it has become very successful this year to receive more than 110 research papers.  

Students who have attended the seminar gained the first hand experience of viewing and learning about 

PPT presentations, Audio Visual Presentations and Oral Paper Presentations of Interdisciplinary subjects 

for the first time. I must express my deep sense of thanks to Principal, Honorable Dignitaries Vidya 

Mandir Mandal, Advisory Committee of the Seminar, Organizing Committee of the Seminar, my fellow 

colleagues, academicians of various subjects from all colleges in India for providing me an opportunity to 

share my views. I was overwhelmed while chairing sessions, I experienced fruitful intellectual interactions 

throughout the seminar. 

Thank You!!! 

I am thoroughly optimistic about this institution as it is going have NAAC accreditation next year. I wish 

the management, teachers and other stakeholders to face NAAC Peer team with great zeal which will have 

constructive impact on the overall development of the college 

Wish you all the best. 

       Dr. Vishnu N. Yadav 

                                                                                           Principal 

                                                                Shankar Narayan College of Arts &  

Commerce,Bhyandar(East). 

Mumbai University,Mumbai 
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A STUDY ON DEVELOPMENT OF EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY (ICT) 

AND ITS IMPACT ON THEIR LEARNING IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

 

Dr. Shaheda Sheikh, Assistant Professor 

C. K. Thakur, Arts, Commerce & Science College, New Panvel 

 

Abstract: 

In today‟s era competition level is high in industriestherefore it is important to find out the skills of the learners in higher 

education. Industries also expect a good productive learner into different areas. Learners have different skill sets which 

needs a development for a better future. It is important to identify the suitable employability skills along with the subject 

knowledge. Researcher has focused on the various employability skills needed for the learners in choosing their future 

employment and has found an impact of technology (ICT-Information and Communication technology) on learning.  

Technology has advanced the access for information and can be used for the betterment of the learner‟s career aspects. It 

has also created a learning way for the learners to enhance their employability prospect. Study involves commerce stream 

students who are surveyed with the help of a questionnaire. The study is conducted in the colleges affiliated to University of 

Mumbai in Raigad district.  

Key words: Career, Employability Skills, ICT 

Introduction: 

Education system provides an opportunity for the learners to sustain in the market on the basis of their skills. In 

the olden days there was not much competition among the learners, but there was a talent which was recognized. 

There are lot of changes from traditional way of learning to the modern way which is called as virtual or E-

Learning into higher education.  

Employability skills involve the enticing and handling of information, communication in the form of presentation, 

problem solving and other basic way of interaction needed in the business world. Information and 

Communication technology enables graduates to access, support and enhance their employability skills by 

motivated learning. Employability is about the learner‘s basic skills like writing, research, personality 

development, confidence towards work experience in the form of internship and placements.  

Learners can improve the skills using ICT device application and other resources like media and technical tools. 

Technology improves the education through the instructor and other learning resources. Teachers can have ideas 

and online resources for learners.  

Literature Review: 

Lonescu, A. (2012) in the study on e-learning includes all forms of electronically supported learning and teaching 

and ICT are used for its functioning which supports in transferring of skills and knowledge. 

Sanyal, (2001), & Sharma (2003) mentions about the Learning with Digital Technology comprises of ICT 

products such as teleconferencing, email, audio, television lessons, radio broadcasts, interactive voice response 

systemetc.  

Objectives of the study: 

1. To know the employability skills of the learners. 

2. To find out the use of ICTin developing learners employability skills. 

3. To study the impact of ICT in learning. 

Research Methodology: 

Present study is based on the primary data collected from arts, commerce and science collegesaffiliated to 

Mumbai University and 110commerce studentsof first year, second year and third year were surveyedbased on 

universal sampling. A questionnaire is used as the instrument of data collection. For arriving at meaningful 

conclusion the study uses percentage analysis. Secondary data is collected from journals, magazines, articles and 

other online resources. 
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Data Analysis & Interpretations: 

 
Above figure 1. presents the year wise percentage of students. Large per cent of student respondents are from 

third year which is 45 per cent, first year students are 29 per cent and second year is 26 per cent. 

Table 1: Employability skills of the learners 

Sr No. Employability Skills Percentage 

A. Communication Skills  

  Read, Speak and Write English  35 

  Can interact well with others  55 

  Study the data or other information 20 

B. Think and Analyze  

  Assess and evaluate situation  45 

  Able to provide suggestion 35 

  Able to handle problems 30 

C. Computer Literacy   

  Basics of computer knowledge 30 

  Advance computer operation like software‘s and hardware‘s. 20 

  Operating and browsing of internet 60 

 

The above table 1 shows the employability skills like communication skills, think and analyse&computer 

literacyof the learners. Any good industries expect digital competence and other personal skills related to social 

skills of networking or interacting to connect to the outer world. The use of digital technologies along with ICT 

practice is essential for an institution to tieup with industry and update the progress in the business where the 

experimental learning is vitallike in communication skills involves reading, speaking and writing Englishof 

learners is 35 per cent, learners can interact well with others is 55 per cent and study the data or other information 

is 20 per cent. Other skill like think and analyse such as assess and evaluate situation is 45 per cent, able to 

provide suggestion is 35 per cent and handle problems is 30 per cent. Learner‘s computer literacy like basic 

knowledge is 30 per cent, advance computer operation is 20 per cent and operating and browsing internet is most 

as compared to the other skills which is 60 per cent. 

Table 2: Regression Analysis Model –Impact of ICT on learners 

R R Square Adjusted R Square Significant p value 

.340
a
 .115 .109 .000 

 

Table 2 presents regression analysis carried out by considering the scores as dependent variable and method of 

teaching as independent variable. Related group of learners were given the test after teaching through traditional 

and modern methods and the learning outcome was compared using ICT. Researcher has tried to compare two 

methodswith the help of ICT tools to find the impact of ICT use on learners. The coefficient of determination 

29% 

26% 

45% 

Figure 1 : Class wise distribution of Students 

First Year Second Year Third Year
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score for the scores when compared against method of learning seems to be 0.115 (12%), indicating, the 

contribution of learning method in determining scores in examination. It means the method of learning is not the 

only factor which explains the marks obtained by the student. The p-value for the Method is less than that of 0.05 

indicates that method has significant impact on the scores. 

Findings, Conclusions and Suggestions: 

From the study researcher has found about the employability skills in the commerce students in the colleges 

affiliated to University of Mumbaiwhich can be enhancing the colleges as well as industries with the learner‘s 

ability. Many colleges use ICT as there is significant impact on learners learning. Study reveals that the 

employability skills of learners are communication skills like interaction, read, write and speak Englishis 35 per 

cent which needs a training and improvement from the industry point of view, learners can interact well with 

others is 55 per cent and understand the information is 20 per cent. Learners thinking and analysing skills was 

also found that they can assess the situation which is 45 per cent and able to handle problems is 30 per cent. 

Hence it is seen that the learners have an ability to think and analyse which is needed for the industries for 

analytical and research jobs. It was also found that the learners have computer knowledge which is 30 per cent 

and browsing internet is high which 60 per cent. Hardware and software knowledge among commerce students is 

only 20 per cent. Colleges should focus on the learners technical skills also as they can be made master in there 

commerce stream related to their jobs along with the subject inputs.  

Hence it can be summarized that the use of e-learning or Information and communication technology has an 

impact on learners learning developing their skills for a better employability of commerce. Higher education 

should also have proper strategies and policies towards e-learning system because industries today have a high 

demand for communication, analytical thinking and computer literacy or ICT. It is a challenge for the teachers to 

use technology who are the support system to develop the skills of learners. To suggest learners should have an 

access to the e learning resources like online journals and other informative articles from the industries. They 

should also focus on digital technology for the learners involving case studies from journals, business magazines 

or database like MOOC i.e.Massive open online course.  
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Abstract 

ven though having higher education with good result and qualification, we are facing lots of problems and challenges in 

achievement of good place in our working area. Government from their own side have put lots of efforts to develop skill in 

field of education, still there is need of improvement in delivery of skill in education. 

The studies have been conducted on highly qualified employees by random sampling and the survey method used is 

probabilistic. The main objective of the study is to find the importance of skill development in higher education and attitude 

of industrial employees toward skill development.                                                                                                        

In the changing world scenario of industry and the job market, now there is demand for skilled workers. Having only higher 

education is not enough, we must go through some skill based training courses, bridge courses etc. To cross the above 

barrier there must be improvement in contribution of skill development in higher education. 

Introduction 

“Knowledge is not skill, Knowledge plus ten thousand times is skill.’’-Shinichi Suzuki                                                                                                                                                                            

Skill leads to knowledge not knowledge lead to skill. Skill integrating the higher education to create 

interdisciplinary courses making outdoor practice sending the student to different industries for considerable time 

will form to ultimate relationship bet bookish knowledge and higher education. More scope should be given to 

skill based course, only 1% learner learn for quenching the thirst of knowledge reaming 99% learn only for job 

skill based course will definitely help them.  

I. AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

1) To examine the current scenario, role of skill in higher education      

2) To study need of skill development in higher education 

3) To study problem face by employees due to lack of proper skill in there    working place                         

II. METHODOLOGY 

The study is based on secondary data collected from reputed articles of research journals, books, prominent sites, 

report sets relevant to higher education and skill development. The study is all about to focus on contemporary 

educational scenario with respect to skill development in the India. 

III. LIMITATION 

The present study is conducted for the highly qualified employees by random     sampling, size of sample was 63 

responses 

Sampling technique known as probabilistic and research tried to explain research study on the basis of random 

sampling it may have some bias so that extend of the study also suffer from certain limitation.   

THE CURRENT SCENARIO, ROLE OF SKILL IN HIGHER EDUCATION  

India has seen rapid growth in recent years, due to the growth in new-age industries. The demand for a new level 

of quality of service has increased with the increase in purchasing power. However, there is a large shortage of 

skilled manpower in the country. In the wake of the changing economic environment, it is necessary to focus on 

the skill development of the young population of the country. India lags far behind in imparting skill training as 

compared to other countries. India has a higher proportion of working age population about its entire population. 

The rapid economic growth has increased the demand for skilled manpower that has highlighted the shortage of 

skilled manpower in the country. India is among the top countries in which employers are facing difficulty in 

filling up the jobs. The key reasons in finding a suitable candidate for available jobs in the country are lack of 

available applicants, shortage of hard skills and shortage of suitable employability, including soft skills. 

E 
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Fig 1:- Percentage having difficulties in filling the jobs in INDIA 

THE NEED OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

Skills Development in India  

India is home to the world‘s largest youth population, with more than 50 percent of India‘s population under 25 

years of age, and over two-thirds under age 35. This demographic dividend presents a tremendous opportunity for 

India to become a global economic leader, and create new and diverse investment opportunities for the world. 

Investing in India‘s youth will enable India to realize its full potential and further strengthen India‘s leadership in 

promoting global economic prosperity and democratic stability. This landscape presents promising opportunities 

for knowledge sharing and public-private partnership 

Need for skills development program  

Skills and knowledge are the driving forces of economic growth and social development for any country. 

Countries with higher and better levels of skills adjust more effectively to the challenges and opportunities of 

world of work. As India moves progressively towards becoming a ‗knowledge economy with skill‘ it becomes 

increasingly important that the country should focus on advancement of skills and these skills have to be relevant 

to the emerging economic environment and society. In order to achieve the twin targets of economic growth and 

inclusive development, India‘s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has to grow consistently at 8% to 9% per annum. 

This requires significant progress in several areas, primary education system, and higher education system, 

including infrastructure development, agricultural growth coupled with productivity improvements, financial 

sector growth, and a healthy business environment, ably supported by a skilled workforce.  

THE PROBLEMS FACE BY EMPLOYEES DUE TO LACK OF PROPER SKILL IN THERE 

WORKING PLACE 

Practical implementation is important rather than just having knowledge. First thing they don‘t know how to 

implement their knowledge & improve skills most of time study of knowledge is not match their working place 

because they have only knowledge and they don‘t have practical knowledge. They get challenge practically they 

consume more time to do their work/job and its affects productivity in industry. 

Freshers don‘t know how to handle instrument. Basically most of fresher‘s don‘t know what their role and how to 

apply their skills. They face lots of challenges, lack of confidence, soft skill problems, less focus towards job, lack 

of Co-operation; they get confused many times, lack of presence of mind, lack of basic problems to solving skills. 
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Conclusion 

In order to bridge the industry academic gap – NSDC has developed a unique model to integrate skill based 

trainings into the academic cycle of the Universities. These are based on National Occupational Standards set by 

industry through sector skill councils. 

We have cross the barrier of apprenticeship, experience and some skill based courses, gaining of knowledge is not 

enough to acquire the post of industry. Practical implementation is important than just having knowledge.  
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Abstract 

This article discusses the Role of Nationalized Banks  and Financial inclusion in India . Financial inclusion is emerging as a 

new paradigm of economic growth that plays major role in driving away the poverty from the country. It refers to delivery of 

banking services to masses including privileged and disadvantaged people at an affordable terms and conditions. Financial 

inclusion is important priority of the country in terms of economic growth and advanceness of society Financial inclusion is 

the delivery of financial services,at an affordable cost , to section of disadvantages and low income segments of society since 

independence Government of India and the RBI have launched many initiatives for financial inclusion. The main focus of 

financial inclusion in India is the promotion of sustainable development and employment generation in rural areas. 

Keywords: Financial inclusion, Economic inclusion, Nationalized Bank, Employment 

Introduction 

In today‘s Advanced Economy, the bank takes central role in the community life and is the engine of Economic 

development. As the intermediary institution, banking has an important role to bridge between demand and supply 

of the funds to improve the welfare of the community life.    in the last to decades banking sectors around the 

world , particularly in the developing economies , have gone through numerous important reforms and structural 

changes. The term financial inclusion was used for the first time in April 2005 in the annual policy statement 

presented by Y.Yenugopal Reddy the then Governor Reserve Bank of India. financial inclusion denotes delivery 

of financial services at an affordable cost to the vast section of disadvantages and low income groups. The 

Various financial services include credit savings insurance and payments and remittance facilities . The objective 

of financial inclusion is to extend the scope of activities of the organized financial system to include within it‘s 

ambit people with low incomes. Financial inclusion may be defined as the process of ensuring access to financial 

services and timely and adequate credit where needed by vulnerable groups such as weaker section and low 

income group at an affordable cost. Financial inclusion  is delivery of banking services at an affordable cost ( no 

frills Account) to the rapid section of disadvantages and low income group . unrestrained access to public goods 

and services is the main thing of an open and efficient society .as banking services are in the nature of public good 

.it as essential that availability of banking and payment services to the entire population without discrimination is 

the prime of the public policy . The aim of financial inclusion is to make easy access of financial services to the 

large under privileged population of the country .it is an attempt for achieving inclusive growth of the society by 

making availability of finance to the deprived section of population , financial inclusion ,on the other hand ,is a 

process aiming at providing banking services like saving account, credit facility , and insurance product to weaker 

section of the society. The government of India recently announced Pradhan mantri Jan dhan yojna ,a national 

financial inclusion mission which aims to provide bank account to at list 75 million people by January 26 ,2015 

.to achieve this milestone it‘s important for both service providers and policy makers to have readily available 

information outlining gaps in access and interactive tools that help better understand the context at the district 

level . India is a country of 1.2 billion people , spread across 29 states and seven union territories . there are 

around 600,000 villages and 640 Districts in our country .A vast majority of the population , especially in rural 

areas ,is excluded from the easy access to finance . Forty per cent of the households having bank account , but 

only 38 percent of the 117,200 branches of scheduled commercial Banks are working in rural areas , hence ,an 

inclusive financial system  is required widely not only in India ,but has become a policy priority in various 

countries. 
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Objective of the study: 

This study will try to explore the following objective  

1) To understand the concept of financial inclusion in India 

2) To study about the role of Nationalized Banks financial inclusion schemes and it‘s contribution  an  

Economy . 

3) To analyse performance of  Nationalized Banks schemes in Economic inclusion in India 

4) To stress on the present conditions of financial inclusion in India 

Research methodology: 

The study is based on secondary data. Data has been collected from the from various publications of government 

of India .The information which is collected from the concerned resources as per need of research. The 

information has to be collected from different books, journals, reference books, published data of Reserved Bank 

of India Report, magazines , souvenir and websites is used for the analysis. In this research financial services refer 

to the financial services from the banks. 

Schemes Launched for Financial Inclusion 

Government of India has launched various schemes for financial inclusion & social security for Indians. 

Following are the initiatives & programmes in this regard: 

1. Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) 

The deposit base of PMJDY accounts has expanded over time. As on 05.04.2017, the deposit balance in PMJDY 

accounts was Rs. 63,971 crore in 28.23 crore accounts. The average deposit per account has more than doubled 

from Rs. 1,064 in March 2015 to Rs. 2,235 in March 2017. 22.14 crore RuPay cards have been issued under 

PMJDY. 

The Bank Mitra network has also gained in strength and usage. The average number of transactions per Bank 

Mitra, on the Aadhaar Enabled Payment System operated by Bank Mitras, has risen by over eightyfold, from 52 

transactions in 2014-15 to 4,291 transactions in 2016-17. 

2. Pradhan Mantri Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana (PMJJBY) 

As on 12th April, 2017, Cumulative Gross enrolment reported by Banks subject to verification of eligibility, etc. 

is about 3.1 Crore under PMJJBY. A total of 63291 claims were registered under PMJJBY of which 59770 have 

been disbursed. 

3. Pradhan Mantri Suraksha Bima Yojana (PMSBY) 

As on 12th April, 2017, Cumulative Gross enrolment reported by Banks subject to verification of eligibility, etc. 

is about 10 Crore under PMSBY. A total of 12816 claims were registered under PMSBY of which 9646 have 

been disbursed. 

4. Atal Pension Yojana (APY) 

As on 31st March, 2017, a total of 48.54 lakh subscribers have been enrolled under APY with a total pension 

wealth of Rs. 1,756.48 crore. 

5. Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana 

Under the scheme a loan of upto Rs. 50000 is given under sub-scheme ‗Shishu‘; between Rs. 50,000 to 5.0 Lakhs 

under sub-scheme ‗Kishore‘; and between 5.0 Lakhs to 10.0 Lakhs under sub-scheme ‗Tarun‘. 

As per latest data, loans extended under the Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana (PMMY) during 2016-17 have crossed 

the target of Rs. 1,80,000 crore for 2016-17. Sanctions currently stand at Rs. 1,80,528 crore. Of this amount, 

about Rs. 1,23,000 crore was lent by banks while non-banking institutions lent about Rs. 57,000 crore. 

Data compiled so far indicates that the number of borrowers this year were about 4 crore, of which over 70% were 

women borrowers. About 18% of the borrowers were from the Scheduled Caste Category, 4.5% from the 

Scheduled Tribe Category, while Other Backward Classes accounted for almost 34% of the borrowers. 

6. Stand Up India Scheme 
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The Scheme facilitates bank loans between Rs.10 lakh and Rs.1 crore to at least one Scheduled Caste/ Scheduled 

Tribe borrower and at least one Woman borrower per bank branch for setting up greenfield enterprises. This 

enterprise may be in manufacturing, services or the trading sector. 

As on 11th April, 2017, Rs 5807.7 crore has been sanctioned in 28444 accounts. Of these, women hold 22708 

accounts with sanctioned loan of Rs 4740.11 crore, Scheduled Caste persons hold 4487 accounts with sanctioned 

amount of Rs 825.17 crore while Scheduled Tribe persons hold 1249 accounts with a sanctioned amount of Rs. 

242.43 crore. 

7. Varishtha Pension Bima Yojana (VPBY) 

The revived Varishtha Pension Bima Yojana (VPBY) was formally launched by the Finance Minister on 

14.08.2014 based on the budget announcement made during 2014-15 and has been opened during the window 

stretching from 15th August, 2014 to 14th August, 2015. Thus all those who subscribe to the VPBY during this 

period will receive an assured guaranteed return of 9% under the policy. As per LIC, a total number of 3,23,128 

policies with corpus amount of Rs. 9073.20 crore have been subscribed to the Scheme. 

8. Other Initiatives 

The Government of India in the Interim Budget of FY 2014-15, announced the setting up of Venture Capital Fund 

for Scheduled Castes under the head Social Sector Initiatives in order to promote entrepreneurship among the 

Scheduled Castes (SC). The scheme is operational since 16.01.2015 with a present corpus of Rs. 290.01 crore 

contributed by Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, Govt. of India (Rs. 240.01 crore) and IFCI Ltd. as 

sponsor and investor (Rs. 50 crore). As of 15.03.2017, IFCI Venture Capital Fund Ltd. has sanctioned and 

disbursed Rs. 236.66 crore and Rs. 109.68 crore to 65 and 32 beneficiaries, respectively under the scheme since 

launch of the scheme. 

The Credit Enhancement Guarantee Scheme (CEGS) for Scheduled Castes (SCs) was announced by Govt. of 

India in the Union Budget of 2014-15 wherein a sum of Rs.200 crore was allocated towards credit facility cover 

for young and energetic start-up entrepreneurs, belonging to SCs, who aspire to be part of neo middle class 

category with an objective to encourage entrepreneurship in the lower strata of the society resulting in job creation 

besides creating confidence in SCs. 

Banks have undertaken Financial Literacy programmes through 718 Financial Literacy and Credit Counselling 

Centres (FLCCs). A total of 17,422 skilling centres have been mapped with branches and literacy centres, and 

financial literacy imparted to 7 lakh students. The literacy materials have been developed in regional languages 

and disseminated. 

Card acceptance infrastructure: To augment card acceptance infrastructure for use of debit cards, a major drive 

was undertaken between December 2016 and March 2017, resulting in an increase in the number of Point of Sale 

(PoS) terminals by an additional 12.54 lakh, up from 15.19 lakh as on 30.11.2016. Further, to improve such 

infrastructure in villages, 2.04 lakh PoS terminals have been sanctioned from the Financial Inclusion Fund by 

NABARD. 

1.2 Nationalization Process 

First phase of Indian Banks nationalization process was in 1969. The major objective of nationalization process 

was to extend banking infrastructure in rural areas. Fourteen banks were nationalized in 1969. Before 1969, State 

Bank of India (SBI) was only the public sector bank in India. And second phase of Indian banks nationalization 

process was in 1980. Seven more banks were nationalized with deposits over 200 crores. Currently 20 public 

sector banks, 21 private sector banks and 43 foreign banks are working in India. Please 

Conclusion: 

Banking Sector in India is likely to undergo a major change. This change will be in the form of mergers and 

acquisitions and takeovers. The State Bank of India may merge all its associate banks with itself to make a one 

bank Financial sector is a very important segment of the economy and has direct bearing on growth and 

prosperity. Strong financial systems need strong legal systems which provide unambiguous and fair legislation. 

The financial system in India including banking, insurance, capital, taxation, etc. has many regulators, each 
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having a separate mandate. This blend raises pertinent concerns. First, financial system is still characterised by 

considerable fragmentation of legislation, regulation and enforcement. Second, policy related frictions might arise 

from the diversity of different legislations and the overlapping of the regulatory jurisdictions. Third, there might 

be a risk of legal arbitrage among financial jurisdictions . Banking system plays a very significant role in the 

economy of a country. It is central to a nation‘s economy as it caters to the needs of credit for all the sections of 

the society. Money-lending in one form or the other has evolved along with the history of mankind The study 

included a brief introduction of the subject and provided two significant definitions of Financial Inclusion. 

Thereafter, the key policy initiatives of RBI and progress achieved / identified trends in terms of branch 

penetration, credit penetration and encouraging demand for financial services through financial literacy initiatives 

have been explained to assess where we stand at the present juncture.   
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Abstract 

A cashless transaction is one in which all transactions are done with the help of electronic mode such as debit cards, credit 

cards, RTGS, NEFT, etc. Payment through electronic mode seeks to develop and modernize payment systems in India. This 

paper has focused on consumer‟s preference of spending on different items/services through cashless mode. The paper also 

discussed about various cash less modes used by rural consumers. This study is based on primary data. After analysing the 

data, the researcher has come with some findings and conclusions. The study concludes with some suggestions. 

Key Words: Cashless economy, rural consumers and economy, Cashless transactions, Cashless modes. 

1.1 Introduction:  

A cashless transaction is one in which all transactions are done with the help of electronic mode such as debit 

cards, credit cards, RTGS (Real Time Gross Settlement), NEFT (National Electronic Funds Transfer), etc. Every 

one of us often uses cheque while doing payment. After the decision taken by Hon‘ble Prime Minister of India 

Shri. Narendra Modi, our Indian economy has suddenly shifted from cash to cashless. It was the historical 

decision taken by Government. According to Reserve Bank of India (RBI), report October, 2016, transfers made 

through the NEFT system and RTGS system recorded 1.19 billion transactions and 864 million respectively 

during the same period. In India, the ratio of cash to gross domestic product is 12.42% in GDP in compare to 

China (9.47%) and Brazil (4%). India had 76.47 billion currency notes in circulation in 2012-2013 compared with 

34.5 % billion in US. Modern and efficient payment system is a key factor for driving economic growth and 

development. Even after introducing Debit and Credit card, consumers from rural areas have started doing 

transaction through this plastic money. This paper has focused on consumer‘s preference of spending on different 

items/services through cashless mode. The paper also discussed about various cash less modes used by rural 

consumers. 

1.2 Review of Literature:  

Sushma Patil (2014) in her study titled ―Impact of Plastic Money on Banking Trends in India‖ discussed on 

overview of the development of banking in the trends of plastic cards usage. The study focused that role of these 

plastic money as electronic payment tool to be used by customers. This study also discussed future plans made by 

various banks and institutions for avoiding the frauds arisen due to the plastic money. This study is based on 

Mumbai city. 

Manpreet Kaur (2017) in his study titled ―Demonetization: Impact on Cashless Payment System‖ explains 

cashless is a need of society. Cashless transaction is not only safer but it is less time consuming. It is growing day 

by day. More and more people moves from cash to cashless transactions in this globalised world. 

1.3 Objectives of the Study: 

1. To study the various cashless modes used by rural consumers. 

2. To analyse the consumer‘s preferences of spending on various items/services through cashless mode. 

3. To find out problems faced by rural consumers while doing cashless transactions. 

4. To give some suggestions. 

1.4 Limitations of Study: 

1. This study is restricted only in rural areas of Uran Tahsil. 

2. The study is totally depend upon the information provided by rural consumers.  
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1.5 Research Methodology: 

This study is based on primary data collected through questionnaire. Questionnaires are filled by 100 rural 

consumers living in surrounding Uran villages. Consumers those who are using cashless modes taken as a 

samples. 

1.6 Data Analysis and Interpretations: 

Table 1 

Mode use of Cashless Transactions 

Modes Yes (%) No (%) 

RTGS 05 95 

Paytm 30 70 

NEFT 05 95 

Debit Card 82 18 

Credit Cards 50 50 

Cheque 64 36 

(Source: Primary data) 

It has observed in Table 1 that 5 percent of rural consumers used NEFT, 82 percent used Debit Card, 30 percent 

used Paytm, 50 percent used Credit Cards, 5 percent used RTGS whereas 64 percent used Cheque.   

Table 2 

Pattern of spending on different items/services by consumers through cashless mode 

 

Transactions Yes (%) No (%) 

Purchase of Grocery 21 79 

Purchase of Vegetables 01 99 

Purchase of Durables 11 89 

Purchase of Diary Products 01 99 

Paying Electricity Bill 50 50 

Paying Petrol/Diesel Bill 29 71 

Educational Expenses 13 87 

Conveyance Bookings 28 72 

Purchase of Apparels 51 49 

Purchase of Medicines 12 88 

Purchase of Toiletries 01 99 

Entertaining Bookings 37 63 

Paying Mobile/Telephone Bill 55 45 

Purchase of Footwear 14 86 

Purchase of Electronic Goods 53 47 

Purchase of Jewelry 14 86 

(Source: Primary data) 

It has observed in Table 2 that, Majority of the rural consumers use cashless mode for paying mobile bill and 

purchase of electronic goods. Whereas 50 percent rural consumers pay electricity bill and 51 percent purchase of 

apparels in cashless mode. In all others transactions, very less percent of rural consumers use cashless mode. 

1.7 Problems Faced by Rural Consumers: 

1. Non availability of cashless mechanism with rural traders 

2. Internet connectivity 
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3. Lack of Technical Knowledge 

4. Lack of Awareness 

5. problem of Infrastructure 

6. Security Problem 

1.8 Findings and Conclusions: 

1. Majority of rural consumers use debit cards and cheques for cashless transactions. 

2. Many of them do not use cashless mode due to infrastructure problem and non-availability of mechanism 

with rural traders, Inspite of these problem, most of the rural consumers prefer cashless transaction out of 

their village. 

3. Many of the rural consumers face the problem of internet connectivity, while doing cash less transaction. 

4. Majority of the rural consumers use cashless mode for paying mobile bill/telephone bill and purchase of 

electronic goods. It has followed by purchase of apparels. 

1.9 Suggestions: 

1. It has now become necessary to make awareness amongst rural consumers for using many other modes of 

cashless transaction such as RTGS, Paytm, NEFT etc. 

2. It is obligatory for the government to make necessary infrastructure development in rural areas for better 

and smooth cashless transactions. 

3. Regular and frequent internet connectivity in rural banks and in rural areas. 

4. Renewal and issuing of licensing of those businessmen, who will mechanism for cashless transactions 

then licensing should renew. 

5. More and more transactions should be carried out through cashless mode. 
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Abstract 

India is now youngest Country in the world. In India highly qualified professionals are available to the great extent. To cater 

for these young professional Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) and Knowledge Process Outsourcing (KPO) is good 

choice. Knowledge Process Outsourcing, a new high growth industry is growing at a rapid pace in India. Knowledge 

Process Outsourcing is extension of Business Process Outsourcing. Business Process Outsourcing is usually deals with 

outsourcing of some non core business function to the third party in order to save money. Knowledge Process Outsourcing is 

subset of Business Process Outsourcing. Knowledge Process Outsourcing involves outsourcing of core functions which may 

or may not give cost benefit to the company, but surely helps in value addition. Knowledge Process Outsourcing services are 

much more research and analytical intensive. 

Keywords:  Business Process Outsourcing, Knowledge Process Outsourcing,  

Introduction: 

Business Process Outsourcing or BPO is outsourcing of some of the business functions to a third party in order to 

save money. It usually consists of the back office or front office operations. While front office services are related 

to client interaction and customer support, back office services are related to finance and HR. If outsourcing is 

done to a company situated outside the parent company's country, it is known as offshore outsourcing. 

Knowledge Process Outsourcing or KPO is a subset of BPO. KPO involves outsourcing of core functions which 

may or may not give cost benefit to the parent company but surely helps in value addition. The processes which 

are outsourced to KPOs are usually more specialized and knowledge based as compared to BPOs. Services 

included in KPO are related to R&D, Capital and insurance market services, legal services, biotechnology, 

animation and design, etc. are the usual activities that are outsourced to KPOs. LPO or Legal Process Outsourcing 

is special type of KPO dealing with legal services. KPO organizations include high risk and confidentiality and 

the greater part of the work would be outsourced. 

India is still the undisputed leader in outsourcing. India is shifted from Business Process Outsourcing to 

Knowledge Process Outsourcing.  

Objective of Study: 

To understand the basic concept of Business Process Outsourcing and Knowledge Process Outsourcing. Impact of 

BPO and KPO on young India.  

Research Methodology: 

The study involves the data collected from the secondary sources. The secondary data has been collected from 

journals, Research paper, Newspapers, Literature review, Websites 

Knowledge Process Outsourcing in India: 

Indian KPOs have significant competitive advantages in terms of low-cost offerings, skilled manpower with sales 

and marketing capabilities, domain expertise and knowledge of regulatory compliances. Highly educated 

professionals in engineering, medicine, management, accountancy, company secretary, legal fraternity are 

available in India. The Indian KPO providers offer a range of solutions to various industry segments such as 

FMCG, engineering, automobile, telecom, R&D, BFSI, etc. Specialized professionals with specific domain 

knowledge, problem solving and analytical skills and experience are required who demand 15-20% higher salaries 

that BPO professionals. 

India KPO industry had seen significant affect of the Global Financial Crisis in 2008 and the Industry have 

slowed down but currently recovering. India still is the dominant player in the Global KPO market with 70% 
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market share. Evalueserve estimates Global KPO industry are growing and is expected to grow at an annual rate 

of approximately 24% for the next four years.  

The basic elements that differentiate BPO from KPO 

BPOs usually deal with fringe business activities such as customer care, finance and HR and at the same time, the 

USP of a BPO is their being cost effective. Companies usually outsource such processes to BPOs which are not 

directly linked to its value chain. And the motive behind such outsourcing is directly linked to cost reduction. On 

the other hand, highly specialized and knowledge based services are outsourced to KPOs. These activities are 

directly related to core offering of parent company. The motive behind such outsourcing is not only to reduce cost 

but to get specialized solutions for which availing in-house resources might be tough. 

The difference in BPOs and KPOs can also be judged by the way they hire people. While basic education may be 

enough for you to get a BPO job but a KPO job requires you to be competent in a particular field. Also, the 

training provided by the KPOs is more rigorous and sector specific. So if you are a 'Jack of all trades', KPOs may 

not be the right choice for you. 

There are a number of notable differences between KPO and BPO. The six elements that separate these two 

processes are focus, process, specialization, driving force, activities, and client contacts. 

KPO and India’s Education System  

India‗s education system is its main strength in KPO. Indian ancient education system was very scientific. The 

British developed a strong English speaking based education, which helped India to have a comparative 

advantage. The tertiary level of education system is well developed in India. There is a pool of highly skilled 

labour. Indians have a good aptitude for R & D. Low cost advantage due to currency value also is a major 

advantage. India is a democracy, so is US. The similarity between two countries is also an advantage. The huge 

talent pool, low cost and strong research infrastructure attract many MNC to set up R&D centres in India. These 

R&D centres are beneficial to both developing and developed countries. India has the world‘s largest number of 

scientific and technological personnel after USA. In India, six times more people go to universities than in China. 

The supply of manpower comes from people from diverse backgrounds. Engineers, MBAs, professionals with 

financial background and even journalists are qualified to work in KPO. People with science background have a 

better chance, as some tasks require data analysis and programming. India‘s strong education background 

provides a large pool of knowledge workers in various sectors as Pharmacy, Medicine, Law, Biotechnology, 

Education & Training, Engineering, Analytics, Design & Animation, Research & Development, Paralegal 

Content and even Intelligence services. 

India KPO Industry - Future Concerns: 

The KPO industry was affected by Global financial crisis that caused significant slowdown in revenues and 

presently KPO industry is maturing. The range of services has expanded from initial research and analytics. And 

as the market has developed, variety of offerings such as legal process outsourcing and clinical trial management 

are included. KPO industry is also facing the challenge of adequate talent availability and high attrition rate 

among young professionals. Skills shortages particularly relating to pharma clinical trials etc are major concern in 

India KPO. Wage inflation is another cause as India is loosing out on the lower cost advantage. 

Conclusion: 

This paper examines the prospects and challenges faced by KPO sector in India. The KPO area has a considerable 

measure of potential for development in India. But India confronts various difficulties to secure itself as a 

worldwide KPO pioneer. The real test in setting up a KPO will be to obtain skilled employees. 

KPO services cannot be provided by just about anyone. For quality KPO services, you require highly qualified 

professionals who are very knowledgeable and skilled. You can get access to such professionals at Indian KPO 

companies. India has a large number of post-graduates, PhDs and MBAs who are involved in KPO. 

BPO and KPO enables to corporate executives to concentrate upon core business areas, help in optimum 

utilization of resources. It also helps to reduction of cost and improves productivity, improve human resources. It 

enables to use sophisticated technology at lower cost, which helps to cater changing customer demands. 
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There are many areas in which India will specialize. India is expected to be a world leader in KPO. The 

contribution of KPO will be substantial in terms of employment and revenue generation. India is already 

established itself as a world leader in IT. Becoming a world leader in KPO will help India a long way in becoming 

a global superpower. 
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Abstract: 

The paper entitled, “A study on assessment of human resource management practices of private security agencies in Raigad 

district of Maharashtra” aims to determine the extent at which effective HRM practices can enhance the organisational 

performance in private security agencies.  

Private security personnel‟s are the human resource which works in all departments of the private security agency and helps 

the agency to put its thumb marks everywhere. The effective HRM practices affect the organisational performance of security 

personnel‟s. The study identified the provisions of medical facilities, sanitary and accommodation facility of security guards, 

basic amenities, training and development facilities and social security measures etc. This paper tried to identify the impact 

of HRM practices on organisational performance of security personnel‟s of private security agency. Sound policies were 

found to be the main factor influencing the relationship of security personnel with management of security agency. Lack of 

job security measures was the main reason for high rates of labour turnover. The study also suggested the arrangement of 

training programmes for top level managers on the emerging HRM practices for effective organisational performance in 

private security industry.  

KEYWORDS: Security Personnel‟s, HRM Practices, Orgasational Performance, Job Security etc. 

Introduction:  

The private security agencies play an extremely important role in terms of its contribution to the GDP as also in 

the generation of employment opportunities. The private security industry is one of the key constitutions of the 

service sector in India. There are approximately 18 to 20 million private security guards engaged by over one 

lakhs of private security agencies throughout the world. The private security sector is the backbone of the social 

and economic development of a region. 

With the increasing growth of Indian economy over last two decades, the requirement of security arrangement of 

Industrial Complex, Offices, Banks, IT Parks and other public infrastructure such as Airports, Metro Stations, 

Shopping Malls and public utilities has grown manifold. In order to meet these demands, the security industry has 

significantly scaled its operational capabilities to supplement government towards maintaining safety and security 

of citizens and their properties. 

Private security agencies are increasingly employed to carry out detection and prevention of criminal activities 

and law enforcement. They play a number of roles in Maharashtra, ranging from guard services, investigation 

services and security counselling etc.  

In Maharashtra most of the security agencies face a variety of human resource problems. It is very difficult for 

security agencies to maintain manpower stability and improve organisational performance. For these agencies to 

survive in global economy, they need to exploit all the available resources as a means of achieving competitive 

advantage. For that purpose the most of the security agencies trying to focus on security personnel as a greatest 

human resource. The success or failure of private security agency therefore depends on the ability of agency to 

attract and retain the right people for the job. Highly motivated security personnel help in getting competitive 

advantage in the dynamic business environment. This paper tried to assess how HRM practices can be used to 

address various issues of security guards in improving organizational performance in private security agencies. 
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Objectives of the study: 

The present study aims to assess how the HRM practices can improve organizational performance by considering 

following objectives.  

1. To study the impact of employee welfare practices on organisational performance. 

2. To study various employee relation practices that influence organizational performance. 

3. To study the effects of job security measures on organizational performance. 

Review of Literature: 

The study of assessment of HRM practices on organizational performance in security agency is a topic of wide 

interest to both people who work in organisation and people who study them. HRM practices have been closely 

related with many organizational phenomena such as motivation, performance, leadership, Attitude, moral etc. 

researchers have attempted to identify the various components of HRM practices used in security agency and 

examine its effects on organizational performance.  

According to Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industries (FICCI) there are around 6 – 6.5 million 

private security guard‘s employed across the country and this is expected to continue to grow in the future.
 
As per 

broad conservative estimates, there are approximately 1 lakhs security and intelligence service agencies operating 

in various countries of the world. 

Singh, (2003) the researcher stated in his research that the Indian organizations normally direct their HRM 

practices towards the development of competencies, culture and effectiveness among employees individually or in 

groups. 

Thornhill (200) the author mentioned in his book that the potential role for HR – strategies to be used to change 

the culture of an organization. He has been also stated that, an organization can change its culture through its 

recruitment strategy of replacing managers with those from outside, restructuring the organization, downsizing the 

workforce, training programmes, new reward strategies and performance management to alter employee 

behaviour or reinforce emergent ones. 

Mwiti (2007) the researcher in his research points out that naturally welfare services may not directly related to 

employees job but the presence or absence of services is notable through employee performance, attitude or low 

labour turnover etc.  

Wikipedia (2017) according to the information gathered from Wikipedia the human resource management is 

administrative activities associated with human resource planning, recruitment, selection, orientation, appraisal, 

motivation and also a functions within an organization that focuses on people. 

Almika (2008) the researcher stated in his research that the private security companies should develop 

appropriate employee welfare structures and benifits for the employees to enhance their job satisfaction as well as 

organizational efficiency. 

Upadhyaya (2011) most of the organizations using the services of private security having the attitude of total 

indifference towards the problems of private security personnel‘s engaged in security industry in India. 

Research Methodology: 

The study adopted a descriptive design using questionnaire method. The target population was 500 security 

personnel‘s from five private security agencies in Raigad district of Maharashtra using stratified random sampling 

technique. Out of 500 security personnel‘s 100 security personnel was randomly selected from five security 

agencies. The study also based on secondary data collected from journals, books and websites.  

Result and Discussion: 

Socio Economic Profile of Respondents: 
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Table no. 1 

Sr. 

No 

Particulars Number 

of 

Respondents 

Percentage (%) 

1 Gender Male 100 100% 

Female 0 0% 

Total 100 100% 

2 Working Experience Less than 5 Years 66 66% 

More than 5 Years 34 34% 

Total 100 100% 

3 Age 21 to 30 Years 13 13% 

31 to 40 Years 58 58% 

Above 40 Years 29 29% 

Total 100 100% 

Source: Primary Data 

From table no. 1, it shows that all respondents were male employee. It can be concluded from findings that 100% 

of those involved in guarding are male and that security agencies mainly employ male guards due to the nature of 

duties involved. This also indicated an imbalance in gender distribution in private security agencies.  

It was also notable that 34% of the respondents had served in their agencies for more than 5 years while 66% of 

the respondents had served for less than 5 years indicating high rate of labour turnover.  

Most of the respondents were within the age range of 31 years and 40 years of age which reflected 58% out of all 

respondents. 

Impact of employee welfare practices on organisational performance: 

1) Basic Monthly Salary: 

Table No 2:  

Basic Salary Frequency Percentage 

Below Rs. 8,000 25 25% 

Rs. 8,001 to Rs. 15,000 67 67% 

Rs.15001 to Rs. 20,000 07 07% 

Above Rs. 20,000 01 01% 

Total 100 100% 

Source: Primary Data 

From the Table No.2 it is stated that 67% of the respondents were paid a monthly salary in the range of Rs. 8,001 

to Rs. 15,000 which was below the government minimum wage requirement of Rs. 18,249 (Security Guard Board 

for Brihan Mumbai and Thane District circular dated. 14.02.2017) while only 7% respondents were paid a 

monthly salary in the range of Rs. 15001 to Rs.20, 000. The need to engage in other activities to supplement their 

income negatively impacted organizational performance.  

2) Employee Welfare Practices: 

Table no. 3 

Sr.

No 

Statement Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neither 

Agree Nor 

Disagree 

Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

1 Are you satisfied from 

statutory welfare scheme 

02 21 03 46 28 
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like rest room? 

2 Employer is interested in 

career development 

programmes. 

03 19 01 12 65 

3 Training and educational 

programmes helps to 

reduce stress 

39 48 07 05 00 

4 Are you satisfied with 

supporting work 

environment at 

workplace? 

05 76 06 9 04 

5 Are you satisfied with the 

medical facilities? 

10 18 09 47 16 

6 Are you happy with the 

organizational policy? 

17 62 10 16 05 

Source: Primary Data 

Statement 1: Are you satisfied from statutory welfare scheme like rest room? 

Analysis: it is established that out of 100 respondents 23% respondents are felt that they were satisfied about 

statutory welfare scheme of the organization while 74% respondents were not satisfied about welfare schemes. It 

indicates negative impact on organizational performance. 

Statement 2: Employer is interested in career development programmes. 

Analysis: 77% of the respondents were not satisfied about career development programmes. It indicates the lack 

of employer‘s interest in their career development and this reduced their morale significantly hence negating 

organizational performance. 

Statement 3: Training and educational programmes helps to reduce stress 

Analysis: 87% of respondents confirmed the existence of training and educational programmes for stress 

management helps them to reduce stress and thus enhancing organizational performance. 

Statement 4: Are you satisfied with supporting work environment at workplace? 

Analysis: Ensuring good working environment at work place practice emerged as having the greatest effect on 

organizational performance with 5% strongly agrees, 76% agree and only 9% strongly disagree and 4% disagree 

as indicated in table no. 3.  

Statement 5: Are you satisfied with the medical facilities? 

Analysis: 63% of respondents felt that they were not satisfied about medical facilities indicating negative impact 

on organizational performance. 

Statement 6: Are you happy with the organizational policy? 

Analysis: 79% of respondents were happy about organizational policy. It indicates that sound policies is the main 

reason which p[positively impacted the organizational performance. 

Influence of Employee Relation practices on Organizational Performance: 

Table No. 4 

Sr.

No 

Statement Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neither 

Agree Nor 

Disagree 

Disagree Strongly 

Disagree 

1 Are you satisfied about 

employers policy of 

equality 

25 60 00 15 00 
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2 Are you getting proper 

instructions from senior? 
30 52 05 10 03 

3 Are you satisfied with 

interpersonal relationship 

with client 

22 62 00 9 07 

Source: Primary Data 

From the table no. 4 it is found that 75% of the respondents were comfortable with the manner in which their 

employers treated them in regard to equality. It positively impacted organizational performance. 

Instructions and information sharing efforts from senior were recognised by 82% respondents pointing to the facts 

that this employees motivation.  

Maximum 84% of respondents are happy with the interpersonal relationship with their clients. It indicates positive 

impact on organizational performance.  

Effects of Job Security Measures on Organizational Performance: 

The study found that 42% of the respondents felt that their jobs were secure while 31% were neutral to the level 

of their job security and 22% respondents were felt that their jobs were insecure.  

76% of the respondents were felt that, the lack of job security measures is the main reason for high rate of labour 

turnover in private security industry. It indicates that the lack of job security measures negatively affect the 

organizational performance.  

Conclusions: 

From the study it is concluded that the employee welfare practices had a positive influence on organizational 

performance at the selected private security agencies in Raigad district of Maharashtra. 

The employee relation practices had also positive impact on organizational performance of private security 

agencies. Most of the respondents were happy with interpersonal relationship with supervisors and clients 

indicating positive impact. 

The job security measures used in security agencies creates moderate impact on organizational performance. 

From the three variables used in the assessment of HRM practices in private security agencies it is concluded that 

HRM practices have a positive influence towards organizational performance. The study therefore recommends 

enhancing training of top level managers on emerging HRM practices for effective organizational performance 
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Abstract 

India‟s banking sectors has made rapid strides in reforming and make even itself to the new Competitive business 

environment. Indian Banking industry is in the midst of the Information Technology Revolution and its changes have put 

forth the competition among the Banks worldwide. Indian economic environment is witnessing path breaking reform 

measures. The banking sector plays a vital role in the development of one country‟s economy. Today, India has a fairly well 

developed banking system with different classes of banks – public sector banks, foreign banks, private sector banks – both 

old and new generation, regional rural banks and co-operative banks with the Reserve Bank of India as the fountain Head of 

the system. From 1991 various trends and developments in banking sector are credited. It also reflects the various reforms 

were caused to improve their Services to satisfy the customers. 

Key Words: Banking sector, recent trends and developments in financial sector, etc. 

Introduction 

The banking system in India is significantly different from other Asian nations because of the country‘s unique 

geographic, social, and economic characteristics. India has a large population and land size, a diverse culture, and 

extreme disparities in income, which are marked among its regions. There are high levels of illiteracy among a 

large percentage of its population but, at the same time, the country has a large reservoir of managerial and 

technologically advanced talents. Between about 30 and 35 percent of the population resides in metro and urban 

cities and the rest is spread in several semi-urban and rural centers. The banking system‘s international isolation 

was also due to strict branch licensing controls on foreign banks already operating in the country as well as entry 

restrictions facing new foreign banks.  

Objectives of the Study 

● To examine recent trends and developments in banking sector 

● To present the technological developments in Indian banking sector 

● To study the emerging trends in banking technology. 

Recent Trends in Financial and Banking Sector 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is at the paramount of all the banks. The RBI‘s most important goal is to 

maintain monetary stability (moderate and stable inflation) in India. The RBI uses monetary policy to maintain 

price stability and an adequate flow of credit. The rates used by RBI to achieve the bank rate, repo rate, reverse 

repo rate and the cash reserve ratio. Reducing inflation has been one of the most important goals for some time. 

Growth and diversification in banking sector has transcended limits all over the world. In 1991, the Government 

opened the doors for foreign banks to start Some of them have engaged in the areas of consumer credit, credit 

cards, merchant banking, and internet And phone banking, leasing, mutual funds etc 

Changes in Financial and Banking Sector 

(1.) Internet 

Internet is a networking of computers. In this marketing Message can be transferred and received worldwide. The 

data can be sent and received in any part of the world. In no time, internet facility can do many a job for us. It 

includes the following: This net can work as electronic mailing system. It can have access to the distant database, 

which may be a newspaper of foreign country. Customers can exchange their ideas through Internet and can make 

contact with anyone who is a linked with Internet. On internet, one can exchange letters, Figures/diagrams and 

music recording. Internet is a fast developing net and is of utmost important for public sector undertaking, 

Education Institutions, Research Organization etc. 

(2.) Society for Worldwide Inter-Bank Financial Telecommunications (Swift) 
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SWIFT, as a co-operative society was formed in May 1973 with 239 participating banks from 15 countries with 

its headquarters at Brussels. It started functioning in May1977. RBI and 27 other public sector banks as well as 8 

foreign banks in India have obtained the membership of The SWIFT.  SWIFT is a method of the sophisticated 

message transmission of international repute. This is highly cost effective, reliable and safe Means of fund 

transfer. This network also facilitates the transfer of messages relating to fixed deposit, interest payment, debit-

credit statements; foreign exchange etc. 

(3.) Automated Teller Machine (ATM) 

ATM is an electronic machine, which is operated by the customer himself to make deposits, withdrawals and 

other financial transactions. ATM is a step in improvement in customer service.ATM facility is available to the 

customer 24 hours a day. The customer is issued an ATM card. This is a plastic card, which bears the customer‘s 

name. This card is magnetically coded and can be read by this machine. Each cardholder is provided with a secret 

personal identification number (PIN). When the customer wants to use the card, he has to insert his plastic card in 

the slot of the machine. After the card is a recognized by the machine, the customer enters his personal 

identification number. After processing that transaction and finding sufficient balances in his account, the output 

slot of ATM give the required cash to him.  

(4.) Cash Dispensers 

Cash withdrawal is the basic service rendered by the bank branches. The cash payment is made by the cashier or 

teller of the cash dispenses is an alternate to time saving. The operations by this machine are cheaper than manual 

operations and this machine is cheaper and fast than that of ATM. The customer is provided with a plastic card, 

which is magnetically coated. After completing the formalities, the machine allows the machine the transactions 

for required amount. 

(5.) Electronic Clearing Service 

In 1994, RBI appointed a committee to review the mechanization in the banks and also to review the Electronic 

clearing service. The committee recommended in its report that electronic clearing service-credit clearing facility 

should be made available to all corporate bodies/Government institutions for making repetitive low value 

payment like dividend, interest, refund, salary, pension or commission, it was also recommended by the 

committee Electronic Clearing Service-Debit clearing may be introduced for pre-authorized debits for payments 

of utility bills, insurance premium and installments to leasing and financing companies. RBI has been necessary 

step to introduce these schemes, initially in Chennai, Mumbai, Calcutta and New Delhi. 

 (6.) Phone Banking 

Customers can now dial up the bank‘s designed telephone number and he by dialing his ID number will be able to 

get connectivity to bank‘s designated computer. The software provided in the machine Interactive with the 

computer asking him to dial the code number of service required by him and suitably answers him. By using 

Automatic voice recorder (AVR) for simple queries and transactions and manned phone terminals for complicated 

queries and transactions, the customer can actually do entire non-cash relating banking on telephone: Anywhere, 

Anytime.  

(7.) Tele-banking 

Tele banking is another innovation, which provided the facility of 24 hour banking to the customer. Telebanking 

is based on the voice processing facility available on bank computers. The caller usually a customer calls the bank 

anytime and can enquire balance in his account or other transaction history. In this system, the computers at bank 

are connected to a telephone link with the help of a modem. Voice processing facility provided in the software. 

This software identifies the voice of caller and provides him suitable reply. Some banks also use telephonic 

answering machine but this is limited to some brief functions. This is only telephone answering system. 

(8.) Internet Banking 

Internet banking enables a customer to do banking transactions through the bank‘s website on the Internet. It is a 

system of accessing accounts and general information on bank products and services through a computer while 

sitting in its office or home. This is also called virtual banking. It is more or less bringing the bank to your 
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computer. In traditional banking one has to approach the branch in person, to withdraw cash or deposit a cheque 

or request a statement of accounts etc. but internet banking has changed the way of banking.  

(9.) Mobile Banking 

Mobile banking facility is an extension of internet banking. The bank is in association with the cellular Service 

providers offer this service. For this service, mobile phone should either be SMS or WAP enabled. These facilities 

are available even to those customers with only credit card accounts with the bank.  

Conclusion 

In the days to come, banks are expected to play a very useful role in the economic development and the emerging 

market will provide business opportunities to harness. As banking in India will become more and more 

knowledge supported, capital will emerge as the finest assets of the banking system. Ultimately banking is people 

and not just figures. To conclude it all, the banking sector in India is progressing with the increased growth in 

customer base, due to the newly improved and innovative facilities offered by banks. By the government support 

and a careful re-evaluation of existing business strategies can set the stage for Indian banks to become Bigger and 

stronger, thereby setting the stage for expansions into a global consumer base. 
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Abstract 

Outsourcing is not a new concept. Outsourcing has gained momentum since 1990s.BPO (Business Process Outsourcing) 

refers to the contracting out of a particular business functions to an outside company in order to reduce cost. In India BPO is 

the fastest growing segment of ITES (Information Technology Enabled Services) industry. Indian BPO corporations provide 

numerous services, including, customer service, technical support, telemarketing, coverage processing. India BPO Promotion 

Scheme (IBPS) under the Digital India Programmed to create employment opportunities. BPO companies now support 

number of services known as subspecialties of BPOs viz. ITES ((Information Technology Enabled Services) BPO, KPO 

(Knowledge Process Outsourcing), LPO (Legal Process Outsourcing) and RPO (Research Process Outsourcing). BPO 

sector playing an important role in the growth of Indian economy as it provides various benefits. I ndian Government 

also launching schemes like India BPO Promotion Scheme which accelerates the growth of this sector.  

Introduction: 

Outsourcing is not a new concept. It was started in 1700s when manufacturers started shifting the manufacture of 

goods to countries with cheaper labour during industrial revolution. Now a day‘s outsourcing to services is 

developed as ITES (Information Technology Enabled Services) sector boosts. Companies have started focusing 

on their core business and outsourcing many non-core functions. 

Outsourcing has gained momentum since 1990s due to the rise in internet and communication. BPO (Business 

Process Outsourcing) refers to the contracting out of a particular business functions to an outside company in 

order to reduce cost. BPO involves delegation of internal business process to an outside service provider who 

owns, administers and manages it according to pre-decided parameters. 

In India BPO is the fastest growing segment of ITES industry. Research by the National Association of Software 

Services and Companies (NASSCOM) has found out that best orientation amongst main BPO organizations, 24/7 

services, India‘s precise geographic region and the investor pleasant tax structure in India have all made the BPO 

enterprise in India very popular. India is now the arena‘s favored marketplace for BPO businesses, among other 

competitors, together with, Australia, China, Philippines and Ireland. 

BPO companies now support number of services known as subspecialties which includes ITES ((Information 

Technology Enabled Services) BPO, KPO (Knowledge Process Outsourcing), LPO(Legal Process 

Outsourcing) and RPO(Research Process Outsourcing). 

Learning Objectives: 

1. To understand the concept BPO. 

2. To study the services provided by BPO. 

3. To study the advantages and disadvantages of BPO. 

4. To study the reasons for the growth of BPO in India 

Research Methodology: 

In My Research paper I have used Secondary data.  Some Articles, some Governments Report and use World 

Wide Web. 

Services Provided by BPO: 

Indian BPO corporations provide numerous services, including, customer service, technical support, telemarketing, 

coverage processing, records processing, forms processing, bookkeeping and internet / on-line / web research. 

●Customer assist services:  

24/7 inbound / outbound services that deal with customers queries and worries through voice, e mail and chat. 

●Technical help services:  
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Installation, product assist, troubleshooting, usage guide and hassle resolution for laptop software, hardware, 

peripherals and internet infrastructure. 

●Sales and Telemarketing services:  

Interacting with potential customers. Up-promoting and go selling to present customers. For e.g. calling customers 

to sell credit cards, sim cards, insurance schemes etc. 

●IT help table services:  

Machine problem resolutions, technical problem decision, workplace productiveness equipment aid, answering 

product utilization queries etc. 

●Insurance processing:  

New business acquisition and promoting, claims processing, policy protection and policy control. 

●Data entry:  

Data access from paper, books, e-books, telephone book, web websites, printed documents, software programs, 

receipts, bills, catalogs etc. 

●Data conversion offerings:  

Data conversion for databases, phrase processors, spreadsheets and software packages. Data conversion of 

uncooked statistics into PDF, HTML, Word or Acrobat formats. 

●Finance and accounting:  

Maintenance of the client‘s preferred ledger, money owed receivables, accounts payables, auditing etc.  

●Form processing offerings:  

Online form processing, payroll processing, medical billing, insurance declare forms processing and clinical forms 

processing. 

●Human resources and training:  

it includes recruitment, training, database management, contract worker management etc. 

Benefits of BPO: 

Business Process Outsourcing allows commercial enterprise proprietors to lessen the weight of work and 

concentrate on other center aspects in their operation. Outsourcing strategies comes with a sequence of advantages. 

Some of these include: 

●Cost Reduction:  

Outsourcing helps agencies reduce expenses and save money, and is one of the maximum critical motives for 

people opting to outsource their commercial enterprise system. 

●Availability of improved human resource:  

When the responsibilities are outsourced to an already hooked up enterprise with all the resources, the problems of 

hiring and education is without problems prevented 

●Concentration on Core Business:  

Outsourcing enables the management to hand over non-core activities of the business to a third party. With day to 

day back office operations taken care of, the management is free to concentrate on the core business. 

●Better Customer Feedback:  

Most BPO employees are in direct contact with the customers, as a result they may be able to acquire the 

comments about company services and products. It enables the employer to improve upon the offerings provided 

●Improved process quality:  

BPO helps to improve the quality of process and services during transformation. Better process quality helps to 

improve productivity, efficiency and ultimately image of the organization. 

Limitations of BPO: 

●Security Risk: 

In outsourcing, security and confidentiality issues are important . lots of information about the company, its 

policies, products, processes etc. has to be given to the dervice provider. There is a risk that the information may 

be leaked. 
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●Under estimating the cost:  

Companies that employ BPO vendors often underestimate the running cost. Some hidden costs such as vendor 

selection, currency fluctuation, hardware and software upgrades etc. are left unnoticed.  

●Communication Issues:  

Language barriers can limit the activities when company hires service providers located globally. This can results 

in delay in new processes and limits the feedback necessary from various departments. 

●Loss managerial control:  

It becomes difficult to manage the outsourcing service provider as compared to managing own employees. This 

leads to lesser control which may affect the output of the company. 

●Overdependence on service providers: 

Vendor becomes a part of the company after contracting outsourcing. The company can incur extra cost with 

vendors problems in work. Vendors often replace experienced workers with more junior ones to keep cost down, 

quality suffers as a result. 

Growth of BPOs In India: 

The Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) industry is set for massive growth in India. India is all set to take 

the lead in the ongoing Digital revolution. India BPO Promotion Scheme (IBPS) under the Digital India 

Programmed to create employment opportunities. The scheme will promote BPO/ITES operations across the 

country to secure balanced regional growth of IT/ITES industry The BPO area in India is predicted to have 

reached a fifty four in line with cent boom in revenue 

• The demand for Indian BPO services has been growing at an annual growth charge of 50% 

• The Indian BPO zone is soon to rent over 1.1 million Indians 

• 70% of India‘s BPO industry‘s sales is from touch facilities, 20% from records entry works and the last 10% from 

facts generation related works 

• Indian BPOs deal with 56% of the sector‘s business manner outsourcing 

BPO Role in India‘s Economic Growth has been tremendous, especially in the last few years, when the demand for 

outsourcing work to India has been significant among western companies. 

The role played by BPOs in boosting India‘s economy shows that the IT and ITES sector have been contributing 

largely to the economic growth of India. The growth in the contribution of BPOs to Gross Domestic Product has 

shown a steady rise from 1.2% to 5.4%. The driving forces that account for the increase in foreign investments 

through the BPOs in India are: 

· Emphasis on quality services 

· Skilled sets and workers 

· Cost effectiveness 

· Quality products 

· English speaking manpower 

These features of the Indian BPO industry attract long-term contracts and as a result, there are high earnings which 

in turn result in major contribution to economic growth. As a matter of fact, the Indian BPO industry is leading in 

the market and is improving in the area of training professionals in learning foreign languages and increasing the 

number of skilled workers. This will give India the ability to sustain its global leadership and probably generate 

export revenues. 

The top 10 business process outsourcing companies in India are: 

1. Genpact Ltd. 

2. Tata Consultancy 

3. Wipro BPO 

4. Aegis Limited 

5. Serco Global Service 

6. Infosys BPO 
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7. WNS Global Service 

8. Firstsource 

9. HGS 

10. EXL Service. 

Conclusion: 

A BPO carrier issuer usually administers and manages a particular commercial enterprise process for every other 

employer. BPOs both use new generation or practice and current era in a new manner to improve a specific 

business method. India is currently the primary vacation spot for business technique outsourcing, as most 

organizations in the US and UK outsources IT-related business techniques to Indian service providers. BPO sector 

has a great future in India. 
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Abstract 

A vibrant efficient and competitive financial system is necessary to support the structural reforms in the real economy. As 

pointed out by the tenth five year plan, “An important outcome of financial sector reforms is that it contributes to greater 

flexibility in the factor and product markets with the real sector becoming increasingly market driven and engulfed by a 

competitive environment there is need for a matching and dynamic response from the financial sector. More recently, the RBI 

has moved from the Basel I risk-based approach to a system of risk-based assessment for selected public sector banks. In 

2003 the RBI introduced a framework of prompt corrective action under which banks falling short of predetermined critical 

levels of capital adequacy, percentage of nonperforming assets (NPAs), and return on assets would automatically trigger 

some mandatory corrective action and possibly also further non- mandatory actions. During FY06–17, deposits grew at a 

CAGR of 12.03 per cent and reached 1.54 trillion by FY171. 

Introduction 

India has a diversified financial sector undergoing rapid expansion, both in terms of strong growth of existing 

financial services firms and new entities entering the market. The sector comprises commercial banks, insurance 

companies, non-banking financial companies, co-operatives, pension funds, mutual funds and other smaller 

financial entities.  

India is today one of the most vibrant global economies, on the back of robust banking and insurance sectors. The 

relaxation of foreign investment rules has received a positive response from the insurance sector, with many 

companies announcing plans to increase their stakes in joint ventures with Indian companies. Over the coming 

quarters there could be a series of joint venture deals between global insurance giants and local players.The 

Association of Mutual Funds in India (AMFI) is targeting nearly fivefold growth in assets under management 

(AUM) to Rs 95 lakh crore (US$ 1.47 trillion) and a more than three times growth in investor accounts to 130 

million by 2025. 

Objective Of The Study 

 To understand & explain recent changes in financial sector 

 To highlight the components of financial sector like Banking, Insurance etc. 

 To understand initiatives taken by Government of India for implementing reforms in different sectors 

Methodology 

This research paper is conceptual in nature. It is based on secondary data whereby information is taken by using 

various secondary sources. 

Silent / Key Features Of Financial Sector 

i. The need to prepare the financial system in a more globalized environment and to promote financial stability 

in the face of domestic and external shocks was on top of agenda of reforms. 

ii. Generation of reforms was to create an efficient, productive and profitable financial services industry, the 

second phase of financial sector reforms, beginning from the second-half of the 1990s, was aimed at 

strengthening of the financial system and introduction of structural improvements. 

iii. With a view to increasing competition in the banking sector new private sector banks were licensed. 

iv. The reform process witnessed a significant move towards adoption of international best practices in several 

crucial areas of importance such as prudential norms, banking supervision, data dissemination and corporate 

governance. 

v. Enabling the process of price discovery by the market determination of interest rates that improves allocate 

efficiency of resources 

vi. Promoting financial stability in the wake of domestic and external shocks. 
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Financial Sector Reforms: 

Financial sector reforms in India were initiated in the early 1990s based on the recommendations of Mr. M.N. 

Narasimham. The basic objective of the reform process was to create an efficient, competitive and stable financial 

sector that could stimulate economic growth. Till the early 1990s, Indian financial system was characterized by 

extensive regulations such as administered interest rates, directed credit programmes, capital control, and weak 

banking structure, lack of proper accounting and lack of transparency in operations of major financial market 

participants (Mohan, 2004b). The three major areas of financial sector reforms are as follow: 

(A) Banking Sector Reforms(B) Capital Market Reforms(C) Insurance Sector Reforms 

(A) Banking Sector Reforms: 

 In 2016, the launch of UPI by the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) has thrown open the 

gates for innovation in the open banking space 

 Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to transform both front office and back office operations 

with its self-improving programs—at ICICI Bank, for example, software robots have been deployed in 

over 200 business process functions, reducing the response time to customers by up to 60%. 

 In September 2015, RBI approved 10 applicants to set up small finance banks , this approval will be 

valid for 18 months to comply with the guidelines and conditions stipulated by RBI. After fulfillment of 

requirements, RBI would grant banking license to the selected applicants 

 By February 2015, The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has received 72 applications for small finance 

banks and 41 applications for payments banks.. 

 In April 2016, India‘s first small finance bank was launched with its 10 branches spread over Punjab, 

India. Capital Small Finance Bank expects to add 9 more branches by the end of FY17 in the country. 

 By April 2014, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has issued two licenses (IDFC and Bandhan) of the 25 

applicants in the fray for banking permits. 

 In November 2016, RBI granted approval for issuing a license to Utkarsh Micro Finance Pvt. Ltd., 

permitting them to setup small finance bank. 

 Ujjivan Small Finance Bank has launched its operations with 5 pilot branches pan India, eyeing to 

become a leading mass market retail bank in next 5 years, having a customer base of 35 lakh customers. 

 In 2016, RBI announced tomigrate all ATM machines from magnetic stripe based to EMV chips by 

September 2017. 

(B) Capital Market Reforms: 

 Inflows in India's mutual fund schemes via the systematic investment plan (SIP) route rose 44 per cent 

year-on-year to reach a record high of Rs 4,584 crore (US$ 711.17 million) in May 2017. 

 Non-Resident Indians (NRIs) cannot invest in the Indian markets through Participatory Notes. However, 

the government has made the rules stricter. As a result, the amount of investment through P-notes fell to 

Rs 1.57 lakh crore in the month of December 2016, as per an Economic times report. 

 SEBI announced it will soon give exchanges and brokers a single license to trade in both equity and 

commodities. Until now, the SEBI allotted separate licenses for equity trading and commodity trading. 

 SEBI finally allowed commodity markets to start trading 'options' contracts. This was first announced in 

the 2016 budget. 

 Finance Minister Arun Jaitley in Budget 2018 announced a new tax of 10 per cent on long-term gains 

from investing in stock markets and equity mutual funds. Under the proposed new tax, profits of more 

than Rs. 1 lakh from stock and equity mutual fund investments held over one year will be taxed at 10 per 

cent. However, long-terms capital gains made on investments up to January 31, 2018, will not be taxed. 

 The existing short-term capital gains tax, applicable on profits made on investments below one year, 

remains the same at 15 per cent. 

 

 

http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/money-and-banking/icici-bank-deploys-software-robotics-in-over-200-business-processes/article9085160.ece
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(C) Insurance Sector Reforms: 

 Currently, there are 52 insurance companies operating in India. Out of these 52 companies, 1 is in the 

reinsurance business, 24 are in the life insurance business and 27 are in the non-life insurance business. 

The General Insurance Corporation is the sole national reinsurer in the country.  

 Increased foreign investment: The bill proposes an increase in the foreign investment ceiling from 26 per 

cent to 49 per cent. 

 Capital rising for general insurance companies to raise funds from the capital markets with the permission 

of the government. Under the current laws, insurance companies may raise only equity share capital. 

 Special Economic Zone ("SEZ"): The Bill proposes to allow foreign insurers to operate in SEZs without 

regulatory control but allows the government in its discretion to allow any of the provisions of the 

Insurance Act to be applicable to such insurers. 

Conclusion: 

India has undergone more than decade of financial sector reforms which has led to substantial transformation and 

liberalisation of the entire financial sector. Over a period of time, the Indian Government gradually liberalised the 

financial sector, mainly after the recommendations of the Narasimham Committee were carried out which, in turn 

formed the foundation of reforms that took place in the 1990s and early 2000s. The reform process has suggested 

for the restructuring of the development banks and making them abide by the prudential norms, but the same is 

difficult to achieve as the social objectives and the prudential banking cannot go hand in hand.   Hence, steps 

should be taken to ensure the smoother flow of funds to these development banks who in turn will channelise the 

same to the needy sectors of the society in order to foster balanced economic growth.  
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Abstract 

People from different section of the society formed various opinion and gave reactions on the implementation of the Goods 

and Services Tax (GST which came into effect from1
st
 July 2017 by the government. Many of them gave different feedback 

which can be categorically divided into positive and negative feedbacks as the implementation might resultinto higher prices 

for goods and services and this tax may cause liability to people. It may show that people are quietdistorted and did not 

understand what GST is. Therefore, this study was carried out to identify Students‟ Awareness & Knowledge towards the 

Newly Implemented Goods and Services Tax (GST) in India with Special reference to Mumbai City. The basics purpose of the 

study is to find out awareness and knowledge of implementation of GST among student fraternity at undergraduate level. The 

sample were collected from 100 students ranging from different streams and from different years of study. The sample were 

randomly selected. The method used in this study was quantitatively using set of structure questionnaires as the main tool. 

The data were logically arranged and consequently analyzed descriptively to obtain the frequency and percentage using the 

software Statis tical Package for Social Science (SPSS) 

Keywords: GST; Tax; Awareness and knowledge 

Introduction 

Tax is a way of collecting revenue from individuals, companies or other organization by the government in order 

to meets its budgeted expenditure. It is reflected as the most important sources of government‘s income to drive 

the economic growth, development and accomplish the status of a developed country in the world and generate 

higher income. Accordingly, there are numerous taxes levied on the users such as direct taxes and indirect taxes. 

As tax contributes to the development of the country, low turnover tax revenues will affect the country's 

development and financial position of the country is likely to causing deficit (Ahmad Azrin, 2015). 

GST is an Indirect Tax which has replaced many Indirect Taxes in India. The Goods and Service Tax Act was 

passed in the Parliament on 29th March 2017. The Act came into effect on 1st July 2017. 

1. Goods & Services Tax Law in India is a comprehensive, multi-stage, destination-based tax that is levied on 

every value addition. 

In simple words, Goods and Service Tax is an indirect tax levied on the supply of goods and services. GST Law 

has replaced many indirect tax laws that previously existed in India. 

GST is one indirect tax for the entire country. 

2. What are the components of GST? 

There are 3 taxes applicable under GST: CGST, SGST & IGST. 

 CGST: Collected by the Central Government on an intra-state sale (E.g.: Within Maharashtra) 

 SGST: Collected by the State Government on an intra-state sale (E.g.: Within Maharashtra) 

 IGST: Collected by the Central Government for inter-state sale (E.g.: Maharashtra to Tamil Nadu) 

In most cases, the tax structure under the new regime will be as follows: 

Transaction New 

Regime 

Old Regime  

Sale within the 

State 

CGST + 

SGST 

VAT + Central 

Excise/Service tax 

Revenue will be shared equally between the 

Centre and the State 

https://cleartax.in/s/gst-full-form-meaning
https://cleartax.in/s/what-is-sgst-cgst-igst
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Sale to another 

State 

IGST Central Sales Tax + 

Excise/Service Tax 

There will only be one type of tax (central) in 

case of inter-state sales. The Center will then 

share the IGST revenue based on the destination 

of goods 

3.  Tax Laws before GST 

In the pre-GST regime, there were many indirect taxes levied by both state and center. States mainly collected 

taxes in the form of Value Added Tax (VAT). Every state had a different set of rules and regulations. 

Interstate sale of goods was taxed by the Center. CST (Central State Tax) was applicable in case of interstate sale 

of goods.  Other than above there were many indirect taxes like entertainment tax, octroi and local tax that was 

levied by state and center. 

This lead to a lot of overlapping of taxes levied by both state and center. 

For example, when goods were manufactured and sold Excise Duty charged by the center was charged by the 

center. Over and above Excise Duty, VAT was also charged by the State. This lead to a tax on tax also known as 

cascading effect of taxes. 

The following is the list of indirect taxes in the pre-GST regime: 

 Central Excise Duty 

 Duties of Excise 

 Additional Duties of Excise 

 Additional Duties of Customs 

 Special Additional Duty of Customs 

 Cess 

 State VAT 

 Central Sales Tax 

 Purchase Tax 

 Luxury Tax 

 Entertainment Tax 

 Entry Tax 

 Taxes on advertisements 

 Taxes on lotteries, betting, and gambling 

All these taxes have been replaced with Central GST, State GST, and Integrated GST. 

4.  What changes has GST brought in? 

In the pre-GST regime, tax on tax was calculated and paid by every purchaser including the final consumer. This 

tax on tax is called Cascading Effect of Taxes.  

GST avoids this cascading effect as the tax is calculated only on the value-add at each stage of transfer of 

ownership. 

Literature Review 

 Dr. R. Vasanthagopal (2011)2studied,―GST in India: A Big Leap in the Indirect Taxation System‖ and 

concluded that switching to seamless GST from current complicated indirect tax system in India will be a 

positive step in booming Indian economy. Success of GST will lead to its acceptance by more than 130 

countries in world and a new preferred form of indirect tax system in Asia also.    

 Nitin Kumar (2014)6 studied, ―Goods and Service Tax- A Way Forward‖ and concluded that 

implementation of GST in India help in removing economic distortion by current indirect tax system and 

expected to encourage unbiased tax structure which is indifferent to geographical locations.    

 Pinki, SupriyaKamma and RichaVerma (July 2014)7 studied, ―Goods and Service Tax- Panacea For 

Indirect Tax System in India‖ and concluded that the new NDA government in India is positive towards 

implementation of GST and it is beneficial for central government, state government and as well as for 

consumers in long run if its implementation is backed by strong IT infrastructure. 
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 VineetChouhan(2017) in this article titled ―Measuring Awareness about Implementation of GST: A 

Survey of Small Business Owners of Rajasthan‖ the study seeks to evaluate the awareness of the Business 

owners  about  GST  and  the  difficulties  they  would  face  in  case  of  the  current  awareness  about  it.  

The study has revealed that there is a lack of awareness amongst the Small business owners regarding the 

GST and its rules. 

Problem statement 

GST is considered as one of the major steps in making India as a country which might give rise to higher tax 

revenue, inclusive, competent, crystal clear and business-friendly. It is also deliberated as the world's finest tax 

system based on the implementation of GST by several major economy in the world. GST has just being applied 

in India on 1
st
 July, 2017. The government, concerned Ministry and its several concerned departments are still in 

their way to spread out the information of GST in order to fight misunderstanding among people of the country. 

Goods and services are supplied and purchased practically every day and some of these transactions required 

people to pay the GST. It will be major problem if people are still unaware or confuse with the tax system of GST 

and will become nastiest when people overlook and refuse to pay the tax. This study focuses on the awareness and 

knowledge on GST among youngsters particularly undergraduate student in the city of Mumbai. GST is a popular 

issue that is being discussed by people day to day, it is indispensable to know whether the students are aware of 

the government‘s plan and do they have knowledge on this issue. 

Research Objective 

i) To find out the level of student‘s awareness on the implementation of GST 

ii) To identify the level of student‘s knowledge on issues of GST. 

Research methodology 

For the purpose of this research, the sample were collected from 100 students ranging from different streams and 

from different years of study & age. The sample were randomly selected. For the collection of data different 

students from various college were randomly selected. The method used in this study was quantitatively and a set 

of structure questionnaires were prepared and distributed among students to gain primary data which was as the 

major tool in the research. The collected data were logically arranged and consequently analyzed descriptively to 

obtain the frequency and percentage using the software Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) 

Research finding 

The study was conducted in Mumbai at different college‘s covering students from different streams. From the 

analysis it can be observed that  

Table 1 Gender of Students 

 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Male 56 56.0 56.0 56.0 

female 44 44.0 44.0 100.0 

Total 100 100.0 100.0  

It can observed that out of 100 respondent, 56% are male & 44% are female participant (Table 1), and 88% of 

them are in the age group of 17-20 year  of age and 12% are in the age group of 21-25 year of age(Table 2). 

Table 2 Age of Students 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid 17-20 88 88.0 88.0 88.0 

21-25 12 12.0 12.0 100.0 

Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Table 3 Course of Students( Stream) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Science 27 27.0 27.0 27.0 

Commerce 39 39.0 39.0 66.0 

Management 21 21.0 21.0 87.0 

Arts 13 13.0 13.0 100.0 

Total 100 100.0 100.0  

It can be observed that from the total number of participant, 27% are from science, 39% from commerce, 21% 

from Management& 23% from Arts stream (Table3). And also 18% are in their in first year of graduation, 32% in 

their second year of graduation& 50% in their Final Year of graduation (Table 4).  

Table 4 Year of Graduation (First or Second or Third) 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid First Year 18 18.0 18.0 18.0 

Second Year 32 32.0 32.0 50.0 

Third Year 50 50.0 50.0 100.0 

Total 100 100.0 100.0  

Table 5 Awareness of GST & its Implementation 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Valid Yes 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 

No 0 0.0 0.0 100.0 

Total 100 100.0 100.0  

As one of the objective of our research is to find out the awareness level of GST & its implementation, so it can 

be observed that 100% of respondent are aware of GST implementation So it can be concluded that government 

were successful in spreading the awareness related to GST among the masses. 

Table 4 Analysis of Student’s Knowledge on the Issue of GST 

  Figures in % 

 

Strongly 

Agree Agree Neutral 

Disagre

e 

Strongly 

Disagree 

GST is an excellent tax reform for India 35 25 26 5 9 

Legal compliance has increased because of 

introduction of GST 20 47 22 7 4 

Tax burden on businessmen has increased 

due to introduction of GST 45 16 22 12 5 

Tax burden has increased on common man 

because of GST 45 21 16 9 9 

Indian Economy was not ready for the 

Implementation of GST 32 22 17 16 13 

Necessary infrastructure wasn‘t ready while 

GST was implemented 28 27 25 9 11 
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Government has forcefully imposed GST on 

the common man 41 27 12 12 8 

GST is very complicated to comprehend 30 24 28 12 6 

Implementation of GST resulted in higher 

prices for goods & services 39 19 23 12 7 

Implementation of GST will be beneficial for 

the economy in the long run 24 39 17 10 10 

GST will augment the Tax revenue for the 

government 31 28 24 10 7 

Small business has affected very seriously 

due to GST 62 12 14 7 5 

 

It can be observed the quantitative information that nearly (39%) are either disagree& natural in terms of GST as 

an excellent tax reform. Majority of the respondents are of the negative perception that GST might complicate 

thingse.g. leads to higher price (58%), difficult legal compliance (57%), increased tax burden on businessmen 

(61%) & on common man (66%), complicated tax structure (54%), unpreparedness for GST (54%), forcefully 

imposed on the common man ( 68%)& bad effected the small entity (74%). But many of them have positive 

perception towards GST i.e., beneficial to the economy in the long run (63%), increased in Tax revenue top the 

government (59%). 

The general findings show that even though the students were aware of the government‘s initiative to 

implementGoods and Services Tax (GST) but they still have imperfect knowledge in relation to this matter as 

most of answer given by them are from their insight rather than on basis of some quantitative facts. Many of the 

respondents chose to answer unsure when they were asked question related to GST issue. Many of them have 

more negative perception of GST, it might be because of lack of understanding of GST. It further tell us that the, 

information provided by the government relating to GST is insufficient. Therefore, there is also a need for the 

government to give and provide a comprehensive understanding of relevant GST. 

Research Conclusion & Recommendation 

GST is one of the most prominentissues being debated by Indian since the government‘s declaration to implement 

it July, 2017. It is believed that the implementation of the new tax system, GST, is one of the measures to 

eliminate cascading effect of tax, improving GDP, reducing complication in tax structure, greater transparency, 

removing unhealthy completion among states & reducing tax slap etc. for the country. Thus as the GST is already 

implemented, it needs thesupport and assurance from all parties, academicians, professionals includingthe 

studentsasconsumers.This is because by having vibrant understanding of this concept, it will give a 

decentoutcome for a better government. 

Today‘s youth are in facts are the importantassetsinthe countryandwillbe future leaderof the 

world.Theywillcontinue to implementthe national developmentprogramtoachieve Vision2020. This crowdis one 

of thefactors contributing to theprogressanddevelopment of the country. If the present generation of young youth 

are made aware of and understand the responsibility, a lot of cooperation can be expected from them. So it‘s the 

responsibility of the all concerned parties to make adequate and relevant fundamental information available to 

them so to make them understand the general principle of GST by organizing seminar, talk, training, course and 

forum in order to increase awareness and knowledge and also conform toregulation. 

In the context of this tax system, the concerned parties should pay attention and highlighting the public 

particularly the students to understand the innovations happening in the tax system.  
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Abstract 

This paper describes a study to determine the utilisation of employee wellness programs at IT companies in Mumbai. One of 

the most important industries India is the IT industry. The industry provides a lot of employment opportunities but at the 

same time has had a negative impact on the health of workers due to frequent changes in technology, long working hours and 

other factors. All these factors has lead the companies to think about preventive health care in the form of various Employee 

Wellness Programs.  

This research paper contains a research on the Utilisation of Employee Wellness Programs by the employees.  50 employees 

from IT companies in Mumbai were surveyed by using a questionnaire containing 10 items related to the utilization of 

Employee Wellness Programs. The survey results show that majority of the employees fully utilise the Employee Wellness 

Programs which are offered by the companies and felt that they were more physically fit after attending the programs and 

that they will regularly participate in the programs and will also encourage others to participate in the same. 

Keywords: IT, Wellness, Employee Wellness Programs, Employee Health 

Introduction 

IT sector is one of the most important sectors of India. Economic factors like liberalization and globalization have 

given the sector a remarkable high rise in a very short span of time (Bhatt, S., & Verma, P., 2008).  It has brought 

a fundamental change in the market of IT services globally by presenting a tough competition to the other 

countries throughout the world.  

But there are dark clouds that threaten to mar the IT industry of India. Employees in the sector face lot of 

disturbance due to factors like long hours of work, permanent night shifts, incredibly high work targets, loss of 

identity (Kumudha, A., & Rani, J. J, 2012).  

In order to solve the above problems, one such tool that has gained popularity in the corporate world today is 

Employee Wellness Programs (EWP‘s). EWP‘s are a proactive and preventive approach by the organisations 

conducted for the employees in relation to their physical and emotional well-being. These programs are designed 

to ensure the physical wellbeing of employees is being looked after. These kinds of programs have benefits for 

both the employer and the employee. Employer benefits include a reduction in sickness related absenteeism and a 

reduction in the time employees take off in general. Other benefits for the company are reduced medical cover 

costs and a more educated and healthy work force. Ensuring the health of employees within a company is highly 

contusive to a happy and productive work place.  

EWP‘s also have a lot of benefits for employees. These programs often involve some form of education. From 

smoking cessation programs to weight loss to biometric testing and diabetes screening these programs at the very 

least raise awareness around important health issues. This awareness can have a drastic effect on employee health 

and lifestyle. 

Objectives: 

1. To know which are the common Employee Wellness Programs conducted by IT companies in Mumbai. 

2. To know about the utilisation of Employee Wellness services offered by the company. 

Review Of Literature: 

Per Lindberg and Eva Vingard in their study on the topic “Indicators of healthy work environments – a 

systematic review” systematically reviewed the indicators of healthy work environments. The research included 

24 peer-reviewed publications on the indicators of health work environments. Majorly these studies studied the 

views of employees of what constitute a healthy workplace or provided guidelines on how to create such a 

workplace. The study revealed factors which are considered as important for a healthy workplace: growth and 
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development of the employee, teamwork/collaboration, employee involvement, fair leader, appropriate staffing, 

empowerment, safe physical work and skilled communication.  

Janice T.S. Ho conducted a study on “Corporate wellness programmes in Singapore: effect on stress, 

satisfaction and absenteeism” with the objective to find out the impact of wellness programs on Absenteeism, 

Stress and Job Satisfaction. The sample size of his study was 188 employees from six organizations in Singapore.  

The results of the study reveal that most of the companies offering the wellness programs were still at the infancy 

stage, thus the results related to absenteeism and job satisfaction were non-significant. Regarding attitude and 

satisfaction, the employees of the organizations offering wellness programs had a positive attitude towards the 

company and a high level of satisfaction with the fringe benefits of the company.  

In a study by James and David titled Employee Wellness Programs: A Strategy for Increasing 

Participation, the researchers have reviewed the status of the employee participation problem and explain how a 

marketing approach can be useful in enhancing participation. Their focus was on the influences that affect 

employees' participation decisions. They comment that Employee wellness programs can bring dramatic 

reductions in organizational health insurance premiums. However, employee participation in such programs is 

voluntary. Higher participation rates could be achieved by using a marketing approach. The authors illustrate a 

consumer-oriented marketing approach that examines the influences on employees' decisions to participate in 

employee wellness programs. 

In a study by Oman, S. O., Simon, S., & Fernandes, L. titled “Workplace Wellness leads to employee 

potential & healthy environment – a study in the Middle East”, the authors have studied the issues related to 

employee wellness in middle east. The companies taken into consideration are from the following industries: IT, 

Airlines, BPO, KPO and hotel. The study basically takes into account the stress and the problems faced by the 

employees due to the changes in global business scenario.  

The study reveals that the management of the company plays an important role in promoting wellness and it is 

necessary that in order to reap ROI and induce behavioural change in the employees, the management must 

inculcate the culture of wellness in the company. 

Research Methodology: 

1. Sampling Method: Random sampling. 

2. Sample Size: 50 employees. 

3. Research Design: Descriptive. 

4. Data Collection Sources: Questionnaire, journals and articles. 

Findings 

Q1. Gender wise classification of Employees 

Gender No. of Respondents 

Male 37 

Female 13 
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Interpretation: From the above table it could be interpreted that the majority of the respondent, 37 of them are 

Males and the rest 13 are females. 

Q2. Education Qualifications: 

Qualification No. of Respondents 

Bachelor‘s Degree 39 

Master‘s Degree 5 

Any other 6 

Interpretation: The above table shows that around 78% of the respondents hold a Bachelor‘s degree and 10 % 

respondents possess a Master‘s degree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3. Age wise classification of employees 

Age group No. of Respondents 

Below 25 years  9 

25 – 35 years 25 

36 – 50 years 14 

50 years and above 2 

Interpretation:  From the above table it could be interpreted that the majority of the respondent, 50% of them 

come under the age group of 25-35 years and 28% of the respondents come under the age group of 36-50 years 

and 18% of the respondents come under the below 25 years age group and 4% of the respondents belong to the 

age group of 50 years and above category. 

 
Q4. Approximately how many EWP’s are conducted by your company every year? 

Sr. No.  EWP's conducted No. of  Respondents 

1 1 0 

2 2 0 

3 3 10 

4 4 19 

5 5 14 

6 more than 5 7 

Below 25 
years  
18% 

25 – 35 
years 
50% 

36 – 50 
years 
28% 

50 years 
and 

above 
4% 
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Interpretation: 19 employees out of 50 have said that their company conducts approximately 4 EWP‘s in a year, 

14 employees have said that their company conducts around 5 EWP‘s in a year and the rest 7 employees said that 

their company conducts more than 5 FDP‘s in a year. 

Q5. What type of EWP‘s have you attended during the whole year? 

Sr. No.  Employee Wellness Program 
No. of employees who 

have attended 

1 Health assessment 13 

2 Onsite healthy lifestyle coaching. 6 

3 Yoga   30 

4 Weight management programmes.  10 

5 Stress management programmes.  45 

6 Maternity support programmes 26 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation: The above table shows that Stress Management Programmes are the most preferred EWP which 

is attended by 34% of the employees.  Next program which is most preferred is Yoga 23% followed by Maternity 

Support Programmes 20%and Health Assessment Programmes 10%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q6.  
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Interpretation: Majority of the employees – 21 employees strongly agree that they enjoy participating in the 

EWP‘s followed by 14employees who agree with the statement and 10 employees had a neutral viewpoint. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation: 18 employees agree with the statement that they are more physically active now than they were 

before attending the EWP‘s. Around 16 employees strongly agree with the statement followed by 10 employees 

who were neutral about the statement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretation:  The above data shows that 18 employees are neutral with the statement that they have made 

healthy behaviour changes after attending the EWP. 17 employees agree with the above statement followed by 10 

employees who strongly agree with the statement. 
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Interpretation: The above information shows that 22 employees agree with the statement that they would 

participate in EWP‘s on regular basis followed by 14 employees who strongly agree with the statement and 14 

employees were neutral about the statement. 
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Interpretation: From the above information it is clear that 31 employees agree with the statement that they would 

encourage others to participate in the EWP‘s and 19 employees strongly agree with the statement. 

Findings: 

 Majority of the employees 42% strongly agree with the statement that they enjoy participating in EWP‘s. 

 Approximately 3 – 5 Employee Wellness Programs are conducted in their companies annually as per the 

employees.  

 The commonly attended Employee Wellness Programs are: Stress Management Programs, Yoga and 

Maternity Support Programs. 

 36% of the employees agree with the statement that they are more physically active now than they were 

before attending the EWP‘s.  

 Majority of the employees 36% were neutral that they have made healthy behaviour changes after 

attending EWP‘s.  

 44% of the employees agree that they will participate in EWP‘s on regular basis and 31% of the 

employees agree that they will encourage others to participate in EWP‘s.  

Conclusion: 

Companies design EWP‘s to manage issues of performance in the workplace and to balance between the work 

and the personal pressures (Kenny, 2014) as the effectiveness of any organisation depends upon the employees. 

Only if the employees are physically and mentally stable, they could be able to perform.  

This study shows that overall the employees who were surveyed were quite satisfied with the EWP‘s which were 

conducted in their companies. The major benefit seemed to be that the majority of the employees felt that they 

were more physically fit after attending the programs and that they will regularly participate in the programs and 

will also encourage others to participate in the same. 
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Abstract  

In today‟s cutthroat competition, globalization force companies to be cost effective and to generate high profits (Burchielli, 

Bartram &Thanacoody 2008). Hence to retain competitive advantage, organizations expect their employees to work  for 

elongated hours and generate more revenue.This results in employees juggling between family roles and work demands i.e. 

work-family conflict (Hudson Institute 1990). The increasing depiction of dual-income families and single parent families has 

augmented in the workforce motivating more research to examine the composite relationship between work and family roles 

(Wadsworth and Owens, 2007). The concept of work-life balance and work family conflict has received considerable 

attention because of its impact on various individual outcomes like hypertension, depression (Frone, Russell & Cooper, 

1992) as well as organizational outcomes like job satisfaction,(Aryee, Srinivas& Tan, 2005; Scholarios& Marks, 2004) 

organizational commitment, (Aryee, Srinivas, &Tan, 2005; Glass & Finley, 2002; Kossek&Ozeki, 1999) turnover & 

absenteeism, (Glass & Finley, 2002; Kossek&Ozeki, 1999) quality of life (SamsinarMd-Sidin, Ismail &Sambasivan, 2010)  

and team performance (Brummelhuis, Oosterwaal& Bakker, 2012). Thus one of the most important areas of research in the 

field of human resource management includes understanding factors associated with work-life balance and work family 

conflict. 

Keywords: Work family conflict, Work life balance. 

Introduction 

There has been an increased focus on balancing multiple life roles and managing the boundary between work and 

family. To minimize employees‟ work life balance issues, organizations have turned to policies such as flextime, 

on-site childcare, and other mechanisms to ensure that engaging in one‘s family does not interfere with work 

(Rothbard, 2001).  

Factors like long hours of work, permanent night shifts, incredibly high work targets, loss of identity cause lot of 

disturbance to the employees. Even the movement to new technology puts a lot of pressure on employees and 

organizations, demanding more immediate and direct changes across all functions. Along with this, the Indian Job 

Market is very volatile and faces the problem of lack of job security and constant upgradation of skills to remain 

marketable. These working conditions lead to high stress in the professionals. 

These days employees are one of those tools that are gaining a lot of popularity. Work-life initiatives are proactive 

and preventive approach by individuals in relation to their physical and emotional well-being. 

Work/life balance initiatives are any benefits, policies, or programs that help create a better balance between the 

demands of the job and the healthy management (and enjoyment) of life outside work.Work life is closely linked 

to an individual‘s lifestyle and the choices he/she would make. 

Review Of Literature 

1. Work-Life Balance Interventions Prevalent in the Indian Industry.By Gunavathy J. S. (2011). Source: 

South Asian Journal of Management 

Objectives:  

1. To study organizational initiatives to promote work life balance 

2. To trace the sector-wise differences in the organizational initiatives for worklife balance.  

3. To put forth suggestions to enhance work-life balance quotient of organizations.  

Findings: 

Provisions :- 

 Time Based strategies (flexitime, compressed work weeks) 

 Information Based Strategies( Employee assistance programs like help desk) 

 Money based strategies (maternity, adopotio, Compensatory Off, adoption, tax planning, insurance, 

ESOP‘s) 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Aryee%20S%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=15641894
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Srinivas%20ES%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=15641894
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Tan%20HH%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=15641894
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 Direct services (child care) 

 Culture change services (tours, parties, community volunteer programs) 

Future Implications: 

Future researchers may conduct qualitative studies and triangulate data from the various stakeholders on Work 

Life Balance. 

2. Work-Life Balance and burnout as predictors of Job satisfaction in IT and ITES industry.By Kanwar, 

Singh and Kodwani (2011).Source: VISION, TheJournal of Business Perspective. 

Objectives: 

1. To examine and compare the impact of Work life balance and burnout dimensions 

Discussion: 

WLB is positively associated with job satisfaction in IT-ITES industries. Burnout dimensions i.e. 

meaninglessness, exhaustion and de-motivation are negatively related to job satisfaction. 

Future Implications: 

Future researchers can focus on antecedents of WLB and burnout. In addition, relationship between WLB and 

burnout needs to be explored in greater depth and indifferent context.Same research can be done in manufacturing 

organization and in area other than New Delhi. 

3. The impact of Flexible Benefits plans on Job satisfaction, organizational commitment and turnover 

intentions.By Brian Heshizer (1994).Source: Benefits Quarterly belongs to International Society of 

Certified Employee Benefit Specialists 

Objectives: 

This study assesses the dimensionality of employee attitudes toward flexible benefits plans and the impact of 

these plans on measures of job satisfaction, commitment and turnover intent. 

Future Implications: 

 The study points to the need for more work on the measurement of employee attitudes toward flexible 

benefits and on the homological framework of flexible benefits as a construct in compensation research. 

 Employee attitudes toward individual benefits such as health insurance and pensions, stronger effects may 

exist between these types‘ of benefits and work attitudes and behaviors. 

 Finally, more theoretical work needs to be done. A more substantive theoretical treatment of employee 

benefits would help clarify causal relationships, provide a better guide to measurement and further our 

understanding of the role that benefits have as a variable in organizational behavior and as a human 

resource practice. 

Purpose And Objective 

The purpose of this study is to analyse the literature on Work Life Balance. This literature review seeks to 

outline, analyse and synthesise research on the factors associated with work-life balance: work-family balance, 

work-family conflict and facilitation. 

Specific objective of the study is to:  

1. To understand the linkage between Work Life balance, Work Family Conflict and Work family facilitation. 

Research Methodology 

1. Sources of data: 

Secondary data Collection: 

Various sources like books, Magazines of Human Resource, research papers and websites were referred. 

2. Research Design: 

The research design used for the study is Descriptive Research.  The research tries to find out the linkages 

between Work Life balance, Work Family Conflict and Work family facilitation. 

Work Life Balance:Work–life balance is a concept including proper prioritizing between "work" (career and 

ambition) and "lifestyle" (health, pleasure, leisure, family and spiritual development /mediation). Related, 
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though broader, terms include "lifestyle calm balance" and "lifestyle choices". (Wikipedia, Introduction to work 

life balance, n d) 

Work-life balance is about effectively managing the juggling act between paid work and all other activities that 

are important to people such as family, community activities, voluntary works, personal development and leisure 

and recreation (Dundas, 2008). 

Guest (2002) describes work-life balance as ―a perceived balance between work and the rest of life‖. 

Other terms that are used to refer to this domain include work-family balance, work-family conflict, work-family 

integration, and family friendly policies. All of these terms make the concept restrictive by their focus on 

employees with families. WLB is a much broader concept requiring attention not just of married, with children 

couples or working mothers but of working individuals at large, whether or not they are married, and whether or 

not they have family obligations. Intensification of work and technology that blurs the boundary betweenwork 

and the rest of life provides challenges for one and all. (Shanker and Bhatnagar, 2010) 

Kofodimos (1993) expresses that work-life imbalance creates stress in life that affects the quality of work life and 

effective performance of a job.  

Rejecting the notion that balance is possible or desirable, some analysts prefer the term ―work–life integration‖ to 

denote the perception that the multiple demands of paid work and non work domains are satisfactorily resolved 

(Kossek& Lambert, 2005). 

No Consensus 

However, there is a lack of consensus on how work-life balance should be defined, measured, and researched, and 

thus, the theorizing of what constitutes work-life balance, how it develops, and what factors enable or hinder it, is 

still in progress(Grzywacz and Carlson, 2007; Jones et al., 2006; Voydanoff, 2005). 

Work Family Balance: 

Work-family balance is the ―accomplishment of role-related expectations that are negotiated and shared between 

an individual and his or her role-related partners in the work and family domains‖ (Grzywacz and Carlson, 2007). 

Clark (2000) defines work family balance as ―satisfaction and good functioning atwork and at home, with a 

minimum of role conflict‖. "… low levels of interrole conflict and high levels of interrole facilitation represent 

work-family balance". (Frone, 2003). 

Work-family imbalance was also found to be related to several negative work outcomes like job dissatisfaction, 

burnout, turnover intentions and turnover (Greenhaus, Parasuraman& Collins 2001). Other negative consequences 

include adverse effects on individuals‘ psychological and physical health, lowered productivity at work, a 

deterioration of relationship quality at family front and reduced fertility (Allen et al. 2000). 

Work-life balance can be classified into the overallappraisal approach to work-life balance, and the components 

approach to work-life balance (Grzywacz and Carlson, 2007). 

Components Approach: A components approach to work-life balance emphasizes balance as a direct formative 

latent construct (Edwards and Bagozzi, 2000), which means that work-family balance consists of multiple facets 

that precede balance and give meaning to it (Grzywacz and Carlson, 2007).  

According to Greenhaus, Collins and Shaw (2003) work-family balance includes three components: 

Time balance – equal amount of time spent for work and non-work roles (family) 

Involvement balance – equal amount of involvement for both the roles 

Satisfaction balance – equal amount of satisfaction derived from both the roles. 

According to Frone (2003), work-family balance consists of work-family conflict and work-family facilitation 

(corresponding with role conflict and enhancement, respectively). 

Work Family Conflict 

Work–family conflict is ―a form of interrole conflict in which the role pressures from the work and family 

domains are mutually incompatible in some respect. That is participation in the work (family) role is made more 

difficult by virtue of participation in the family (work) role‖ (Greenhaus&Beutell, 1985). 

http://wfnetwork.bc.edu/The_Network_News/6-2/TNN6-2_Greenhaus.pdf
http://wfnetwork.bc.edu/leaders_entry.php?id=1946
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Work family conflict is an intermediate state in a continuous process of creating harmony be-tweenwork, 

family and personal life. There are two directions of workfamily conflict: work-to-family conflict, in which 

work interferes with family life, and family-to-work conflict, in which family interferes withwork life (Shanker 

and Bhatnagar, 2010). 

Studies have established the relationship between demographic variables like marital status, number ofchildren 

and age of children and work-family conflict. Being married, having more children, having youngerchildren were 

found to be related to high levels of work-family conflict(Bedian, Burke and Moffette, 1988;Voydonaff, 1988). 

Types of Work-Family Conflict 

Greenhaus and Beutell (1985) have identified three types of work-famliy conflict have been identified: time 

based, strain based, and behavior based (see below).
[8]

 

1. Time-based - competing time requirements across work and famliy roles 

2. Strain-based - pressures in one role impair performance in the second role 

3. Behavior-based - incompatibility of behaviors necessary for the two roles 

Work–family conflict can be diminished by establishing family-friendly policies in the workplace. Certain 

policies can include telework and telecommuting policies where employees have the ability to work from home, 

and schedule flexibility policies where employees have control over their schedules. Family-work conflict can 

also be diminished by establishing workplace family-friendly policies. Some of these policies include maternity, 

paternity, parental, and sick leaves, providing child care options either on-site child care center at the business, 

references to close child care centers, or supplemented child care incomes for the families placing their children in 

a child care center, and health care insurance. To allow these policies to work you need to make sure that your 

employed managers and supervisors are supportive and allowing for employees to use the policies(Wikipedia,n d) 

Work Family Enrichment/Facilitation 

Work-family enrichment refers to theextent to which experiences in one role improve effectiveness and 

positivefeelings in the other role.There are two directions of workfamilyenrichment: work-to-familyenrichment, 

in which work enrichesfamily life, and family-to-work enrichment,in which family en-richeswork life (Shanker 

and Bhatnagar, 2010). 

Only recentlyhas this view been expanded to includethe positive spillover as well, which iscalled work family 

facilitation (Grzywaczet al 2007) or enrichment(Greenhaus& Powell 2006). Further,Friedman and Greenhaus 

(2000) focuson the conflict-enrichment dimension offamily and work life. Conflict shows theincompatibility 

between the twowhereas enrichment reflects the compatibilitybetween them. 

Findings: 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work%E2%80%93family_conflict#cite_note-8
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From above diagram it is very much clear that work life balance is a broader concept consisting of two major 

domains i.e. Work Family Conflict and Work Family Facilitation. Work family conflict is again sub-divided into 

Work-family and Family-work conflict. Whereas, Work-family facilitation is sub-divided into work-family 

enhancement and family-work enhancement. 

Conclusion: 

In conclusion, the different views of work-life balance suggest that the concept has at least three important 

aspects.  

Firstly, Work life balance is a broader concept consisting of multiple constructs such as work family balance, 

work family conflict and enhancement in both directions, involving assessment of entirety of an individual‘s work 

life experiences. 

Secondly, Work life balance can be evaluated more appropriately by following a standard and consistent approach 

by taking into account diverse employee demographics (i.e. Married employee, single employee, men, women, 

employees with children and without children). 

Third, the achieved balance between workand non-work roles is expected to lead to satisfaction and well-being in 

life. 

The further research is suggested emphasizing role of various support (organization, supervisor and peer) to 

employees in order to balance work and non-work responsibilities, so that they are able to achieve their work life 

balance. 
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Abstract 

Humanity is the science that seeks to understand how and why people of all ages and circumstances change or remain the 

same overtime. It involves studies of the human condition with its being the capability approach. The inequality adjusted 

Human Development Index is used as a way of measuring actual progress in human development and alternative approach 

to a single focus on social justice, as a way of understanding progress. 

Business education involves teaching student the fundamentals, theories and processes of business, secondary education and 

higher education or university education. Business is taught as an academic subject at secondary level in many countries like 

Australia, Canada, Hong Kong and some other countries. At pre-tertiary level, it is often called business studies and usually 

combines elements of accountancy, finance, marketing, organizational studies, human resource management and economics. 

In a complex business world where data analysis and marketing are highly valued skills, how to humanities coincide with 

and give individuals a leg up on the competition? 

Keywords-Human development, economic growth, social justice, Business education, complex business. 

Introduction 

Humanities and business over our lifetime equally important, the ability to communicate when dealing with other 

businesses, customers and even employees, it is vital to have empathy, strong leadership and motivational skills to 

grow and prosper as a company and individual. 

Johnson says that, as we build these technologies, we have to keep in mind the type of world we want to have. He 

says that is important to understand the cultural, legal human and ethical impact of the devices. ―Generative 

capacity – our ability to imagine that which does not yet exist – that most sets human beings apart from even our 

most advanced technologies. It also happens to be the source of almost all real value creation in business. 

Objective of Study 

The main objective of the present study is to the Humanity and business: today‘s demand progress in seeking to 

reduce costs, companies often by technologies without investing in the human factors that bring it to life and 

create real value. 

Research methodology 

All information collected from websites and different books is useful for today‘s demand progress economical 

growth.  

Importance of humanity and business today‘s demand of progress: 

1. Its progress related to economic growth of national and international level. 

2. Increased media attention to business role in protecting human rights has led to increased consumer 

awareness of the treatment of workers producing goods for the global marketplace and demands for 

public accountability. 

3. Many of the principles enunciated in the universal declaration of human rights involve the creation of a 

stable. 

4. It will help maintain positive community relations and contribute ot a more stable and productive business 

environment. 

5. The recent WTO ministerial demonstrated how broad concerns about the intersection of business and 

humanity amongst other issues, hinders the further development of global trade agreements. 

     Digital Development Index 2016 – Combined Country Rankings: 

 

 

 

Combined Rank Country Ratio 
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01 Estonia 6.4 

01 South Korea 6.4 

03 Sweden 6.1 

04 United Kingdom 6.0 

05 China 5.9 

05 United States 5.9 

07 India 5.7 

08 Germany 5.6 

09 Brazil 4.5 

10 South Africa 4.2 

Conclusion 

Humanity and business increases today‘s demand of progress. New technologies and ideas improves day by day 

and year. It helps to take decisions regarding the adequacy of human resources and recognize the negative effect 

of certain programs. 
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Abstract: 

Green marketing is concept based on marketing of eco friendly product. Today whole world is facing the problems regarding 

environmental degradation and its impact on the human life. So, the concept of green marketing is beginning in late 1980s 

and early 1990s. It begins in Europe when it is found the some products are being harmful to human life. The green 

marketing evolved in three phases first phase is ecological, second one is environmental and third phase is sustainable. In 

India corporate are accepted green product and green technology. Consumers are also aware some extent about green 

product but they are unwilling to pay the premium price which companies are charging.This paper is tried to explain the 

Green marketing and challenges facing by the companies in green environment. 

Key words- Green marketing, environment, eco- friendly. 

Introduction: 

The development of the country is depending on the growth of the industry. Industrial sector provides huge 

employment to the people and helps to increase the living of standard of the society and ultimately it increases the 

revenue of the government. In simple words generally the growth of the country mostly counted on the basis of 

industrial growth. Increase in industrial development leads to pollution of environmental pollution and 

deprivation of natural resources. In Maharashtra last year i.e. in year 2017 recorded highest temperature in village 

Bhira which is situated in Raigad district. In Delhi sometimes peoples are facing difficulties to breathing. All 

these problems are facing by the India in fact the whole world some extent because of environmentaldepletion. 

So, today government and also the peoples are aware about the environment protection and eco friendly goods. 

Most of the customers are prefer to use the eco friendly product. Eco friendly product is a product which will do 

less damage of the environment. The naturalresources are limited and human needs are unlimited, so it is 

challenge to the industries to utilize minimum natural resources and minimum waste and satisfy the needs of 

customers. The environmental awareness of government and customers is a main reason for emergence of green 

marketing concept. 

1. Objectives of the study: 

a) To know the concept of green marketing and its evolution. 

b) To study the challenges for adopting green marketing by the organizations. 

2. Methodology: 

The present study is based upon secondary data which is collected from internet, research journals, books, news 

papers and other printing material etc. 

3. Definition and Meaning of Green Marketing: 

American Marketing Association defined green marketing as ―Green Marketing is the marketing of products that 

are presumed to be environmentally safe.‖ 

The above simple definition explains that the marketing of that product which are environmentally safe, which 

less damages to environment is a green marketing. It is practice of the businesses which takes in to account 

consumer concerns about promoting, preservation and conservation of the natural environment. 

The product which is biodegradable, less use of scarce resources, packing also needs to be environmentally safe; 

the product which is not harmful to environment and also to the consumer is a green product. Three R‘s of green 

marketing are- 

R- Reduce - The amount of waste you produce 

R- Reuse - old items Repair it if broken, donate to the unfortunate. 

R- Recycle - As much as possible buy recycled product to support recycling  
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4. Evolution of Green Marketing: 

The green marketing is evolved in three phases. The first phase is Ecological green marketing and during the 

period all marketing activities were concerned to help environment problems and provide remedies to those 

problems. Second phase is Environmental green marketing and the focus shifted to clean technology that evolved 

designing of innovative new products, which take care of pollution and waste issue and third phase is sustainable 

green marketing it came in to prominence in the late 1990s and early 2000. 

5. Green Technology: 

Following are the few examples of green technology- 

 Use natural gas for boiler fuel 

 Recycle biodegradable(eco friendly) waste 

 Minimum use of plastic material; use recyclable packaging material. 

 Use biomass and solar energy 

 Generate electricity from hydro electric plants 

 Reduce toxic emission etc. 

 Water purification etc.  

 Following are few examples of green labels- 

 
6. Four P’s of Green Marketing: 

Currently the marketing consists seven ps but green marketing is in its child hood so it have only four p‘s. 

a) Product: 

Product should be planned to reduce resource consumption, pollution and to increase conservation of scarce 

resources. 

We can define green products by following measures: 

• Products those are originally grown,  

• Products those are recyclable, reusable and biodegradable, 

• Products with natural ingredients, 

• Products containing recycled contents, non-toxic Chemical, 

• Products contents under approved chemical, 

• Products that do not harm or pollute the environment, 

• Products that will not be tested on animals, 
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• Products that have eco-friendly packaging 

b) Price : 

Price is a critical and important factor of green marketing mix. Most consumers will only be prepared to pay 

additional value if there is a perception of extra product value. This value may be improved performance, 

function, design, visual appeal, or taste. Green marketing should take all these facts into consideration while 

charging a premium price. 

c) Place: 

The choice of where and when to make a product available will have significant impact on the customers. Some 

customers go out of the way to buy green ecological products. The location must differentiate a company from its 

competitors. Marketing of these products is possible in place market. 

d) Promotion: 

Business organization should undertakepromotional activities for creating awareness about the product/services 

which they manufactured. Promotional activities must be designed in a way which creates good awareness and 

influences the target audiences for purchase the product.   

7. Green Companies: 

The Indian companies adopted green technology few examples of the green companies and their product is as 

follows: 

a) LG:  

LG India has been a pioneer is making electronic gadgets that are eco-friendly. Recently, it has launched a LED 

E60 and E90 series monitor for the Indian market. Its USP is that it consumes 40% less energy than 

conventional LED monitors. Also, they hardly used halogen or mercury, trying to keep down the use of 

hazardous materials in their products. 

b) HCL: 

HCL is another brand that is trying to introduce eco- friendly products in the market and it has recently launched 

the HCL ME 40 notebooks. These notebooks do not use any polyvinyl chloride (PVC) material or other harmful 

chemicals and the Bureau of Energy Efficiency already given it a five star rating. 

c)Haier: 

Eco branding is a part of Haier‘s new green initiative and they have launched the Eco Life Series. They have semi 

automatic and automatic refrigerators and washing machines, split and window air conditioners and a lot more. 

d)Samsung:  

Samsung India has always had a roaring range of LED TV screens and now they have come up with eco- friendly 

LED backlight. They use 40% less electricity have also no harmful chemicals like mercury and lead. 

e)Tata Consultancy Services:  

TCS has a globally recognized Sustainability practice and has already topped the Newsweek‘s top World‘s 

Greenest Company title. It also has a global green score of 80.4% and this has mainly happened due their 

initiative of creating technology for agricultural and community benefits. 

8. Challenges in Green Marketing 

 No standardized method for certification of the product. 

 Green product requires renewable and recyclable material which is very costly. 

 Requires a technology, which requires a huge investment in research and development. 

 Water treatment technology for chemical and other companies is necessary but it is very costly. 

 Most of the consumers are unaware about eco- friendly product and its use. 

 Eco friendly products are little more costly than other product. Majority of the consumers are unwilling to 

pay the extra cost for eco-friendly product. 

9. Conclusion 

Green marketing today, has come to acquire a significant place in industry. But it is a challenging task to the 

organization because it needs to change from raw material, technology, process, continuous research and 
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development, packing etc. Some of the customers are aware about the environmental products and they demand 

the products. It is necessary to make aware about green product and its benefits to the consumers. The green 

marketing is in its child hood so, it is necessary to conduct lot more research and development. Corporate world is 

accepted ecological product and marketing but it is difficult to change the entire process to small organizations. It 

requires huge investment for new technology, research and development. The government is also need to be place 

few parameters for green product which will be enable to maintain standard of the product. 
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Abstract 

To measure the effectiveness of performance of banks RBI has recommended supervisory model CAMELS (Capital 

Adequacy, Asset Quality, Management Efficiency, Earning, Liquidity and Sensitivity to market.). Camels Rating Analysis is 

an effective tool to measure the performance of Banks. It is a broader perspective used to understand the Financial 

soundness of banks. This paper aims to make a comparative Analysis on Performance of 5 Public sector banks namely State 

Bank India, Bank of Baroda, Punjab National Bank, Canara Bank and Central Bank and 5 Private Sector Banks namely 

HDFC Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank, ICICI Bank, Axis Bank and IndusInd Bank using Camels Ratings for a period of 5 years 

i.e.2012-13 to 2016-17. 

Key Words: Camels, Public Sector Banks, Private Sector Banks, Supervisory Model and Performance Analysis. 

Introduction: 

Banks are Financial Institutions that form a very core part of an economy. Their main business is to accept 

deposits and lend money. The money used in lending doesn‘t belong to the banks as it is taken from public. 

Hence, it becomes essential to understand how sound the bank is in its financial performance. To measure the 

effectiveness of bank‘s functioning RBI has suggested Camels ratings. CAMELS consists of 6 parameters which 

are as following: 

Review of Literature: 

 Malyam Binti, Badrul Munir and Umi Salwa (2017) used  Camel to tested  the significance between public,  

private and Foreign Banks. The findings of the paper were that both Malaysian and Indonesian banks have 

significant differences in management, earning and liquidity. 

Parameter Ratios Used 

C- Capital 

Adequacy 

Tier1 +Tier2 

Capital 

---------- 

Risk weighted 

assets 

Debt 

-------- 

Equity 

Total 

Advances 

------------ 

Total Assets 

Government 

Securities 

--------------- 

Total 

Investments 

 

A= Asset 

Quality 

Gross NPA 

---------- 

Total Loans 

Net NPA 

------------ 

Total Loans 

   

M= 

Management 

Efficiency 

Total Advances 

------------ 

Total Deposits 

Business Per 

Employee: 

Total Income 

---------------- 

No. of 

employees. 

Profit  Per 

Employee: 

Profit after tax 

---------------- 

No. of 

employees 

  

Earnings & 

Profitability 

Dividend 

Payout: 

Dividend 

------------- 

Net Profit 

ROA: 

Net Profit 

--------------- 

Total Assets 

Interest 

Income 

--------------- 

Total Income 

Other Income 

----------------- 

Total Income 

 

Liquidity Liquid Assets 

-------------- 

Total Asset 

Government 

Securities 

---------------- 

Total Assets 

Approved 

Securities 

---------------- 

Total Assets 

Liquid Assets 

---------------- 

Demand 

Deposits 

Liquid Assets 

---------------- 

Total Deposits 
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  Channavere Gowda, Anand M. and Arun Kumar(2013) made an attempt to rank the selected public, private 

and foreign banks operating in India. Annova was a tool used to analyse the difference between the means of 

these banks. The outcome revealed that there was a significant difference between capital adequacy, 

management, earnings and liquidity of these banks. 

 Factor Structure of the CAMELS Model – A case study of Indian Banks by DASH and Das: The objective of 

carrying out research was to integrate multi-variate and multi-criteria decision models in a bank‘s performance 

management. The result suggest that Camels model should be reorganised as MLCRE model. 

 Yuva Priya Saminathan and Dr. Srinivasan,(2016) in their research investigated the factors that predominantly 

affects the financial performance of selected public and private sector banks. The result revealed that there was a 

significant difference between performance of selected banks. 

Objectives of the Study: 

1. To determine the  financial position of the selected 10 (5 Public Sector and 5 Private Sector) banks. 

2. To analyse the banks performance by rating banks through CAMEL model and give suggestions for 

improvement if necessary.  

3.  To determine if there is any significant difference between the means of CAMEL ratios of selected 

public and private sector banks. 

Scope of the Study  

The study is limited to performance analysis through CAMEL ratio of selected public and private banks for period 

of 5 consecutive years i.e. 2012-2013 to 2016-2017. The selected banks are: 

Public sector banks: SBI, Bank of Baroda, Punjab National Bank, Canara Bank and Central Bank. 

Private sector Banks: HDFC Bank, Kotak Mahindra Bank, ICICI Bank, Ais Bank and IndusInd Bank. 

Sampling Design: Judgemental sampling is used to choose the samples. Top5 public and private sector banks are 

chosen based on market capitalisation. 

Data Type: Secondary data has been used to conduct the analysis. The data used has been extracted from Annual 

Reports of the banks, websites like moneycontrol.com, valueresearch.com, articles and Capitaline database. 

Tools of Analysis: 

To analyse the data Ratio Analysis under camel has been used. One way Annova is used to study the difference in 

their mean averages. 

Hypothesis Testing: 

H01: There is no significant difference between the capital adequacy of public sector banks and private sector 

banks. 

Ha1: There is significant difference between the capital adequacy of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

H02: There is no significant difference between the assets quality of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

Ha2: There is significant difference between the assets quality of public sector banks and private sector banks 

H03: There is no significant difference between the management of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

Ha3: There is significant difference between the management of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

H04: There is no significant difference between the earnings of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

Ha4: There is significant difference between the earnings of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

H05: There is no significant difference between the liquidity of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

Ha5: There is significant difference between the liquidity of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

Methodology:  

Each Ratio under Camel is calculated for each bank, then averages are taken for each ratio and an average ratio is 

calculated. Based on these average ratios rakings are given and an average of these ranks is found out to give a 

composite raking. 

Composite Raking For Public Sector Banks 

Banks C A M E L Average Rank 

State Bank of 1.75 1 1.67 2.5 4.6 2.3 1 
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India 

Punjab 

National Bank 

2.75 2 2.33 3.5 1.8 2.48 2 

Bank of 

Baroda 

2.75 4 3.33 3 2.4 3.1 4 

Canara Bank 3.25 2 2.67 3 3.2 2.82 3 

Central Bank 4.5 5 5 3 3 4.1 5 

On the basis of average rakings given to public sector banks, it can be seen that State Bank of India has serured1st 

position and least rank is  given to Central Bank based on the data for a  period of 5 years i.e. 2012  to 2017. 

Composite Raking For Private  Sector Banks 

Banks C A M E L Average Rank 

HDFC Bank 3.25 1 2.5 2.5 3.25 2.5 2 

Kotak 

Mahindra Bank 

2 3.5 3.25 3.5 2.5 2.95 4 

ICICI Bank 2.25 5 1.25 2.75 2.25 2.7 3 

Axis Bank 4.25 3 1.75 3.75 2.25 3 5 

IndusInd Bank 3.25 1 2.5 2.5 2 2.25 1 

From the rakings given to banks a group raking was derived by averaging the rakings on each parameter for the 

period 2012-2017. On the basis of Camel Analysis Indus Ind Bank stood first and least position is secured by 

Axis Bank. 

One-Way ANOVA 

C- Capital Adequacy 

 N Mean Std. Std. 

95% Confidence Interval 

for 

Minimu

m Maximu 

   Deviation Error Mean  m 

          

     Lower 

Bound 

 

Upper Bound 

  

        

          

Public 5 46.9980 .99714 .44594 45.7599 48.2361 46.13 48.55 

Privat 

5 48.0452 2.11881 .94756 45.4144 50.6761 45.42 51.27 

e          

          

Total 10 47.5216 1.65585 .52362 46.3371  48.7061 45.42 51.27 

          

ANOVA 

CAR 

 Sum of Squares df   Mean Square F Sig. 

        

Between Groups 2.742  1 2.742 1.000 .347 

        

Within Groups 21.935  8  2.742   

        

Total 24.676  9     
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The results of ANOVA test highlighted the calculated significance values of F test (p values) is more than 

(critical value) 0.05. It means there is no statistically  significant difference between the capital adequacy 

of public sector banks and private sector banks,, thus H01 is accepted. 

A- Asset Quality 

 N Mean Std.  Std.  95% Confidence Interval for Minimum Maximu  

   Deviation  Error  Mean  m  

            

       Lower Bound Upper Bound    

            

Public 5 5.5400 1.49766 .66978 3.6804 7.3996 4.30 7.50  

Privat 

5 1.3800 1.06395 .47582 .0589 2.7011 .50 3.10 

 

e 

 

           

            

Total 10 3.4600 2.51140  .79417  1.6635 5.2565 .50 7.50  

            

ANOVA Asset 

 

 Sum of Squares df   Mean Square F Sig. 

        

Between Groups 43.264  1 43.264 25.638 .001 

Within Groups 13.500  8 1.688   

        

Total 56.764  9     

        

The results of ANOVA test highlighted that F test (pvalue) is 0.001 which is less than 0.05 critical value 

indicating a significant difference between the asset quality of public sector banks and private sector banks. 

M- Management Quality 

 N Mean Std.  Std. Error  95% Confidence Interval  Minimum Maximu  

   Deviation    for Mean   m  

              

       

Lower 

 

Upper 

    

            

       Bound  Bound     

              

Public 5 47976793.594 10684399.7 4778208.83 34710359.0 61243228.1  3.73E+00 6.54E+00  

  0 6928 658 581 299 7 7  

              

Privat 

5 

33932756.884 7798511.12  3487600.20  24249626.3  43615887.3  2.50E+00 4.45E+00  

e 0 583 

 

013 

 

795 

 

885 

 

7 7 

 

      

              

Total 10 40954775.239 11513181.4 3640787.63 32718741.4 49190809.0  2.50E+00 6.54E+00  

  0 0518 551 111 669 7 7  
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ANOVA (Management) 

 Sum of Squares df  Mean Square F Sig.  

        

Between Groups 

49308741777956  

1 

49308741777956 

5.636 .045 

 

9.100 

 

9.100 

 

      

Within Groups 

69989269683741  

8 

87486587104677.    

6.500 

 

060 

   

      

Total 

11929801146169  

9 

    

85.500 

     

       

        

The results of ANOVA test highlighted that  F test (p values) is less than (critical value) 0.05 indicating a 

significant difference between the mean values of management ratios, thus Ha3 is accepted. 

E- Earnings Quality 

Earnings 

 N  Mean Std. Std.   

95% Confidence Interval 

for 

Minimu

m  

Maxim

u  

     Deviation Error     Mean      m  

                    

                    

         

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound       

                      

Public  5 9.7720 .47668  .21318   9.1801  10.3639 9.29  10.54  

Privat  

5 11.2160 2.47181 

 

1.10543 

  

8.1468 

 

14.2852 7.67 

 

14.48 

 

e 

       

                     

                      

Total  10 10.4940 1.84273  .58272   9.1758  11.8122 7.67  14.48  

                      

       ANOVA   (Earnings)          

                     

                 

    Sum of Squares  df   Mean Square  F   Sig.   

               

Between 

Groups   5.213  1  5.213  1.645  .236   

Within 

Groups    25.348  8  3.169         

                   

Total    30.561  9             

                      

 

The results of ANOVA test highlighted that  F test (p values) is more than (critical value) 0.05. It means 

there is no statistically  significant difference between the earnings of public sector banks and private sector 
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banks. and thus, the null hypothesis (H04) is accepted. 

L- Liquidity 

 

 N Mean  Std. Std. 95% Confidence Interval for  Minimum Maximu  

    Deviation Error Mean   m  

            

      Lower Bound Upper Bound     

            

Public 5 68.3000 55.35009 24.75331 -.4262 137.0262 30.92 165.93  

Privat 

5 21.1060 4.31825 1.93118 15.7442 26.4678 17.16 27.36 

 

e 

 

           

           

Total 10 44.7030  44.59360 14.10174 12.8027 76.6033  17.16 165.93  

            

 

ANOVA 

 

 Sum of Squares df   Mean Square F Sig. 

        

Between Groups 5568.184  1 5568.184 3.613 .094 

        

Within Groups 12329.121  8  1541.140   

Total 17897.305  9     

        

The results of ANOVA test highlighted that F test (p values) is more than (critical value) 0.05. It means there is 

no statistically significant difference between the mean values of liquidity ratios of of public sector banks and 

private sector banks, thus, the null hypothesis (H05) is accepted.   

Summary and Conclusion: 

The Results of One Way Annova can be summarised as following: 

Parameter Null Hypothesis Alternate Hypothesis  Accepted Hypothesis  

C Accept Reject H01 

A Reject Accept Ha2 

M   Reject Accept Ha3 

E Accept Reject H04 

L Accept Reject H05 

To conclude it can be seen that capital adequacy of public sector banks is less than that of private sector 

banks. Public sector banks need to reduce their NPA to increase profit. Management efficiency and earning 

capacity of public sector banks is relatively less than private sector banks. Liquidity of public sector banks 

is better than private sector banks, hence private banks need to speed up the recovery process. 
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Abstract  

In this article an attempt has made to answers the questions viz. what is stress? What are the sources of it? Where and how it 

occur? Is stress bad or good? And how to manage it? Human Resource Management is one of the most important functional 

areas of management. Its study will incomplete unless to discuss the issues of stress management. As we know that for the 

effective and productive human resource planning the study of stress management is inevitable. Human Resource 

Development is accepted all over the world as a process to ensure capable, competence, dynamism, intellectual and 

motivation attitude amongst the employees and employers. In order to achieve the success in human resource management it 

is very essential to understand the amount of stress carrying by them. Everyone in the world is trying to win and fighting with 

the threats and challenges in the given set of circumstances. Naturally in this process some kind of stress certainly occurs. 

Therefore, we need to know how to manage the stress for achieving the excellence in Human Resource Development. 

What is stress? 

Stress is an expected and unpredicted response of the brain and body to change. It is a self produced pain 

occurring in thoughts. It varies in different situations and environments. In an employee at work, stress generates 

from the workplace expect more results compared to what an employee is capable of achieving. Stress affects 

millions of people. One of the most common forms of stress is that related to our careers and the workplace. 

Stress management is nothing but a psychological feeling as well as how do we accept the problems?  How do we 

do the things in regular way? It is a pressure on the work, personal life any kind of small thing. Something we 

want to achieve something that time we have pressure. The main cause of stress is comparison with the others. As 

per the survey it has been mentioned that about 80% of the people are thinking about others only means our 

thoughts are filled with the others thoughts. We think about very less. When we think about more regarding 

progress, career development, success then automatically we will not having any tension at all. So leave stop 

thinking about others. Thinking about ourselves this is the main thing and as same ways how do we are stress less. 

We all are having problems the only thing is that how we accept it that makes the different. Problems are quite 

common rather than we worrying about the problems we have to think that how to solve these. Sometimes a small 

we fill lot of tension rather than solution the solution problems we make noise that affects our mental stress 

automatically physically also damage our health. Therefore, always feel that I am very strong the right person to 

solve it. In this way we ourselves can give auto-suggestions be cool be daring. Other important thing is that 

physically and mentally we should be fit then we will not have stress at all. As far as physical fitness is concerned 

it depends on two things i.e. food habits and exercise.  

What are the sources of stress? 

 There are different kinds of sources of stress which arises in everyone's life on account of the following reasons. 

1. Personal stress 

 Personal injury or illness. 

 Noticeable ageing. 

 Not enough time for ourselves.  

 Failure to meet personal goals. 

 Change in personal habits or schedule. 

 Privacy life. 

2. Family stress  

 Lack of communication with spouse.  

 Difference in mutual interests. 
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 Sexual difficulties leading to frustration.  

 Irrational jealous. 

 Divorce or remarriage of children. 

 Child with special needs. 

3. Job stress 

 Unclear goals. 

 Change in work. 

 Lack of necessary skills. 

 Overwork  

 Unco-operative co-workers.  

 Too much responsibility at work. 

 Promotion, trouble with boss. 

4. Social stress  

 Starting new relationships. 

 Ending old relationships. 

 High popularity.  

 Feeling unwanted and alone. 

 Lack of social stimulation. 

 Close friends moves away. 

 Disharmony with neighbours. 

5. Financial stress  

 Not enough money to meet day to day requirements. 

 Loss of income. 

 New loan. 

 Increased expenditure. 

 Declining net worth. 

 Inflation. 

 Unemployment. 

Environmental stress  

 Problems with traffic transport. 

 Problems with municipal services and utilities. 

 Lack of recreational facilities. 

 Environmental pollution. 

 Corrupt Govt, officials, strikers, pensions.  

 Union power, welfare benefits and news media. 

Apart from the above, sometime when jobs are boring repetitive or monotonous they provide insufficient mental 

stimulus and stifle creative energy, lack of control over the work environment it is another source of work stress. 

Where and how does stress occur?  

 We the people encounter challenge, threat or annoyance in the course of daily life. Occasionally there can be life 

threatening, but more often it simply threatm our pride, prestige position work our place in the family and society 

and self image. Whenever people complain about stress means they are talking of too much stress or of having 

symptoms of stress. Occasionally a crisis occurs in the life. When stress is understandable and inevitable. It is 

predominantly the energy we expand on trivia or relentless daily annoyance that make a major impact on our 

health and functioning. For example: getting up as the alarm failed to go off, coping with the hotel water tank that 

start leaking, being stuck in a traffic jam, the car not starting when we are getting late for work, noisy road ways, 

when our job require total concentration, being involved in a minor accident but having to spend hours making a 

report to the police etc.  
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Is Stress Good or Bad?  

We people generally say that the stress is bad. Since there is a popular belief that the stress is always bad. I feel 

that there is no life without stress or from a depressed, apathetic, prematurely aged an employed person etc. In our 

life a certain amount of stress occurs at all the time. I personally believe that a right amount of stress is desirable 

and predictive. Some kind of stress helps us to stay alert reflexive and proactive. Actually the stress is depends on 

the way each individual perceive the situation which causes stress, how the individual experiences the stress viz. 

Physically, mentally, emotionally or behaviourally.  

2How to manage stress? 

As we know that there is no life without stress. We all have to manage it at our own level for making our life calm 

and peaceful. Our personality, behaviour pattern and attitude influence how we respond to stressful situation. 

Sometimes we will not be able to remove those situations from our environment, but we can try and alter our 

negative attitudes and destructive behaviour pattern which we have. Given below are some tips which will be 

useful to have better management regarding stress. These will certainly help us in optimising and managing the 

stress level. 

1. We cannot learn stress management until we regularly use stress management skills in our real life situations 

and are prepared to give ourselves adequate opportunities to practice those skills. 

2. If we are feeling overwhelmed by multiple demands and insufficient time, the display of behaviour tension, 

such as knee jiggling, finger tapping using absence language etc can only make things worse. 

3. By speaking in a calm modulated voice adapting a physical relaxed posture and listening attentively to people, 

we can improve our interaction with others as well as increase our sense of well being. 

4. We have to plan our work and plan according to the time management. 

5. We all might have experienced frustration, conflict, disappointments and defeat or other in our personal and 

professional life. However, it is up to us how interpret and react to these feelings. 

6. Think twice before doing anything and do not think after doing. 

7. Physical relaxation, adequate sleep, prudent diet and regular exercise can help us to increase coping resilience. 

A pleasure a day keeps the stress away. 

8. Do not under/over estimate ourselves. 

9. Listen to you inner wisdom always finds an answer within yourselves. 

10. In order to manage stress effectively one should have to practice yogasanas and pranayamas daily. 

11. There is a need to take regular exercise which plays a vital role in enhancing our confidence level and 

encourage users to face challenges. 

12. For effective stress management one should have to recognise strengths and weaknesses appreciating the 

strengths and depreciating the weaknesses or converting our weaknesses into our strengths.  

13. The secret lies in loving ourselves. When we are happy within ourselves, we automatically give love other, 

tenderness, respect and attention those who deserve. 

Reference:- 

Biradar, R.D. Recent Trends in Commerce and Management Sciences. 
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Abstract 

Before 1991 Indian economy was a closed economy meaning no entry to foreign investment in any sector. India opened up its 

economy in 1991 and started liberalizing entry rules for foreign investments. Capital market is backbone of every economy 

and in India till 1991 main supplier of capital was Public Sector Banks (PSBs). Thereafter Private Sector Banks and Foreign 

Investment emerged as competitors to PSBs. Till 2014 both the Bank groups together remained prime suppliers of capital to 

Indian industry/ service sector. After assuming of power by new government in 2014 the liberalization of Indian economy 

gathered higher speed and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has emerged as a big and notable supplier of funds to Indian 

business. India is a nation having about 135 core population which albeit is vast market for goods and services of almost all 

types. This paper discusses the impact of FDI on Indian banking sector through various angles by analyzing the related data 

for last three /five years. The data used is secondary. 

Introduction 

Impact of FDI on Indian Banking sector cannot be measured in isolation since banks are part and parcel of whole 

economy, hence impact of FDI on India‘s economy will have also to be taken into consideration. Foreign 

investment  whether direct or permitted will bring in foreign funds in India for investment purpose which will 

have a profit making as driving force in addition to this the foreign investors will ensure that during the process of 

increasing investment in India the economy of their parent nation is not put to serious disadvantages  . Albeit the 

foreign investment will have also to be studied with a view to how much import substitution is achieved by India. 

With these we will discuss the present position of Indian Scheduled Commercial Banks (SCBs) particularly, of 

Public Sector Banks (PSBs) as regard totheir competence while facing the competition, 

1. in providing customer service i.e. by use of electronic banking facilities such as Tele Banking, ATMs, Net 

banking , credit cards etc.,  

2. in economically efficient and profitable  deployment of funds at their disposal, 

3. in human resources development and management to create a robust and intelligent project appraisal 

system so as to ensure repayment of loans and advances  and keep the NPAs at bare minimum level and  

4. in building up a sound capital base. 

At the outset let us have a look at definition components and routs of FDI:  

Definition: International Monetary Fund (IMF) and Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

(OECD) have defined  it as ―cross border investment made by a resident in one economy ( the Direct Investors)  

with objective of establishing a lasting interest  in an enterprise that is resident in an economy other than that of 

the  direct investor‘swith motivation to have a strategic long term relationship with direct investment enterprise to 

ensure degree of influence by the direct investor in the management of the direct investment enterprise.‖  

Components: TheFDI broadly comes in the following three ways 

1. Purchase of Shares against payment of cash or transfer of machinery or technology etc. 

2. Reinvestment of earnings or retaining of profits earned by the foreign direct investors. Certain foreign 

investors, instead of remitting their share in the profit of the organization to their parent nation, they do 

redeploy the same in their organization in India. 

3. Intra company debts, short or long term, particularly from parent enterprise to affiliate enterprise. 

Routs: 

Automatic route: as per the rules for this route,prior approval either of the Government or the Reserve Bank of 

India is not required provided the sector/ activity and the ceiling for amount is as per already permitted by the 

Government of India 
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Government route: The sector/ activities not covered under the automatic route require prior approval of the 

Government which is considered by the Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB), (now abolished), [2]. 

Department of Economic Affairs, and Ministry of Finance. 

Preferred sectors by foreign investors and its effects on banking sector through Indian economy. 

Foreign investors usually have profit booking intention and ensure availability of easy to fly back route and 

accordingly select those sectors where there is high profitability and least prone to imports, like service sector, 

construction sector etc. from April 2000 to June 2017 total FDI was Rs.2701560 crores i.e. 498901 million 

dollars, out of this equity component was Rs.1854109 crores i.e. 342399 million dollars.  During the 17 years on 

an average  18 % Equity came in service sector, 8% equity came in computer hardware and software sector, 7% 

equity came in construction sector and 7% in telecom sector. Below given chart No.1 shows that  even during last 

three years of good and diversified economic development of India FDI has given  priorityto the same sectors 

except construction sector which may be due to slow down of the economy to the extent of withdrawal of the 

black money from circulation. 

  Chart 01     (Rs.corers. provisional) 

year 

Total 

FDI 

equity 

Rs. 

Amt 

invested 

in 

Services 

sector Rs. 

Amt. invested 

in computer 

HW & SW 

sector Rs. 

Amt. 

invested in 

constructio

n sector Rs. 

Amt 

invested 

in 

Telecom. 

sector Rs 

Total in 

four 

sectors 

% in four 

sectors 

2015/16 262322 45415 38351 727 8637 93130 35.50 

2016/17 291696 58214 24605 703 37435 120957 41.46 

2017/18 

uptojune 17 
67086 12134 8480 1616 565 22795 33.97 

total 621104 115763 71436 3046 46637 236882  

% 100 18.63 11.50 0.50 7.50 38.13  

Service sector includes: finances, banking, insurance, non-financialbusiness, R & D, courier etc. 

If we observe the following chart No.2, we will come to know that the FDI is concentrated in very few centers of 

the nation. Only six centers have received 83.73% of the FDI thus not helping in widely expanded even growth of 

Indian economy. 

Chart 02  (Rs.crores. provisional) 

year 
Total FDI 

equity Rs. 
Mumbai 

New 

Delhi 

 

Chennai 
Banga 

lore 

Ahm. 

bad 

Hyd. 

bad 
Total % 

2015/16 262322 62731 83288 29781 26791 14667 10315 227573 86.75 

2016/17 291696 131980 39482 14830 14300 22610 14767 237969 81.58 

2017/18 

uptojune 17 
67086 13728 15129 6421 14562 2309 2390 54539 81.29 

total 621104 208439 137899 51032 55653 39586 27472 520081  

% 100 33.55 22.20 8.21 8.96 6.37 4.42 83.73  

If we observe the chart No.3 we will come to know that in the period taken in the consideration out of total FDI 

equity is 73.59 % and retained earnings are only 20.19%. This indicates that FDI is mainly for profit booking and 

remitting the same to parent nation. 

Chart No.3 (Million$ provisional) 

year Total 

FDI 

Total FDI 

equity Rs.  

Retained 

earnings 

Others 

2015/16 54448 40001 10413 4034 

2016/17 58855 43478 12176 3201 

2017/18  

up to June 17 
14266 10408 3169 689 

total 127569 93887 25758 7924 

% 100 73.59 20.19 6.22 

 

https://www.omicsonline.org/open-access/assessment-of-impact-of-foreign-directinvestment-in-india-fdi-in-banking-and-finance-2169-026X-1000127.php?aid=48965#2
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Indian Banks: Indian banks besides providing capital for infrastructural development of the nation they play very 

important role in helping government in fulfilling its social responsibilities, the role can never be undermined. At 

present India is a developing nation and economic growth and social condition is at such a stage where 

government cannot overlook its social responsibility. Of late PSBs are facing some systemic problems which are 

causing their NPAs to increase at hyper speed which is blocking their capacity to recycle the funds consequent 

upon which they are suffering heavy losses.  

Of late government is thinking to permit 100% FDI in private sector Banks and 74% FDI in PSBs. It cannot be 

doubted that FDI in banks, besides strengthening capital base of the banks, will also result in up gradation of 

technology, innovative products to serve the customers and creation of intelligent system of project appraisal 

making deployment of funds efficient. 

FDI in production center:  FDI in production centers and service sectors is competitive for existing banks. It 

snatches from the existing banks the good opportunities of deployment of funds. If FDI helps in creating and 

strengthening backward and forward links in nation then to that extent it helps the existing banks in creating new 

avenues for disbursement of credit. Present government‘s‖ Make in India ―policy has brought some changes and 

FDI is now taking care of import substitution. 

Conclusion:   For FDI to become a good opportunity for Indian economy there should be a big investment in 

Banking sector without ownership or hold on management. FDI should not promote import of raw material and 

should use it which is available in India. FDI should not concentrate itself in the centres which have already been 

developed. FDI must come in infrastructure and not only in service sector. However, about FDI, the above charts 

show opposite of the requirement of the Indian economy. Since FDI has snatched good opportunities of extension 

of credit from the Indian Banks, these banks are now giving targets to the staff for making advances so as to 

remain profitable. The result is that while making advances the related rules and regulations are being either 

overlooked or diluted consequent upon that big loan amounts are being diverted by the borrowers resulting in 

frauds and hooping NPA figures, putting the banks to heavy losses and jeopardizing their existence.  This has 

forced the central government to pour in Rs. 118724 crores as capital during the nine years from 2008/09 the 

funds which otherwise could have been utilized for infrastructural development of the nation. 

 

Ref:  RBI Reports 

Ref: quarterly fact sheet on foreign direct investment fromApril 2000 to June 2017 
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Abstract 

Banking sector reforms are necessary to faster economic growth. RBI‟s policy   helps to restructure   the banking industry in 

our country. It is necessary to improve its performance to comply with the required standards of banking and correlate the 

Indian banking system with the global systems.  Hence, banking sector reforms are introduced to remove the deficiencies in 

banking sector.  The first phase of banking sector reforms came up with the objective to improve the operational efficiency of 

banks. Second Phase of reforms is introduced to review the first phase of banking reforms and chart out a programme for 

further reforms, necessary to strengthen India's financial system so as to make it internationally competitive.   It has shown 

improvement in the performance, financial health, competitive capabilities, financial infrastructure relating to supervision, 

audit, technology and legal framework, level of management competence and suitable modifications in the policy framework, 

etc. 

Introduction 

Banking plays a major role in the financial sector and it is considered as blood for the whole industry. Banking is 

necessary to survive our country.   Banking sector reforms are necessary to faster economic growth too. The 

Indian government has embraced LPG during 1991 and initiated various reforms in different sectors and the 

Indian banking sector is not exception for it.  The Reserve Bank of India has been consistently working towards 

the establishment of an enabling regulatory framework in order to operate banking sector very smooth and 

promptly subjected to rigors of prudential norms of operations and competitive environment. RBI‘s policy   helps 

to restructure   the banking industry in our country. Therefore Indian banking sector is sufficiently capitalised and 

well-regulated. The financial and economic conditions in our country are far better than any other countries in the 

world.  A number of measures have been taken and various rules and regulations have been amended or accepted 

though certain changes in the legal infrastructure are yet to be effected.    As a result of financial sector reforms, 

there is a shift in the focus from quantitative to qualitative growth in Indian banking system. Consequently, 

economic liberalization and financial performance of Indian banking industry has recently witnessed the roll out 

of innovative banking models. 

II. Research Methodology.  

a. Objectives of the Study: The objectives of the present study are:  

1. To discuss the various reforms in banking sector in India. 

2. To discuss the impact of reforms in banking sector in India. 

b. Collection of Data.  

The data is being collected from secondary sources like articles, newspapers, published reports, books, Journals 

and Magazines and websites.   

c. Rationale of the Study:  It was necessary to improve banking sector‘s performance to comply with the 

required standards of banking and correlate the Indian banking system with the global systems.  Hence, banking 

sector reforms are introduced to remove the deficiencies in banking sector.  The Indian  banking sector was facing 

the problems like highly regulated by the RBI, eroded productivity and efficiency of public sector banks, 

continuous losses born by public sector banks year after year, increasing NPAs, deteriorated portfolio quality, 

poor customer service , obsolete work technology and unable to meet competitive environment. Therefore present 

study has been undertaken.   

III. Reforms In Indian Banking Sector. 

The banking sector reforms refer to a general improvement in the functioning and efficiency of the banking 

system as a whole and the removal of impediments to its long-term development. History of reforms of Indian  
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banking systems can be traced from the 18
th
 century with intrusion of European merchants in India. Indian 

banking system was concentrated   heavily on few big business houses and was confined to urban affluent classes 

only. The industry experienced its first reform in 1969 with Nationalization of its major banks which with its 

program of rapid branch expansion and priority sector credit created a nationwide banking infrastructure and 

forced the Indian banks to come out of its closed elite circle, penetrate within the rural market and explore new 

business areas such as lending to small and medium sectors. But it also caused a drag on profitability, low capital 

base and developed a culture of complete lack of professional attitude. It is at this stage the present reform process 

steps in.  Govt. of India formed a committee under the chairmanship of Mr. M Narashimham, in the year 1991 to 

study the position of banking sector. The committee has recommended the following reforms attuned with 

banking standard in the globe.  

A) First Phase of Banking Sector Reforms: The first phase of banking sector reforms, termed as 'Curative' 

measures, came up with its main objective to improve the operational efficiency of banks. These included the 

following: 

1. Banks had to keep their funds in the shape of statutory liquidity and Cash Reserve Ratios to meet budget 

expenses. Limitation of such funds has been reduced to make bulk funds available for profitable deployment. 

2. Interest rates were under the control of RBI and often cross subsidized were deregulated and made market 

determined giving ample opportunities to the banking sector. In order to ensure minimum profit of banks, risk-

based, tenor-linked interest rates were introduced. 

 3. Banks were allowed to enter into non-conventional areas like merchant banking, lease financing, insurance, 

brokerage, loan syndication etc. 

4. New target sector like retail, lending, personal, mortgage, housing, education and auto loans etc. were covered.  

5. Licensing policy was relaxed and banks were allowed to close their non-viable branches.   

Now banks were given more autonomy in selection and negotiation with the borrowers. 

6. Transparent guidelines or norms have been issued for entry and exit of private sector banks. 

 7. New Debt Recovery Tribunals have been set up.  

 B) Second Phase of Banking Sector Reforms: The government of India appointed second committee under the 

chairmanship of Mr. M. Narasimham in 1998 to review the first phase of banking reforms and chart out a 

programme for further reforms, necessary to strengthen India's financial system so as to make it internationally 

competitive. The Committee reviewed the performance of the banks in light of first phase of reforms and 

submitted its report in April 1998, its recommendations are: 

1. Merger of strong banks with weak and unviable banks.  

2. There should be more banks with international orientation to take care of the needs of the corporate sector. 

3. Budgetary support for recapitalisation is not viable and should be abandoned.  

4. It was suggested that Legal framework should be strengthened for credit recovery. 

5.  Rationalisation of branch and staff. 

6. Licensing policy for new private banks can be continued. 

7. Foreign banks shall be allowed to set up their   subsidiaries and joint ventures in India. 

8. A New institution i.e. Board for Financial Regulation and Supervision (BFRS) shall be set up to supervise 

working and activities of banks and financial institutions.    

 In 1999, RBI issued guidelines to banks for the issuance of debit cards and smart cards to ease pressure on 

physical cash and Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 replaces FERA, 1973 with the objective of 

'facilitating external trade and payments' and 'promoting the orderly development and maintenance of foreign 

exchange market in India'.  The new Act became operative from June 2000 along with a sunset clause. 

IV. Impact Of Reforms On The Indian Banking Sector.  

The RBI, as a regulating authority, formulated several policies that impacted the India‘s banking sector over the 

last few years. Impact of the reforms on the Indian Banking Sector is given below:  
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 Deregulation of Savings Rates: The saving bank deposit interest rates brought down to 4 per cent per annum to 

aid product and price innovation in the long run.  

 Provision Coverage Ratio (PCR): The mandatory directive to all commercial banks  to maintain a PCR of 70 

per cent . This will help to minimise NPAs during economic downturn.   

Basel III Guidelines:  In order to make Indian banks stronger, the RBI has planned the implementation of the 

Basel III norms which would require a capital infusion of approximately US$ 60 billion over the next five years.  

Relaxation of Authorisation Policy: Branches in the tier II cities, with a population ranging between 50,000 to 

99,999 do not need the approval of RBI to set up service offices, central processing centres and administrative 

offices. Hence an organised banking shall spread in the remote areas of the country, and aid financial inclusion.  

Mobile Payment Guidelines:  the RBI removed the cap of Rs. 50,000 for transactions through mobile phones. 

This relaxation allowed banks to assess the involved risk, and place their own limits while granting customers 

with mobile banking facilities.  

Financial guidelines: The RBI is now issuing new bank licenses to all to encourage healthy competition and 

promote financial inclusion in the banking industry.  

 Foreign Banks: The RBI allowed foreign banks   to conduct business through wholly owned subsidiaries. This 

will help to foreign banks   to expand their consumer base to semi urban areas.  

Expansion of Rural Markets: Banks were allowed to establish their presence in rural markets either through 

mergers and acquisitions, or acquiring associates to expand operations in rural markets for private and foreign 

banks.   

Non Performing Assets: Though Indian banks have been performing well financially, there has been an increase 

in the levels of NPAs present in the banking industry. To reduce NPAs, the RBI has proposed various measures 

such as developing a mechanism to flag warnings and classifying NPA accounts on the basis of segments.   

V. Conclusion. 

The Banking Sector Reforms are aimed at enhancing the productivity, efficiency and competitiveness of the 

banking industry since 1991.  It has shown improvement in the performance, financial health, competitive 

capabilities, financial infrastructure relating to supervision, audit, technology and legal framework, level of 

management competence and suitable modifications in the policy framework, etc.  On the other side, many 

changes have occurred due to the entry of banks in the global market. Since a decade of banking sector reforms 

has been completed, it is essential to review the various issues of banking sector reforms, especially its post 

reforms impact on NAPs, interest income, non-interest income, capital adequacy, priority sector, advances and 

SLR and CRR.  Week areas that need to be further considered and some possible reforms required in third phase 

of reforms. The factors need to be carefully analysed in order to take corrective measures such as policies, 

initiatives and remedial business strategies in the near future.  
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Abstract 

This paper studies the awareness about “Affiliate marketing”as earning source among the youth in Ulhasnagar. The focus of 

study is as on how the concept of affiliate marketing is a fruitful source of earnings without investment in Ulhasnagar.   This 

paper highlights various aspects of Affiliate marketing, its requirements, its pros and cons and the companies which offer 

such affiliations so that the youth in the mentioned city is able to earn without investments.  

Key words: Ulhasnagar, Affiliate Marketing,  

Objectives of the study: 

1. To study the awareness about affiliate marketing as the earning source among the youth in Ulhasnagar. 

2. To understand the concept of affiliate marketing, its requirements, pros and cons. 

3. To know as to which e-commerce companies offer such affiliations forming a source of income without 

investment to the youth in Ulhasnagar. 

Research Design: 

Explorative and Descriptive Research. 

Data Collection: 

Primary Data is collected by face to face survey method   

Secondary Data is collected by referring various journals, books, and websites. 

Sampling method  

Simple random sampling 

Sample size 

100 pupils in the age group of 17-22 years in Ulhasnagar 

Hypothesis of Study 

H1:  The Youth in Ulhasnagar is aware of the Concept of Affiliate Marketing. 

H0:  The Youth in Ulhasnagar is unaware of the Concept of Affiliate Marketing. 

Terminology: 

Ulhasnagar 

Ulhasnagar is a city formed after partition in 1947 occupied by Sindhi migrants from Sindh, Pakistan situated in 

Thane District about 60 kilometers from Mumbai. The then Governer-general of India C Rajagopalachari, named 

the town on 8
th
 August, 1949 which is celebrated as a foundation day of Ulhasnagar ( City of Joy).  Before 

Partition of 1947 Ulhasnagar was known as Kalyan Military Camp in which more than 5000 soldiers and 30000 

civilians were accommodated during 2
nd

 World War.  Today, Ulhasnagar is a Concrete structured, densely 

populated city having its Own Municipal Corporation (Ulhasnagar Municipal Corporation).  Ulhasnagar is an 

education hub having number of colleges with post graduate wings in which more than 20,000pupils studying are 

in the age group of 17-25 years. 

Affiliate Marketing 

Affiliate Marketing is simply an internet based  marketing method in which a person (an affiliate) 

recommend other people’s (seller or manufacturer) products or services to prospective buyers and earns 

commission for every sales achieved from the prospective customers or buyers he (affiliate ) refer.  Affiliate 

marketing is performance-based, which means affiliates only gets paid when their promotional efforts actually 

result in a transaction. 
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Parties in Affiliate Marketing: 

In affiliate marketing four parties are involved viz: 

a) The Product Creator, Advertiser, or the Merchant 

b) The Marketer ( The Affiliate) or the Affiliate Marketer or the Publisher 

c) The Customer  

d) The Marketing Channel or the Marketing Network. 

Product Owner: (Merchant or Advertiser) 

In affiliate marketing product owner, or merchant or advertiser is a company or individual selling a wide range of 

productsfrom basic necessities to luxurious products and intangible products and services.  

Publisher (Affiliate Marketer)  

A publisher or an affiliate marketer is an individual or a company that puts an effort of promoting and selling the 

service or product of the advertiser or merchant or the product owner with an intention of earning commissions. 

Customer: 

The most important link of the affiliate marketing is a customer who purchases the product of the advertiser 

through the reference by publisher. He is the actual buyer of the product without him the transaction cannot be 

completed.  

Affiliate Marketing Network  

Affiliate marketing network is a link between two parties i.e. an advertiser (or the product owner or the vendor) 

and the Publisher (Affiliate marketer) because of such method of marketing ―affiliate networks‖ are gaining more 

importance since it provides the platform for both the advertiser and publisher to advertise and connect with each 

other and there by make it a fair deal for both the parties concerned at a nominal fees charged by the network. 

Process of affiliate Marketing 

Product owners can get more affiliates by advertising their products on such networks and the Publishers 

conveniently find more products or services to promote. 

Once the publisher decides to promote a specific product or a particular service the network assigns a URL link or 

ID so that the sales of that product or service can be associated back to the publisher and he receives the rewards 

for his efforts. Such network chargessmall fees to both the advertiser and the publisher. 

There are many affiliate networks on which the vendor advertises the products and the publisher promote it. 

Flipkart.com,Amazon.com,Yatri.com,shopclues.com,Makemytrip.com,are the few affiliate networks to name, the 

list is endless and growing. 

Requirements of Affiliate Marketing: 

An Individual without any higher qualification or technical skills having a simple internet knowledge and social 

media account with a Computer or Laptop or a smart phone or a tablet having an average internet speed or an easy 

approach to a cyber cafe.  He is not required to do selling, or maintain huge stocks, or keep the track of payment 

systems and even not to deal with the final customer or the packaging and courier company all that is done by the 

advertiser or the product owner. 

Reasons to become affiliate marketer 

1. Very Low or No startup cost.  For becoming an affiliate marketer  NO or very low investment is required 

since there is no requirement of shops or stocks. 

2. No staff is required, no office, one can himself do the affiliate marketing without any hassles and passels of 

maintaining an office. 

3. No product is required, only promotion of product is to be done online, the product is of advertiser or the 

vendor. 

4. No expert knowledge or degrees are required. The only qualification required is greed- to- earn and eager- to- 

learn mindset with basics knowledge of operating social media accounts. 

5. Easy way of earning income.  One can pocket the referral reward very easily. 

6. Flexibility of working hours 
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Role Of Affiliate Marketer 

1. An Affiliate marketer has to select a particular group of people or a niche and a particular type of products 

required by that niche. 

2. Affiliate marketer has to then enroll himself to the affiliate network. 

3. Affiliate marketer need to have account with various social media networks like facebook, whatsapp etc.. 

4. The marketer must have anapprehensive number of contacts on such social networks, blog, vlog or website 

through which he is supposed to promote the products and services. 

5. Affiliate marketer has to just divert the link of his blog or the affiliate network to his social media account or 

through emails for promoting the product or the service of the advertiser and gather more traffic so as to 

increase the number of prospects for such products and services 

6. Once the prospective buyer purchases the products or services from the product vendor, the transaction gets 

completed and the marketer earns the commission and the affiliate network also earns the fees. 

Thorns In The Crown Of Affiliate Marketer. 

1. Affiliate marketer is not the owner of affiliate marketing program. He is dictated by the terms and conditions 

of the merchant. 

2. Affiliate marketing is a very competitive concept since any one can join and work. 

3. One time link between customer and the merchant. Hence the affiliate marketer has to keep on working on the 

new leads since the repetition of customer is doubtful. 

4. No fixed or guaranteed source of income. 

5. It is a freelance work and is not a fixed job. 

Findings & Analysis: 

73% of the people contacted in Ulhasnagar (i.e 73 people out of 100) are not aware of affiliate marketing concept. 

27% of the people contacted (i.e 27 people out of 100)  are aware of affiliate marketing concept and are working 

with either one or with all of the following affiliate marketing networks flipkart.com, 

amazon.com.makemytrip.com. 

Out of those 27 people working as an affiliate marketers in Ulhasnagar 7 people  were earning an income more 

than 30000/- per month, rest 20 people were earning below 20000/- per month through affiliate marketing. 

12 people out of the above said 27 affiliate marketers in Ulhasnagar were associated with affiliate networks with 

more than 2 years rest 15 were budding affiliate marketers. 

4 out of said 7 affiliate marketers in Ulhasnagar who earn more than 30000/- per month worked for 20-25 hours 

weekly rest all were working less than 10 hours weekly 

Conclusion: 

Affiliate marketing is a very lucrative source of earning without investment but the majority of youth in 

Ulhasnagar is unaware of the concept of affiliate marketing as an earning source of income without investment. 

An Affiliate marketer earns a passive income via referral commissions and can become a self-independent 

freelance worker.  A very talented and active marketer earns a high commission as compared to a passive 

marketer. 
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Abstract 

The government of India in past few years has initiated several measures to re-energise the economy particularly through 

initiatives such as „Make in India‟, „Digital India‟ and „Skill India‟ which in further has opened the gateways for more 

employment opportunities. With the rapid globalisation of markets highly rewarding job opportunities are becoming 

available to professionals involved directly or indirectly in the export-import business. A career in international trade has 

tremendous potential with employment opportunities multiplying in the marketing, documentation, shipping, packaging, 

logistics and supply chain management, insurance, banking, etc. International trade typically has less stringent academic 

requirements relative to salary prospects, and experience is very helpful. The government of India has also launched Niryat 

Bandhu Scheme and IISC to develop skills required to sustain in global trade for young entrepreneurs. This paper attempts to 

study the various career prospects available in international trade. 

Key Words: Umpteen opportunities, International trade, Niryat Bandhu, IISC. 

Introduction 

Globalisation has paved a way for economic growth. International trade is expanding all over the world including 

India. As a result job opportunities in international business and foreign trade are tremendously available. Job 

openings are available in export units, foreign trade departments of multinational companies, export houses, 

custom houses, etc. other option available is to set up an import/ export business as manufacturer exporter or as 

merchant exporter. Even there are certain government bodies like State Trading Corporations, Minerals and 

Metals trading Corporation, EPC, and Commodity Boards etc. which offers good employment opportunities. 

Objectives 

 To study the career opportunities in international trade in India 

 To find out various institutions that provides courses in international trade and business in India 

 To study the role of government in creating conducive environment for new entrepreneurs  

 To study emerging business opportunities in international trade. 

Research Methodology 

Based on availability of the resources the research study has been conducted. Secondary data has been collected 

from various books, Journal, research studies etc. The methodology of the study also includes the thoughts and 

writings of various researcher in the stream of academic, research and corporate industry. 

Career opportunities available in International trade. 

Foreign trade analyst: Foreign trade analysts track the exchange of goods and services between nations. They 

work in both the private and public sectors because various companies and government entities have an interest in 

understanding international markets. Their main role is analysing and studying the data with regard to foreign or 

international trade using program sheets and other software program. Their work profile includes compiling, 

revaluating and studying and examining business data that facilitates him/her to make and enforce constructive 

modifications and alterations that help improve the overall business of the organization. The person should be a 

graduate from any field but must be good in maths as they constantly calculate foreign exchange rate, shipping 

cost and other details heavy with numbers.  

Export manager: They act as an intermediary between foreign buyers and domestic sellers. As middlemen, export 

managers plan and coordinate the international shipment of goods. During the course of the day, they negotiate 

with a variety of people, such as shippers, agents and vendors, and are expected to have excellent customer 

service skills in dealing with customers. Export managers are also often responsible for personnel management, 
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which often includes the hiring, training and supervision of staff. No specific qualification is stated but knowledge 

and experience in international trade and business is preferred. 

Foreign trade purchasing specialist: Foreign Purchasing Specialist will be responsible for following up the 

purchasing orders, tracking them and making the requested purchasing operations and procedures. In addition 

they are also responsible for managing all banks procedures and negotiate with the suppliers on price terms of 

products. B.Sc. degree of Mechanical Engineering & Chemical Engineering is generally preferred. 

International Trade Compliance Managers: International trade managers have the responsibility of developing 

foreign trade policies and procedures of their organization. They make sure that all the government compliances 

regarding import export has been fulfilled. They serve as primary point of contact for all custom related audits and 

compliance initiatives. The international trade compliance manager's main functions also include verifying trade 

documents, authorizing business decisions, reviewing marketing and execution documentation, and managing the 

development and submission of transaction licenses, agreements, and other regulatory appeals. The person should 

be a graduate from any field. 

Business development manager: International business development managers use marketing strategies and 

leadership skills to generate and keep customers. Making strategic plans to gain international customers and 

conducting research and to identify new markets is their key work. They are more in demand in serving industries 

like agriculture, biotechnology, health care, energy and manufacturing. A bachelor‘s degree in business 

administration or management and few years of experience in business development or international policy or in 

information technology is preferred. 

Logistic manager: The logistics manager in international trade is responsible for doing the duties of a global 

provision manager. He/she is also called the international supplying manager. Their key role is designing, 

developing and editing the plans, programs, rules, regulations and methods of logistics that are carried out or 

followed in the specific section. They are also responsible for supervising, administering, overseeing, handling, 

and dealing with and managing incoming or outgoing logistics business deals and activities. Their main 

responsibilities include ensuring that the logistics operations are carried out effectively and efficiently all across 

the globe to generate business revenues. Bachelor's degree program in logistics, supply chain management, 

business administration or a related field can prepare graduates for a career in logistics management. 

Supply Chain Manager: These professionals oversee day to day logistic of transporting goods from one country to 

another and the storage of goods wherever necessary. Their work profile includes review or update of supply 

chain practices in accordance with new or changing environmental policies, standards, regulations, or laws, 

selecting transportation routes to maximize economy by combining shipments or consolidating warehousing and 

distribution, designing or implementing supply chains that support business strategies. A bachelor's degree in 

business or a related field is required to pursue a career as a supply chain manager. Professional certification in 

supply chain management obtained through experience, education and examinations, can aid in career 

advancement.  

Market Research Executive: They collect and analyses information as per the clients need and provides report on 

the problem stated by the client. They are generally needed to conduct research whenever a new product has to be 

launched or new area has to be selected for sales. No specific qualification stated but person with research 

background is always preferred.  

Custom House Agents: They are a body of professional‘s experts duly licensed by commissioner of customs to act 

as an agent for transaction of any business relating to the entry or departure of conveyances or the import or 

export of goods at a customs station. To qualify as an applicant, you need to be a graduate with and an employee 

of a valid Custom House Agent with experience in clearing goods through the customs for at least one year as a 

permanent pass-holder. The regular license, which is valid for five years, will be issued upon clearing the written 

and oral examination by the commissioner of customs (of the concerned custom station) 

Clearing and Forwarding agent (C&F): These are the agents who are expert in customs and shipment procedure.  
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They mainly deal in arranging transportation of goods to dock and arranging storage facilities at warehouses at 

port. C& F agents negotiate freight rates with the shipping line to cover the interest of their clients book the cargo 

with the shipping line as per the requirement of the client. They prepare bills of lading and associated 

shipping/negotiating documentation. 

Oversees buyer:  An oversee buyer typically works for an organization dedicated to the buying and re-selling of 

international goods. It is the agent's responsibility to study prospective suppliers and current sales trends, find the 

best deals, and negotiate contracts. Duties include interviewing and evaluating vendors, monitoring the quality of 

imported products, and maintaining detailed records of inventory and price trends. Top-level institutions prefer a 

minimum of a bachelor's degree with coursework in business and accounting. Ideally, a candidate would possess a 

master's degree. 

Other Alternatives in International trade 

If a person doesn‘t want to engage in employment can look for a job in any of the above units which provides 

lucrative career options in international trade. The following are the various employment units that deal in 

international trade. An Export unit can be set by any entrepreneur for manufacturing of goods and also for 

rendering services.  An EOU can be set up for repair, reconditioning, re-making and re-engineering also. 

Multinational companies have their separate wings that deal in export-import trade where a person can apply for 

job. If a person wants to work with government bodies than he can seek employment in State Trading Corporation 

or in Export promotion council or in Commodity Boards etc. A person can start his own export business. 

Reputable institutes offering postgraduate courses international or foreign trade  

Many institutes at local and national level provide variety of diploma and degree courses in export and import. 

Some courses are for few months some are for 2 to 3 year. Following are the list of few reputable institutes 

offering post graduate courses in international trade among this IIFT is the leader. 

Name of the institute City Email address 

Indian Institute Of Foreign Trade New Delhi www.iift.edu 

National Institute Of Export Management Chennai www.niemglobal.com 

Indian Institute Of Materials Management Navi Mumbai www.iimm.org 

Indian Institute Of International Business  Chennai www.iiib.net 

Indian Institute Of Commerce And Trade Lucknow www.iict.in 

Symbiosis Institute Of International 

Business 

Pune www.siib.ac.in 

Indian Institute Of Packaging Mumbai www.iip.gov.in 

Indian Institute Of Export Management Kolkata www.iiem.com 

International Institute Of Foreign Trade 

And Research 

Indore www.iiftr.org 

Amity Business School Noida. www.amity.edu 

Most of the above universities offer post graduate degree and diploma courses in international trade and business. 

Selections of candidates are done through entrance exams but some institutes conduct their own test, group 

discussions and personal interview for selecting candidates. 

Skill India Initiative: The government of India to promote export and to provide help to budding entrepreneurs 

has developed various schemes in coordination with DGFT under its skill India mission. Some of the schemes 

are: 

Niryat Bandhu Scheme: 

 Government of India under its Skill India Mission to promote export has launched ―NIRYAT BANDHU 

SCHEME‖ – hand holding scheme for new export import entrepreneurs. It is an online certificate program in 

export and import business. Entrepreneur, exporters, importers, employees of export house, status holders, and 

candidates referred by regional areas of DGFT can enrol for the course. A fee for the above course is Rupees  

http://www.iift.edu/
http://www.niemglobal.com/
http://www.iimm.org/
http://www.iiib.net/
http://www.iict.in/
http://www.siib.ac.in/
http://www.iip.gov.in/
http://www.iiem.com/
http://www.iiftr.org/
http://www.amity.edu/
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25000 in which Rs.15000 is to be paid by the participant and the rest Rs. 10000 will be paid by DGFT. This 

scheme helps in learning the essentials of export import business from the comfort of their homes, through direct 

live telecast of the lessons on their desktops. The total duration of the programme is 20 sessions of 2 hours each 

i.e. a total of 40 hours. The timings are 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm every evening for 20 days with 90 minutes for lecture 

and 30 minutes for questions. 

India International Skill Centres: 

Marking the first anniversary of the Skill India Initiative on the occasion of World Youth Skill Day on 15
th
 July 

2016, Ministry of Skill Development and Entrepreneurship launched 15 India International Skill Centres (IISC) 

across the country which will support the youth in getting foreign  placement. The states where these centres have 

been set up include Uttar Pradesh, Kerala, Jharkhand, Bihar, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, West Bengal, 

Maharashtra, Punjab and Rajasthan. IISC provides skill training and certification benchmarked for International 

standards.  

Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana: The objectives of this scheme are to encourage and promote skill 

development for youth throughout the country. The scheme aims to provide industry designed quality skill 

training to youth to enable them to become employable. Under PMKVS, IL & FS Skills Development 

Corporation Limited (Haryana) has trained more than 500 people in vocational training in various export related 

skill. 

Conclusion 

In the current era of globalisation foreign trade is the lifeline of any economy. Its primary focus is not only to earn 

foreign revenue but also to provide economic welfare of the nation by providing employment to the abundant 

skilled and unskilled labour force of India. Foreign trade provides both direct and indirect employment. There are 

many business opportunities like product sourcing agent, manufacturer‘s representative, import export 

consultancy business, agro-product exportation, logistics specialist, arbitrage business, export/ import insurance 

business, etc. Government is providing numerous helps and training to new and existing export firms for 

generating more employment opportunities. 
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Abstract 

It is often criticized that India is an unclean country of clean people. Indian citizens believe in concept of cleanliness 

confined to their homes. The present Government of India in its self reliance drive, 'Make in India' announced various social 

reforms. One of them is Swachha Bharat Abhiyan. Even after decades of indepence and improving educational and income 

level, the filth and scattered garbage on road side is a black dot on rapidly growing Indian economy. It is harmful to all 

living being and dangerous to health and hygiene of people in the society. By inviting people to participate in the drive, the 

swachhtaabhiyan has turned into a national movement. A sense of responsibility has been evoked among the people through 

the clean india movement. With citizens now becoming active participants in cleanliness activities across the nation. 

TV is the media having  wide reach and coverage of all parts of India. Any message given through this media would reach 

and spread among the people quickly advertising agencies have created ad. messages in a very creative way so as to 

influence the minds of the people and contribute positively towards cleanliness campaign launched by the government.  

It is in this context study is  undertaken to find out awareness  level and efforts taken by the people of Ambernath to 

contribute in this social reforms. Ambernath is a town made of slum areas and more than 70% of the population belongs to 

slum area. They may be watching TV and advertisements of Swachha Bharat Abhiyan.  However it is observed that there is 

absence of  cleanliness.  

Keywords: 

 Swachhataabhiyan – cleanliness drive. 

 TV advertising. 

Introduction 

―A clean India would be the best tribute India could pay to Mahatma Gandhi on his 150 birth anniversary in 

2019,‖ said ShriNarendraModi as he launched the Swachh Bharat Mission at Rajpath in New Delhi. On 

2ndoctober 2014, Swachh Bharat Mission was launched throughout length and breadth of the country as a 

national movement.While leading the mass movement for cleanliness, the prime minister exhorted people to fulfil 

Mahatma Gandhi‘s dream of a clean and hygienic India. 

According to the statistics, it is found that only few percentage of total population have access to the toilets. It is a 

programme run by the government to seriously work to fulfill the vision of Father of Nation (Bapu) by calling the 

people from all walks of life to make it successful. 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is started by the government to make India a completely clean India. Clean India was a 

dream seen by the Mahatma Gandhi regarding which he said that, ―Sanitation is more important than 

Independence‖. During his time he was well aware of the poor and dirty condition of the country that‘s why he 

made various efforts to remove it.  

TV advertising is a very powerful media of communication used by both consumers and advertisers. 

To reach to masses for social welfare cause of  cleanliness , TV advertising  is most preferred mode of connecting 

the people.  Bollywood celebrities, television actors came forward and actively joined the initiative. Noted 

personalities like Amitabh Bachchan, Salman Khan, Amir Khan, Kailashkher, Priyankachopra lend a hand to 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. Numerous sportspersons like Sachin Tendulkar, SaniaMirza, SainaNehwal and Mary 

kom‘s contribution the clean india drive have been commendable. 

The present paper highlights whether the appeals made by Prime Minister, and supported by celebrities from 

cinema world , TV and Sports world has created a positive impact on the success of cleanliness campaign. 
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Rationale of selecting the topic- . 

It is often criticized that India is a unclean country of clean people. Indian citizens believe in concept of 

cleanliness confined to their homes. The present Government of India in its self reliance drive, 'Make in India' 

announced various social reforms. One of them is Swachha Bharat Abhiyan. Prime minister NarendraModi, in his 

monthly radio address ‗mannkibaat‘, has time and again lauded the efforts of individuals and various 

organizations across the country that have helped make the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan a huge success. The prime 

minister complemented a team of government officials of Madhya Pradesh‘s Harda district for their role towards 

a cleaner India.  

By inviting people to participate in the drive, the swachhtaabhiyan has turned into a national movement. A sense 

of responsibility has been evoked among the people through the clean india movement. With citizens now 

becoming active participants in cleanliness activities across the nation                                                 

It is in this context, study is undertaken to find out awareness  level and efforts taken by the people of 

Ambernathto contribute in this social reforms. Ambernath is a town made of slum areas and more than 70% of the 

population belongs to slum area. They may be watching TV and advertisements of Swachha Bharat Abhiyan.  

However it is observed that there is absence of  cleanliness.  

Objectives: 

 To find out awareness created by TV advertising about swachha Bharat Abhiyan among the peopleof     

      Ambernath. 

 To find out sincere participation of people  inSwachh Bharat Abhiyan created by TV advertising . 

 To find out  the awareness of personal responsibility of the people regarding cleanliness influenced by TV    

      advertisements. 

 To find out behavioral changes among Indian people  to support swachhata mission appealed by celebrities  

      through TV advertising.  

 To find out factors that hinder execution of cleanliness drive. 

Hypothesis:  

 The TV advertising on SwachhataAbhiyan has failed in creating awareness among people of Ambernath. 

Research Method:  Non disguised research method is followed through structured questionnaire and survey. 

Sources: Primary data is collected through questionnaire. Secondary data from books and internet is collected. 

Sample type and size - Random sampling of 100 residents of Ambernath. 

Limitations 

 Findings cannot be treated as representative of entire population because sample size is very less hence the 

result may vary if established on other type of population. 

Findings : 

 The TV advertisement is the most effective way of the advertisement & also many of people know about 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. 

 All the respondands are aware of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. 

 The repetitive advertisement has created awareness about the cleanliness drive. 

 Respondents are aware about many of the brand ambassadors of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. 

  10% of the respondants are seriously contributing to Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. 

 All the respondants think that the concept of Swwachh Bharat Abhiyannyis need of the day. 

 The use of plastic and the lack of strict laws is the major issue. 

 The municipal corporation or NGO‘s are not much active in keeping surrounding clean   

 All therespondants thinkSwachh Bharat Abhiyan will help in public health and hygiene. 

 90% of the respondants think that Swachh Bharat Abhiyan cannot become successful in Ambernath 

because of slum area ,illiteracy, poverty and lack of sincerity on the part of citizens of Ambernath. 

On the basis of analysis of data hypothesis is validated by applying percentage method of testing hypothesis. 
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Conclusion : 

Due to demographic profile of the people of Ambernath ,Swachh Bharat mission is very necessary to run 

continuously  until it gets its goal. It is very essential for the people  to really get the feeling of physical, mental, 

social and intellectual well being. It is to make living status advance in real means which can be started by 

bringing all over cleanliness.  

It can be concluded that if followed religiously, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan will be successful if the    mantra given 

by PM Modi„nagandagikarenge, nakarnedenge.‟ Is followed sincerely. 

Recommendations:  

From the above findings it can be recommended that TV advertising to a great extent can motivate people through 

creative and emotional messages in relation to the following issues to make work  theswachhataabhiyan.  

 Global warming can be reduced if  Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is sincerely implemented. 

 It‘s the duty of every citizen to throw garbage in dustbins. 

 It is really very essential to eliminate the open defecation in India as well as making available toilets facility 

to everyone. 

 It is needed in India to convert the insanitary toilets into flushing toilet 

 Avoid usage of Plastic covers, plastic disposables.  

 Keeping clean habits must be cultivated among the Children/students from preprimary to college level. 

 Keeping Separate Dry waste and wet waste, would ease the work of municipality workers. 

 People should be encouraged and trained to make and use Compost form of fertilizers in their household. 
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Abstract 

BPO is one of the popular business practices in today‟s competitive environment. India has enormous opportunities 

emerging from globalization and consequent lowering of tariff barriers. The Indian BPO industry is constantly growing. 

"Survival of the fittest" is the most important concept in the business world today. With the advent of globalization, there is 

fierce competition between organizations in several areas. In order to survive the organizations have diversified their 

operations in a big way. To meet the challenge of competition, leading companies worldwide are focusing their resources on 

their core competences and assign some of their non-core activities to outside players. This process is called as 

"Outsourcing”. 

The BPO industry has played a significant role in transforming India‟s image from a slow moving bureaucratic economy to a 

land of innovative entrepreneurs and a global player in providing world class technology solutions and business services. 

The industry has helped India transform from a rural and agriculture-based economy to a knowledge based economy. 

This paper tries to explain the concept of BPO its growth, threats and challenges in India. 

Keywords: BPO, Outsourcing, ITES 

Introduction 

Outsourcing has become an important business tool over the past decade. It is an arrangement in which one 

organization provides services to another organization that could also be or usually have been provided in-house. 

A competitive advantage may be gained when products or services are produced more efficiently and effectively 

by outside service (process or activity) providers. More and more large and small companies are turning to 

outsourcing as a grow method or strategy with the aim of controlling of overhead costs, restraining payroll and 

better access to outside knowledge. Outsourcing can provide companies to use resources efficiently and 

effectively by using the industry best practices and improve their business processеs, enter or create new markets. 

Business process outsourcing secured from external providers, bring enterprises (which use this strategy) 

extensive world-class competencies and resources to meet the requirements and needs of their internal and, 

especially, external customers. Cooperating with a superior service (business process) provider can offer access to 

new technology, knowledge, intellectual and other material resources that the client may not own. 

Research Methodology 

This research is a descriptive study in nature. The secondary data was collected from various journals, magazines, 

and websites particularly from the Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry, India stat etc. The study is based on the time period from 2008-2012. Simple percentages have been 

used to detect the growth rate of India and world GDP and to draw further comparison between the two. Graphs 

and tables have also been used where ever required. 

Objectives 

1. To explain the concept of Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) 

2. To study the growth of BPO sector in India and its impact on Indian Economy 

3. To focus on the challenges and future outlook of BPO in India 

Concept 

Outsourcing is any task, operation, job or process that could be performed by employees within your company, 

but is instead contracted to a other party for a significant period of time. Hiring a temporary employee while your 

secretary is on maternity leave is not outsourcing. In addition, the functions that are performed by the other party 

can be performed on-site or off-site. The most common model of outsourcing that is in the news today refers to 

jobs that are being sent overseas to countries like India or China. This is more commonly called off shoring. 

Examples include telephone call centres, tech-support and computer programming. Outsourcing has been around 
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as long as work specialization has existed. Customized offshore outsourcing solutions have created the need of 

established Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) methodologies. Business process outsourcing (BPO) is the 

contracting of a specific business task, such as payroll, to a other party service provider. Usually, BPO is 

implemented as a cost-saving measure that a company requires to maintain its position in the marketplace. 

BPO is often divided into two categories: back office outsourcing which includes internal business functions such 

as billing or purchasing, and front office outsourcing which includes customer-related services such as marketing 

or technical support. BPO. It provides wide range of tactical, powerful, flexible tools which in turn helps in 

achieving the business objectives in a cost effective and efficient manner. To put it in simple words a BPO 

(business process outsourcing) is a process in which a company delegates some of its business processes to a 

other party on payment of some fee by passing over total control of process to them. This in turn cuts the 

operational costs considerably resulting into huge profits. 

 Key Factors of Outsourcing 

The concept of Outsourcing is used in many organizations for various reasons. The following are the key factors 

that will determine whether a company should actually go for outsourcing: 

• To market the size 

• Rate of market growth for the firm 

• Complexity in manufacturing its products 

• Introduction of new products based on technologies 

• The emergence of competent supply sources; and 

• The willingness of the company to adopt new practices 

 Models For Outsourcing 

i) Onsite Model for Outsourcing 

The success of any outsourcing contract lies in the appropriate and precise gathering of information about the 

project. According to the onsite outsourcing model, the whole set of processes starting from information 

gathering, to implementation, is done at the client's premises. 

This model ensures that the result is correct at the first instance. Based on the needs and requirements of the 

client, the design, development and test teams are deployed for a shorter time frame at the client's location. This 

model becomes essential and suitable if the project needs a specific resource type of post-development, 

maintenance, support and follow-up activities. This model is helpful for those projects that are mission-critical, 

require proper and constant attention and also need everything to be done in the client's location. 

ii) Offsite Model of Outsourcing 

According to this model of outsourcing, the service provider will have its office near the client location. Not only 

does the outsourcing offsite centre have the benefit of being close to the client, but it also gives support to the 

onsite team and the offshore development activities at the offshore centre. Thus, the experts at the outsourcing 

offsite centre in tandem with the corresponding offshore centre team ensure on time, quality service through 

collaborative skills across different time zones. 

iii) Offshore Model of Outsourcing 

This model of outsourcing entails that the project-related activity; right from initial study to testing is done at the 

service provider's premises. The outsourcing service provider will not have any presence at the client's location 

but the client will interact directly with the offshore team. This model is best suited when the project plan is well 

defined and the development team has a clear understanding of client requirements. The team members at the 

outsourcing offshore location interact with the client through various communications means such as telephone, 

fax, e-mail, etc. this model has proved to be effective in terms of: 

· High quality service with low labour cost 

· Effective utilization of time zone (24x7 service) 

· Availability of multi-technology skills 

· 30 to 50 percent reduction in project cost. 
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Growth Of The Bpo Industry 

The Last decade has seen the growth of the BPO industry. In BPO an Organizations critical or non critical 

processes are managed using a technology/specialist vendor. The BPO differs from an Application service 

Provider (ASP) as some amount of risk is transferred to the service provider. The software, the people and the 

process management constitutes the BPO. The BPO depends upon Information Technology and hence it is also 

called Information Technology Enabled Services or ITES. 

 Interesting facts about the Indian BPO Industry: 

1. The BPO sector in India is estimated to have reached a 54 per cent growth in revenue. 

2. The demand for Indian BPO services has been growing at an annual growth rate of 50%. 

3. 70% of India‘s BPO industry‘s revenue is from contact centres, 20% from data entry work and the remaining 

10% from information technology related work. 

4. Indian BPOs handle 56% of the world‘s business process outsourcing. 

 India As An Ideal BPO Destination 

Globally, India has been considered as the most preferred destination for BPO companies. 

The key growth drivers of Indian ITES-BPO can be stated as follows: 

1. Abundant talent 

2. Sustained cost competitiveness 

3. Continued focus on quality 

4. World class information security environment 

5. Rapid growth in key business infrastructure 

6. Enabling business policy and regulatory environment 

The above 6 key growth drivers are instrumental in promoting India as the most preferred BPO destination. 

Challenges For Indian Bpo Industry 

India‘s outsourcing Industries had to overcome major challenges to continue their growth and sustain their 

advantage over other emerging outsourcing destinations. The first major challenge was that the demand growth 

might slow down. 

High turnover rates and rapid growth of Indian outsourcing sector have increased the risk of security violations 

and fraud. Several cases of fraud were reported in India resulting in creation of NASSCOM, the leading industry 

association, initiating more rigorous background checks for new employees. Saturation, congestion and inflation 

in the large cities has forced the Indian market to go to tier-three cities including Ahmedabad, Kolkata and Jaipur, 

which offer lower costs and less competition for resources. Industry experts said that in order to maintain its 

advantage, India had to improve its infrastructure. Even though it was improving, it was not keeping in pace with 

the rapid growth of the industry. 

Limitations of BPO 

 Poor service Quality 

 Problem of access, storage and transfer of data 

 Problem of Staff redevelopment  

 Geopolitical risk 

 Cultural differences 

 Financial problem with the vendor 

 Loss of control 

The Future Outlook 

The key action themes for the IT-BPO industry to remain competitive and profitable in the future are: 

 To increase operational efficiencies reinvent and embrace new business models which will offer customers a 

transformed business proposition. For example, based on the customer requirement shift to transaction-based 

pricing which facilitates revenue generating projects 
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 Drive concerted initiatives to strengthen the innovation capacity and research capabilities through specific 

domain focus and by encouraging R&D collaborations and public private partnerships. Pursue continued 

efforts to further build a high-calibre R&D pool, not only from an educational perspective, but also by 

instilling the relevant research aptitudes and capabilities 

 Continue to strengthen the long-term entrepreneurial environment 

 Enhance the skilled talent pool in the country and focus on specialization 

 Continue the use of ICT for inclusive growth. Ensure that the basic necessities like education for masses, 

quality healthcare and employment and skill generation is benefited by ICT. 

 India accounts for less than 5 per cent of global technology spending – tremendous untapped potential for 

growth of Indian IT-BPO sector, in both core as well as emerging opportunities. 

 To achieve this growth, the sector has to continue to re-invent itself – through new business models, global 

delivery, partnerships and transformative focus. 

 Prevailing global megatrends presents new opportunities and risks for the industry, which will shape the 

technology industry landscape. 

 IT-BPO sector will need to build on its strengths and address challenges around competition, talent, security 

and business environment. 

 In the future, the industry to drive transformation, innovation and inclusivity in business and India. 

Conclusion 

Despite, the growing attention on the employment potential of the booming sector, the conceptualization of its 

long-term implications is still in a nascent stage. Indian companies engaged in business process outsourcing have 

a lot of potential and India is considered to be the preferred country of origin by many western companies desiring 

to outsource their business processes. India has a lot of potential, mostly due to the low wage costs, long working 

hours, the availability of educated resources and English speaking capabilities. However, for western companies 

to secure these benefits, and for Indian companies to remain the preferred choice, they should both be aware of 

the risks of business process outsourcing and possible geographical, cultural and institutional influences on the 

advantages and disadvantages of outsourcing business processes, and act upon resolution of these influences. 

But today it is clear that Business Process Outsourcing can lead to a situation where the organizations are totally 

digitized in nature and their complete virtualization happens. BPO can lead to a world where the parent company 

is at one place and the work is being outsourced to various other countries while the output product or service is 

being sent to distant lands for delivery. Virtualization is not far from today but definitely the presence of human 

resources cannot be ruled out. 
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Abstract 

Indian insurance sector is growing at a faster rate. This sun rising industry has given a platform for economic growth and 

employment. The great extent of importance realized after it has opened to the private players in the post liberalization 

period. With many players in business, the insurance regulatory and development authority When the policy is procured 

through advisors, internal marketing and motivation to them cannot be avoided. Now, a policyholder can choose the 

insurance plan according to his or her requirements and purchasing capacity. Application of Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) has made the process of buying insurance relatively easy and convenient. Now, we can 

have the option of digitized insurance policies. There are various players in insurance market competing for delivering 

satisfaction to the policyholders. This article will throw ample light on the recent trends and developments in insurance 

industry in India. 

Keywords:  Insurance; Regulator; Plan; Insurance Industry, Nationalization 

Introduction  

In India, insurance has a deep-rooted history. It finds mention in the writings of Manu (Manusmrithi), 

Yagnavalkya(Dharmasastra)and Kautilya (Arthasastra). The writings talk in terms of pooling of resources that 

could be re-distributed in times of calamities such as fire, floods, epidemics and famine. Insurance in India has 

evolved over time heavily drawing from other countries, England in particular.  

The history of general insurance datesback to the Industrial Revolution in the west and the consequent growth of 

sea-faring trade and commerce in the 17thcentury. It came to India as a legacy of British occupation.General 

Insurance in India has its roots in the establishment of Triton Insurance Company Ltd., in the year 1850 in 

Calcutta by the British. In 1907, the Indian Mercantile Insurance Ltd was set up. This was the first company to 

transact all classes of general insurance business.             

Corporation of India was incorporated as a company in 1971 and itcommence business on January 1st 1973. This 

millennium has seen insurance come a full circle in a journey extending to nearly 200 years. The objective was to 

complement the reforms initiated in the financial sector.The committee submitted its report in 1994 wherein, 

among other things, it recommended that the private sector be permitted to enter the insurance industry. The 

IRDA opened up the market in August 2000 with the invitation for application for registrations.  

Statement Of The Problem  

The study is indicated briefly to analyze the emerging trends of the insurance and its impact to the entire 

insurance sector 

Objective Of The Study  

1. To study the present life insurance scenario.  

2. To studythe recent trends in Indian insurance industry 

Research Methodlogy 

The research design is of Descriptive in nature & Secondary data is collected from different published reports and 

document, IRDA Annual Reports and relevant online sources. 

Indian Life Insurance At Glance 

Life insurance is an important financial product like banking, pension and others. Life insurance provides 

protection to life and non-life areas. It is one of the fastest growing industries in India. The industry gained 

momentum after the regulator, insurance regulatory and development authority (IRDA) came into existence. The 

growth if Indian life insurance sector is divided into two main periods. One from 2001 to 2010 and other from 

2012 to onwards. The first 10 years was high growth with compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 
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approximately 3.1% I new business premium. Most of the players were in good condition due to the emergence of 

unit linked insurance plans.  

Growth Drivers Of Insurance Industry 

From the literature review and market experience, it is clear that many factors are responsible for the robust 

growth of this sector. The major are as follows Various government schemes and programs also helped a lot. The 

purchasing power of people has increased. Also increase in income has augmented the disposal income among 

people. It is estimated that by 2026, the working population which ranges n the age group of 25 to 40 will reach 

approximately 795.5 million.  

Rural as a major thrust: More than 70% of population lives in rural area. At the same time their consumption 

pattern, choice and preference has changed. Technology and internet has given ample scope for rural people 

towards adopting new ideas.  

After 2005, the regulator had come with micro insurance specially designed for rural people with low premium 

and high coverage. In order to foster growth, Govt. also made mandatory to do certain percentage of policies 

every year from rural area for the insurance companies.  

Recent Trends in Indian Insurance Industry 

1. Innovative Product and Choice: India with about 200 million middle class household shows a huge untapped 

potential for players in the insurance industry. The insurance sector in India has come to a position of very high 

potential and competitiveness in the market. Indians, have always seen life insurance as a tax saving device, are 

now suddenly turning to the private sector that are providing them new products and variety for their choice.  

2.Adoption of Latest Technology and Best Practices: Consumers remain the most important center of the 

insurance sector. After the entry of the foreign players the industry is seeing a lot of competition and thus 

improvement of the customer service in the industry. Computerization of operations and updating of technology 

has become imperative in the current scenario. Foreign players are bringing in international best practices in 

service through use of latest technologies.  

3. Prefer Other Sources: The insurance agents still remain the main source through which insurance products are 

sold. The concept is very well established in the country like India but still the increasing use of other sources is 

imperative.   

4. Tremendous Choice: Customers have tremendous choice from a large variety of products from pure term 

(risk) insurance to unit linked investment products. More customers are buying products and services based on 

their true needs and not just traditional money back policies, which is not considered very appropriate for long-

term protection and savings. There is lots of saving and investment plans in the market. 

5. Direct Marketing: Internet and technology has helped a lot to insurer. Now policy procuring through online is 

economical than buying the same plan from agent. The major problem is not getting the support from the agent 

for that policy, if there is a claim or maturity. The person has to keep direct contact with the company. 

6. Avoid Middlepersons: From 2010, the no of advisors have decreased in the industry. The no of agents 

declined by 29% from March 2010 to March 2013. Also it is expected that more agents will leave the industry.  

7. Improve Services: From the year 2013, it is very clear that traditional plans have gained more Weightage over 

ULIP. As traditional plans are long term products, insurer need to focus more on this. Customer retention and 

servicing is the key to remain in business. New pension plan, the capital protection features demands more policy 

servicing.  

8. Better Services and Resolving Grievances: Customer satisfaction on service levels of life insurers has 

improved on several counts, positively impacting insurers‘ customer loyalty scores, a study by conducted by 

market research firm IMRB International has found. The 2015 Insurance India report stated. Policyholders are 

also happier with regard to services like timeliness of the alerts or reminders for premium due dates and receiving 

the premium receipts for payments made etc.  
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8. Conclusion:  

Life insurance business in India needs a special care as compared to other business. Both theory and practice to be 

integrated to provide the best services to the policy holders. This industry is going to face more challenges due to 

change in economy and employment. More no of players around the world have planned to enter into India 

looking to the potential available here. Probably understanding the customer expectation and attitude for this 

product is the important. The purchasing power of people has increased. Also increase in income has augmented 

the disposal income among people. Good saving and awareness among various sources of getting the products 

have compelled the people to go for specialization rather than generalization. 
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Abstract 

Business process outsourcing (BPO) is a subset of outsourcing that involves the contracting of the operations and 

responsibilities of a specific business process to a third-party service provider. In India, Business Process Outsourcing 

(BPO) is the fastest growing segment of the ITES (Information Technology Enabled Services) industry. Indian BPO 

companies offer varied services. Most services provided by BPO vendors are offered on a fee-for-service basis, using 

business models such as Remote In-Sourcing or similar software development and outsourcing models In the early months of 

2017, the industry had major concerns related to increased skill shortages, increased trade protectionism, and political 

gridlock. Risk is the major drawback with business process outsourcing. Outsourcing of an information system, for example, 

can cause security risks both from a communication and from a privacy perspective. Global outsourcing service providers 

are expected to use new technological innovations to effectively address market challenges, enhance product and services, 

and manage talent shortages – while helping keep operating costs low. 

Keywords:Information Technology Enabled Service (ITES), Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Cloud Computing, 

Multitasking, Startups, 

Business Process Outsourcing 

Business process outsourcing (BPO) is a subset of outsourcing that involves the contracting of the operations 

and responsibilities of a specific business process to a third-party service provider. Originally, this was associated 

with manufacturing firms, such as Coca-Cola that outsourced large segments of its supply chain. 

BPO is typically categorized into back office outsourcing, which includes internal business functions such 

as human resources or finance and accounting, and front office outsourcing, which includes customer-related 

services. 

BPO that is contracted outside a company's country is called offshore outsourcing. BPO that is contracted to a 

company's neighboring country is called near shore. 

Often the business processes are information technology-based, and are referred to as ITES-BPO, where ITES 

stands for Information Technology Enabled Service. Knowledge process outsourcing (KPO) and legal process 

outsourcing (LPO) are some of the sub-segments of business process outsourcing industry. 

The Bpo Industry In India 

In India, Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) is the fastest growing segment of the ITES (Information 

Technology Enabled Services) industry. Factors such as economy of scale, business risk mitigation, cost 

advantage; utilization improvement and superior competency have all lead to the growth of the Indian BPO 

industry. Business process outsourcing in India, which started around the mid-90s, has now grown by leaps and 

bounds. 

India is now the world's favored market for BPO companies, among other competitors, such as, Australia, China, 

Philippines and Ireland. The BPO boom in India is credited to cheap labor costs and India's huge talent pool of 

skilled, English-speaking professionals.  

Services Offered By Indian Bpo Companies. 

Indian BPO companies offer varied services, such as, 

1. Customer support services: 24/7 inbound / outbound call center services that address customer queries and 

concerns through phone, email and live chat. 

2. Technical support services: Installation, product support, running support, troubleshooting, usage support 

and problem resolution for computer software, hardware, peripherals and internet infrastructure. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outsourcing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_provider
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coca-Cola
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accounting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Offshore_outsourcing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_technology
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3. Telemarketing services: Interacting with potential customers and creating interest for the customer's 

services/ products. Up-selling, promoting and cross selling to existing customers and completing online sales 

processes. 

4. IT help desk services: Level 1 and 2 multi-channel support, system problem resolutions, technical problem 

resolution, office productivity tools support, answering product usage queries and performing remote 

diagnostics. 

5. Insurance processing: New business acquisition and promotion, claims processing, policy maintenance and 

policy management. 

6. Data entry and data processing: Data entry from paper, books, images, e-books, yellow pages, web sites, 

business cards, printed documents, software applications, receipts, bills, catalogs and mailing lists. 

7. Data conversion services: Data conversion for databases, word processors, spreadsheets and software 

applications. Data conversion of raw data into PDF, HTML, Word or Acrobat formats. 

8. Bookkeeping and accounting services: Maintenance of the customer's general ledger, accounts receivables, 

accounts payables, financial statements, bank reconciliations and assets / equipment ledgers. 

9. Form processing services: Online form processing, payroll processing, medical billing, insurance claim 

forms processing and medical forms processing. 

10. Online research: Internet search, product research, market research, surveys, analysis, web research and 

mailing list research. 

Business Process Outsourcing: 7 Trends To Expect In 2018. 

Between 2012 and 2016, the global business process outsourcing (BPO) industry grew at a compound annual 

growth rate of 4.4% to reach total revenues of $140.3 billion in 2016. 

In the early months of 2017, the industry had major concerns related to increased skill shortages, increased trade 

protectionism, and political gridlock. 

Trend 1 – New Technologies are Emerging 

Emerging technologies such as cloud computing, social media, software and automation are being used by BPOs 

to reduce costs and accelerate growth. This trend will continue in 2018. 

1. Emphasis on Process Automation 

New technologies that have emerged over the past few years including robotic process automation (RPA) have 

begun to impact the BPO industry. 

RPA with its cost savings, speed and efficiency is slowly making its way into all industries and all types of 

business processes. This will have a major impact on how BPOs operate and lead to jobs losses. 

India‘s BPO industry workforce is expected to shrink by 14% in 2021. On the plus side, automation can make 

way for more higher-skilled employees. 

2. Focus on Social Media Management Tools 

Instead of call centers, companies now want to invest in real-time customer engagement that will allow them to 

gain first-hand product insights and turn issues into new products or solutions that will address future problems. 

In 2018, this trend to invest in new technologies, tools and teams to provide better social media management for 

customers is expected to continue. 

3. Investments in Cloud Computing 

Small and medium businesses have begun to use cloud computing to outsource a part of their work to other 

companies. 

Adoption of cloud services and investments by top outsourcing companies in this technology will continue in 

2018 as cloud computing becomes more mainstream, mature and cost effective. 

Trend 2 – Multitasking to Overcome Skill Shortage 

NASSCOM (The National Association of Software and Service Companies), has expressed its concerns over the 

lack of a high skilled workforce in the Indian BPO sector to tackle high-end services. 

These services include digital technology, mobile applications, cloud computing, and more. 

https://www.outsource2india.com/services/outsourcing_medical_billing.asp
https://www.horsesforsources.com/indias-services-industry-set-to-lose-640000-low-skilled-jobs-to-automation-by
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Capgemini is investing in training and development as they plan to re-skill around 45,000 existing employees to 

prevent loss of labour due to automation. 

Trend 3 – Startups becoming BPO Customers 

Startups rely on BPO for providing talent at lower costs, completing tedious tasks such as recruitment and trading. 

This in turn helps outsourced businesses improve their quality of work, utilize most recent technologies and 

produce greater revenue. 

Trend 4 – Increased Transparency 

A high level of transparency is required to maintain trust between BPOs and vendors. 

Due to the highly competitive environment, many organizations have to adjust their policies to prevent them from 

losing business to more trustworthy organizations. 

Trend 5 – Politics to Affect Investments 

Experts were initially uncertain on how the outsourcing sector would be affected due to President Trump‘s focus 

on ―Buy American, Hire American‖. 

Trump‘s ―America First‖ policy has encouraged the return of anti-outsourcing bills in Congress, despite the failed 

attempts of the same under the Obama administration. 

Trend 6 – Continued Growth in Top Outsourcing Countries 

Established outsourcing destinations like India, the Philippines and Malaysia will continue to see growth in 2018, 

coupled with a few challenges. 

The IT-BPO industry grew by 8 percent leading to an aggregate revenue of $154 Billion for 2017. The BPO 

sector contributes 7.7 percent to India‘s GDP. 

Trend 7 – New Outsourcing Destinations to Emerge in 2018 

Oversaturation and reduction in business growth in the top 3 outsourcing countries has led businesses to search 

for alternative cost-effective locations. 5 countries that will emerge as new destinations for outsourcing in 2018: 

Bulgaria, Romania,Egypt,Mexico,Colombia 

Conclusion 

The outlook for global outsourcing industry in 2018 is optimistic growth. 

Growing competitiveness from new outsourcing destinations coupled with the pressure on businesses to run cost 

efficiently will be the driving forces behind the accelerated growth in the BPO industry. 

While the industry will witness cost-cutting by businesses, it will continue to grow by 6 percent annually for the 

next six years, according to a report from global property firm Cushman & Wakefield. 

Automation will continue to be a major threat to low skilled jobs in the BPO sector. Many of the major 

outsourcing companies intend to make a 43% investment in robotic automation in the coming two years. 

Startups will also play a key role in the outsourcing sector starting from this year and this tread will continue in 

2018. Moreover, the sector will benefit from increased transparency in global outsourcing policies. 

Overall, the global outsourcing industry is predicted to reach $262 billion by 2020. 
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Abstract 

The world is changing day by day, so as to fulfil the needs of global economy Indian business units need to match with these 

global standards, one of the area which is witnessing many changes is the financial sector and more specifically speaking it 

is accounting, so the Digitalization is the recent change which any sector is adopting and the accounting is not a exception to 

it, there are a lot of process within the company which requires accounting, but In this paper I will be focusing on O2C 

(Order to Cash) cycle.Specifically we will discuss on various steps to O2C cycle, and digitalaccounting at these steps, or 

digital practices adopted  

Steps in O2C cycle. 

Quote> Negotiation>SO (Sales Order)>Shipping-Pick release>Ship Confirmation>Invoice>Receipt>Bank reconciliation. 

The paper will focus on digital technologies at various stages\steps mentioned above. 

In this paper I will try to highlight technology used in O2C cycle, Time and Money involved, efforts required for learning and 

implementing it, remote access possibilities, employees trust factor on the technology, amount of human interactions & 

human values etc. 

This research paper is subject to some limitation i.e. Locality\Area (because it‟s covering few parts of Mumbai as a sample 

data), the digital technology is subjective (as it depends upon the custom requirement of the organization for accounting), 

again it depends upon the adaptability of people in the organization and their responses are subject to their skills, learning 

and experiences. 

Introduction 

The world is changing day by day, so as to fulfil the needs of global economy Indian business units need to match 

with these global standards, one of the area which is witnessing many changes is financial sector and more 

specifically speaking is accounting, so the Digitalization is the recent change which any sector is adopting and the 

accounting is not a exception to it, there are a lot of process within the company which requires accounting, but In 

this paper I will be focusing on O2C (Order to Cash) cycle. Specifically we will discuss on various steps to O2C 

cycle, Accounting at these steps, digital practices adopted  

Steps in O2C cycle. 

Quote> Negotiation> SO (Sales Order)>Shipping-Pick release>Ship Confirmation>Invoice>Receipt>Bank 

reconciliation. 
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Objective: 

 To review Digital practices in Accounting of O2C cycle at various steps. 

 To review the Benefits of Digitalization in Accounting of O2C cycle. 

 To find out the Future sustainability of Digital Accounting. 

Limitations: 

 This paper have some limitations in terms of Location\Area (because its covering few parts of Mumbai as 

a sample data). 

 The digital technology is subjective (as it depends upon the custom requirement of the organisation 

accounting needs). 

 Again it depends upon the adaptability of people in the organisation and their responses are subject to 

their skills and experiences. 

Research Methodology: 

Research Type: Descriptive Research.  

Research Method: Primary Data. (Questionnaires) 

Research Design: 

Research Universe: ERP Consultant (In Mumbai) 

Sampling Unit: ERP SCM & Financial Consultant 

Sample Size:25 

Survey Method: Questionnaire- Google Form (Survey-online) 

Hypothesis: 

 Consultants are aware of Digitalization in accounting of O2C process at various stages. 

 There are benefits from Digitalization in Accounting. 

 Digital accounting is sustainable in future. 

Data Analysis: (Based on Data collected through survey – Google forms) 

1.What kind of Technology you use in your 

organization while accounting a 

Quotation\SO\Invoice?-Website 

 

2. How your Invoice is approved? - Mail 

 

 
 

3.How do you account/enter the Sales Invoice?-

Click\Scan 

 
 

 

4. How do you Record your Shipping Process? -

Tool 
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5. How do you record Receipt? -Click 

 

6. Where do you store your accounting Data? –On 

Local Server 

 
 

 

7. Do you need any special technical skill to do 

electronic accounting? -Yes 

 
 

8. Do you think that the electronic accounting 

process is complex?     -Maybe 

 

9. Which method will take less time in accounting? -

Electronic 

 

10. Are you able to do accounting from any remote 

place? –No 
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11. Do the trail of accounting is visible to you? -Yes 

 

12. Can we trust electronic accounting over the 

manual accounting?-Yes 

 

13. Do you think that electronic accounting takes a 

lot of space as compared to manual? -No 

 

14. Do you think that due to digitalization the human 

interaction is reduced? -Yes 

 

15. Do you think that digitalization is sustainable in 

future? -Yes 
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Conclusion 

Through this research paper we have witnessed that the digitalization is the need of the hour, because the business 

process is getting complex day by day due to many changes in Indian as well as global market which directly or 

indirect affect the business organisation and ultimately to the accounting procedures, so over the period of time 

from manual book keeping to the digital accounting we have observed the change, again it depends upon the 

organisation to be part of the change or continue with the old method, this decision is again influenced by many 

factors as we have observed during data collection are time, cost, people adaptability, knowledge, flexibility etc. 

So we can conclude that in the recent times as the organisation has grown it moved to latest digital ways of 

accounting be it an ERP package, be it the online Cloud based application or Mobile based Android, IOS, 

etcsoftware‘s. 
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August 2010, Release 12.1 Part No. E13522- Primary Author:  Mathew Daniel Contributing Author: Charles  
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Kristin Penaskovic, Vijay Tiwary Contributor:     KapilAdvani, RohitKathuria, MiteshKumbhat, 

AmarnathMolugu 

Oracle® Receivables User Guide 04 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13522.pdf 

August 2010, Release 12.1 Part No. E13408-04, Primary Author:     PratimaMahtani, Padma Rao 

Contributing Author:     Praveen Damodaran, Saraja Panda, PradeepBansal, AdityaMallik, Srikanth Kali, 

ShyamHari Kumar, SivakumarVenkatraman, SitaramGoli. 

Oracle® Order Management User's Guide 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13408.pdf  

Questioner  

I have prepared a Google form\questioner to collect the data for the research, a copy of which can be accessed 

from below link. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfIM52BkQ9xVCIYaLhFou3Ja0lzKaSZhrqV_XCF5hjoEicQhA/vie

wform  

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13522.pdf
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18727_01/doc.121/e13408.pdf
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfIM52BkQ9xVCIYaLhFou3Ja0lzKaSZhrqV_XCF5hjoEicQhA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfIM52BkQ9xVCIYaLhFou3Ja0lzKaSZhrqV_XCF5hjoEicQhA/viewform
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Abstract 

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) is currently one of the hottest topics in the business world, and has been for the last 

several years. Why you ask? It‟s easy; outsourcing makes business more productive while generally cutting costs. It‟s that 

simple! Especially today with so many tasks in the workplace now capable of being carried out by outside specialty 

companies. This allows your business to focus on its specialty, while outsourcing to a business the tasks that are that 

organization‟s specialty. The reason for companies to outsource their business processes is pretty simple. Business 

Process Outsourcing enables business owners to reduce the burden of work and concentrate on other core aspects 

of their operation. Outsourcing to a third-party company, which is already well-established and has the relevant 

experience in providing services, is a much more convenient option. 

This paper fulfills the following objectives. 

(i) To know the concept of BPO (ii) To understand the types of BPO (iii) To review the BPO Industry in India (iv) To explore 

the prospects and challenges confronting India‟s BPO Industry 

Keywords: BPO, Outsourcing, ITES, LPO, KPO 

Introduction 

          ―It is not the strongest among the species that survive, 

Nor is it the most intelligent, 

It‘s those that are most adaptive to change.‖ 

- Charles Darwin 

"Survival of the fittest" is the most important concept in the business world today. With the advent of 

globalization, there is fierce competition between organizations in several areas. In order to survive the 

organizations have diversified their operations in a big way. To meet the challenge of competition, leading 

companies worldwide are focusing their resources on their core competences and assign some of their non-core 

activities to outside players. This process is called as "Outsourcing‖. Outsourcing enabled several companies 

easily adapt change and emerge victorious. It helped them reduce costs. Improve their focus, make better use of 

the available resources, increase efficiency, reduce time to market and enjoy offshore benefits.  

The word ―Business Process Outsourcing‖ (BPO) means sourcing from outside. It is the practice of hiring a 

company to handle business activities for the other company as a third party. In this method of outsourcing the 

third party gets a contract to perform specific and specialized functions on behalf of the hiring company. 

According to the National Federation of Independent Business: ―Outsourcing is not something that you should go 

into lightly. It‘s something that takes a lot of thought and quite a bit of work.‖ 

BPO is a subset of outsourcing that involves the contracting of the operations and responsibilities of a 

specific business process to a third-party service provider. Originally, this was associated 

with manufacturing firms, such as Coca-Cola that outsourced large segments of its supply chain. BPO is typically 

categorized into back office outsourcing, which includes internal business functions such as human 

resources or finance and accounting, and front officeoutsourcing, which includes customer-related services such 

as contact center services. 

2. Objectives Of The Study 

 (1) To know the concept of BPO 

 (2) To understand the types of BPO 

 (3) To review the BPO Industry in India 

 (4) To explore the prospects and challenges confronting India‘s BPO Industry 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Federation_of_Independent_Business
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outsourcing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_process
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_provider
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coca-Cola
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supply_chain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Back_office
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_resources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_resources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Finance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accounting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Front_office
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contact_centre_(business)
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3. Research Methodology 

The study involves the data collected from the secondary sources. The secondary data has been collected from 

journals, Research paper, Newspapers, Literature review, Websites 

Conceptual Framework: 

4.1. Business Process Outsourcing (Bpo): 

Business process outsourcing (BPO) is the contracting of non-primary business activities and functions to a third-

party provider. BPO services include payroll, human resources (HR), accounting and customer/call center 

relations.BPO is also known as information technology enabled services (ITES).Often the business processes are 

information technology-based, and are referred to as ITES-BPO, where ITES stands for Information Technology 

Enabled Service. Knowledge process outsourcing (KPO) and legal process outsourcing (LPO) are some of the 

sub-segments of business process outsourcing industry. 

4.2. Bpo Services: 

BPO services can be divided into back office outsourcing and front office outsourcing. (i)Back Office 

Outsourcing services: can include quality assurance, data entry, data management, accounting support, payment 

processing, and surveys. 

(ii)Front Office Outsourcing services: can include fax, email, phone conversations, and other forms of 

communication with customers. 

(i)Onshore Outsourcing: Onshore outsourcing (also called domestic outsourcing) is the obtaining of services 

from someone outside a company but within the same country.(ii)Near shore Outsourcing: Near shore 

outsourcing is the practice of getting work done or services performed by people in neighboring countries rather 

than in your own country.(iii)Offshore Outsourcing: Offshore outsourcing, a type of BPO, is the exporting of 

IT-related work from the United States and other developed countries to areas of the world where there is both 

political stability and lower labor costs or tax savings. 

5. TYPES OF BPO: 

BPO services are generally categorized into horizontal and vertical services. These have been explained below: 

5.1. HORIZONTAL BPO: 

Horizontal BPO involves function centric outsourcing. The vendor specializes in carrying out particular functions 

across different industry domains. Examples of horizontal BPO are outsourcing in procurement, payroll 

processing, HR, facilities management and similar functions. Get six
®
 focuses on providing services in horizontal 

functions such as payroll, HR, benefit administration, tax solutions, etc. However, according to Gartner, 

companies should focus on providing vertical services as the market matures. 

5.2. VERTICAL BPO: A vertical BPO focuses on proving various functional services in a limited number of 

industry domains. Healthcare, financial services, manufacturing and retail are examples of vertical BPO domains. 
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Table 1: Horizontal and Vertical BPO 

6. Review The Bpo Industry In India 

In India, BPO is the fastest growing segment of the ITES industry. Factors such as economy of scale, business 

risk mitigation, cost advantage; utilization improvement and superior competency have all lead to the growth of 

the Indian BPO industry. BPO in India, which started around the mid-90s, has now grown by leaps and bounds. 

India is now the world's favored market for BPO companies, among other competitors, such as, Australia, China, 

Philippines and Ireland. The BPO boom in India is credited to cheap labor costs and India's huge talent pool of 

skilled, English-speaking professionals. Research by the National Association of Software Services and 

Companies (NASSCOM) has revealed that quality orientation among leading BPO companies, 24/7 services, 

India's unique geographic location and the investor friendly tax structure in India have all made the BPO industry 

in India very popular. 

6.1. Services Offered By Indian Bpo Companies: 

 Customer support services: 24/7 inbound / outbound calls center services that address customer queries and 

concerns through phone, email and live chat. 

 Technical support services: Installation, product support, running support, troubleshooting, usage support and 

problem resolution for computer software, hardware, peripherals and internet infrastructure. 

 Telemarketing services: Interacting with potential customers and creating interest for the customer's services/ 

products. Up-selling, promoting and cross selling to existing customers and completing online sales processes. 

 IT help desk services: Level 1 and 2 multi-channel support, system problem resolutions, technical problem 

resolution, and office productivity tools support, answering product usage queries and performing remote 

diagnostics. 

 Insurance processing: New business acquisition and promotion, claims processing, policy maintenance and 

policy management. 

 Data entry and data processing: Data entry from paper, books, images, e-books, yellow pages, web sites, 

business cards, printed documents, software applications, receipts, bills, catalogs and mailing lists. 

 Data conversion services: Data conversion for databases, word processors, spreadsheets and software 

applications. Data conversion of raw data into PDF, HTML, Word or Acrobat formats. 

 Bookkeeping and accounting services: Maintenance of the customer's general ledger, accounts receivables, 

accounts payables, financial statements, bank reconciliations and assets / equipment ledgers. 

 Form processing services: Online form processing, payroll processing, medical billing, insurance claim 

forms processing and medical forms processing. 

 Online research: Internet search, product research, market research, surveys, analysis, web research and 

mailing list research. 

6.2. INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE INDIAN BPO INDUSTRY: 

 The BPO sector in India is estimated to have reached a 54 per cent growth in revenue 

 The demand for Indian BPO services has been growing at an annual growth rate of 50% 

 The BPO industry in India has provided jobs for over 74,400 Indians. This number is continuing to grow on a 

yearly basis. The Indian BPO sector is soon to employ over 1.1 million Indians 

 70% of India's BPO industry's revenue is from contact centers, 20% from data entry work and the remaining 

10% from information technology related work 

 Indian BPOs handle 56% of the world's business process outsourcing 

7.1. MAJOR CHALLENGES CONFRONTING INDIA'S BPO INDUSTRY: 

Although India has marked its spot as the world's center stage for BPO services, there are several challenges that 

the industry is currently facing and must overcome to go forward. Following are the challenges faced by India's 

BPO industry 

1. Frequent Disruptions 

https://www.outsource2india.com/financial/payroll-processing-service.asp
https://www.outsource2india.com/services/outsourcing_medical_billing.asp
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Poor internet and call traffic management, political instability (shutdowns and strikes), and frequent power 

outages have all taken their toll on BPO firms. Since BPO firms have to operate on a 24/7 basis, there should be 

no room for any disruptions. Over the past few years, Indian BPO firms have been trying their best to lobby the 

Indian government to obtain the essential services tag, so that their operations can be carried out smoothly 

2. Rise in Un-employability 

The rising un-employability of the BPO workforce is yet another challenge that Indian BPOs have to overcome. 

India does have a million graduates passing out year after year. But this is not enough and one must question as to 

how many of these graduates actually qualify for employment. 

3. New Entrants in the BPO Field 

There was a time when India was the primary destination for BPO services for most global businesses. However, 

this has changed with new entrants such as Philippines, Malaysia, Canada, and China vying for a piece of the 

outsourcing pie. 

As a result, the Indian BPO sector needs to take urgent steps so as to overcome the challenge of the increase in the 

global availability of BPO workers who are more educated and skilled.  

Growth in Opposition against Outsourcing 

The BPO industry in India has been facing strong opposition from UK labor unions and US politicians who feel 

that BPO operations should not be shifted to Indian companies. BPO Outsourcing and keeping jobs within the 

country have now become hot topics during the 2015 presidential campaign in the United States. 

Hence, the BPO section has to more vigilant and rebuff the charges made by politicians in the United States. The 

BPO sector has to stop being complacent and get more aggressive, especially at a time when the US and the UK 

are in recession 

3. Lack of Talented Workforce 

India is currently facing challenges in finding the right skilled professionals for filling BPO vacancies. Recent 

statistics taken in 2014 revealed that out of all the Indian students graduating every year, only a meager 25% of 

technical graduates and 10 to 15% of non-technical graduates were suitable and ready to work in the BPO 

industry. Indian BPOs have to make drastic improvements in their workforce by emphasizing the importance of 

foreign languages. Operational procedures also need to be more streamlined. 

4. High Attrition Rates 

Attrition results not only in the loss of talent, but also means significant costs have to be incurred in the training of 

new employees. In the Indian BPO industry, the attrition rate has been around 35%. While a UK call center 

employee stays in a BPO company for a minimum of three years, an Indian call center employee works in a BPO 

center for only 11 months. A variety of factors have combined together to make the attrition rates escalate in 

India, including high-stress levels, the monotonous nature of the job, lack of career growth potential, change in 

lifestyle, etc. 

7.2. Prospects Of The Bpo Industry In India: 

The BPO sector in India is one of the most significant growth areas for India's booming economy. In the last few 

years alone, the Indian BPO industry has grown by 14% and has generated total revenue amounting to over 14.1 

billion USD. This number is only expected to triple in the years to come. India also holds a huge chunk of the 

international BPO market. 

 Cost Reduction: Outsourcing helps organizations cut costs and save money, and is one of the most 

important 

reasons for people opting to outsource their business process. BPO has given rise to a talented pool of employees 

available at low wages results in huge cost reductions, which in turn results in better revenues for the company 

 Availability of Experienced Professionals: Recruiting new employees and training them involves a lot of 

hassle and is a huge cost to the company. When the tasks are outsourced to an already established company with 

all the resources, the troubles of hiring and training is conveniently avoided 
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 Ability to Focus on Core Business: Since a considerable chunk of the business is outsourced to a service 

provider, the top management of the company can focus their attention on core operational areas. This also 

leads to better employee productivity and helps them make better and more informed business decisions 

 Excellent Source of Customer Feedback: Most BPO employees are in direct contact with the 

customers, as a 

  result of which they are able to receive a first-hand feedback about products and services. This valuable    

 feedback, in turn, helps the company to improve upon the services provided 

 Access to the Latest Updated Technologies: Buying a licensed version of the latest software and other 

technologies is very expensive. This proposition is also risky, especially for small to medium-sized businesses 

who cannot afford to dedicate a steady budget to buying the latest technologies. Therefore, it becomes difficult 

for a company to stay updated with the latest developments. Outsourcing to companies that already have access 

to the technology and have the relevant expertise therefore proves to be more advantageous for global 

organizations 

 Excellent Employment Opportunity: The BPO industry is one of the highest job providers in most countries. 

In fact, it is the ranked second in terms of the number of jobs created in some of the Asian countries. The 

remuneration provided to the employees is also one of the best in the industry, which is one of the major 

reasons for youngsters to work in BPO. The BPO industry has provided employment to a lot of talented 

youngsters and has single-handedly changed the GDP of various small countries 

7.3. FUTURE OF BPO INDUSTRY IN INDIA 

In spite of the challenges in the BPO industry, one of main reasons behind its success is the availability 

of a large number of talented English speaking individuals at very low costs. This has turned countries 

such as India into highly sought after destinations for business process outsourcing. As a top global 

outsourcing destination, India owes its success to well-educated individuals, the majority of whom are 

very young, and it's unique location and time-zone advantage. Today, most of the US and UK based 

companies outsource their requirements to Indian service providers. Due to the numerous advantages of 

the BPO industry, it has seen tremendous growth over the years, and estimates reveal that this growth 

will be seen in the near future too. Currently the BPO industry is responsible for creating the second 

highest number of jobs, and it is estimated that overall worldwide BPO market will cross a staggering  

$400 billion by 2020! 

Recent research has estimated that the Indian BPO industry will soon witness a robust growth from $1.6 billion to 

$14.7 billion in the coming decade. By the year of 2020, the Indian outsourcing industry which consists of IT and 

BPO is expected to reach a whopping $225 billion. The BPO sector was able to achieve the first USD 100 billion 

landmark on the back of cost and quality advantages. At the same time, it is imperative for the industry to 

understand that the next 100 billion milestones would be achieved by combining high-value services, vertical-

friendly structures, and increased stakeholder collaboration. 

8. Conclusion: 

BPO is a common practice among large enterprises and for good reason. There are numerous advantages to BPO, 

which involve time, resources and money. Business process outsourcing services bring immense benefits to small 

and medium businesses as large corporate entities look for effective solutions to manage their non-core business 

functions.BPO aids to manage more efficiently everyday business records at a reduced price for large business 

establishments.  

India has emerged as a hot destination for BPO work in recent years. The success is mainly due to the fact that 

there is a ready availability of large numbers of resources fluent in English and the diligent and hardworking 

efforts put in by the companies in India that do BPO work. BPO services, besides taking the load off the heads of 

larger companies, provide better data security, which is essential for striving and maintaining their core service 

quality and accuracy, so data processing and transcription tasks through experienced professionals is the only way 

to go! 
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Today, with in-depth data analytics at their disposal, global businesses are poised to significantly improve 

upon their offerings, while ensuring backend tasks are taken care of by professional outsourcing service 

providers. Due to this reason opting for BPO services will become an attractive option for both small and 

medium businesses alike in the coming years. The emergence of disruptive new technologies, adapting 

business models, and an increase in technology related investments by the government in the coming years should 

help India retain its position as a trustworthy innovation hub. 
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Abstract 

Today Indian Banks are as technology savvy as their counter parts in developed countries. The banking sector plays an 

important role in the economic development of a country. It supplies the lifeblood –money that supports and fosters growth in 

all the industries. FDI is a tool for economic growth through its strengthening of domestic capital, productivity and 

employment. FDI also plays a vital role in the up gradation of technology, skills and managerial capabilities in various 

sectors of the economy. Foreign Direct Investment as seen as an important source of non-debt inflows and is increasing 

being sought as a vehicle for technology flows and as a means of attaining competitive efficiency by creating a meaningful 

network of global inter-connections. This paper discusses the FDI Equity inflows in Service Sector in India and also 

highlights the top countries which are investing in the Service Sector in the form of FDI. In this paper an attempt is made to 

present the FDI inflows in sub sectors of Service Sector. Further, this paper also analyses the FDI inflows in Banking Sector 

from January, 2000 to June, 2013.  

Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment, Service Sector, Indian Economy, Banking Sector 

Introduction 

Foreign Direct Investment as seen as an important source of non-debt inflows, and is Increasing being sought as a 

vehicle for technology flows and as a means of attaining Competitive efficiency by creating a meaningful network 

of global interconnections. Foreign Direct Investment known as FDI plays a vital role in the economy because it 

does not only provide opportunities to host countries to enhance their economic development but also opens new 

vision to homecountries to optimize their earnings by employing their ideal resources. FDI is a tool for economic 

growth through its strengthening of domestic capital, productivity and employment. FDI also plays a vital role in 

the up gradation of technology, skills and managerial capabilities in various sectors of the economy.  

Need Of The Study 

India has sought to increase inflows of FDI with a much liberal policy since 1991 afterdecade's cautious attitude. 

The 1990's have witnessed a sustained rise in annual inflows toIndia. Basically, opening of the economy after 

1991 does not live much choice but to attract the foreign investment, as an engine of dynamic growth especially 

in view of fast paced movement of the world forward Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization. 

Objectives Of The Study 

 To study the concept of Foreign Direct Investment.  

 To review FDI in banking in India. 

 To evaluate the aspects on FDI in banking sector. 

 To analyze and interpret of Data. 

Scope Of The Study  

 This study will be as a practical guideline for Foreign Direct Investment in India 

 This study helps develop the understanding aspect of FDI 

 This study would be useful for companies between FDI in private and Government sector. 

Data Collection 

 The present study is of analytical in nature and makes use of secondary data. The relevant secondary data are 

collected from various publications of Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Department of Economic   

Affairs, Economic Division, India, Reserve bank of India reports and World Investment Report Published by  

UNCTAD etc. 

Concept Of Foreign Direct Investment 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development(OECD) define 

FDI similarly as a category of cross border investment made by a resident in one economy (the direct investor) 
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with the objective of establishing a ‗lasting interest‘ in an enterprise (the direct investment enterprise) that is 

resident in an economy other than that of the direct investor.  

Components of FDI  

There are three components of FDI, namely, equity capital, reinvested earnings and intra company loans  

1. Equity capital is the foreign direct investor‘s purchase of shares of an enterprise in a country other than his own 

country.  

2. Reinvested earnings comprise the direct investor‘s share (in proportion to direct equity participation) if 

earnings not distributed as dividends by affiliated or earnings not remitted to the direct investor..  

3. Intra company loans or intra-company debt transactions refer to short or long term borrowing and lending of 

funds between direct investors (parent enterprises) and affiliate enterprises.  

Fdi In Banking In India  

The additional point which also supported for raising voice against FDI in banking sector is, beside permitting the 

entry and consolidation of new private banks, the govt. on 05-03-04 announced a set of decisions with reference 

to FDI in the banking sector, which relaxed the capital on foreign equity in Indian banks to 20% in the case of 

public sector banks and 74% in the case of private banks After keeping the above problem in mind, the RBI 

decided to retain the stipulation under the banking regulation act, section 12(2) that in the case of private banks 

the maximum voting rights per shareholder will be 10% of the total voting rights (1% of the public banks). The 

evidence shows that this expectation has turned out to be completely false as chart 1 shows, the shares of foreign 

investors in private bank equity exceeds 50% in five banks and stands at between a third and a half in another 

eight. 

Aspects Of Fdi  

 Technology Transfer: As due to the globalization local banks are competing in the global market, where 

Innovative financial products of multinational banks is the key limiting factor in the development of local 

bank. They are trying to keep pace with the technological development in the banks.  

 Risk Management: As the banks are expanding their area of operation, there is a need to change their 

strategies exerts competitive pressures and demonstration effect on local institutions, often including them to 

reassess business practices, including local lending practices as the whole banking sector is crying for a 

strategic policy for risk management. Through FDI, the host countries will know efficient management 

technique.  

 Financial Management: Host countries may benefit immediately. From foreign entry, if the foreign bank re 

capitalize a struggling local institution. In the process also provides needed balance of payment finance.  

 Limitation on FDI in Indian banks  

      In the private banking sector of India, FDI is allowed up to a maximum limit of 74 % of the paid-up capital of 

the bank. On the other hand, Foreign Direct Investment and Portfolio Investment in the public or nationalized 

banks in India are subjected to a limit of 20 % in totality 

Analsis And Interpretation Of Data 

 The measures taken by the Government are directed to open new sectors for foreign direct investment, 

increase the sectorial limit of existing sectors and simplifying other conditions of the FDI policy 

 FDI policy reforms are meant to provide ease of doing business and accelerate the pace of foreign investment 

in the country 

 49% FDI under automatic route permitted in Insurance and Pension sectors 

 Foreign airlines would continue to be allowed to invest in capital of Indian companies operating scheduled 

and non-scheduledair transport services up to the limit of 49% of their paid up capital 

 100% FDI allowed in Asset Reconstruction Companies under the automatic route 

 74% FDI under automatic route permitted in brownfield pharmaceuticals. FDI beyond 74% will be allowed 

through government approval route 

 FDI limit for Private Security Agencies raised to 74% 
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FDI in Private Banking 

FDI is allowed up to a maximum limit of 74 % of thepaid-up capital of the bank. On the other hand, Foreign 

Direct Investment and PortfolioInvestment in the public or nationalized banks in India are subjected to a limit of 

20 % intotality. 

Notwithstanding this bleak scenario, the investment pattern with regard to foreign directinvestment (FDI) and 

inflows from non-resident Indians remains resilient and FDI inflowsinto the country grew by an impressive 145% 

between fiscal 2006 and 2007 and by arespectable 46.6% between fiscal 2007 and 2008. However, owing to the 

economicdownturn, the growth in FDI inflows in fiscal 2009 slowed to 18.6% from the previous fiscal.                        

Conclusion: 

Indian banking sector is proving itself since 1786 till date with the guidelines of RBI and Government of India. 

Indian banking system has also proved during global economic crisis with its strong policies and procedures 

without affecting Indian financial system. From the above research it can be concluded that since India is a 

developing country and the people who are working in non-government organisations have less social security 

after their retirement. To encourage the saving habits among them our banking sectors are introducing various 

schemes. Apart from all the above, since the capital raising capacity in India is very less to take the Indian 

banking sector to worldwide we require investment from abroad. RBI should make such policies that FDI should 

not override the regulations of RBI and should result in the growth of Indian economy.  
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Abstract 

Digital Marketing is the process of marketing a brand using the Internet. It includes both direct response marketing and 

indirect marketing elements and uses a range of technologies to help connect businesses to their customers. E-marketing 

means using digital technologies to help sell your goods or services. Though businesses will continue to make use of 

traditional marketing methods, such as advertising, direct mail and PR, e-marketing adds a whole new element to the 

marketing mix. Many businesses are producing great results with e-marketing and its flexible and cost-effective nature makes 

it particularly suitable for small businesses. Very simply put, e - Marketing or electronic marketing refers to the application 

of marketing principles and techniques via electronic media and more specifically the Internet. The terms Digital Marketing, 

Internet marketing and online marketing, are frequently interchanged, and can often be considered synonymous  

Keywords: On-line marketing, e-marketing, online marketing, Internet marketing, global marketing competition. 

Introduction: 

Digital marketing is one type of marketing being widely used to promote products or services and to reach 

consumers using digital channels.  

Digital marketing is a broad term that refers to various promotional techniques deployed to reach customers via 

digital technologies. Digital marketing embodies an extensive selection of service, product and brand marketing 

tactics which mainly use Internet as a core promotional medium in addition to mobile and traditional TV and 

radio. Canon iMage Gateway helps consumers share their digital photos with friends online.  

Research Design And Methodology 

2.1. Selection Of Research Topic 

This paper focuses on current status of Digital marketing in India. What may be the benefits of Digital Marketing 

in the Indian? What are various opportunities and challenges to Digital Marketing in India?  

2.2.  Significance Of The Study: 

The research paper will help to know the benefits that can be secured from the Digital Marketing in multi brand 

market. Present study tells how the market will be affected by the heat of Digital Marketing. Here, in this research 

paper, the attempt has been made to focus the importance prospects and problems for Digital Marketing in India. 

2.3. Objectives Of The Study 

1. To review the Digital Marketing. 

2. To study the elements of Digital Marketing. 

3. To evaluate the opportunities and challenges in Digital Marketing.  

2.4. Research Methodology 

The process used to collect information & data for the purpose of making business decisions. The methodology 

may include publication research, interview, surveys and other research techniques & could include both present 

& historical information. The researcher has used only secondary data that has been collected from various 

articles, journals, books, websites etc. This has been used to study the conceptual framework, definition, present 

trends and some of the challenges and opportunities of e-commerce in India.  

2.5. Limitations Of The Study 

1. The study has been conducted only by collecting the secondary data. 

2. The study focuses on e-commerce market in India. 

3. Scenario Of Digital Marketing 

The 1990‘s was a period of time when more and more noticeable became lowering efficacy of mass marketing 

approach. Customers got far more demanding, their level of loyalty had significantly dropped, while offering  
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modern, high quality products became not sufficient to stay competitive and succeed in the rapidly globalizing 

marketplace. According to the report of the Gartner Group from 1996, the most important trends negatively 

impacting traditional marketing were: 

 less differentiation of products, 

 increasing competition, 

 rising consumer expectations, 

 splintering mass markets 

 diminishing effectiveness of mass media, 

 heightened consumer privacy and security concerns. 

Almost at the same time the rapid development of the Internet became a reality. Marketers were among the first 

who noticed the opportunities arising from this fact and many of them put their strong faith in this new medium. 

According to Postma, this new marketing era can be characterized by three points : 

 marketing management according to the information held in marketing databases rather than 

 that acquired through market research and generic models, 

 the use of media instead of generic (thematic) advertising to stimulate trade, 

 management of personal client relationships as opposed to management of more or less defined target groups.  

 Updated with products or services: Digital marketing technologies allow the consumers to stay with the 

company information updated. 

 Involvement with Company:  With digital marketing, consumers can engage with the company‘s various 

activities. Consumers can visit company‘s website, read information about the products or services and make 

purchases online and provide feedback. 

 Detailed information: Through digital marketing, consumers get clear information about the products or 

services. Easy comparison: Consumers don‘t need to visit a number of different retail outlets in order to gain 

knowledge about the products or services. 

 All time Shopping: Since internet is available all day long, there is no time restriction for when consumer 

wants to buy a product online. 

 Transfer of Information: Digital marketing gives viewers a chance to share the content of the product or 

services to others.  

 Pricing Policy: Company shows the prices of products or services through digital marketing channel and this 

makes prices very clear and transparent for the consumers.  

 Instant purchase: With traditional marketing, consumers first watch the advertisement and then find relevant 

physical store to purchase the products or services. However, with digital marketing, consumers can purchase 

the products or services instantly. 

Elements of Digital Marketing 

3.1. Online advertising, Publicly, Sales Promotion:   

Online advertising is a very important part of digital marketing. It is also called internet advertising through 

which company can deliver the message about the products or services. Internet-based advertising provides 

the content and ads that best matches to consumer interests.  

3.2. Email Marketing:  

When message about the products or services is sent through email to the existing or potential consumer, it is 

defined as email marketing. Direct digital marketing is used to send ads, to build brand and customer loyalty, 

to build customer trust and to make brand awareness.  

3.3. Social Media marketing:  

Today, social media marketing is one of the most important digital marketing channels. It is a computer-based 

tool that allows people to create, exchange ideas, information and pictures about the company‘s product or 

services. According to Nielsen, internet users continue to spend more time with social media sites than any 
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other type. Social media marketing networks include Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+. Through 

Facebook, company can promote events concerning product and services, run promotions that comply with 

the Facebook guidelines and explore new opportunities. Through Twitter, company can increase the 

awareness and visibility of their brand. It is the best tool for the promotion of company‘s products and 

services. In LinkedIn, professionals write their profile and share information with others. Company can 

develop their profile in LinkedIn so that the professionals can view and can get more information about the 

company‘s product and services. Google+ is also social media network that is more effective than other social 

media like Facebook, Twitter. It is not only simple social media network but also it is an authorship tool that 

links web-content directly with its owner. 

3.4. Text Messaging 

      It is a way to send information about the products and services from cellular and smart phone devices. By 

using phone devices, company can send information in the form of text (SMS), pictures, video or audio 

(MMS). Marketing through cellphone SMS (Short Message Service) became increasingly popular in the early 

2000s in Europe and some parts of Asia.  

3.5. Affiliate Marketing: 

      Affiliate marketing is a type of performance-based marketing. In this type of marketing, a company rewards 

affiliates for each visitor or customer they bring by marketing efforts they create on behalf of company. 

Industry has four core players: the merchant (also known as ―retailer‖ or ―brand‖), the network, the publisher 

(also known as ―the affiliate‖) and the customer 

3.6.  Search Engine Optimization (SEO):  

       Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of affecting the visibility of a website or a web page in a 

search engine‘s ―natural‖ or un-paid (―organic‖) search results. In general, the earlier (or higher ranked on the 

search results page), and more frequently a website appears in the search result list, the more visitors it will 

receive from the search engine users.  

3.7. Pay Per Click (PPC) 

      Pay-per-click marketing is a way of using search engine advertising to generate clicks to your website rather 

than ―earning‖ those clicks organically. Pay per click is good for searchers and advertisers 

4. Opportunities In Digital Marketing 

4.1. Digital workforces: Startups these days can work with very small in-house teams, yet still take on the big 

boys by using the web and technology to create teams per project.. 

4.2. The Internet of Things (IoT): Using beacons and oculus solutions to improve consumer experiences. The 

IoT is connecting people and devices with each other in an unprecedented way, creating rich possibilities for 

consumer engagement.  

4.3.  Creativity: Evolving technology and the proliferation of resources about how to succeed on the social web 

has really leveled the playing field for smart marketers, or at least the perception of it. With so many 

companies simply parroting the success of others that pioneer and pave the way, it‘s important to distinguish a 

brand. Deep consumer insight, brand stories that position a unique selling proposition and an increase in 

visual marketing tactics are not enough.  

4.4.  Effective Services: The best investment in marketing a company can make is in its products or services.  

4.5.  Continuous Optimization: The optimize approach to digital marketing calls for continuous refinement. That 

means processes that support continuous innovation and evolution of the services mix based on feedback 

mechanisms, KPIs and performance. An audit of current processes and team skills will reveal opportunities to 

improve through training and support of ideation, implementation and evaluation of those innovations. 

Continuous optimization leads to a superior experience for consumers as they discover brand, consume the 

useful content marketers are publishing and to take action. 

4.6.  New communication and service channels: While traditional offline channels (face-to-face, phone, fax) 

will continue to be relevant and sometimes the primary go-to-market channels for B2B companies in near 
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future, digital has significant potential to complement and strengthen efforts and content shared via these 

channels. More than 50 percent of the buying decision these days is completed before a prospect connects 

with a brand for the first time. Prospects are doing online research, self-educating on the brand and its 

products, and viewing ratings, reviews, and consumer complaints. With the buyer being increasing digitally 

savvy and mobile enabled, digital is not a channel that B2B marketers can afford to ignore or put as second 

priority. 

4.7.  No print or TV ad can: Social media gives brands the tools to target ads to a very specific demographic. For 

instance, most social networks such as LinkedIn allow brands to show ads only to people who belong to a 

specific age group or location. It can even target ads based on people‘s likes and interests on the platform and 

on their business demographics, such as job title, company size, and seniority.  

4.8.  Digital self-service drives: With an increasing number of consumers spending a major portion of their day 

on their computer or smart phones, more of these digitally savvy users prefer taking control of their digital 

user experience and outcomes. Because of these trends, companies have an unprecedented opportunity to 

build self-service capabilities for these consumers, which go beyond the usual account management. With the 

new millennial generation preferring digital over traditional phone or in-person interactions, the bar for B2B 

companies to deliver Amazon-level consumer experience is quickly rising and almost at the same level as 

their B2C peers in some verticals. While creating self-service capabilities is not for the faint hearted and 

requires significant resources, the benefits from such investments — such as reduced cost to serve, 

consistency in experience, speed/agility for consumers to name a few — go far beyond the upfront heavy 

lifting that a company will have to make in terms of investments, technology enablement, and data 

integrations. 

4.9.  Level playing field: Any business can compete with any competitor regardless of size with a solid digital 

marketing strategy. Traditionally a smaller retailer would struggle to match the finesse of the fixtures and 

fittings of its larger competitors. 

5.10. Minimize of cost: A business can develop its online marketing strategy for very little cost and can 

potentially replace costly advertising channels such as Newspaper, television, radio and magazine. 

5.11. Easy to measure: Unlike traditional methods digital marketers can see in real  time what is or is not 

working for their business online and they can adapt very quickly to improve the results. For measuring traffic 

to site they can use several web analytics tools to measure specific goals they want to achieve for their 

website or blog.  

5.12. In time results: Marketers don‘t have to wait weeks for a boost to business like they would have to 

waiting for a fax or form to be returned. They can see the numbers of visitors to the site and its subscribers 

increase, peak trading times, conversion rates and much more at the touch of a button. 

5.13. Reshuffling of strategy: Basically anything that advertisers capture in their consumer journey can be 

reported on and honed for greater success at the fraction of the cost of traditional marketing. Marketing online 

enables them to refine their strategy at any point in time and see any improvements or opportunities for 

further refinement almost instantaneously.  

6. Challanges In Digital Marketing 

6.1. Lack of bad reputation. A lot of money spent on Internet marketing over the past few years was wasted. 

Why? One big reason is that the stock market distorted company valuations and rewarded (or at least failed to 

penalize) profligate  attempts to drive traffic or acquire customers -- even if only temporarily. Now e-

marketing has a bad reputation. And half-baked metrics such as click-through rates (CTRs) still paint a picture 

of inefficacy and failure. 

6.2. Marketing integration: Most major marketing efforts utilize multiple channels, on- and offline. Email, Web    

       advertising, and viral Internet marketing should serve concrete, measurable objectives as part of an integrated   

      campaign.  

6.3. E-CRM: Imagine recognizing the needs of customers as they enter your site. Over time, through implicit and   
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     explicit data, you learn about the preferences of each and can serve customers based on their habits, needs, and    

        purchase drivers.  

6.4. Confidentiality: Things have quieted down somewhat since Double Click backed away from its plans to    

       merge its online data with offline Abacus data. But the industry's privacy issues have not been sufficiently    

       resolved. Most consumers don't completely trust Web companies and shy away from offering information  

      about them. 

6.5 Traditional advertising: The discrepancy between the amount of time people spend online and the amount 

top advertisers spend there is enormous. According to a recent Morgan Stanley Dean Witter report, the top 

six advertisers spend less than one percent of their advertising dollars on the Web. With dot-com ad spending 

in decline, attracting traditional advertisers (mainly by addressing the four issues above) is the key to the 

industry's growth. 6. E-mail Address Churning 

As the giants of the Internet continue to scrap it out, a number of new e-mail projects have been launched to 

help build and maintain online loyalty. Facebook announced its vision for the future of messaging for its 500 

million users. Not to be outdone, AOL has announced that it will allow for new and more personalized 

domains and addresses. It will be very tempting to get rid of that clunky stevstrhay99 user name many of us 

have been saddled with for years.  

6.7. New wave of E-mail: Gmail's Priority Inbox and Facebook's Social Inbox may result in mail ending up in 

folders that are rarely reviewed. This potentially has a knock on effect on our opening rates and other 

performance metrics.  

6.8. Increased Integration with Social Networks: Love them or hate them, many of our customers are almost 

permanently active on social networks. E-mail must be equipped for instant integration; sharing, liking, 

posting, and linking. 6.9. Trigger-Based E-mail: "Right message, right person, right time" has been a 

maxim of the direct marketing industry for years. The challenge is that "right time" now might be a window 

of perhaps two minutes. In time, the role of trigger based e-mail that can engage and interact after a specific 

action, perhaps reviewing a promotional Web page, will be increasingly critical. There are obviously 

performance and revenue benefits here, but managing privacy concerns will be critical.  

6.10. Mobile: These columns are full of stories on the explosive growth of mobile devices on which our e-mails 

are increasingly being served up. Feedback from one client recently suggested that 49 percent of customers 

would prefer to read news and offers on a mobile phone.  

7. Conclusion 

Digital channel in marketing has become essential part of strategy of many companies. Nowadays, even for small 

business owner there is a very cheap and efficient way to market his/her products or services. Digital marketing 

has no boundaries. Company can use any devices such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, televisions, game 

consoles, digital billboards, and media such as social media, SEO (search engine optimization), videos, content, e-

mail and lot more to promote company itself and its products and services. Digital marketing may succeed more if 

it considers user needs as a top priority. Just like ―Rome was not built in a day,‖ so, digital marketing results 

won‘t also come without attempt, without trial (and error). The watchwords ―test, learn and evolve‖ should be at 

the heart of all digital marketing initiatives. Companies should create innovative customer experiences and 

specific strategies for media to identify the best path for driving up digital marketing performance.  

8. Reference 
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ÁLrkouk¼Introduction½%  

ftYgk m|ksx dsanzkph lq:okr 8 es] 1978 jksth >kyh-  Hkkjrkr 31 ekpZ] 1988 i;Zar 422 ftYgk 

m|ksx dsanz gksrs-  gs ftYgk m|ksx dsanz 421 ftYº;kaps çfrfu/khRo djr gksrs-  Bk.ks ftYº;kps 

çfrfu/khRo dj.kkjs ,d ftYgk m|ksx dsanz vkgs-  T;kps eq[;ky; Bk.ks ftYgk ijh’kn dk;kZy; 

Bk.ks ;sFks vkgs-  ftYº;krhy m|ksx laLFkkps lkoZ=hdj.k Ogkos o Hkkjrkr vkfFkZd lRrsps 

fodsanzhdj.k Ogkos R;kp çek.ks vkSn~;ksxhd lkoZ=hdj.k Ogkos Eg.kwu ftYgk m|ksx dsanzkaph fufeZrh 

dj.;kr vkyh-  jk’Vªh; ikrGhoj m|ksx /kan~;kapk fodkl dj.;klkBh gs ikÅy mpy.;kr vkys-  

dsanz ljdkjP;k vuqnkukoj ;k ftYgk m|ksx dsanzkapk dkjHkkj pkyrks-  m|ksx /kan~;kapk fodkl gk 

çR;sd jkT;kr >kyk ikfgts fdacgquk çR;sd ftYº;kr >kyk ikfgts vls ljdkjps ;kekxps /kksj.k 

vkgs-  egkjk’Vªkrln~/;k 35 ftYgk m|ksx dsan vkgsr-  ln~/;kP;k ljdkjus ftYgk m|ksx dsankaps 

dsanZh; Lrjkrwwu fnys tk.kkjs vuqnku can dsys vkgs o fofRr; tckcnkjh çR;sd jkT; ljdkjoj 

Vkdyh vkgs-  ftYgkm|ksxdsanzkrhyO;oLFkkiueaMGkrhylnL;kaphfu;qDrhjkT; ljdkjdjrs-  ftYUgk 

m|ksxdsanzkar ,dw.k 8 O;oLFkkid vlrkr-  7 lgO;oLFkkid vlrkr o 1 egkO;oLFkkid vlrks-  

1 egkO;oLFkkid gk DIC pk çeq[k vlrks-  7 O;oLFkkidkaiSdh 4 dk;Zdkjh O;oLFkkid 

¼Functional Manager½rj 3 çdYiO;oLFkkid ¼Project Manager½vlrkr- 

mn~ns”k ¼Objectives½% 

1- Bk.ks ftYº;krhy m|ksxkaP;k ln~/; fLFkrhpk vH;kl Ogkok- 

2- m|ksxkaçrh ftYgk m|ksxdsan zvkiyh Hkwfedk O;ofLFkr ikj ikMrs dh ukgh gs tk.kwu ?;kos- 

3- m|ksxdsanz vkiY;k dk;kZaph vaeyctko.kh O;ofLFkr djrs dh ukgh rs fopkjkr ?;kos- 

4- m|ksx dsanzkpk Bk.;krhy m|ksx ok<hyk gkrHkkj ykxyk dh ukgh rs riklkos- 

x`fgrd`R;s ¼Assumptions½%  

1- Bk.ks ftYº;kr m|ksx /kan~;kapk lrr fodkl gksr vkgs- 

2- m|ksx /kan~;kapk fodkl dj.;kckcr m|ksx dsanzkps ç;Ru viqjs vkgsr- 

3- Bk.ksftYº;krhy ftYgk m|ksx dsanz R;kaP;k dk;kZP;k vaetctko.khr lrr ekxs iMrs- 

4- Bk.ksftYº;krhy m|ksx dsanzkus vkSn~;ksxhd fodklklkBh xjtsis{kk deh enr dsyh vkgs- 

la”kks/ku i/n~rh ¼Research Methodology½%  

ÁLrqr “kks/k fuca/kklkBh rF; ladyukph nq¸;e i/n~rh ¼Secondary Data½mi;ksxkr vk.kyh vkgs-  lanHkZxzaFk 

lainspk mi;ksx la”kks/kuklkBh dsyk-  ukeoar vFkZrKkaP;k xzaFkkapk vk<kok ?ksÅu “kks/k fuca/kkph fufeZrh dsyh vkgs- 

ftYgk m|ksx dsanzkaph dk;sZ¼Functions of DIC½%  

 

 ljdkjus tfeuhph foHkkx.kh rhuxVkrdsyhvkgs- 

I. jfgoklhfoHkkx ¼Residencial Zone – R Zone½ 
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II. vkSn~;ksxhdfoHkkx ¼Industrial Zone – I Zone½ 

III. d`’khfoHkkx ¼Agriculture / Green Zone – G Zone½ 

vFkkZr ;k rhUgh foHkkxkauk fuoklh dkj[kkunkjh vkf.k gfjr foHkkx v”kh vuqØzes ukaos vkgsr-  d`’kh foHkkxkph 

tehu tj dkj[kkU;klkBh okijko;kph vlsy rj çFke ftYgk m|ksx dsanzkrwu rh tehu fcxj “ksrh ¼Non 

Agruculture – N.A.½ d:u ?;koh ykxrs-gh ijokuxh DIC nsrs-  Bk.ksftYº;kr vlk N.A.ijokukçkIr 

dj.;kph çfØ;k vR;ar fdpdV vkgs-  ;k çfØ;sr DIClrr fnjaxkb Zdjrkukfnlrs-  

 ”

Bk.ksftYº;krhycsjkstxkjhrlqf”k{khrkaukjkstxkjhrdj.;kphtckcnkjhftYgkm|ksxdsanzkphvFkkZrDICphvkgs  

ftYgkm|ksxdsanzkusR;klkBh ^lsok ;kstudk;kZy;* ;k foHkkxkphLFkkiukdsyhvkgs-  Bk.ksftYº;krhylqf”k{khr ¼10 oh 

ikl @ukikl½fo|kF;kZaph ;k dk;kZy;kr uksan.kh dsyhtkrs-  ;k dk;kZy;krwulqf”k{khrkaukuksdjhvFkokLo;aO;olk; 

;klkBhlgk¸; dsystkrs-  iarç/kkulqf”k{khrcsjkstxkj ;kstuk& ^v* çek.kslqf”k{khrkaukuksdjhfnyhtkrs o 

^c*çek.kscsdkjHkRrsfnystkrkr-  O;olk;klkBh 5 yk[k :i;s ¼vuqnkuklg½ dtZiqjoBkdsyktkrks-  ijarwjkstxkj o 

Lo;aO;olk; lgk¸; ns.;kckcrBk.ksftYº;krhyDICykeksB~;kçek.kkrvi;”kvkysvkgs-  

3-  % 

Bk.ksftYº;krhyuSlfxZdlk/kulaiRrhpki;kZIr] vpwd o eqY;kf/kD;kuqlkjokijdj.;kphtckcnkjhDICphvkgs-  

taxy laiRrh] HkwlaiRrh] tylaiRrh] HkwxHkZlaiRrh ;kapkBk.ks] dY;k.k] mYgkluxj] fHkoaMh] “kgkiwj] vacjukFk o 

eqjckM ;k lkrghrkyqD;kae/;s lq;ksX; okijdj.;kphtckcnkjh DICphvkgs-  ;k 

lkrghrkyqD;krlk/kulaiRrhlrrd”khfVdowuBsork ;sbZy ;kph [kcjnkjhDIC yk ?;kohykxrs- 

Bk.ksftYº;krhytaylaiRrhpkokiji;kZIrgksrkukfnlrukgh-  eqcyd ik.kh vlwughR;kapkokijgksrukgh-  ik.kh 

[kkM~;kae/;s] leqnzke/;s tkrs-  oulaiRrhghfo”kkyvkgs-  ijarqokjaokjtaxyke/;s vkxhykxrkr o taxy 

laiRrhu’Vgksrs-  Bk.ksftYº;kreksB~;kçek.kkrnxMkP;k [kk.kh vkgsr-  R;krwulaiw.kZftYº;kyk [kMhpkiqjoBkgksrks-  

fdacgqukjkT;krhyjsYosçdYiklkBhtkLrhrtkLr [kMhmi;ksxkrvk.kyhtkrs-  

,danjhruSlfxZdlaiRrhpkokijBk.ksftYº;krcÚ;kpçek.kkrdsyktkrks- 
 

vk/kqfuduoksfnrm|ksxkapk “kks/k ?ks.ksghtckcnkjhDICphvkgs-  mnk- e”k:eO;olk;] 

vkd’kZdcQZcufo.;kpkO;olk;] eksckbZydOgjO;olk;] Qk;cjph u[ks] lkSan;Zçlk/kusbR;knh- 

vR;k/kqfudm|ksxkapk “kks/k ?ks.;kP;kckcrhr o O;olk; lq: dj.;kP;kckcrhrDIC toGtoG vi;”khBjyh- 

 

ftYº;krhyy?kqm|ksxkaph uksan.kh dj.;kphtckcnkjhDICphvkgs-  ghuksan.khvkS|ksxhdfujh{kdvlrks-  uksan.kh 

nksuçdkjphdsyhvkgs- 

1- dPph uksan.kh 

2- iDdh uksan.kh 

 uksan.khdjrkukiq<hyxks’VhikfgY;ktkrkr- 

1- çdYivgoky 

2- mRiknulaLFkspsHkkaMoy 

3- dkj[kkU;kphtehu 

4- dkj[kkU;kphbekjr 

5- mRiknulaLFkspsdkexkj 

6- uQk&rksVk 
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7- fg”ksc 

cgqrka”khy?kqm|ksxkaph uksan.kh Bk.ksftYº;krhyDIC us dsyhvkgs- 

;kcjkscjpvk.k[khdk;sZDICykdjkohykxrkr- 

6- vkSn~;ksxhdlaj{k.kns.ks- 

7- çf”k{k.kns.ks- 

8- tehuhiqjfo.ks- 

9- fotiqjoBkdj.ks- 

10- dPP;kekykpkiqjoBkdj.ks- 

fu’d’kZ(Conclusion)% 

1- chxj “ksrhijokU;krlrrfnjaxkbZvkgs- 

2- jkstxkjiqjoB~;krDICykeksB~;kçek.kr vi;”k- 

3- uSlfxZdlaiRrhphokijdj.;krDIC ;”kLoh- 

4- uohuçdkjpsm|ksxftYº;kr vk.k.;kphvf/kdxjtvkgs- 

5- m|ksx /kan~;kaukDIClaj{k.knsÅ “kdyhukgh- 

6- çf”k{k.klqfo/kkapsçek.k DICus ok<fo.ksxjtspsvkgs- 

7- eqjckM o “kgkiwjrkyqdkoxGrkvU; rkyqD;kae/;s tehuhapki;kZIriqjoBkdjrkvkykukgh- 

8- dPpkekyiqjfo.;kP;kckcrhrDIC vi;”kh 

lkjka”k (Summary) % 

ftYº;kP;kvkSn~;ksxhdfodklklkBhftYgkm|ksxdsanzkykvkiyhdk;sZvf/kdeksB~;kçek.kkr o fofo/k çdkjs ok<okohykxrhy-  

ftYº;kP;kfodklklkBhfo”ks’kr% y?kqm|ksxkaP;kfodklklkBhftYgkm|ksxdsanzkphxjtvkgs- 

lanHkZxzaFklqph  % 

1- çk- lq/khjlsosdj& ß m|kstdrkladYiukvkf.kçsj.kk*] fo|kçdk”kuvkSjaxkckn-\ 

2- MkW- Jh- fo- dMosdj o MkW- jfoanzdksBkons& ß O;kolkf;di;kZoj.kvkf.km|kstdrkß] Mk;eaMçdk”kuiq.ks- 

3- MkW- çHkkdjns”keq[k &ßm|kstdrkfodklladYiukvkf.kfodklß] fiaiGkiqjsçdk”kuukxiwj- 

4- Dr. Vasant Desai- ―Entrepreneurial Development‖, S.Chand Company Publication. 

5- Robert D. Hisrich, Michael P. Peters & Dean A. Shepherd – ―Entrepreneurship‖, 

Tata McGraw- Hill Publication. 
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 Introduction 

Being the main force driving the global economic market, currency is no doubt an essential element for a country. 

However in order for all the countries with different currencies to trade with one another, system of exchange rate 

between their currencies is needed, this system is formally known as foreign exchange or currency exchange, In 

the early days, the system of currency exchange is supported solely by the gold amount held in the vault of a 

country, However, this system is on longer appropriate new due to installation and hence, the value of one‘s 

currency is determined the market flow force alone. The value of currency exchange rate two types system is used 

which is floating currency and pegged currency, the floating exchange rate, is value is determined by the supply 

and demand of the global market, pegged exchange rate. This is a system where the value of the exchange rate is 

fixed by the government of a currency and net the supply and demand of the market, this system is called pegged 

exchange rate because the valued of a country‘s currency is fixed to another currency. The value of the pegged 

currency will not fluctuate unlike the floating currency. It the pegged exchange rate is not controlled properly, 

panics may arise within the country and as a result of that, the people will be rushing to exchange their many in to 

more stable currency. When that happens the sudden ever flow of that country‘s currency in to the market will 

decrease the value of their exchange rate and in the end, their currency will be worthless, due to this reason only 

those under developed or developing countries will practice this method as a form to control the inflation rate. 

The foreign exchange market, commonly known as FOREX is the largest and most prolific financial market 

because each day, more than 1 billion worth of currency exchange takes place between investors, speculation and 

countries. We can deduct / reduced that the actual mechanism behind the world of foreign exchange is for more 

complicated than what we may already know, and that, the information mentioned earlier is just the tip of an 

iceberg.  

1) Meaning:  

Foreign Exchange Market is the Market in which foreign currencies are bought and sold. The buyers and sellers 

include individuals firms. Foreign exchange brokers, Commercial Banks and Central Banks etc. 

Like foreign market or any other market, foreign exchange market is a system, not a place. The transactions in this 

market are not confined to only one of few foreign currencies. In fact there are a large number of foreign 

currencies which are traded converted and exchangedin the foreign exchange market.  

2) Objectives:  

To studies the foreign currency.  

Too few margins of relative profit compared other market of fixed income.  

To variety of factors that affect exchange rates.  

3) Types of Foreign Exchange Rates :  

 The following details  

a) Floating Exchange Rate: 

Foreign floating exchange rates are one of primary reasons for fluctuation of currency in foreign exchange 

market. This is one of the most important commonly and main type of currency exchange rate. Under this market 

force all the economics of developed countries allow there currency to flow freely. When value of the currency 

low its makes the imports more the goods and services. So the domestic countries goods and services are 

demanded more in foreign buyers.  

b) Fixed Exchange rate:  

Fixed exchange rates are used to attract the foreign investors and to promote foreign traders. In these types of 

rates is used only by small developed countries. By fixed exchange rate the countries assured the investors for the 
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stable and constant value of investment in the country. Monetary policy of the country becomes ineffective in this 

type of exchange rate the important become expensive. The exchange value of currency doves not moves, this 

normally reduces the country‘s currency against foreign currency. 

c) Pegged Exchange Rates:  

This rate is between the floating exchange rate and fixed exchange rate. Pegged exchange rate appropriate more 

for developed country, country allows its currency to fluctuation to some extends for an adjusted central value. 

Pegged allow some adjustments and stability. No artificial rates are found in fixed and floating exchange rates. 

Pegged exchange rate can fixed the economic problem by itself and provide growth opportunity also. When a 

fixed value is not maintained by the country is can‘t follow the fixed exchange rate.  

4) Various Participants of Foreign Exchange Market:   

a) Governments:   

Governments have requirements for foreign currency. Such as paying staff salaries and local bills for embassies 

abroad, or for arraigning a foreign currency credit line. Most often in dollars pound, for industrial or agriculture 

development in thirds world. Interest on which, as well as the capital sum, must periodically be paid foreign 

exchange rate concern governments because change affect the value of product and financial instruments, which 

affects the health of a nation‘s market and financial system.  

b) Banks:  

So many different types of Banks are engage in the export and Import marketing to greater or lesser extent. Some 

work to signal desired movement in the market without causing over change, while some aggressively manage 

their reserves by making speculative risks, the vast majority however, use their knowledge and expertise is 

assessing market trends for speculative gain for their exporter or importers. 

c) Central Bank: 

External value of the domestic currency is controlled and assigned by central bank of every country. Each country 

has a central or apex bank. For example- in India Reserve Bank of India  is the central Bank. 

d) Brokering Houses 

e) International monetary market  

f) Money managers  

g)  Retail clients  

h) Commercial bank  

i) Exchange bankers  

j) Overseas forex market 

k) Speculators 

l) stock brokers commodity,  firms insurance, companies charities, private institutions and private individuals.  

5) Financial Instruments of foreign exchange market:   

a) Spot Marketing:  

Spot marketing involves the quickest transaction is the foreign exchange market, this involves immediate 

payments at the current exchange rate is called as spot rate. The spot market account for 1/3
rd

 of all the currency 

exchange. Traders in Federal Reserve that takes place within two days of the agreement. The trader open of the 

volatility of the currency market, which can raise or lower the price between the agreement and the trade. 

b) Future Markets:  

These kind transactions involve future payment and future delivery at an agreed exchange rate future market 

contracts are standardized. It is not negotiable and the elements of the agreements are set. It also takes the 

volatility of the currency market; specifically the spot market out of the equation this type of market, specifically 

the spot market, out of the equations. This type of market is popular for steady return on their investments that is 

done on large currency transactions.  

c) Forward Market:  
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The terms are negotiable between the two parties. The terms can be changes according to the needs of the 

participants. Its allows for more flexibility. The entries swap currency for an agreed amount of the time. 

d) Swap transactions: 

In this types are two parties are involves where they exchange the currencies for certain time and agree to reserve 

the transaction at a later date. Swap is the most commonly used forward transaction. In swap transaction it is not 

traded through the exchange and there is no standardization. Until the transaction is completed the deposits 

required to hold the position. 

6) Foreign Exchange Market in India : 

The foreign exchange market in India is growing very rapidly. The annual turnover of the market is more than 

$400 billion. This transaction does not include the interbank transaction. Accordingly to the record of transaction 

released by RBI, the average monthly turnover in the merchant segment was $40.5 billion, the foreign exchange 

market consists of the buyers, sellers, Market intermediaries and the monitory authority of India, The main 

Central of foreign exchange transactions in India Mumbai the commercial capital of the country. There are several 

other centers for foreign exchange transactions in the countries including Kolkata, New Delhi, Chennai, 

Bangalore, Pondicherry, Coaching and Goa. Etc. 

The Foreign exchange market India is regulated by the RBI through the exchange control department. At the same 

time foreign exchange dealers association also provides some help in regulating the market. The authorized 

dealers and accredited brokers are eligible to participate in the foreign exchange market in India. When the 

foreign exchange trade is going on between authorized dealers and RBI or between the dealers and overseas 

Banks, the brokers have no role to play. The whole foreign exchange market in India is regulated by the foreign 

exchange management act 1999 or FEMA. Before this act was introduced, the market was regulated by the FERA 

or foreign exchange regulation act 1947. After independence, FERA introduced temporary measures to regulate 

the inflow of a foreign capital. The public accounts the Indian governments passed the foreign exchange 

regulation act 1973 and gradually this act become famous as FEMA.  

7) Conclusion:  

The foreign monetary exchange market is the biggest in the world. The New York exchange and future market 

combined and with reduced buy in limit now, even small time players can gain the tonex trading market place. 

Everyone should be gain buying an Auto-trading program. Sold to you with the promise of making you millions 

probably won‘t. in fact, it fact cost you, everything you own. The only way to win in tonex trading is the good. 

Old fashioned way-hard work and a solid understanding of the market. The Indian market performance and the 

interest rate. The currency derivatives market is highly leveraged.  

In the stock futures market, a 20% margin gains a five-told leverage. The margin payable is just 4% so the 

leverage is 33 times even a 1% change can wipe out a third of the investment. The Indian currency markets are 

well- regulated and there is almost no counter party risk. Investors should start small and gradually investment. 

LPG has transformed Indian external sector and a direct beneficiary of this has been the foreign exchange market 

in India. From a foreign exchange stared, control ridden economy India has moved on to a position of $150billion 

plus international reserve with a confident rupee and drastically reduced foreign exchange control. As foreign 

trade and cross-border capital flows continue to grow.The country moves towards convertibility. The foreign 

exchange market is poised to play an even greater rate in the economy, but is unliked to be completely tree of RBI 

interventions any time soon. 

Reference:- 

1. Http: 11 www.slashdocs.com /kvuttx/fem: htm 

2. http://www travelspk.com/forex/forex order-Development-History.htm. 

3. http:llen.wikipedia.org/wiki/foreign_ exchange_ 

4. Essentials of foreign exchange Trading (Block)-Iron Fames Chans. 

5. Foreign exchange currency-Revised AS-11 (TY BCOM) 
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Abstract 

Organizational Behaviors (O.B) as a discipline plays a vital role in this age of superior technological advancement and 

tremendous uncertainty. Most people are born and educated in organizations, acquire most of their material possessions 

from organizations, and die as members of organizations. Many of our activities are regulated by the various organizations 

that make up our governments. And most adults spend the better part of their lives working in organizations. Because 

organizations influence our lives so powerfully, we have every reason to be concerned about how and why those 

organizations function. The present study includes importance, the role of management in today‟s changing world 

environment, environmental challenges and emerging challenges of organizational behavior. Few things touch our daily life 

as much as organizations do. We depend on organizations for education, employment, food, clothing, shelter, health, wealth, 

recreation, travel and much more. They touch every aspect of human life, from birth-to-death. In fact, life becomes unlivable 

sans organizations. But most of us have a casual attitude towards organizations. We notice their importance when they fail to 

deliver their goods and services to us. In today‟s competitive scenario, organizations will have to reorient themselves to meet 

the new challenges 

 Keywords:- Organizational Behaviors; employment Competitive Strategy; technological advancement 

Introduction 

Organizations play five different roles. An organization allows people to jointly increase specializations and 

division of lab our. Use large scale technology, manage the external environment, economize on transaction costs, 

and exert power and control  all of which increase the value the organization can create Organizational Behaviors 

is a study and application of knowledge how people act or behave within organization. It is a human tool for 

human benefit. It applies broadly to the behavior of people in all types of organizations such as business, 

government, schools and service organizations. Organization Behaviors is concerned with the study of how and 

what people act in organizations and also how their acts affect the performance of the organization. It also applies 

the knowledge gained about individuals, groups and the effect of structure on human behavior in order to make 

organizations work more effectively 

Importance of Organizational Behaviors  

Most people are born and educated in organizations, acquire most of their material possessions from 

organizations, and die as members of organizations. Many of our activities are regulated by the various 

organizations that make up our governments. And most adults spend the better part of their lives working in 

organizations. Because organizations influence our lives so powerfully, we have every reason to be concerned 

about how and why those organizations function.  

Changes Affecting Managerial Functions   

The Continuous pace of change: Many of the changes are – Social and Cultural or Political or Technological or 

Economic or Environmental seem to be affecting the way in which organizations function and manage 

themselves.   

Power in the hands of buyers: Today‘s consumer has become more demanding. They 

Seek more and better products at lesser cost; want more flexibility, better convenience and continuous change.  

Learn to build systems to collect, share and retrieve knowledge in the new era: Organizations have to learn to 

grow effectively by continuously adding value and proving their ability to encourage their people to be creative 

and innovative. A big challenge before companies is to nurture and build a reservoir of wisdom.   
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Companies need to re-invent themselves: World over and in India too, companies are learning that the 

challenge before them is to become trim without becoming weak and build up an entrepreneurial spirit infused 

with the agility, flexibility and responsiveness of a new organization. 

Be ready for tomorrow today: Companies have to adopt a proactive stance and continuous efforts to lookout for 

tomorrow and reinvent themselves, the firm and products/ services for the future customers.  

The need to provide an able leadership style: Very often the concept of leadership is thought to be different for 

the role specific concept of Management. Leadership is associated with an individual, his ability to motivate and 

influence others rather than anything to do with his or her position in the organization There is a need for a shift in 

the mindset of organizations today to adopt the working together concept. The benefits will be visible when all the 

people linked with an organization seem comfortable with each other and are keen to share, interact and work 

towards organizational goal achievement 

Challenges of Organizational Behaviors 

1) Competitive Strategy: A firm‘s competitive strategy explains how it intends to compete with other firms in 

the same industry. In general, most firms adopt one of three business strategies. A firm using a differentiation 

strategy attempts to make its products or services at least appear to be different from others in the market place. A 

firm that adopts a cost leadership strategy, this allows the firm to charge a lower price for its products/services 

and thus gain more market share. Finally, a focus strategy involves targeting products to meet the unique needs of 

a specific customer group. 

2) Globalization: It is no secret that the world economy is becoming increasingly global in character. But often 

people do not realize the true magnitude of this globalization trend for managers. The globalization trend started 

right after World War II. The U.S. economy emerged strong and intact. U.S. businesses were the dominant 

worldwide suppliers in virtually all major industries.  

3) Quality and Productivity: Another competitive challenge that has attracted much attention is quality and 

productivity. Quality is the total set of features and characteristics of a product or service that define its ability to 

satisfy a stated or implied need of customers or consumers. Quality is an important issue for several reasons. First, 

more and more organizations are using quality as a basis for competition. Second, improving quality tends to 

increase productivity because making higher-quality products generally results in less waste and rework. Third, 

enhancing quality lowers costs. 

4) Manufacturing and Service Technology: A final environmental challenge confronting managers today is the 

set of issues involving technology. Technology is the set of processes the organization uses to transform resources 

into goods and services. Managing this form of technology requires managers to keep abreast of new forms of 

technology and to make appropriate investments in the acquisition of new manufacturing equipment. In addition, 

training employees for this type of work and then evaluating their performance was a relatively straight forward 

undertaking 

5) Work-force Diversity  

Work-force Diversity can be defined as the situation that exists when members of a group or organization differ 

from each other in terms of age, gender, race, ethnicity, and education. When workers join organizations, they 

come with their differing cultural values and lifestyle preferences. Therefore, the challenges for organizations is to 

make themselves accommodating to diverse groups of people at work place by addressing their different 

lifestyles, cultural moorings, family needs, and work styles.  

6) Changing Demographics of Workforce 

The demographic characteristics of workforce have undergone changes over the years. Increasing number of 

women joining industrial workforce, higher proportion of young workers, increasing share of aged people in 

workforce due to increased life-expectancy, and increasing tendency of husband and wife as working are the 

prominent changes occurred in workforce demographics everywhere in the world.  
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7) Improving Quality 

Yet another major challenge before today‘s managers have to face is offering of quality products and services to 

the customers. This is because the delivery of quality products and services to the customers has a direct impact 

on the success of organizations. The ever increasing concern for quality products and services has given genesis 

to today‘s buzzword ‗Total Quality Management‘ (TQM). TQM is different things to different people and has 

been both ―cussed‖ and discussed in the management literature and the actual practice of management. 

8).Organizational Justice 

Justice refers to a sense of fairness. Organizational Justice refers to the perceptions held by employees about the 

fairness of rewards they are receiving. Forms of organizational justice are relevant: distributive, informational, 

procedural, and interpersonal. Distributive Justice refers to the extent of satisfaction employees derive from their 

outcomes from the organization. Outcomes include compensation, work assignment, foreign jaunts and the like. 

Informational Justice refers to people‘s perceptions of the fairness of the information used as the basis for 

decision making.  

Conclusion 

Managers need conceptual, interpersonal and technical skills to make them effective. Inventing organizations, 

globalization, multiculturalism and quality are some of the contemporary issues relevant to the management. As 

we go into the future, organizational behavior experts confront several challenges while managing interpersonal 

relations in organizations. By the study it can be conclude that, there is a need for a shift in the mindset of 

organizations today to adopt the working together concept. The benefit will be visible when all the people linked 

with in an organization seem comfortable with each other and keen to share, interact and work towards 

organizational goal achievement. Organizational behavior is an exciting field of study which can help the 

managers in effective handling of human resource for the realization of organizational goals. Organizations have 

no parallels in so far as effecting daily is concerned. Organizations are created by individuals alone or in groups. 

On being formed, organizations facilitate division of labour, manage large-scale technology, manage the external 

environment, minimize transaction costs, and exert power and control. Organizational behavior is highly useful in 

ensuring organizational effectiveness 
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Abstract 

Self-help group (SHG) is a technique of establishing the poor people and the relegated to come composed to solve their 

single problem. Women empowerment is a process in which women challenge the existing norms and culture, to effectively 

promote their well being. The major findings in the present  study is  to justify the superior role played by the SHGs in 

increasing women empowerment in the society of Raigad district, by building them financially strong, as well as it helped 

them to save amount of money and invest it further development of the family.  

Keywords:- Women Empowerment, Self Help Groups, Social and economic empowerment 

Introduction: 

Social empowerment 

Constitutionally and legally, man and woman are equal treated in the family and society too. But in realty woman 

still finds a subordinate place in the society. Some are the examples of inequalities in reverence of women and 

men birth ratio, education, and participation in matters of socially, financial and political issues in the society. 

Atrocities are committed on woman. She is watched not as a human being but as mouthwatering thing in the 

society. 

Many exertions are being made to change this bad situation and bring an environment where man and woman 

would be observed equally in the family and society too. Many Schemes and strategies are being applied for equal 

education and equal opportunities of employment in government sector and private sector, so, women would have 

equal rights in the family matter and society issues. To get an improvement to women empowerment, mindset of 

the society as a whole should change according to current environment and need of the day. The social 

empowerment indicates that the woman should get a significant place in her family and society, and women 

should have a right to allow her to make use of obtainable assets. The members of self-help groups (SHGs) are 

typically women. They save money and invest in SHG activities for their development. They use this saved 

money at the time of their needs. When they can have money in their hand, they grow some status in their family 

and society. It gives the results in developing self-confidence, self-esteem and self-respect also that boost women 

at very high level.  

Self-help group (SHG) is a technique of establishing the poor people and the relegated to come composed to solve 

their single problem. The Self-help group (SHG) method is used by the government, NGOs and others worldwide 

by various organizations. The poor people gather their savings and save it in banks through Self-help groups. In 

reappearance they obtain easy access to 

loans with a small rate of interest to start their micro unit enterprise in the proper place. Self–Help Groups or in 

short SHGs is now a well –Known concept. 

Objectives of the Study:- 

Lift up self-esteem and self-confidence of women in the family and in the society. 

 Eradication of unfairness and all forms of violence against women and girl child in the families and in the 

society. 

 Construction and spiraling partnership with civil society mostly women‘s organizations. 

 Enforcement of legal and authorized provisions and conservation rights of women in the society. 

Review of the Literature 

Vikrant Sharma and Preeti Sharma [2014] studied in their research paper that Women empowerment is a 

process in which women challenge the existing norms and culture, to effectively promote their well being. The 

participation of women in Self Help Groups (SHGs) made a significant impact on their empowerment both in 
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social and economical aspects. Women participation in Self Help Groups have obviously created tremendous 

impact upon the life pattern and style of poor women and have empowered them at various levels not only as 

individuals but also as members of the family members of the community and the society. 

Sk. Asha Begum [2014] highlights the impact of self help groups on rural women in Andhra Pradesh particularly 

in Guntur district. The study was done to assess the economic, social and political empowerment that has been 

achieved by the sample respondents after joining SHGs across sample villages and to analyze the problem faced 

by the sample SHGs across sample villages. SHGs are an effective model to empower women economically, 

socially and politically throughout this region of Andhra Pradesh. Women‘s economic empowerment is most 

effective and sustainable when addressing different issues of women in this region face 

Sasmita Patel (2013) explained in her study Self Help Groups, as the strategic intervention, has brought changes 

in the life of women which was revealed during the study. The improvement was observed in their capacity, 

confidence, attitude and self-worth in the life of the women members in both the areas under study. The SHGs 

provide them the platform for regular interaction which strengthen mutual trust, cooperation and networking 

among them. It in turn helps in building and bridging of social capital in the local communities. 

Mofidul Islam and Jayanta Krishna Sarmah [2014] tries to look at how SHGs contribute to the process of 

socio-economic empowerment of women. It reveals that SHGs lead to personal empowerment in terms of creating 

awareness on social issues and access to savings but unsuccessful to transform the endeavor into entrepreneurial 

or skill oriented income generation programme and mobilizing members for community development issues. 

Research Methodology: 

Self-help groups are an empowering agent for the downtrodden. It acts as a catalyst of change for the 

underprivileged people of any nation. Corporate on the other hand have all the resources in their hand, like 

financial, production, human resource and knowledge base. They can easily approach any remote areas as no one 

can. The social responsibility of these organizations is much greater than any. 

The study is diagnostic in view of gathering of information from both essential and optional sources. Essential 

information is gathered from very much organized survey, Secondary information is collected from different 

distributed and unpublished records, books, diaries and data given by the self-improvement gatherings workplaces 

and government workplaces. Multi stage purposive and irregular inspecting has been embraced for the present 

study. 

Statistical Analysis: 

Education Status 

                                                                      Table-4.3 

 Educational information of SHG members 

Level of Education No. of Members Percentage 

Illiterate 
77 27.50 

Primary level 
91 32.50 

Secondary level 
56 20.00 

Sr. Secondary level 
33 11.79 

UG 
17 6.07 

PG 
6 2.14 

Total 280 
100 
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Figure-4.3:  

Representing educational information of SHG members 

 

 

                                
 

Table 4.3 shows the education-wise classification of respondents. The most important benefit of the microfinance 

programme is perhaps the opportunity that both illiterate and literate women can participate in the programme. 

The poor women who are generally illiterate or merely literate and who are generally excluded from formal line 

can take the opportunity of becoming a member of SHG and make her family and herself life better and thereby 

can become an economic agent. 

Figure 4.3 shows that 27.50% women are illiterate, 32.50% women have taken primary level education, 20% 

women have taken secondary level education, 11.79% women have taken senior secondary level education, 

6.07% women taken UG level education and 2.14% have taken PG level education. 

Distribution of respondents according to the reasons for join SHGs 

Table-4.8:  

Distribution of respondents according to the reasons for join SHGs  

 

Reasons for Joining 

SHGs 

 

No. of Members Percentage 

For Social Status 124 44.29 

For Savings 54 19.29 

For Getting Loan 43 15.36 

For Time Passing  9 3.21 

To Show the Talents 35 12.50 

For other reasons 15 5.36 

Total 280 100 

                                                                     

                                                                            Figure-4.8 

Distribution of respondents according to the reasons for joins SHGs  
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Table-4.8 show distribution of the respondents according to the reasons for joining in SHG. The major aim for 

joining SHGs by Karjat, Khalapur, Mahad, Pali, Panvel, Pen and Uren talukas of Raigad district women. It proves 

increasing social status and promotes savings.  This is true because many women in the study area joins the SHGs 

for getting loan and promote their personal savings, in addition to get social status. According to data 124 

respondents join SHG to get social status following 54 respondents join for saving purpose. Only 9 respondents 

join SHG for just time being.  

Figure 4.8 shows that in the present study  44.29 percent women join the SHGs for improve social status, 19.29 

percent join the SHGs for improve saving, 15.36 percent join the SHGs for getting loan, 3.21 percent join for time 

passing.  

 ●Opinion on social/ economic status (Before joining SHG) 

                                                         Table-4.15:  

Opinion on social/ economic status (Before joining SHG) 

Response of opinion on 

social/economic status 
No. of Members Percentage 

Higher 26 9.29 

Moderate 65 23.21 

Lower 189 67.50 

Total 280 100 

                                                                    Figure-4.15:  

Opinion on social/ economic status (Before joining SHG) 
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The Table 4.15 shows that social and economic status of respondents before joining SHG. An According to data, 

189 respondent‘s shows that they have lower economic and social status in the society. Only 26 respondents show 

higher status economically. 

The Figure 4.15 shows that 23 percent respondents have moderate means little good social and economic status in 

the society as well as only 9 percent respondents have higher social and economic status before joining SHG 

●Opinion on social/ economic status (After joining SHG) 

                                                                    Table-4.16:  

                                Opinion on social/ economic status (After joining SHG) 

Response of opinion on 

social/economic status 
No. of Members Percentage 

Higher 137 48.93 

Somewhat higher  69 24.64 

No Change 15 5.36 

Somewhat Lower  35 12.50 

Lower 24 8.57 

Total 280 100 

                                                              Figure-4.16: 

Opinion on social/ economic status (After joining SHG) 

 
 

Table 4.16 indicates the social and economic status of the respondents after joining SHG. There is increase in 

level of social and economic status of the respondents. After joining SHG 137 respondents shows higher 

economic and social status. Only 24 respondent‘s shows that they have lower economic and social status. 

The figure 4.16 shows that 49 percent respondents show the higher social and economic status and 25 percent 

respondent‘s shows somewhat higher social and economic status in the society as well as in home. Only 5 percent 

respondents show no change in social and economic status are marching ahead for a bright future. The major 

findings in the present  study is  to justify the superior role played by the SHGs in increasing women 

empowerment in the society of Raigad district, by building them financially strong, as well as it helped them to 

save amount of money and invest it further development of the family.  

Suggestions conclusion: 

It is also found that the SHGs formed confidence for social, economic self-reliance among in the members in 

villages. It develops the alertness programmes and schemes, loan policies and many more time to time. The social 

life also enhanced after joining the self-help groups. 

Almost 65 percent members join the self-help groups for social and economic status. Only 15 percent members 

join the SHGs for getting loan for business.  
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In the present study, it is indicated that more than 85% of the rural women are unskilled, containing them to low 

paid occupations because of lack of information and social status in the society. 

The present study endeavors to regulate whether and to what extent SHGs has an impact on the overall 

empowerment of rural women in the Raigad district of Maharashtra. 
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Abstract 

Human resource development is equipping people with relevant skills to have a healthy and satisfying life. Human resource 

management (HRM) deals with procurement, development, compensation, maintenance and utilization of human resources. 

HRD deals with efficient utilization of human resources and it is a part of HRM. The management of people in organizations 

from a macro perspective, i.e. managing people in the form of a collective relationship between management and employees. 

Human resource being a systematic process for bringing the desired changes in the behaviour of employees. Human 

Resource Management is “concerned with the people dimension in management. HRD is the core of competencies of the 21st 

century corporations. 

Introduction 

In 1970, Leonard Nadler published his book ―Developing Human Resources‖ in which he coined the term ‗human 

resource development‘ (HRD). Human resource refers to the talents and energies of people that are available to an 

organization as potential contributors to the creation and realization of the organization‘s mission, vision, values, 

and goals. 

Development refers to a process of active learning from experience-leading to systematic and purposeful 

development of the whole person, body, mind, and spirit. Thus, HRD is the integrated use of training, 

organizational and career development efforts to improve individual, group, and organizational effectiveness. 

Objectives 

1. To study the concept of Human Resource Development. 

2. To study the features of Human Resource Development. 

3. To learn the scope and functions of Human Resources Development. 

4. To study the HRD objectives. 

5. To study the recent development in the field of HRD. 

Definitions Of Hrd: 

1. According to South Pacific Commission:   ‗Human resource development is equipping people with relevant 

skills to have a healthy and satisfying life‘. . According to Watkins, ‗human resource development is fostering 

long-term work related learning capacity at individual, group and organizational level‘. 

2. The American Society for Training and Development:  HRD as follows: ‗human resource development is 

the process of increasing the capacity of the human resource through development. It is thus the process of 

adding value to individuals, teams or an organization as a human system‘. 

Features Of Hrd: 

1. Systematic approach: 

HRD is a systematic and planned approach through which the efficiency of employees is improved. The future 

goals and objectives are set by the entire organization, which are well planned at individual and organizational 

levels. 

2. Continuous process: 

HRD is a continuous process for the development of all types of skills of employees such as technical, 

managerial, behavioural, and conceptual. Till the retirement of an employee sharpening of all these skills is 

required. 

3. Multi-disciplinary subject: 

HRD is a Multi-disciplinary subject which draws inputs from behavioural science, engineering, commerce, 

management, economics, medicine, etc. 
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4. All-pervasive: 

 HRD is an essential subject everywhere, be it a manufacturing organization or service sector industry. 

5. Techniques: 

HRD embodies with techniques and processes such as performance appraisal, training, management development, 

career planning, counselling, workers‘ participation and quality circles. 

SCOPE OF HRD: 

Human resource management (HRM) deals with procurement, development, compensation, maintenance and 

utilization of human resources. HRD deals with efficient utilization of human resources and it is a part of HRM. 

Human resource being a systematic process for bringing the desired changes in the behaviour of employees 

involves the following areas: 

1. Recruitment and selection of employees for meeting the present and future requirements of an organization. 

2. Performance appraisal of the employees in order to understand their capabilities and improving them through 

additional training. 

3. Offering the employees‘ performance counselling and performance interviews from the superiors. 

4. Career planning and development programmes for the employees. 

5. Development of employees through succession planning. 

6. Workers‘ participation and formation of quality circles. 

7. Employee learning through group dynamics and empowerment. 

8. Learning through job rotation and job enrichment. 

9. Learning through social and religious interactions and programmes. 

10. Development of employees through managerial and behavioural skills. 

Objectives Of Hrd: 

The prime objective of human resource development is to facilitate an organizational environment in which the 

people come first. The other objectives of HRD are as follows: 

1. Equity: 

Recognizing every employee at par irrespective of caste, creed, religion and language, can create a very good 

environment in an organization. HRD must ensure that the organization creates a culture and provides equal 

opportunities to all employees in matters of career planning, promotion, quality of work life, training and 

development. 

2. Employability: 

Employability means the ability, skills, and competencies of an individual to seek gainful employment anywhere. 

So, HRD should aim at improving the skills of employees in order to motivate them to work with effectiveness. 

3. Adaptability: 

Continuous training that develops the professional skills of employees plays an important role in HRD. This can 

help the employees to adapt themselves to organizational change that takes place on a continuous basis. 

Hrd Functions: 

HRD functions include the following: 

1. Employee training and development, 

2. Career planning and development, 

3. Succession planning, 

4. Performance appraisal, 

5. Employee‘s participation in management, 

6. Quality circles, 

7. Organization change and organization development. 

Recent Developments 

Recent developments in the area of human resources management include treating the employees as economic, 

social, psychological and spiritual men and women.  
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The important aspects of development of human resources management year wise is shown below: 

• In the year 1995, emphasis has been shifted to human resources development (HRD). 

• In the year 1998, emphasis on HRD, cultural diversity, teamwork and participative management has been   

   continuing. Further, the emerging areas are total quality in management in HRM, empowering the employees   

   and developing empowered teams and integrating HRM with strategic management as the top management,    

   realised that HRM is the core of competencies of the 21st century corporations.  

• In the year 1999, second National Commission on Labour was setup to study the labour conditions.  

• In the year 2001, emphasis has been on 'smart sizing of the organisations'.  

• In the year 2002, emphasis has been shifted to positive attitude of the candidate/employee rather than skill and   

   knowledge.  

• In the year 2003, shift from intelligence quotient (IQ) to emotional quotient (EQ).  

• In the year 2004, shift from skilled workers to knowledge workers. 

 • In the year 2005, shift from hierarchical structure to flexible and virtual structures.  

• In the year 2006, HRM has become the core of strategic management level.  

• In the year 2007, the concept of HRM has been relegated to human capital management.  

• In the year 2008, emphasis has been on retention management and development of own human resources by 

companies through alliances with universities/colleges. In the same year, there was decline in business operations 

due to global economic recession and crisis. 6  

• In the year 2009, continuation of job cuts, pay costs and lay-offs due to prolonged global recession and crisis.  

• In the year 2014, emphasis is shifted to talent management and flexible human resource policies and practices. 

Conclusion 

It is concluded that human resource management is most important for the employee career and development. 

Human Resource development is the most important element of HRM. Which set the career of employee by 

promoting, training, selecting ,placing, performance appraisal etc. Without HRD no business can be succeed in 

the current era. 

Reference: 

1. https://www.thebalance.com/what-is-human-resource-development-hrd-1918142. 

2. https://study.com/academy/lesson/human-resource-development-definition-importance.html. 

           https://www.managementstudyguide.com/human-resource-development.htm 
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Abstract  

The agriculture is a basic activity of human beings since ancient period. This activity was carried out at subsistence level 

besides animal husbandry. Agriculture provides food grains to human beings and fodder for animals. Indapur Tehsil is 

selected for the study. The Indapur Tehsil is one of the Tehsils in Pune district consisting of 143 villages and three urban 

settlements. The present study has modest attempt to study the productivity indexin Indapur Tehsil of Pune district for its 

better landuse planning and prepare spatialproductivitydistribution maps to show productivity index for agricultural 

planning and management.Enyedi‟s Productivity Index is more suitable for this research work. The productivity pattern of 

Jowar has decreasing trend towards north-west and south-east from central pocket of high productivity. Towards southeast 

part of the Tehsil productivity increases due to availability of water from River Nira and left Nira canal and medium black to 

deep black. 

Keywords: - Land use, Productivity Index 

Introduction 

The agriculture is a basic activity of human beings since ancient period. This activity was carried out at 

subsistence level besides animal husbandry. Agriculture provides food grains to human beings and fodder for 

animals.  After independence, Indian government is paying more attention for agricultural development through 

five year plans 

Agriculture contributes twenty seven percent to India‘s total national income about sixty eight percent population 

is associated in the agriculture activity and ninety percent of rural population is engaged in agricultural and allied 

activities Rao and Jasbir Singh (1981) considered ―Productivity as the degree at which the economic, cultural, 

technical and organizational variables can exploit the biotic resources of the area for agricultural production‖. 

Bhatia (1967) defined Agricultural efficiency as ―the aggregate performance of different crops in regard to their 

output per acre‖. Singh (1979) defined Agricultural Productivity as ―The quality of returns from arable land‖. He 

argued that quantity of produce shows its intensity and the spatial expansion.  

Agricultural Productivity is generally regarded from two directions: 

(a) Productivity of land. 

(b) Productivity of infrastructure engaged in Agriculture. 

 Study Area  

The Indapur Tehsil is one of the Tehsils in Pune district consisting of 143 villages and three urban settlements.  It 

lies entirely in Bhima-Nira basin.  Geographically, these area extents from 17° 53´ to 18° 15´north latitudes and 

74° 35´ to 75° 8´east longitudes (Fig 1.1) The area is drained by Bhima on north and east sides and the Nira river 

in south side 

The study area experiences semi-arid climate. April, May and June are the hottest months with mean maximum 

temperature of 40° centigrade Temperature gradually reduces in December and January with mean minimum 

Temperature 12 ° centigrade.  The medium black and deep black soil appears within study area.  The soil fertility 

encourages of grow various like Sugarcane, Jowar, Bajra, Onion, Vegetables. According to 2011 Census the area 

has 383100 populations, out of these 199213 males and 183887 females and density of population is 247 per 

square kilometre. National highway, State highway, major district and other road are major roots of transport 

besides broad-gauge railway route in Indapur Tehsil.  Indapur is an administrative head quarter of this Tehsil. 
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Fig.1.1 Location of Study Area 

Objectives 

The present study has undertaken with an objective to assess the agricultural productivityin Indapur Tehsil of 

Pune district. This study highlights fallowing aspects: 

 i)  To measure the productivity index 

 ii) To identify agricultural regions of study area, 

Methodology 

Research methodology is a way to systematically solve the research problem. The following method was used for 

the study. 

Enyedi’s Productivity Index: 

Enyedi, G.Y. (1964) while describing geographical types of agriculture in Hungary refers to his formula of 

productivity index for deciding Agricultural Productivity. Shafi (1972 and 1974) also adopted this approach to 

decide the productivity indices in respect of twelve food crops in India. His formula for evaluating productivity 

co-efficient involved the spatial distribution of productivity for major crops and later mapping and interpreting it 

by utilising Enyedi‘s Index. 

Productivity Index 
 

  
 

 

  
     

Where  

Y = Production of selected crop in a unit area 

Yn = Total production of selected crop in entire region  

T = Area under selected crop in a unit area 

Tn = Area under selected crop in entire region 
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Enyedi‘s Productivity Index is more suitable for this research work. There are eight sample selected by purposive 

sample method form the study area. In study region there are eight agricultural circle which are selected as 

sample namely, Anturne, Bawada, Bhigwan, Indapur, Kati, Loni, Palsdev and Sansar. 

Primary data regarding production of Jowar and Sugarcane have collected in seven samples villages through 

questionnaire and interviews. 

Discussion and results 

Agricultural Productivity: 

The knowledge of existing levels of productivity is necessary for better planning and management for 

development of backward areas. The population has been rapidly growing and as result it needs to be managed 

properly. Hence, it is crucial to make a detailed study of each crop and its production. Here an effort has been 

made to discover the crop productivity regions of Indapur Tehsil and the factors involved in it.  

Productivity of Jowar 

The spatial distribution of productivity of jowar is shown in Table 1.1 and Fig. 1.2 It is observed that local 

topography, soil type and irrigation influence the productivity of jowar. Least productivity is recorded in the 

three region of study region. These regions are Loni Deokar (65.85), Indapur (74.09), Palasdev (65.85) and 

Bhigwan (82.32) agricultural circle where maximum area is under sugarcane cultivation and corn cultivation 

and jowar mix crop cultivation in this area.Jowar crop requires less amount of water. It is a drought resistant 

crop.  Anthurne (148.17), Bawada (107.01) and Kati (123.48) agricultural circle shows high productivity of 

jowar due to plane topography, medium black soil and irrigation. These regions are situated south west, 

central and south part of Indapur Tehsil Index of productivity of jowar from 80 to 120 is occupies maximum 

area of Indapur Tehsil.  
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Fig.1.2 Agricultural Productivity of Jowar and Sugarcane 

 

Table 1.1 Productivity of Jowar 

Agricultural 

Circle 

Area  

(Hector) 

Production in 

Quintal/Hector  

Total 

Production 

(Quintal) 

Index of 

Productivity 

Anthurne 159 18 2862 148.17 

Bawada 830 13 10790 107.01 

Bhigwan 147 10 1470 82.32 

Indapur  840 9 7560 74.09 

Kati 650 15 9750 123.48 

Loni 98 8 784 65.85 

Palsdev 19 8 152 65.85 

Sansar 40 11 440 90.55 

Source: Computed by Researcher 

Productivity of Sugarcane  

Sugarcane is a long duration crop grown in medium black and deep black soil with assured supply of 

irrigation (Singh and Dillon). The spatial distribution of sugarcane productivity is shown in Fig. 1.2. The 

highest productivity of sugarcane is observed inBawadaagricultural circle (124.33) situated in the south-east 

and east part along the bank of river Bhima and Nirafollowed by Loni (111.89) and Indapur (105.68) of the 

study region (Table 1.2 and Fig. 1.2).  

Table 1.2 Productivity of Sugarcane 

Agricultural 

Circle 

Area  

(Hector) 

Production in 

Tonnes/Hector  

Total 

Production 

(Tonnes) 

Index of 

Productivity 

Anthurne 280 80 22400 49.73 

Bawada 717 200 143400 124.33 

Bhigwan 393 160 62880 99.46 

Indapur 1771 170 301070 105.68 

Kati 75 85 6375 52.84 

Loni 646 180 116280 111.89 

Palsdev 125 125 15625 77.70 

Sansar 759 130 98670 80.81 

Source: Computed by Researcher 

Lowest productivity of sugarcane is observed in centre, south and north part of study region. These 

agricultural circles are Anthurne (49.73), Kati (52.84) and Palasdev (77.70).In southeast and east part of study 

region, sugarcane productivity is high. Anthurne region has also lowest productivity of sugarcane due to less 

irrigation facility.  Moderate productivity of sugarcane is observed in Bhigwan (99.46) and Sansaragricultural 

circles of Indapur Tehsil.  Towards southeast part of the Tehsil productivity increases due to availability of 

water from River Nira and left Nira canal and medium black to deep black. 
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Abstract  

Blue ocean strategy is a marketing theory. It was developed by W. Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne. It is explained in the 

book „Blue Ocean Strategy‟ written by these two stalwarts and published by Harvard Business Review Press in 2015. They 

are professors and co-directors of the INSEAD Blue Ocean Strategy Institute. After studying one hundred and fifty strategic 

moves spanning more than a hundred years and thirty different industries they have established this term. They argue that 

companies can succeed by creating “Blue Oceans” of uncontested market space. They opposed the ideology of “Red 

Oceans” where competitors fight for dominance. Here, the analogy being that an ocean full of vicious competition which 

turns in to red ocean with blood.  

 Under the blue ocean strategy the firms are expected to generate profits from new markets. It emphasises ways to function in 

market place which is free from competitors. Under this unique strategy, the business firms are expected to use more 

alternatives. It is also expected to explore new potential customers and concentrate rather neglect the element of competition.  

Introduction 

Blue Ocean strategy strongly trusts in new grasslands with ample green grass pastors. Here, green grass denotes 

market with new opportunities. The strategy aims to focus on unique, entirely different and completely innovative 

products. It also aims at new targets, its own standards and profit making tools to harness profit from the market. 

It does not mean wasting time in normal market competition. 

The strategy has pointed out that how business firms unnecessarily indulge into competition for winning the 

market place under ‗red ocean‘ situations. It aims at smooth sailing and hunting new opportunities. It always 

emphasises on the places without competitors. It considers the cost of competition and attracts a large number of 

customers.  

Review of Literature 

The authors of the book ‗Blue Ocean Strategy‘ say, ‗Four Actions Framework‘ is necessary for discovering blue 

ocean strategy. It also suggests for designing a new value curve. These four factors can be mentioned as : 

1. Raising: The idea of raising is the various factors in business are to be raised much above the company‘s 

standard. Once the standards are fixed as per these high targets the achievements can be expected.  

2. Eliminating: Those factors for which the business firm has struggled for a long time and wasted a lot of 

energy are to be eliminated.  

3. Reducing: Here, the firm has to study cost factors. A very low cost. factors which are cost burden or 

problem creating elements are to be reduced. They are to be reduced below the standard of the company.  

4. Creating: These new factors are developed, created and established that the company has never offered 

to anyone at anytime.  

Key Elements 

The main thrust area in ‗Blue Ocean Strategy‘ is to encourage the business firms to concentrate and utilise new 

alternative to expand business. It also stresses on exploring new customers. It is not interested in wasting time and 

energy on normal and usual market competition.  

The best example of blue ocean strategy is Jio cell phones. The said company tapped those customers who want 

to use internet and mobile network at a very low cost. They avoided the thrust areas tapped by the other firms. 

They attracted a large number of customers and won the nationwide market in India.  

The four principles of blue ocean strategy are: 

1. Reconstruction of market boundaries and creating untapped market. 

2. Focusing on larger canvas.  
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3. Reaching the level beyond existing level of demands. 

4. Getting the strategic sequence in the right direction.  

In this strategy business is controlled by the business firm itself. However, the element of competition is 

eliminated completely. The company is expected to develop some or the other products and services to cater the 

needs of the developing consumer market. The profits expected here may be very low but constant and long 

lasting. It never wastes time in existing market.  

Red Ocean Strategy V/s. Blue Ocean Strategy 

When the firms compete with each other the market represents Red ocean. These are the known and identified 

markets. All the players and new entrants in this market know each other in depth. They follow same business 

policies. The element of business competition and the fighting spirit is open secret. All have profit making ideas. 

They have very limited scope for profit making. All have to survive in the market for which they get indulged into 

unethical business practices. On the other hand, blue ocean strategies guide business firms to keep away from 

existing traditional markets. They explore unknown markets. This new market space is free from competition. It is 

very easy to create artificial demand.  

Red ocean markets are flooded with traditional markets whereas the blue ocean markets are full with new and 

unique products.  

Red ocean markets have limited opportunity to earn profits due to saturation in markets. But the blue ocean 

market grows in a rapid pace where there is a chance to earn huge profits.  

Red ocean strategy follows traditional management policy whereas the blue ocean policy follows strategic 

management. 

Red ocean strategy revolves around the same old and outdated market whereas the blue ocean policy believes in 

exploring new markets. 

In brief, blue ocean strategy is the intelligent extension of strategic management. It provides wider strategic and 

sound footing to the business. 

Unique ideas developed to harness untapped market is the blue ocean policy. But many management experts do 

not recognise blue ocean policy as unique one. They consider it as an extension to the old ideas.  

Conclusions 

Blue ocean strategy is the positive and ambitious way of life. It is the method of entering untapped markets. It 

creates more demand for the products and services. It concentrates on creating value of goods for the buyers. It 

also creates value to the business firms and employees. It makes the element of competition irrelevant. It creates 

big performance by avoiding the unwanted element of competition. It shows product differentiation policy at low 

cost.  

Hero Honda two wheeler is the best example of avoiding competition with huge profits due to large scale of 

production and sale by increasing the quantum of business.  The same in modern days observed in case of Honda 

Activa or Hero bikes. Thus, blue ocean strategy touches consumer psychology. It finds commercial, emotional 

and sensational value of the product.  

It is a totally new ideology to minimise the costs, increase the customer base, to develop new markets and to earn 

huge profit.  
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izLrkouk% T;k voLFksr lektkrhy dkgh xVkauk fdeku vUu]oL=]vkf.k fuokjk ;kalkj[;k thouko’;d oLrw 

cjkp dkG fu;feri.ks feGfo.ks fdaok feG.ks v’kD; vlrs +v’kh fLFkrh Eg.kts nkfjnz;koLFkk gks; + T;k osGh 

lektkrhy cjkplk eksBk xV lkrR;kus dsoG fuokZg ikrGhojhy fdaok R;kgh [kkyhyikrGhojhy thou txr 

vlrks R;k osGh lekt O;kid nkfjnz;kus iNkMysyk vkgs + vls Eg.krk ;sbZy + Hkkjrklkj[;k ns’kkr O;kid 

nkfjnz; n`”Vhl iMrs + ‘kgjkrhy fujfujkG;k Hkkxkr fdaok jLR;kaP;k Qjlcanhoj >ikV;kus ok<ysY;k 

>ksiMiVVhrhy yksdkaph fLFkrh ikgrk Hkkjrkr O;kid nkfjnz; vk<Gwu ;srs + 

oS|dh; enr] f’k{k.k] dje.kwd] ;k xks”Vh rj cktwykp jkgksr] i.k fdeku vko’;d  vUu] fi.;kps ik.kh 

vkjksX;fo”k;d lsok] diMkyrk] fuokjk b +fdeku vko’;d xjtsP;k oLrw o lsokns[khy ;k yksdkauk feGw ‘kdr 

ukghr +v’kk izdkjps vR;ar nq%[kh thou nkfjnz;koLFksrhy gs yksd o”kksZuqo”ksZ txr vkgsr + 

nkfjnz;kph O;k[;k %& 

nkfjnz;kph O;k[;k [kkyhyizek.ks Li”V djrk ;srhy + 

1½+ 2-250 dWyjh feGowu ns.kkjk vkgkj gk fdeku vko’;d ikrGhojhy vkgkj gks; &izk +Ogh + ,e + nkaMsdj] 

vkf.k MkW + ,u +jFk + 

2½+ xzkeh.k HkkxkP;k n`”Vhus njjkst 2-400 dWyjh vkf.k ukxjh HkkxkP;k n`”Vhus njjkst njMksbZ 2-100 dWyjh 

feGowu ns.kkjk vkgkj fdeku vko’;d vkgkj eku.;kr vkyk + & lgkO;k iapokf”kZd ;kstusuqlkj + 

3½+ nkfjnz; Eg.kts & v’kh ifjfLFkrh dh] T;ke/;s O;Drh vkiY;k eqyHkwr xjtk mnk +vUu]oL=] o fuokjklq/nk 

iw.kZ d: ‘kdr ukgh + 

Okjhy O;k[;k uqlkj vls Eg.krk ;sbZy dh] euq”; dsoG vUukoj thou txw ‘kdr ukgh  rj R;k[ksjht R;kyk 

fdeku vko’;d diMkyRrk] vkf.k fuokjk ;k oLrqaph ns[khy xjt vlrs + vkf.k ;k xjtk R;k O;Drhps iwrZrk 

gksr ukgh R;kl nkfjnz; vls EgVys tkrs + 

nkfjnz;kps Lo:Ik %&Hkkjrkrhy Lokra=;iwoZ nkfjnz; gs fczfV’kkaP;k olkgrkokn /kksj.kkpk ifj.kke gk srk rj 

Lokr=;kuarj lnks”k vlysY;k nkfjnz; fueqyZuklkBh vko’;d vlysY;k bPNk’kDrhpk vHkko mRiUukrhy fo”kerk 

o ;ksX; jkstxkj /kksj.kkapk vHkko ;keqGs Hkkjrkr nkfjnz;kps leL;k rhoz Lo:Ik /kkj.k dsysys vkgs + 

Hkkjrkrhy nkfjnz;kph ladYiuk % 

Hkkjrkr loZlk/kkj.ki.ks nkfjnz;kdMs nksu n`”Vhdksukrwu ikgrk ;srs +¼v½fujis{k nkfjnz;¼c½lkis{k nkfjnz; + 

¼v½fujis{k nkfjnz;kph ladYiuk % 

nkfjnz;kP;k fujis{k ladYiusuqlkj fuokZgklkBh vR;kvko’;d vls ,d fujis{k ekid fdaok izek.k vlrs + Eg.kts 

thou tx.;klkBh vUu/kkU;] diMkyRrk vkf.k fuokjk ;kaph dkgh fdeku okLro ifjek.ks vlrkr + ;k ifjek.kkaps 

pkyw fderhuqlkj iS’kkr :aikrj dsys tkrs + vkf.k v’kk fjrhus njMksbZ fdeku miHkksxR;k iS’kkrhy vkdMk Bjfoyk 

tkrks + T;k yksdkaph mRiknukph ikrGh iS’kkr O;Dr dsysY;k fdeku miHkksxkis{kk deh vlrs + vls yksd 

nkfjnz;js”ks[kkyh vkgsr vls ekuys tkrs + 

¼c½ lkis{k nkfjnz;kph ladYiuk %& 

yksdkaps ljkljh jkg.kheku fujfujkG;k ns’kkr fujfujkGs vlrs + mnk + vesfjdslkj[;k vR;ar Jhearns’kkrhy 

ljkljh jkgf.keku Qkj mPp ikrGhojhy vkgs +vesfjdsr ts yksd ljkljh jkg.khekukis{kk [kkyP;k ikrGhojhy 

thou txrkr vls yksd rsFks xjhc ekuys tkrhy +i.k vesfjdse/khy ljkljh jkg.kheku ikrGh Hkkjrkrhy ljkljh 
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jkg.kheku ikrGh’kh rqyuk djrk brdh mPp vkgs dh] vesfjdse/khy ifjfLFkrhP;kn`”Vhus xjhc vl.kkjs yksd T;k 

izdkjps thou txr vkgsr R;k izdkjps thou txr vl.ks ‘kD; vkgs + R;kpizek.ks LohMu]baXyaM] teZuh] ;k 

ns’kkarhy xjhc yksd izR;{kkr Hkkjrkrhy e/;e oxkZrhy yksd fdaok dkgh Jhear yksd ts jkg.kheku miHkksxrkr 

R;kis{kk mPp ikrGhps jkg.kheku miHkksxr vl.ks laHkors +R;k ns’kkarhy xjhc yksd Hkkjrkrhy ifjfLFkrhP;k n`”Vhus 

Jhear vlw ‘kdrkr vkf.k Hkkjrkrhy dkgh Jhear yksd vesfjdse/;s xjhc ekuys tk.ks ‘kD; vkgs + 

xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy nkfjnz;kps dkj.ks %& 

xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy O;kid nkfjnz;kl vusd dkj.ks vkgsr + R;kaiSdh egRokph dkj.ks iq<hyizek.ks  lkaxrk ;srhy + 

1½ vfrfjDr yksdla[;k %& Hkkjr gk vfrfjDr yksdla[;k vlysyk ns’k vkgs + 1951 e/;s Hkkjrkph yksdla[;k 

36 +10 dksVh gksrh rh 2001 ;k o”khZ 102 +7 dksVh ,o<h >kyh  vkgs + yksdla[;k 2 +1 ;k njkus ok<r vkgs 

rj jk”V ªh; mRiUu ok<hpk ljkljh nk gk 3 +5VDds vkgs +R;keqGs njMksbZ mRiUu ok<hpk nj 1 VDdsis{kk deh vkgs + 

R;keqGs Hkkjrkr ljkljh jkg.kheku gyD;k ntkZps vkgs o R;keqGs xzkeh.k Hkkxkr nkfjnz; vk<Grs  

2½+ vkfFkZd fLFkrhe/khy derjrk %& vkiyh vkfFkZd fLFkrh lq/kkj.;kph rhoz bPNk xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy dkgh 

yksdkae/;s vlyh rjh R;klkBh vko’;d rh mRiknd ftanxh vkf.k dkS’kY;k R;kaP;ktoG ukgh + 

3½ fuj{krk %& xzkeh.k turk fuj{kj vkgs + R;keqGs R;kaP;ke/;s vk/kqfud dkS’kY; vHkkokusp vk<Grs + 

LokHkfodp ijaijkxr oLraqps ijaijkxr i/nrhus mRiknu dj.kk&;k xzkeh.k dkjkfxjkaP;k v’kk oLrqqauk Qkj’kh ekx.kh 

ulY;kps fnlrs + ‘kgjh Hkkxkiklwu xzkeh.k izos’k dj.kk&;k ;a=fufeZr oLraqeqGs fuekZ.k gks.kk&;k Li/ksZl ;’kLoh 

jhrhus rksaM ns.;kps lkeF;Z xzkeh.k dkjkfxjkae/;s ukgh + 

4½+ jkstxkjkph derjrk %& xzkeh.k Hkkxkr Ik;kZ;kh jkstxkjkph {ks=s miyC/k ulqu ok<R;k yksdla[;seqGs Hkwehojhy 

rk.k vf/kdkf/kd ok<r vkgs + ifj.kker% xzkeh.k tursP;k nkfjnz;kr Hkj iMr vkgs + xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy fuj{kjrseqGs 

vkf.k va/kJ/nseqGs] rlsp ikjaikfjd /kkfeZd letqrheqGs dqaVqcfu;kstu vkf.k yksdla[;k fu;a=.k dk;Zdze 

ifj.kkedkjd Bjysys ukfgr + 

5½ vk/kqfud ra=Kkukpk vHkko %& HkkaMoykP;k derjrseqGs Hkkjrh; m|ksx tqU;k o ijaijkxr ra=Kukpk okij 

djrkr +R;keqGs lq/nk mRiknu o mRiUu ikrGh deh vkgs + R;keqGs Hkkjrkrhy xzkeh.k Hkkxkr eksB;k izek.kkoj 

nkfjnz; vk<Grs + 

rDrk dz 1 +1 

fdeku thou fuokZg 

fdeku 1973&74 1977 & 78 1999 &00 2011 & 12 

Xkzkeh.k 56-4 53-1 27-1 27-82 

‘kgjh 49-2 47-4 23-6 25-2 

Lak;qDr 54-9 51-8 26-1 35-46 

Source: - Eco Survey – 2011-12 

Okjhy vkdMsokjh vls n’kZfors dh] xzkeh.k rlsp ‘kgjh Hkkxkr o laiw.kZ ns’kkP;k ikrGhojlq/nk nkfjnz; js”ks[kkyh 

thou tx.kk&;k yksdla[;sps izek.k deh gksr vkgs + 

Xkzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy nkfjnz; fueqZyuklkBh mik;;kstuk  

Xkzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy O;kid nkfjnz;kps fueqZyu dj.;klkBh vkysY;k mik;;kstuk iq<hizek.ks  

1½ ykxoM i/nrhyk izksRlkgu %& flapulksbZ] vf/kd pkaxY;k ntkZps ch&fc;k.ks] [krs b + vknkus miyC/k d:u 

nsÅu ykxoM i/nrhyk izksRlkgu fnys ikfgts + 

2½ ra=Kkukrhy ok< %& LFkkfud Hkkxkr miyC/k vlysY;k lk/kulkeqxzhP;k o euq”;cGkP;k lkg;kus ‘ksrekykoj 

vk/kkfjr m|ksx LFkkiu dj.;kps vkf.k ok<hl yko.;kps iz;Ru dsys tkr vkgsr + ;k m|ksaxkuk izf’kf{kr Jfedkapk 

fu;fer iqjoBk Ogkok ;k n`”Vhus mesnokjkauk rkaf=d laLFkse/;s f’k{k.k ns.;kr ;sr vkgs 
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3½ ekQd O;ktnjkus dtZ %& djfo”k;d loyrh] rkaf=d f’k{k.kdze] vkS|ksfxd fodklkP;kn`”Vhus  vR;ko’;d 

vl.kk&;k lsok &lqfo/kkapk iqjoBk b + vusdfo/k izsj.kk miyC/k d:u nsÅu xzkeks|ksxkaP;k vkf.k y?kqm|ksxkaP;k 

fodklkyk pkyuk fnyh tkr vkgs + 

4½+ xzkeh.k jkstxkj geh ;kstuk %& egkjk”Vª ‘kklukus xzkeh.k jkstxkj geh ;kstuk dk;Zokghr vk.kyh vkgs  th 

O;Drh csjkstxkj vkgs vkf.k th O;Drh dke dj.;kl r;kj vkgs v’kk izR;sd O;Drhyk jkstxkj geh ;kstukuqlkj 

dke iqjfoys tkrs + 

5½ Lo.kZt;arh xzke Lo&jkstxkj ;kstuk %&,fizy 1999 e/;s gh ;kstuk lq: dj.;kr vkyh + Loa;jkstxkj 

miyC/k d:u ns.kkjh gh ,deso ;kstuk vkgs + nkfjn z;js”ks[kkyhy xjhc dqaVaqckuk lkekftd la?kVukP;k ek/;ekrwu 

izf’kf{kr d:u R;kaph dk;Z{kerk ok<fo.ks gs eq[; mfnn”V vkgs + gh ;kstuk dasnz ljdkjP;k 75 VDds vkf.k jkT; 

ljdkjP;k 25 VDds xaqro.kqdhP;k izek.kkus dk;ZfUor dj.;kr vkyh vkgs +32-48 yk[k Loa;jkstxkjkauk ;kpk 

Qk;nk feGkyk vkgs + 

nkfjnz; fuokj.;kps dk;Zdze 

1½ vokLro ;kaf=dhdj.kkojhy Hkj deh dj.ks %& vkS|ksfxd laLFkkrwu ;kaf=ddhdj.kkoj vokLro Lo:ikr fnyk 

tk.kkjk Hkj deh dsyk ikfgts + 

2½ xzkeh.k Hkkxkr m|ksx/kans lq: dj.ks %& fofo/k ‘kgjkr gks.kkjs yksdla[;sps dsanzhdj.k  Rofjr Fkksifoys xsys 

ikfgts + xzkeh.k Hkkxkrp uohu m|ksx LFkkiys rj xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy ukxfjdkaps LFkykarj Fkkafcrk ;sbZy + 

3½ Lora«; O;olk; LFkkiusl izksRlkgu %& lqf’kf{kr csjkstxkjkauk uksdjh,soth Lor%ps Lora«; O;olk; lq: 

dj.;kl izsj.kk fnyh ikfgts + jk”Vhª;dj.kkauarj O;kikjh cWadk izk/kkU; {ks=kr Loa;jkstxkj ;kstuk jkcfor vkgsr + 

R;keqGs Lor%ps O;olk; lk{kj r:.kkauh lq: dsY;kl csjkstxkjh deh dj.;kl enr gksÅ ‘kdsy  

4½ ‘ksrdjh dqaVqackauk izf’k{k.k %& lk/kkj.ki.ks T;k dkGkr ‘ksrhph dkes deh vlrkr  R;k dkGkr dksacMhikyu] 

ojkgikyu] fo.kdke o ckacwP;k oLrw cufo.ks b + O;olk; d: ‘kdrhy v’kk izdkjs ‘ksrdjh dqaVqckauk izf’k{k.k 

ns.ks + 

5½ ?kjkrhy ,dkl jkstxkj %& izR;sd ?kjkrhy ,dklp jkstxkj v’kh ;kstuk jkcfoY;kl laiRrhps dsanzhdj.k 

Fkksifoy tkÅ ‘kdsy + R;kpizek.ks jkstxkj la/kh vf/kd yksdkauk miyC/k gksÅ ‘kdsy + 

nkfjnz; fuokj.;kP;k fofo/k ‘kkldh; ;kstuk 

1½ ‘ksrd&;kuk loyrhP;k nkjus dtZiwjoBk dj.ks + 

2½xzkeh.k ;qodkauk Loa;jkstxkjklkBh izf’k{k.k dk;Zdze 1979 lkyh lq: dj.;kr vkyk  

3½ ,dkfRed xzkeh.k fodkl dk;Zdze 2 vkWDVkscj 1980 iklwu laiw.kZ ns’kkr ykxw dj.;kr vkyk + 

4½ fL=;k vkf.k ckyds ;kaP;k fodklklkBh dk;Zdze 1982 lkyh ,d dk;Zdze gkrh ?ks.;kr vkyk  

gksrk + 

5½ bafnjk efgyk ;kstuk xjhc fL=;kaP;k dY;k.klkBh 20 vkWxLV 1995 jksth lq: dsyh + 

6½ iz/kkuea=h xzkeks| ;kstuk b +l + 2000&01 e/;s lq: dsysY;k ;kstusrwu [ksM;krhy 

 xfjckauk fi.;kps ik.kh] eksQr vkjksX;lsok]jkg.;klkBh ?kjs] f’k{k.k fnys tk.kkj gksrs + 

lkjka’k %&ojhy fofo/k xVkaP;k o O;DrhaP;k nkfjnz; ladYiuspk o R;kauh fnysY;k vkdMsokjhP;k vH;kl 

dsY;kuarj vls vk<Gwu ;srs dh Hkkjrkr nkfjnz;kph leL;k xaHkhj Lo:ikph vkgs + ijarw R;kpcjkscj Hkkjrkph 

okVpky fodlu’khy ns’kkdMs gksr vkgs + R;keqGs nkfjnz;kps izek.k deh gksr vlY;kps vk<Grs + 

lanHkZ lqph %& 

1½ Hkkslys]dkVs¼2012½] Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk] QMds izdk’ku dksYgkiwj + 

2½ nslkbZ]Hkkysjko¼2011½] Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk] fujkyh izdk’ku] iq.ks  + 

3½ th +,u +>kejs ¼1999½] lq{e vFkZ’kkL=] fiaiGkiwjs vWUM da + ifCy’klZ] ukxiwj + 

4½ xaxk/kj fo +dk;ans ikVhy ¼2004½] d`”kh vFkZ’kkL=] pSrU; ifCyds’kUl] ukf’kd + 

5½ ,l +,p + vVªkoydj¼2013½] Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk]lsV ifCyds’kUl] eqacbZ +++ 
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS - INDIA’S POSITION 
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R.K.Talreja College, Ulhasnagar-3. 

 

Introduction 

India is today the third largest economy in the world on Purchasing Power Parity basis. It is also the second fastest 

growing economy, with its growth rate second only to China. The continuing growth of India and China is 

considered vital for global economic growth and stability. The slow-down of the economic growth is largely 

explained by the diminishing competitiveness of the Indian economy as well as the industry. The traditional 

sources of competitive advantage for industries in India, e.g. labor arbitrage, trained skilled workforce, large 

middleclass are now no longer unique and may give adverse outcomes if the macro and micro-environment is not 

managed consistently. 

The Indian economy is one of the fastest growing economies of the world and is based on knowledge.  

Knowledge is generated continuously by a process of knowing and is related to the education.  About 700 years 

ago, during the 14th century, India and China together accounted for more than half of the world trade.   

Literature Reveiw 

Many Indian and foreign researchers has done research on this topic.  Their research clearly reviles that India has 

strong International competitiveness in field of trade, commerce, industry, agriculture, technology, research and 

knowledge.  India has remarkable potentials to become superpower up to 2020.  In one of his research paper 

presented at IIT-Mumbai, the famous Lawyer cum Economist NaniPalkhiwala has said India is having excellent 

International competitiveness in all dimension of the economy and more specifically the field of science and 

technology. 

Methodology 

For this research paper only secondary data is used.  Most of the references are from books, magazines, earlier 

research papers, news papers, journals and websites. Statistical details of different companies are taken from 

reports of  standard national and international institutions. 

Objectives Of The Study 

• To study the indicators of International competitiveness. 

• To know India‘s position in International competitiveness. 

• To understand the challenges of International competitiveness. 

• To study the strategies for enhancing international competitiveness. 

International Competitiveness – Recent Scenario 

Recent years have witnessed a cascading downturn in the world economy resulting in tremendous decline in 

business and employment globally, particularly in the developed world.  Fortunately, India has remained largely 

unaffected by this recession, staying virtually at the same level as some of the most developed countries.  This 

feat of survival from recession brings to the force the inherent strengths in the Indian economy that enabled it to 

face one of the worst economic crises of the recent times.In the ―Emerging Issues in economy, trade, commerce 

and Management challenges and strategies for International Competitiveness‖ the bottom of the pyramid‖ the 

sheer size is considered to be the biggest potential market opportunity.  The very poor represent value-conscious 

consumers.  Chinese, Indian, Brazilian, Turkey, Korea, Mexican, Thai etc. all together in one set, have more 

purchasing power in comparison with the set that consists of American, Japanese, German, French and British.   If 

the bottom of the pyramid is looked at in a combined set, not each and every element in isolation, then 

considerable amount of the purchasing power can be found.  What required is proper innovation. 

 India’s Position – 
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 Challenges Of International Competitiveness 

India has jumped 16 places in the World Economic Forum‘s global competitiveness ranking, a result of the 

positive way in which the current government is viewed by investors.  Global Competitiveness Report 2015-16 

says improvement largely attributable to momentum initiated by election of Narendra Modi, ―whose pro-business, 

pro-growth, and anti-corruption stance has improved the business community‘s sentiment toward the 

government‖ 

The rankings show India ranked 55 out of 140 countries. While this is an improvement over last year‘s 71 out of 

144 (and 2013‘s 60 out of 148; 2012‘s 59 out of 144; and 2011‘s 56 of 142), it is lower than India‘s rank in 2010 

(49 of 133), 2009 (50 of 134), 2008 (48 of 131), and 2007 (43 of 125). The last was India‘s best year. 

After taking charge in May last year, the National Democratic Alliance government has launched a drive to 

improve the country‘s business environment, unveiling several campaigns (such as Make in India, to boost 

manufacturing; Skill India, to equip Indians with vocational skills), announcing swifter approvals for businesses; 

and moving towards a transparent and stable tax regime. It is also working on making it easy to do business in 

India and has said it will improve India‘s ranking in the World Bank‘s Ease of Doing Business rankings to under 

50 in five years.  India dropped two places to rank 142 among 189 nations in the World Bank‘s Ease of Doing 

Business 2015 study. The next study will be released in October. India expects its ranks to go up several notches.  

Jaijit Bhattacharya, partner at consulting firm KPMG, said things have changed at a faster pace in the last couple 

of months, with the center conducting the business reforms survey at the states level, and large businesses being 

able to set up business in 30-35 days which was earlier unheard of. However, though Bhattacharya expects India‘s 

rank to improve in the Doing Business rankings, he added that areas like enforcing contracts (where India is 

ranked at 184 out of 189 countries) will keep its overall ranking low, as reforms in such areas fall under the 

judiciary where the executive has little say. 

―India‘s performance in the macroeconomic stability pillar has improved, although the situation remains 

worrisome (91st, up 10). Thanks to lower commodity prices, inflation eased to 6% in 2014, down from near 

double-digit levels the previous year. The government budget deficit has gradually dropped since its 2008 peak, 

although it still amounted to 7% of GDP (gross domestic product) in 2014, one of the world‘s highest (131st). 

Infrastructure has improved (81st, up six) but remains a major growth bottleneck—electricity in particular,‖ the 

report said. 

The Global Competitiveness Index combines 113 indicators that capture concepts that matter for productivity. 

These indicators are grouped into 12 pillars such as institutions, infrastructure and macroeconomic environment. 

These are, in turn, organized into three sub-indexes, in line with three main stages of development: basic 

requirements, efficiency enhancers and innovation and sophistication factors. The three sub-indexes are given 

different weights in the calculation of the overall index, depending on each economy‘s stage of development, as 

proxied by its GDP per capita and the share of exports represented by raw materials. India is categorized as a 

factor-driven economy as its per capita income is less than $2,000.  The WEF report said the fact that the most 

notable improvements in India are in the basic drivers of competitiveness bodes well for the future, especially for 

the development of manufacturing sector. ―But other areas also deserve attention, including technological 

readiness: India remains one of the least digitally connected countries in the world (up one rank to 120). Fewer 

than one in five Indians access the Internet on a regular basis, and fewer than two in five are estimated to own 

even a basic cell phone,‖ it added. 

Conclusion – 

 Strategies For Enhancing Global Competitiveness 

 India is today the third largest economy in the world on Purchasing Power Parity basis. It is also the second 

fastest growing economy, with its growth rate second only to China. The continuing growth of India and China is 

considered vital for global economic growth and stability.  In six out of the last nine years, the growth rate of the 

India economy exceeded 8 per cent. However, in the recent years, the growth rate has declined, from 8.4 per cent 
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in 2010-11 to 6.5 per cent in 2011-12, and further lowest at 4.7 per cent in 2013-14. While recently it has shown 

some confidence and growth rate pegged in the range of 5.4-5.9 for the year 2015-16. 

 The slow-down of the economic growth is largely explained by the diminishing competitiveness of the Indian 

economy as well as the industry. The traditional sources of competitive advantage for industries in India, e.g. 

labor arbitrage, trained skilled workforce, large middleclass are now no longer unique and may give adverse 

outcomes if the macro and micro-environment is not managed consistently. India cannot take the national 

prosperity for granted and will have to ensure competitiveness in all markets as an ―ecosystem‖– output as well as 

input markets. To renew the faith on demographic dividend as a source of continuing competitive advantage, 

Indian business must focus on fundamental value creation by being competitive at a global scale.  Strategy should 

be adopted to generate surpluses in the economy in terms of greater output, saving, income and investments.  This 

will help to solve the problem of inflation, excess capacities, unemployment and poverty. Thus it will enhance the 

competitive efficiency of the economy    

Focus must come back on productivity, innovation and long term value creation as Indian Companies seek to 

grow organically and inorganically. At the same time, growing consumer demand and new consumer preferences 

are leading to new products and new markets globally. Technology and innovation in several industries have 

created disruptions in the existing value chain. The CoC aims to build educational courses and platforms for 

managers to build capacity for business practices which are compliant with competitive regulation and more 

importantly how Indian businesses can adopt new business models to enhance competitiveness of their products. 

The Future of India‘s Competitiveness-  India in order to become one of the super powers of the nation has to 

harness the resources available in the optimal way. Sustainable growth and exploration of global avenues will 

drive India in the direction of growth and prosperity. India has to focus on the following aspects: 

Cost Effective and Skilled Manpower-  India has the advantage of low labour cost. A large chunk of English 

speaking population provides advantage to India in global markets. India produces large number of engineers, 

doctors, Ph Ds each year. However, looking at the international standards, though the number of skilled 

manpower is high India has a lot of scope of improving the enrolment rate in higher education. Skilled manpower 

will enable India to lead innovation. The redesign and business process reengineering cost will come down due to 

skilled manpower. 

Optimum utilization of Raw Materials-  India has a significant raw material availability advantage in sectors like 

iron, textiles. Unfortunately India has been exporting many of these raw materials without processing them for 

value addition. The nation could build infrastructure and requisite expertise for processing and value-addition of 

these raw materials to meet the demand of both domestic and international markets. 

 Domestic Market Size-  As of 2015, India has a market size of US$ 670 billion. It is expected that the Indian 

market will quadrupled by 2025. Domestic demand will surge in future. India‘s infrastructure growth, importance 

to manufacturing and industrial product growth will help to tap these demands. India could generate revenues and 

employment by exploring the market size. 
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Abstract 

FDI plays a crucial role in the building of nation in present scenario of the process of sustainable development, particularly 

service sector. Foreign investor preferred to India for their investment due to healthy  atmosphere in term of investment 

policy.one of the most important thing here, government of India‟s policy regarding FDI  is favourable for different sector 

compares the others countries. India is the third destination for Investment in the world today. According to the World 

Investment Report 2016 released by UNCTAD, global FDI flows rose by 38% to $ 1.76 trillion. It is the highest level since 

the global economic and financial crisis began in 2008. Today Service sector is make a first choice for foreign investor who 

interested over the India for Secured investment as per their perception as well as experience rather than other sector. 

During April-September 2017, India received the maximum FDI equity inflows from Mauritius (US$ 11.47 billion), followed 

by Singapore (US$ 5.29 billion), Netherlands (US$ 1.95 billion), USA (US$ 1.33 billion), and Germany (US$ 934 million). 

The World Bank has stated that private investments in India is expected to grow by 8.8 per cent in FY 2018-19 to overtake 

private consumption growth of 7.4 per cent, and thereby drive the growth in India's gross domestic product (GDP) in FY 

2018-19. It is observed that Service sector is one of the dominating sectors in attracting more FDI inflows. FDI inflows in 

Banking Sector have been increasing year by year.  Foreign Direct Investment In Indian banking sector permitted up to 74% 

where 49 % is allowed via automotive route, while FDI beyond 49 %  up to 74% is  permitted through government approval 

route. The top countries investing in the form of FDI in Service Sector are Mauritius, Singapore and United Kingdom. It is 

found that, during period from April to September, 2017 service sector received FDI inflows Rs.335,356.22 crore which 

account for 17.46 per cent of total FDI in India. 

Keywords:  FDI, Service sector, Banking sector, Development. 

Introduction: 

The purpose of this topic is to provide a vision of foreign direct investments mainly in the banking sector, also 

analysed the effects of foreign investments in India, barriers and reasons for investing in India and the role that 

FDI have in the banking sector. FDI is plays a significant role in the process of overall development in every 

economy. Under developed countries always faced the problem of unemployment issue and lack of adequate 

capital. Foreign Direct Investment as seen as an important source of non-debt inflows and is increasing being 

sought as a vehicle for technology flows and as a means of attaining competitive efficiency by creating a 

meaningful network of global interconnections. FDI plays a vital role in the economy because it does not only 

provide opportunities to host countries to enhance their economic development but also opens new vistas to home 

countries to optimize their earnings by employing their ideal resources. During April-September 2017, India 

received the maximum FDI equity inflows from Mauritius (US$ 11.47 billion), followed by Singapore (US$ 5.29 

billion), Netherlands (US$ 1.95 billion), USA (US$ 1.33 billion), and Germany (US$ 934 million). This paper‘s 

focus mainly is finding the role of Foreign Direct Investment in the Banking sector to India. Banking sector also 

faced the problems of skilled manpower; perhaps it may be solved through the FDI. 

Present ceiling of FDI in Banking Sector: 

India provides open and liberal economic atmosphere and offers considerable scope for foreign direct investment, 

joint ventures and collaborations. Due to economic crises in 1991, Economic environment at global level was 

changed. India was recognized the need of advanced technology in science and business therefore India made a 

new economic policy in July 1991. According to new economic policy foreign investments were greatly essential 

for India to become regularly competent in International trade The decision on foreign investment in the banking 

sector, the most radical since the one in 1991 to allow new private sector banks, is likely to open the doors to a 

host of mergers and acquisitions. The move is expected to also augment the capital needs of the private 

banks. The RBI had in 2015 reportedly raised objections over the Union government‘s proposal to increase the  
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limit to 100% for private sector banks due to ―regulatory problems‖. 

Objective of Study: 

 To explore the role of FDI in banking sector. 

 To illustrate the impact of FDI‘s in India on banking. 

Research Methodology: 

This research is a descriptive study in nature. Necessary data collected by secondary sources like journals, 

magazines, and websites particularly from the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion, Ministry of 

Commerce and Industry etc. The study is based on the time period from 2016-17. For correct finding used the 

Graphs and tables where ever required to depict statistical data of FDI during the study period. 

Hypothesis of the study: 

The main objective of this paper is to study the history of Indian banking sector and its favourable environment 

for FDI, which leads to the development of the Indian economy. 

Guidelines for investment in banking sector: 

 The limits of FDI in the banking sector has been increased to 74% of the paid up capital of bank 

 FDI in the banking sector is allowed under the automatic route in India. 

 FDI and portfolio investment in the public or nationalised banks in India are subject to limit of 20% in 

totality. 

 This ceiling is also applicable to the investors in SBI and its associated banks. 

 FDI limits in banking sector of India were increased with the aim to bring in more FDI inflows in the 

country along with the incorporation of advanced technology and management practices. 

 The objective was to make the Indian banking sector more competitive. 

  

Analysis of FDI inflows and interpretation: 

Interpretation can be describes through two ways as below. 

A) Statement on Country-wise FDI Equity inflows Received During Calendar Year 2017 from January To 

June 2017: 

According the table no. 1 shows that the Mauritius country has the highest foreign investor in India with 34.37%. 

After Mauritius, Singapore and Netherlands invest the highest FDI in India with 25.53% and 8.05% respectively. 

USA also gets 4
th
 position in FDI in India with 6.09% aggregate share 

Table-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of the 

Country 

Amount of FDI Inflows 

Amount of FDI Inflows  (In Rs Million) 

%age with 

Inflows 

01 Mauritious 407,,807.49 34.37 

02 Singapore 301,200.49 25.53 

03 Netherland 96,488.44 8.05 

04 USA 72,023.91 6.09 

05 Germany 62,248.57 5.32 

06 Japan 59,653.07 5.04 

07 United Kingdom 23,773.65 1.98 

08 France 19,325.57 1.62 

09 Switzerland 17,431.68 1.48 

10 Hongkong 15,967.01 1.37 
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B) Sector-Wise FDI  

Equity Inflows Received during April 2017 to June 2017: 

Table 2 shows the favourite and leading sectors for FDI in India. According to FDI report Service sector is the 

favourite sector with highest 18.09% FDI inflow. After service sector Computer software and computer Hardware 

is the next favourite sector with 12.06% and 0.57%. There is a good future prospect for investors in other sectors 

also like trading sector and Automobile Industry sector. 

Table-2 

Sr. 

No 

Sector Amount of FDI 

Inflows 

(In Rs Million) 

% age of 

Total 

Inflows 

01 Service Sector(Fin, Banking, Insurance, 

Non Fin/Business Services, Outsourcing, 

R&D, Courier, Tech. Testing and 

Analysis, 

121,342.10 18.09 

02 Computer software& Hardware 84,802.78 12.64 

03 Trading(Wholesale Cash & Carry) 49,550.85 7.38 

04 Automobile Industry 46,130.81 6.88 

05 Chemical (Other than fertilizers) 43,807.59 6.53 

06 Non-Conventional Energy 43,178.18 6.44 

 

Findings: 

i. Mauritius and Singapore is the 2 top countries which has maximum FDI in India 

ii.Service Sector is one of the most dominating sectors of Indian economy in attracting highest FDI Equity 

inflows which account for 18.09 per cent of total FDI Equity inflows. 

iii. After above analysis, we can say that FDI has good future growth in Automobile industry and chemical. 

iv. Service sector is first and banking and insurance sector is second segment of which pick the growth in second 

decade of reforms. 

v. FDI may be creating high perks jobs for skilled employee in Indian service sector. 

vi. FDI plays an important role in the development of infrastructure because many countries invest in the 

infrastructure sector and service and banking finance sectors. 

vii. FDI shown a tremendous growth in third decade (2011-2017) that is three times then the first decade of FDI in 

services sector. 

viii. Non-conventional energy is emerging sector for foreign.  

ix. The service sector has attracted highest (18.09 per cent) FDI inflows; then Computer software, and hardware 

(12.64 per cent), Trading sector (Wholesale Cash & Carry) (7.38 per cent) and Automobile Industry (6.88 

per cent) during April 2017 to June2017. Mauritius 34.37 per cent to total inflows of FDI has been largest 

investor in India, followed by Singapore (25.53 per cent) during April 2017 to June 2017 among top ten 

countries. 

x. It is suggested that try to make decentralization of FDI projects in all over India. Do not grant them in only 

urban or facilitated region but must spread them in across India. 

Conclusions: 

FDI plays a vital role in the economy by providing opportunities to host countries to enhance their economic 

development. Mauritius and Singapore is the 2 top countries which has maximum FDI in India It is observed that 

Service sector is one of the dominating sectors in attracting more FDI inflows. The top countries investing in the 

form of FDI in Service Sector are Mauritius, Singapore and Netherlander is found that, during period from April 

2017to June, 2017. Service Sector received FDI inflows Rs. 121,342.10 which account for 18.09 per cent of total  
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FDI in India.. It is very high FDI inflows in service Sector when compared to the same period of other periods. 
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Abstract 

Globally and in India, the higher education system has undergone a paradigm shift towards deregulation, liberalization and 

internationalization. Skilled workforce is considered as an integral component of human capital formation. In India with a 

large demographic dividend there has been a profound growth in enrolments at all levels of education. However the industry 

has been rather disappointed with the kind of graduates emerging from higher education particularly for want of right kind 

of employability of skills. The higher education system did not much worry about the manner in which the young learners 

should find a place in labour market. The country at present faces dual challenge of severe pancity of highly trained quality 

labour as well as non-employability of educated workforce thatposes little or no job skills.  

Skills are important driver of modern economy. Skill development is crucial to stimulate the process of economic growth and 

to meet challenges of changing technologies to create global workforce. 

It is in this context, the paper tries to analyze the role of skill development in making higher education more productive and 

employment oriented. The paper tries to highlight the loopholes of our higher education system and its consequences on 

growth and employment. The study critically analyses various programmes of the Government and suggests necessary steps 

to improve entrepreneurship landscape of the country, through skill development in higher education. 

KEYWORDS: Internationalization, Skill Development, Poor Infrastructure, Demographic Surplus etc.  

Introduction 

Higher education has emerged as a major economic activity with fairly high international dimension. Higher 

education, once represented a secure pathway to high skill, high wage jobs. The system has undergone sea 

changes over last two decades due to globalization, GATS agreements, technological revolution, internet and 

large scale computerization of information system.  

Need for Skill Development in Higher Education: Skilled workforce is considered as an integral component of 

human capital formation. Development of skills is crucial to stimulate the pace of economic development. In the 

backdrop of globalization, the skill development gains significance to meet challenges of changing technologies 

and creating global workforce. It is only through skill development, skill up gradation and skill updating of the 

youth that the national productivity can be increased, employment can be generated and sustainability of 

development can be ensured. 

With the universal use of digital technology, computerized machines and processing of information and mass 

research & innovation activities in the field of health, manufacturing and food processing new type of thinking or 

knowledge jobs are emerging. These jobs relate to the areas of medical transcription, optical fiber technology, 

Nano technology, Forensic science, Hi- tech control & robotics, cyber security, e-learning, e-business, multi-

media presentations, event management, managing resorts & spa, production of digital instructional material etc 

As a result of emergence of the above news areas of career paths, employers prefer to employ a trainable person 

having basic transferable skills that cut across various vocations and are needed by every member of educated 

workforce. 

In addition to these skills, the youth would require area related or occupation specific basic skills or job specific 

skills.  

Related Studies: 

According to a survey conducted by FICCI – Ernst and young – Even though over 40 million people are 

registered in employment exchanges, only 0.2 million get jobs annually in India. It reveals that about 80% of 

Indian workforce does not possess identifiable marketable skills. The survey found that only 25% of Indian 

professionals are considered ‗employable‘ by multinationals, while over 75% of new jobs to be created in India 

will be ―skill based‖, which means there is a shortage of adequately qualified (employable) people. 
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Table 1: Young Population in selected countries (2011) (In Millions) 

Sr. no Country Population (mn) Youth Population (mn) Population of Youths (%) 

1 China 1358.8 242.2 17.8 

2 India 1205.6 229.0 19.0 

3 USA 312.2 43.9 14.1 

4 Indonesia 240.6 40.5 16.8 

5 Brazil 195.2 33.6 17.2 

6 Pakistan 173.1 37.2 21.5 

Source: World Population prospects- The 2012 revision (UN, 2013) 

According to Mr. KrishanKhanna author of bestselling book ―Transforming India‖ says that ―skill development 

programmes of the Government are moving very slowly. India has 40000 colleges but only 14000 Industrial 

Training Institutions plus Industrial training centers as compared to 5000 in 2006. On the other hand china has 5, 

00,000 skill training and development centers, Japan has 1,50,000 and Germany has about  100,000. 

Growth of Higher Education in India 

The system has witnessed profound and consistent growth as shown in Table: 2. Despite the positive trend, the 

access to higher education is very low.    

Table 2: Growth of Higher Education in India (2012) 

Sr. No Particulars Number 

1 Universities 574 

2 Colleges 35539 

3 Distance Teaching 

University 

200 

4 AICTE approved 

technical institutions 

1350 

 

Source: Annual Report 2012-13, Ministry of HRD, GOI 

According to National Knowledge Commission (NKC) only 7% of people in the age group of 18-24 years have 

access to higher education. According to Dr. V. C. Kulandaiswamy, former Vice-Chancellor,IGNOU, India need 

to develop at least 2000 university level institutions by the year 2020 to attain gross enrolment ratio of at least 15 

percent. Even small countries like Japan (2005) with population of 130mn had 684 universities, USA with 

population of 300mn had 2364 universities and UK with population of 60 mn had 104 Universities and 250 

autonomous colleges. 

Weaknesses: The Indian higher education system suffers from following major weaknesses. 

(A) Lack of industry relevant curriculum. 

(B) Lack of linkages between Industry-academia in professional / Technical education. 

(C) Lack of International Orientation and recognition in most of IHL‘s. 

(D) Overcrowding in educational institutions. 

(E) Severe crunch of funds for IHL‘s. 

(F) Serious shortage of quality teachers & orientation. 

(G) Poor Infrastructure. 

(H) High teacher-student ratio. 

(I) Brain drain. 

Government efforts for skill development: 

Skills are important driver of modern economy. As mentioned earlier, there is an urgent need to develop skilled 

labour and employability to convert demographic surplus into economic opportunity. India is taking up skill 

development in a big way to enhance employability of youth to whom it is committed to provide jobs, through  
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initiatives like “Make in India” in 2014 by Prime Minister Mr. Modi.Make in India is blue prints which alleviate 

investment, encourage invention, boost skill development programme and create top-in-category manufacturing 

infrastructure. Make in India operation is an initiative which will recognize the vision of changing India into 

manufacturing hub . It aims at enhancing employability by facilitating the individual‘s transition into labour 

market taking in view that technical advancement and labour market demand. 

Various skill development programmes balance the growth of the country through training of low skilled labour 

and providing an efficient labour to the industry. Skill India and digital India are correspondingly the supportive 

chauffeurs of this movement. Some key achievements of ministry of skill development and entrepreneurship 

(MSDE) programme and other programs- 

(1) More than 1.17 crore people trained under MSDE programme. 

(2) 26.5 lakhs candidate trained under PradhanMantriKushalVikasYojana (PMKVY) 

(3) More than 4.82 lakh people were brought into the organized sector through the recognition of prior 

learning program under PMKVY. 

(4) More than 480 new ITI's have been opened with more than 5 Lakhs seats. 

(5) More than 1 cr. people trained under NSDC's short term skilling ecosystem since its inception. 

(6) About 85,000 candidates were placed after skill training in 

DeenDayalUpadhyayaGrameenKarshalYojana (DDU-GKY) in 2016-17. 

Measures: Following are important measures to be adopted by higher education network. 

(1) Adequate funding for IHL‘s. 

(2) Autonomy and Accountability. 

(3) Thrust on Research and Innovations. 

(4) Quest for best quality Teachers and Professional development of Teachers. 

(5) Provision of better infrastructure and learning resource. 

(6) Focus on Employability by Higher Education. 

(7) Linking Higher education and Industry. 

(8) Future-ready employability skills. 

(9) Developing Multi Cultural Skills. 

(10) Collaboration and Linkages. 

(11) Alumni Linkages and Participation. 

(12) Development of library as a resource centre. 

(13) Encouraging Public Private Partnership. 

(14) Encouraging International Orientation and recognition of IHL‘s. 

(15) Encouraging Endowments and chairs. 

(16) Development of soft skills and communication skills at all faculty programs apart from core 

employability and professional skills. 

Moreover advanced countries are preparing in a big way to use education services for their social and economic 

benefits The need for import of education services will increase in developing countries which constitute about 

80% of the world population. In this context if we prepare our higher education to international standard, India 

can be a major exporter of education services. 

Conclusion:  

Globally and in India, the higher education scenario is undergoing a paradigm shift towards deregulation 

liberalization and internationalization. The signing of GATS has reinforcedthisprocess in the field of higher 

education and hence the last decade has witnessed many changes and new trends like tremendous growth of 

professional and technical institutions and opening up of new private universities. 

The two fastest growing large economies of the world, China and India, are engaged in a fierce race to attract and 

retain talent. India has an abundance of human resources, but these resources must be toned into talent of the 

highest order. In post reform period India attained high economic growth but it was highly capital intensive and 
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jobless growth where unemployment remains high even as economy grows. Hence, higher education system 

needs to undergo radical reforms to face dual challenges of unemployment and unemployability. Skill 

development needs to be an integral part of education policy right from elementary education. Besides taking a 

leaf from the western hemisphere, India should try to become ‗Knowledge Economy‘ to promote inclusive 

growth. Higher education is a Gizmo for powerful knowledge economy. 
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Economy and Women Empowerment: 

Today‘s world is consistently achieving new milestones of development; we are witness of decreasing poverty & 

increasing literacy. This achievement is imbalanced because many social & economical obstacles are still present 

in our society. This imbalance keeps out large number of women from self-dependence. United Nations 

Organisation has set 17 goals in its sustainable development group in which women empowerment is also 

focused. 

Women empowerment and economic development are closely related in one direction, development alone can 

play a major role in driving down inequality between men and women in the other direction, empowering women 

may benefit development. Does this imply that pushing just one of these two levers would set a virtuous circle in 

motion? This paper reviews the literature on both sides of the empowerment-development nexus, and the schemes 

introduced by the government to make development and that continuous policy commitment to equality for its 

own sake may be needed to bring about equality between men and women.  

History: 

The history of women empowerment in the ancient age is quite confusing because on one side it encouraged 

women to choose their life partner on their own and on the other side; they were forced to perform sati as per 

social norms. The first ever social network for women was created in ancient age, and it was known as the 

―BhikkuniSangh‖. It was created by the ―Enlightened Buddha‖. As per Buddha, women too can achieve nirvana 

by the systematic practice of his teachings (Dhamma). This was an unprecedented step. 

Due to injustice in ancient age, for many centuries, women didn‘t know what is freedom, liberation and 

independence. The stigma of womens slavery has crushed India‘s development. It has also impacted other parts of 

the world.  

After various new revolutions and social reforms during the modern era, the condition of women has started 

healing and women are now redefined by their strengths, skills and their abilities. In India women have similar 

problems. They are depend on their family members for social and economic welfare. 71.2% Indian population 

lives in rural areas, where women are facing more complex problems than urban women. 

Today, the woman is pilot, a doctor, an engineer, a politician, an artist, an author, a leader, a president and much 

more; she is a homemaker, a complete administrator. It is the fruits of women‘s struggle that we have got 

personalities like Oprah Winfrey, Mother Teresa, J K Rowling, Benazir Bhutto, MalalaYosufzai and Phoolan 

Devi. Moreover, women are joining the field of science and technology. In fact, there is no sphere of activity in 

which women are unsuitable or incompetent. 

Indian government has designed various schemes to enable women as per UNO‘s sustainable development goals. 

Changing / modern trends:- 

The direction in which nation‘s economy is moving towards progress. Here main purpose of government is to 

enhance skill education in women. This paper is focusing on schemes for women empowerment and economic 

growth related to it. 

1. Skill India programme :- 

Women SSC drop out percentage in India is 17.79% reasons behind quitting education are small age marriage, 

long distance between home & school, poverty etc. To attach these school dropout women with economic flow, 

government started skill Indian programme in 2015.Under this programme women get vocational education like 

mobile repairing, cooking, handicrafts etc. 
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2. Pradhanmantri Mudra Yojana :- 

MUDRA stands for Micro Units Development & Refinance Agency which finance to trained entrepreneurs to 

enhance entrepreneurship in India. Under PMY, there is a special provision called ‗MahilaUdyamNidhi‘, which 

empowers women entrepreneurship. According to mudras report,in the year 2015-16, 2.76 cr. women have taken 

benefit of mahilaudyamyojana. 

3. DeendayalAntyodayRashtriyaGraminJivikoparjan Mission (DARGJM) :- 

Under this mission, women form their self-help group for their development. This self-help group tries to solve 

women problems which they are facing in life. Indian government & World Bank are financing for the mission 

.today 13 states of India have participated in this mission. 

Econimic Growth based on changing trends:- 

India has experienced rapid growth and development in the past years in many spheres. Gender equity is not one 

of them. This is deplorable considering the important role played by women in the socio-economic growth of the 

country. 

The Indian development model has yet to fully incorporate the important role played by women for propelling the 

socio-economic growth of the country. Current governments at state and central level must understand that no 

nation can progress unless its women are given equal access to opportunities and adequate safety and security. 

Women have faced a range of structural and social barriers in fully participating in the Indian economy, which not 

only hinders their individual agency but also limits India‘s ability to continue to modernize.  

Across the globe, educating women and giving them the ability to stand on their own feet has been a priority, in 

India, social evils and a rising rape rate are confronting women in urban and rural areas, regardless of which 

political party is at the helm. Women are not being given a chance to become stronger in the political sector. 

Ancient India was a centre of learning and noted women scholars during that time contributed to the advancement 

of society. Women icons in India‘s rural areas are few and far in between. While most are aware of the high 

profile lady entrepreneurs and corporate heads in urban India, women in rural areas continue to face exploitation. 

If women are allowed to gain access to education, they can make a huge impact in enhancing the productivity of 

the economy. 

Women can also contribute to the social welfare of the country. Noted lady activists have championed the cause 

of gender justice and equity. They are shining examples of what India can accomplish if lady leaders are at the 

helm. Women- friendly policies and laws will be framed as a result of this. This can change the way the world 

looks at India. 

Now, women such as Ella Bhatt who founded SEWA are empowering women to gain freedom from poverty and 

unemployment. Women entrepreneurs are also benefiting from some of the well-implemented governmental 

programs at central and state level. 

They can contribute significantly to the growth the development of India in multifaceted ways. 

Conclusion  

Unemployment is biggest challenge of each country. From ancient times to till date women are deprived from 

their rights as human. Above mentioned schemes will definitely develop women & enable to stand them on their 

feet. 
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Introduction 

By structural change, we mean that the values of the parameters of the model do not remain the same through the 

entire time period. Sometimes structural changes may be due to external forces (Natural calamities, war and 

internal strife), policy changes internal or external of the country, action taken by Government or a variety of 

other causes.The Indian economy experience,however,isdifferent. In India the structural change has occurred from 

agricultural sector to services sector. This paper is trying to analyses whether this change from agriculture sector 

to services sector has taken place since the LPG policy.  

Review of literature 

It is the Lewis theory (Lewis 1984) which suggests that the agricultural workers preferred the change from their 

rural areas to the urban areas primarilybecause of economic stability or to sustain higher income.Kuznet analysis 

showed that the rise in productivity in agriculture is a precondition for economic growth and structural economic 

change.  

In time series analysis, the point of reference is that of a stationary stochastic process; i.e.,a process for which the 

sequence of first and second-order moments is constant (weak stationarity),or even the sequence of the entire 

marginal distributions (strict stationarity). 

Objectives of the study 

 To identify the structural changes in Indian economy growth. 

 To analyze the structural changes in economic growth. 

 To analyze the shares of sectorial composition in GDP. 

Methodology  

The present study is based on the secondary data. The data has collected from appropriate and relevant 

information such that hand book of Indian Government,Reports, Budget documentsanddifferent websites.  

Articles and Research Papers published in National and International Journals like Journal of Public Choice, 

Journal of Development, Journal of Political Economy, Journal of Economic Studies, Economic and Political 

Weekly and Econometrica are to be referred to authenticate the propositions. 

One of the fast growing economies in the era of globalization is the Indian economy. After LPG policy, the job 

structure of people has changed and ithas taken shape from agriculture to services. So the contribution of sector in 

GDPhaschanged. So, it becomes a question of empirical research whether there is a structural change in the 

relationship between the GDP of India and the regressor (time). 

Let us divide the whole study period in two sub-periods 

1. pre-globalization (1981 – 1991) 

2. post-globalization (1992-2014) 

Pre – globalization period (1981 – 1991):   lnGDP=β01+β11t+u1 

Post – globalization period (1992 – 2014):   lnGDP=β02+β12t+u2 

Whole period (1981 – 2014):   lnGDP=β0+β1t+u 

If this is, in fact, the situation,then, 

β01=β02=β0    and     

β11=β12=β1 

The first two regression lines assume that the regression parameters are different in two sub-periods, that is, there 

is a structural instability either because of changes in slope parameters or intercept parameters. 

Solution by Chow test 
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To apply Chow test to visualize the structural changes empirically, the following assumptions are required: 

1.The error terms in the sub-period regressions are normally distributed with the same variance σ
2 

2. The two error terms are independently distributed.  

3. The break-point at which the structural stability to be examined should be known a priori. 

The Chow test examines the following set of hypotheses: 

H0: There is no structural change 

H1: There is a structural change 

Steps in Chow test 

Step 1: Estimate third regression assuming that there is no parameter instability, and obtain the Residual Sum 

Squares  

RSSR with   df=(n1+n2−2k) 

where  k=No of parameters estimated  

n1=No of observations in first period  

n2=No of observations in second sub-periods 

So, in present case k=2, as there are two parameters (intercept term and slope coefficient). 

We call this Restricted Residual Sum Squares as it assumes the restriction of structural stability, that is,            

β01=β02=β0   and    

                        β11=β12=β1 

Step 2: Estimate the first and second regressions assuming that there is parameter instability and obtain the 

respective Residual Sum Squares as 

RSS1=Residual Sum Squares for the first sub-period regression with  df=n1−k 

RSS2=Residual Sum Squares for the second sub-period regression with  df=n2−k 

Step 3: As the two sets of samples supposed to be independent, we can add $RSS_1$ and $RSS_2$ and the 

resultant Residual Sum Squares may be called the Unrestricted Residual Sum of Squares, that is, 

RSSUR=RSS1+RSS2   with   df=(n1+n2−2k) 

 The test statistic to be used is given as: 

  F=(RSSR–RSSUR)/k(RSSUR)/(n1+n2−2k) 

 Under the assumption of true null hypothesis, this follows F-distribution. 

Now if this F-test is significant, we can reject the null hypothesis of no structural instability and conclude that the 

fluctuations in GDP is high enough to believe that it leads to a structural instability in the GDP growth path. 

GDP Growth of India 
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It can be observed from the diagram that the higher growth of GDP from 1991. Until 1990-91, the 

economicgrowthwas slow and stagnant and GDP curve was identical. It is only after 1993 that the GDP started to 

increase and the growth became more prominent after 2000. To confirm this, we will apply the Chow test by 

considering the break-point at the year 1991 when the new economic policy was adopted by the Indian 

Government. 

To fit the model of GDP growth path by assuming that there is no structural instability in the model, we need to 

create the time variable by using the following code to do so: 

dp$t<-seq(1:34) 

For estimating the growth of GDP for the whole period 

lm (formula = lGDP ~ t, data = gdp) 

Residuals: 

      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max  

-0.080420 -0.049221  0.001184  0.044440  0.087541  

Coefficients: 

             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     

(Intercept) 8.8409054  0.0187311  471.99   <2e-16 *** 

t0.0606141  0.0009336   64.92   <2e-16 *** 

Signif.codes:  0 ‗***‘ 0.001 ‗**‘ 0.01 ‗*‘ 0.05 ‗.‘ 0.1 ‗ ‘ 1 

Residual standard error: 0.05341 on 32 degrees of freedom 

Multiple R-squared:  0.9925,    Adjusted R-squared:  0.9922  

F-statistic:  4215 on 1 and 32 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 

Thus, we see that over the entire period, the GDP is growing at an annual growth rate of 6 percent. 

We‘ll use Chow test in R.  

The break-point occurs in 1991 which will coincide with 12 in the sequence 1 to 34 time year corresponding to 

year 1981 to 2014. The code and results are shown below: 

sctest(lGDP~t, type = "Chow", point = 11) 

Chow test 

Data:  lGDP ~ t 

F = 39.092, p-value = 4.409e-09 

The above result shows that the F-value is 39.092 and the corresponding p-value is much less than the level of 

significance (0.05) implying that the test is significant. This confirms that there is a structural instability in the 

GDP growth path of India at the break-point 1991. 

Structural Change And Economic Growth 

In process of structural change, the economy shiftsfrom I phase to another phase  with the social & economic 

changes. In current scenario India‘s economy is an example of structural changes in all sectors.  

1. Change in GDP Growth Rate. 

The GDP growth is the most important indicator of economic growth. In current period Indian economy is the 

fastest growing economy in the world. India goes ahead of China with 7.2% GDP Growth rate in the current 

financial year. 

Table 1 : Growth Rate of GDP during the Period 1950-51 to 2009-10 

Years GDP (Percent per annum) 

1950-51 to 1960-61 3.79 

1960-61 to 1970-71 3.55 

1970-71 to 1980-81 3.42 

1980-81 to 1990-91 5.29 

1990-91 to 2000-01 6.01 

2000-01 to 2009-10 7.80 
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Source: Economic Survey of India, various issues 

The total GDP of India from 1950-51 to 1990-91 has risen from 3.79 to 5.29 per cent in forty years  and in the 

subsequent 20 years it rose to 7.80 per cent from 5.29 per cent per annum. Sectoral Composition to the GDP 

Indian economy is classified into agriculture, industry and services sectors. Agriculture sector is the backbone of 

Indian economy because of the contribution to GDP and largest employment generates to the large number of 

population. Agriculture sector includes Agriculture, Fishing and other related activities. Industry includes Mining, 

manufacturing, Electricity, gas, water Supply and Construction. Services sector includes transport, 

Communication, Trade, Hotels, Defense and other services. The sectoral composition of Indian economy to the 

GDP is shown in following table. 

Table: 2 Percentage Sectoral Shares in GDP. 

Year Primary Sector Secondary Sector Tertiary Sector Total GDP 

Rs.Crore % Rs.Crore % Rs.Crore % Rs.Crore 

1950-51 127062 56.70 30618 13.66 66418 29.64 224098 

1990-91 368907 34.05 251868 23.24 462797 42.71 1083572 

2000-01 487992 26.18 438372 23.51 937937 50.31 1864301 

2009-10 760974 16.93 1158000 25.77 2574769 57.30 4493743 

2011-12 1501816 18.52 2635052 32.50 3969789 48.96 8106656 

2012-13 1524398 17.83 2725602 31.88 4298229 50.28 8548229 

2013-14 1609061 17.72 2840774 31.28 4629414 50.98 9079250 

2014-15 1604259 16.52 3036364 31.27 5068723 52.20 9709347 

2015-16 1616461 15.43 3285951 31.38 5567308 53.17 10469720 

2016-17 1687064 15.10 3475643 31.12 6005607 53.77 11168314 

(Percentage Sectoral Shares in GDP at 1999-00 Prices up to Year 1950 to 2009-10 and Percentage Sectoral Shares 

in GDP at 2011-12 Prices) 

Sources: 1.Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation,  

2. Planning Commission Government of India,  

3. Economic Survey of India. 

Conclusion 

Growth and development of any country is always related to the structural changes. Without the structural change, 

growth and development isnotpossible.  The changes take place in the form of sector wise contribution to the 

economic growth of a country. In the above analysis we can see the contribution of agriculture sector has been 

declined and the percentage share of industry and services sectors has been continually increasing with the time 

period. It has been agreed by the economist that the individual growth of primary sector growth is not complete 

and overall without appreciable corresponding growth in industry and services sector.  
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Abstract 

Socio-Economic changes and their impact on human lives always form a subject matter of sensitive minds‟ artistic 

expressions like literary works. In India where the culture of society is agriculture, it has become the central idea of some of 

the great Hindi movies. Agriculture is an important sector of Indian economy as it contributes about 17% to the total GDP 

and provides employment to over 56% of the population. Indian agriculture has registered impressive growth over last few 

decades. Has this growth really contributed to the betterment in the lives of a small scale and medium farmers, is a big 

question. Hindi movies based on farmers‟ problems throw a light on such issues. This paper tries to compare this portrayal 

of poor farmer in Hindi cinema by comparing two movies –the ideas, characters, issues discussed or rather showcased and 

the take home message for the masses. 

Key words: Indian Cinema, Hindi Movie, Farmer, agriculture, ryot 

Introduction 

‗It is in the agricultural sector that the battle for long-term economicdevelopment will be won or lost‘.(Prof. 

Gunnar Myrdal, Nobel Laureate) 

Agriculture plays a pivotal role in the Indian economy. Although its contribution to gross domestic product (GDP) 

is now around one sixth, it provides employment to 56% of the Indian workforce. Also, the forward and backward 

linkage effects of agriculture growth increase the income in the non-agriculture sector. The growth of some 

commercial crops has significant potential for promoting exports of agricultural commodities and bringing about 

faster development of agro-based industries. Thus agriculture not only contributes to overall growth of the 

economy but also reduces poverty by providing employment and food security to the majority of the population in 

the country and thus it is the most inclusive growth sectors of the Indian economy. The 12
th
 Five Year Plan 

Approach Paper also indicates that agricultural development is an important component of faster, more inclusive 

sustainable growth approach.  

According to Dev, exclusion problems exist in India. I.e. other, real development in terms of growth shared by all 

sections of the population has not taken place. During the reform period agriculture was an excluded sector which 

showed low growth and experienced more farmers‘ suicides. There are serious concerns on the performance of 

agriculture sector in the country. 

(Dev 2012)  

As rightly said that art is a reflection of life, the life style of majority in this country which happens to be the 

agrarian way of living is the subject matter of many Hindi and regional movies in India. In this paper, author has 

chosen two such Hindi movies which talks about the small or marginal farmers‘problems, where one movie‘s plot 

is with the background of India- before any agrarian reform and the other, happens to be the latest one. 

Usurious money lending practices were common and are nicelyl documented in many official reportsfrom the 

colonial period. The most important is the Central Banking EnquiryCommittee (CBEC) report (1929) and it‘s 

associated Provincial reports. In this the classic reportconsidered is MadrasProvincial Banking Enquiry 

Committee (MPBEC) The above mentioned facts are very clearly and in a touching fashion are depicted in this 

movie which reinstates the thought ―Art is a reflection of life‖; the life of an average Indian farmer who is born in 

debt lives in debt and dies in debt. 

It is interesting now to look into the problem after sixty years of planning whether there have occurred any 

improvement in the lives of these debt ridden farmers, where agriculture as a sector has grown with 

mechanization, HYVs, Chemical fertilizers etc. We, as acountry have become self sufficient in food grain 

production. But has this progress trickled down in the form of a progress in average Indian farmer‘ life?  
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The share of institutional agencies in the total agricultural credit supply was 7 per cent in 1951, which rose to 66.3 

per cent in 1991. The next decade witnessed a slight decline in its share and it fell to 64.3 per cent in 2002-

03(KumaraET el 2010). This description sounds very good as we understand that now farmers have got rid of the 

clutches of money lenders. It is interesting now to see the life of a farmer after this change in movie;anothersuper-

hit one, relatively new, called Peepli Live. It is a 2010 Indian satirical comedy film that explores the topic of 

"farmer suicides" and the subsequent media and political response. .  

In Peeply Live, to save his land and to save his family from becoming homeless;the illiterate, indebted & helpless 

farmer Natha, encouraged by his brother, decides to commit suicide after he attends a session with the rural 

headmen for help and they suggest him that committing suicide is a good way to get money waived off, after 

which his family will receive heavy compensation for his death. While Natha and his brother are discussing the 

same at a local tea stall, this news gets reported by local reporter Rakesh. The media starts surrounding Peepli 

sensing the possibility of a sensational suicide story. The news channel clashes with each other and each try to 

film Natha's death in their own manner. The ruling political Party also soon discover Natha's plans and try to buy 

off Natha with sops to prevent him from committing suicide. Opposition parties also get involved and plan to use 

Natha as a path to power in the elections. The ruling Party realize that if Natha commits suicide, they will lose the 

elections. However in the movie, the rural headmen secretly kidnap Natha and hold to ransom for money from the 

opposition. A rush occurs when people from parties, news and Peepli villagers all rush to find Natha. In the 

confusion, a spillage accident from a Petromax lamp sets fire to the barn, which explodes and reporter is killed. 

The Government officials mistake reporter for Natha and refuse to pay Natha's family the compensation money 

due to the death being an accident. Meanwhile Natha is in fact alive and flees to Gurgaon and is seen working as a 

daily laborer in the construction industry.His family loses their land to the bank. 

Both the movies try to depict the problems of farmers eventhough the nature or form of conveying the problem is 

different.In Mother India it is a serious mode and in Peepli liveeven if it is called as an Indian satirical comedy 

film it actually makes sensitive mind emotional and is actually thought provoking. 

While comparing these two movies, it is quite interesting to understand that, in Mother India it is the 

moneylender‘s exploitation which affect the family‘s happiness after all efforts and hard work done by entire 

family, whereas in Peepli live it is the institutional lending which is compelling a feeble mind to attempt suicide. 

Both send the same message that farming is not a profitable occupation for small or marginal farmers. 

In Mother India the leading lady is struggling against every odd and emerging as an ideal human being who after 

bearing all the ill treatment still sticks to the virtues and ethical considerations of society. Whereas in Peepli 

live,Natha and his helpless poor family are so much in the trouble that for Natha,  suicide is not only a way to get 

rid of his own personal worries but also a way of putting his family on the road of prosperity after claiming 

compensation of his death. This discussion brings out a fact that there is a big change in the mindset of average 

farming community. Now farmers are trying to find a solution for their problem in suicide.Itshows that they 

consider living with their problems is full of indignity and miseries. 

There are two extreme views expressed regarding the phenomenon offarmers‘ suicide. On the one hand, there is a 

view taken that farmers‘suicide is nothing more than a problem created by the media and that evennatural deaths 

were often shown as farmers‘ suicide so as to receivecompensation from the Government. While there is a non-

trivialpossibility of natural deaths being shown as suicides in some cases, toexaggerate such incidents and deny 

the fact that an alarmingly large numberof distressed farmers have committed suicide is,symptomatic of social 

insensitivities. 

―Art is not a mirror to reflect reality, but a hammer with which to shape it.‖ —Bertolt Brecht. 

To experience this there is a need on the part of Indian cinema and other literature to be more vocal and focal 

about not only farmers‘ issues but overall social issues to which the answer lies in awareness and awakening. If 

that is achieved we may have a better tomorrow. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farmers%27_suicides_in_India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satirical
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedy_film
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comedy_film
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Abstract 

Infrastructure is the basic physical and organizational structures needed for the operations of a society or enterprise or the 

services and facilities necessary for an economy to function. It can be generally defined as the set of interconnected 

structural elements that provide support for the development of the economy. The infrastructure sector primarily comprises 

of electricity, roads, telecommunications, railways, irrigation, water supply and sanitation, ports and airports, storing 

facilities, and oil and gas pipelines. India‟s infrastructure facilities, including transport, sanitation and electricity, are still 

estimated to be inadequate for its population, thereby presenting a challenge for sustainable economic growth in sectors such 

as heavy manufacturing. This research paper therefore analyses the imbalance in infrastructure of Maharashtra state, and 

key factors that are expected to ensure reduce imbalance in years to come. Recognizing the adverse implications of poor 

development in some of these sub-segments, the government has significantly increased its infrastructure spending over the 

last 10 years. It is also proactively encouraging private sector investment, to speed up development.  

Key words- imbalance, infrastructure, rods, health, education, water supply, government policies 

Introduction 

In last two decades, Indian economy has undergone multi-dimensional transformation. The economy has moved 

away from a regime of low three to four percentage of growth. In last decade, rate of growth has often been 

double than earlier era. Indian economy has become a promising vibrant economy of the 21 century. Not with 

standing a temporary blip, it is safe to say that Indian economy has broken away from the earlier sluggish rate and 

moved on to a higher growth phase. There are many causes of this remarkable transformation. Departure from 

previous stifling regulatory policy regime and allowing greater freedoms in tune with the growing market 

opportunities have been, inter alia, liberated and unleashed the economy's potential that had remained repressed. 

In last two decades, the economic and political conditions in India in general and Maharashtra in particular has 

changed enormously. In this chapter, we portray a synoptic view of the nature of changing economic 

opportunities, realized growth potential, changing policy paradigms and extent of development disparities as they 

are obtained today. Relative economic lag may have several historical, social and political causes. In particular, 

proximity to Mumbai and other industrial centers like Surat and Ahmadabad in Gujarat were favorable for the 

districts in western Maharashtra. Except a few traditional textiles mills and handicrafts Marathwada  and Vidarbha 

did not have a very large number of industries. This handicap of these regions was recognized by Government of 

Maharashtra 

Energy 

Energy is essential for the quality of life, powering industries, transport and various other amenities. Total 

dependence on an uninterrupted supply of energy for living and working has made it a key ingredient in all 

sectors of economy Electrical energy sales to ultimate consumers or ultimate electricity consumption under all 

categories during 2015-16, the State ranks 1st in the country.  Major sector wise per capita ultimate consumption 

of electricity Maharashtra is given in below table. 

Table 1:  Region wise consumption of Electricity (2015-16) 

  Sector 

Region Residential  Commercial  Industrial  Agriculture Other Total 

Konkan 13,975   8,894 16,389 140 2,869 42,267 

Nashik 1,200  407   3,088   5,079  634  10,408  

Pune 5066 2486 11861 8826 1690 29929 
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Aurangabad 2637 556 4731 9747 1339 19010 

Amravati 1482 230 687 3200 590 6189 

Nagpur 2641 609 3475 1244 971 8940 

Total 27001 13182 40231 28236 8093 116743 

Sorce: Economic survey of Maharashtra 2016-17 

The electricity consumption of Konkan region is 36.2%, is highest followed by Pune 25.6%, Aurangabad 16.3%, 

Nashik 8.9%, Nagpur 7.7% and Amaravati 5.3%. 

Transport 

Transport is indispensable as the socio-economic development of a country depends largely on an efficient and 

adequate system of transport and communication. Surface, water and air transport are the modes of transport. The 

road network consists of national highways, major state highways, state highways, major district roads, other 

district roads, village roads and internal city roads. 

Table 2: Region wise road length 

 

Region 

                                                   Type of road 

National 

Highwayss 

Major 

  State 

Highways 

State 

 Highways 

Major 

District 

Roads 

Other 

District 

Roads 

Village 

  Roads 

Total 

Vidarbha 2,134 1,232 9,526 12,391 14,642 26,282 66,207 

Marathwada 1,407 1,479 7,656 11,525 12,251 31,368 65,686 

ROM 3,897 2,469 16,148 26,928 31,223 88,231 1,68,896 

Total 7,438 5,180 33,330 50,844 58,116 1,45,881 3,00,789 

Source:  Economic Survey of Maharashtra 2016-17 

It is a fact that inadequate infrastructure results in lower efficiency, lower productivity, high transaction cost and 

insufficient access to the major markets. Moreover, due to lack of proper transport infrastructure, the objective of 

decentralization of industrial sector on a large scale is not feasible. 

Public Health 

The State has been at the forefront of healthcare development in India. Healthcare facilities are being provided by 

public, private and voluntary sectors with basic to advanced health care services. Public health services aim at 

providing reliable, accountable, adequate, qualitative, preventive and curative health care to the population with 

focus on improving maternal and child health. In addition, public health facilities are also provided considering 

local and cultural diversities, particularly for tribal and rural communities. The Government of Maharashtra has 

created three-tier health infrastructure to provide comprehensive health services to the people. The primary tier 

comprises of Sub Centers, Primary Health Centers (PHC) and Community Health Centers (CHC). The sub-district 

hospitals spread across rural & semi-urban areas and district based hospitals constitute secondary tier. Whereas, 

well equipped medical colleges and super-specialty hospitals located in major cities are at tertiary level. 

Education 

Education is relevant for improving the human capabilities. It plays an important role in human capital 

accumulation and raises awareness that leads to greater participation in civic life. Good quality human resources 

in developing regions are one of the key ingredients of economic growth and higher levels of living. Thus, while 

basic education is a development constituent and hence an empowering entitlement, skills and higher education 

are particularly relevant as means of livelihood and growth acceleration in a knowledge driven economy 

Maintaining uniformity in the of elementary education and universalizing secondary education are the major 

challenges facing Maharashtra in addition to proper implementation of the Right to Education Act.  

 

Education Index and its Components (Division and Region wise) 
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We give below information on largely input based education index that was computed by Ms. Mala Lalvani in her 

study conducted for our committee (data available with the committee). We acknowledge and discuss later, the 

fact that too much emphasis on physical inputs is not the way to go and we need to focus more on enhancing 

quality. Konkan excluding Mumbai is the best performer in this index. When Mumbai is included Konkan falls to 

second rank with Nagpur division being the best performer. The ratio of Maximum to Minimum is just under 2 

and the Coefficient of Variation is 14%. Here too our views are validated. 

Table 7 : Region wise Education Index and its Components 

Region EDU-Index Teacher Ratio Student-Classroom Ratio Female literacy Rate 

Aurangabad 279.3 29.6 30.8 67.7 

Kokan 299.1 28.5 30.6 79.1 

Nashik 263.7 31.8 33.8 67.1 

Pune 304.7 27.9 27.9 75.0 

Amravati 292.8 29.9 30.1 76.6 

Nagpur 329.4 24.6 24.7 73.5 

Source: Balanced Regional development issues in Maharashtra, Kelkar Committee Report.  

The above exposition underlines and validates what we have said upfront about literacy and school education in 

the context of regional imbalances in education as they are manifested in Maharashtra 

Water supply 

Viewing and assessing water-resource availability by 25 sub-basins of Maharashtra is necessary and appropriate 

for planning and management of water resources. However, the other developmental needs, such as 

industrialization, education, health, roads are required to be planned by administrative units (such as regions, 

districts, blocks, Panchayat etc)The 'sub-basin'wisewater-resourcedatawillhavetobere-

arrangedby'administrativeunits'.The resulting view of water resources by administrative units is presented in this 

suggests that the districts of extreme water deficit need to be considered differentially. In the extreme water deficit 

areas (i.e. with less than 500 cubic meter water per capita) achieving all-round and overall development is an 

arduous task. Once again, it is the Aurangabad and Amravati divisions and adjacent areas that deserve serious 

attention  

 Table 8: Region wise Water Availability of Maharashtra State 

Region Population Water Availability per capita 

Marathwada 18727748 438 

Vidarbha 23003179 985 

Rest of Maharashtra 70642045 1346 

Maharashtra 1123729702 1121 

Source: Balanced Regional development issues in Maharashtra, Kelkar Committee Report Source: as per 

table no 8 
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Infrastructure plays a catalytic role in the process of socio-economic development of a State.  Planning for 

infrastructure is one of the key elements of an effective policy framework.  For effective economic development 

there is a need for a balance infrastructure planning. Availability of adequate and efficient infrastructural set up 

not only promotes rapid industrialization but also improves the quality of life of the people of the State.   

The discussion on regional imbalances in education should now be enlarged to cover not only the completion of 

school education starting from primary to secondary (high school) education but also cover post-school education 

in those areas of knowledge and skill acquisition which empower individuals for better livelihood opportunities.  

There is a regional imbalance in the health status of three regions, with deficit scores Vidarbha (121.8), 

Marathwada (108.9) and Rest of Maharashtra (69.3) in the descending order of the health status deficit. The 

districts with the lower score are mostly from Vidarbha and Marathwada, but also include four districts from Rest 

of Maharashtra with a large number of tribal population. Tribal population is a common feature in the districts 

with lower health score underscoring the special attention needed to the tribal areas. These should receive high 

priority.  The health status of rural population is worse than that of urban. Hospitals and doctors are located more 

in urban areas. Hence the rural population should receive priority while correcting the imbalance. 

Inadequate road infrastructure results in lower efficiency, lower productivity, high transaction cost and 

insufficient access to the major markets. Moreover, due to lack of proper transport infrastructure, the objective of 

decentralization of industrial sector on a large scale is not feasible. 
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Abstract 

Literature is considered as reflection of society. Society- which, is full of complexities, intricacies of relations.Relations, 

which, are individual, inter-personal and societal. They have many dimensions social, cultural, political and most 

importantly economical. Reflection of this in literature happens in various forms and degrees. In Marathi Literature, both in 

fiction and non-fiction category, we can find presence of work which is based on socio-political, cultural themes. Even 

though there is invisible presence of economics in the literature, the field of economics remains unexplored on a larger scale. 

Economic events and issues are not getting centre stage in Marathi literary works. In this paper the authors are trying to 

analyze this problem and at the same time trying to explore possible solutions in this regard.  

Key words: Marathi literature, Economics 

If you talk to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. If you talk to him in his language, that goes to his 

heart”- Nelson Mandela 

Instruction  

Marathi literature has a rich and varied tradition of forms like poems, novels, Sant- Sahitya, Dalit Sahitya, 

baalsahitya to name a few. The Marathi literary world is known for its appetite for new and revolutionary ideas in 

the literature. A wide spectrum of themes has been explored in the literature so far in both fiction and non-fiction 

writings. There have been extensive writings on various academic and non-academic issues.  

Based on the overview of book selling website like Bookganga.com, Amazon.in, Flipkart.in etc. it is observed 

that amongst all the social sciences, the theme of economics is less explored in Marathi literature. Most of the 

literature in Marathi on Economics includes newspapers articles and magazines. Marathinewspapers have 

dedicated sections to financial topics. But they are restricted largely to personal finance.  

The theme of personal finance, insurance, capital markets and banks seem to be central to the non-fiction writings. 

Core economic theories and models, which have an impact on policy making at local to global level, and on the 

lives of masses in various dimensions, rarely do find a place in Marathi non-fiction literature. 

Books on evolving economic thoughts and models, which is a paradigm shift, can go a long way in understanding 

the effect of these ideas on our day to day life. For e.g. Sen‘s Capability Approach redefines the role of 

governments in a democratic setup. Inadequate knowledge of this, leads to information asymmetry and 

knowledge gap which seriously impacts their participation, decision and performance as a rational economic 

agent. Process of empowerment of people begins with empowering their minds and thoughts. This is where 

literature plays a big role. Absence of such literature in Marathi undermines the interest of majority Marathi 

people. 

A subset of Economics i.e. finance seems to have been given some importance in Marathi literature. Books on 

personal finance in Marathi, in fact, started being published post globalization. They are the latest addition and 

hence, have not yet been able to hold ground in the mainstream literature. The available literature in Marathi on 

finance does not seem to be very popular. One of the reasons could be the use of jargons and translated technical 

terms in such books. The language in such books does not seem to be very friendly to the readers. Agreed that the 

literature on finance cannot be written without the use of the jargons. But overall language can be simplified and 

the books can be presented in a palatable form to the readers. By doing so, the books can reach to and appeal the 

masses.  

Books have been written in English and have become popular worldwide. Some of the books have been translated 

into Marathi as well. For e.g. Rich Dad Poor Dad and the Business School and few other books by Robert 

Kiyosaki.But apart from such adaptations, the area remains largely unexplored with respect to some original 

work. The gross apprehension about economics, finance and related fields among masses can be attributed to 
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unavailability of relevant literature in regional languages. If this literature is made available in Marathi, or any 

regional language for that matter, understanding these concepts will enhance leading to greater participation in 

financial markets. This not just benefits the individual investors but also the capital markets and hence the 

economy. 

Some attempts have been made in Marathi literature to explore economics and relevant concepts. Some of the 

prominent works include: 

―Dragon JaagaJhaala‖ by Arun Sadhu. The book talks about growth story of China ―JananchePusataAnubhav‖ by 

MilindBokil. This book throws light on tribal economy and its issues. In one of the articles, it has been shown 

how the tribal population in some parts of Maharashtra, has been able to formulate a model of sustainable growth 

for themselves.  

―Arthaat‖ by AchyutGodbole: This book gives a brief overview of economic concepts and theories. It also throws 

a light on biographies of some prominent and distinguished economists. 

Even though these books do not directly discuss about the core economics concepts, they do discuss about 

economic issues. Such type of efforts should be made on a larger scale. There is a need of more books on 

economics the way they have been written for other social sciences like psychology, sociology etc. If this 

happens, economics and related issues will become a part of greater consciousness. It is important to understand 

and internalize the concepts of Environmental Economics, Sustainable Development, the evolving ideas of 

Human Development, economic inequality etc. If people are aware about them, then it will become easier to 

garner the support of civil society on issues like combating harmful impacts of unrestrained growth on the 

environment, green technology, sustainable use of resources, economic inequality, poverty, hunger etc. People 

can participate effectively in such ventures if they are informed about them. Awareness among people will also 

force the political parties to include these issues in their election manifesto. This will help in strengthening the 

democracy which is otherwise considered crippled because of inadequate information in the hands of the people 

which affects their decision regarding vote and creating pressure groups for betterment of the lives of the people. 

The important benefit to language and literature of development of literature on economic subjects is that it will 

enhance and enrich the language and literature by making it universal, and come out of its own limitation of being 

restricted to sect or regional confinement. 

What a person writes is reflection of his thoughts, experience, research, knowledge and exposure. An incident or 

issue strikes a chord with the writer and then there is a creative process that gives birth to any form of literary 

work. While the writer is still working on his novel, play or any other literary form, the issue or the topic becomes 

a part of his system and the resulting work is a product of not just his knowledge and research about that issue, but 

also his overall readings and the experiences that he has been through so far. A writer will generally will not write 

about a topic that he has not been exposed to enough. This could be one of the possible reasons that the 

economics has not been part of the mainstream literature so far- writers have not been exposed to economic 

thoughts enough. This happens because not enough is written about economics in fiction and non-fiction in 

Marathi. This brings us to the chicken and egg problem: economics does not occupy an important place in the 

literature because not much has been written about economics.  

One of the reasons behind economization of space of economics in Marathi literature is absence of creation of 

new knowledge and discussions of economics in Marathi in various forums like blogs, weekly, periodicals, social 

media etc.Attempts need to be made to bring out some original or translated work in economics that is palatable 

to readers.  There is a need for transcreation of popular literature on Economics in English and other languages. 

To ensure that such books reach the masses they will have to be popularized via social media, newspapers and 

other such instruments. Some famous thinkers and authors could be invited to review the book. This can instill 

some kind of curiosity among masses.  

Once such books become popular, many new authors will start writing about economics using various media. 

This will lead to deeper penetration amongst the masses. More and more will then be written and discussed about 

economics. This is a slow process, but it has to be initiated. It will take some time for a new tradition to begin in 
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the literary world, but the results will be worth the wait. Once this tradition is in place we will find increased 

awareness about economic affairs. The preconceived notion of economics being a ―dry‖ subject might eventually 

wither away. Then it will increasingly become part of mass consciousness and hence a part of mainstream 

literature as well. 
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“kkarkjkeHkkÅ ?kksyi dyk foKku o  xksfVjkeHkkÅ iokj okf.kT; egkfo|ky;] f”koGs] 

rk- eqjckM] ft- Bk.ks 421401  

● 

Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk d"̀khiz/kku vkgs- toGikl 60% is{kk tkLr Hkkjrh; yksdla[;k izR;{k fdaok vizR;{k fjR;k 

'ksrhoj voyacwu vkgs- Hkkjrh; 'ksrh gh vizxr vkgs Hkkjrh; 'ksrekykyk ;ksX; fdaer ;sr ukgh- ;ksX; fdaer 

vkyh rjh rh fdaer 'ksrdÚ;ki;Zar iksgpr ukgh- e/;Lr lk[kGhe/;s gh tkLr fdaer foHkkxyh tkrs- ,danjhr 

Hkkjrh; 'ksrh ekxklysyh vkgs- ifj.kkeh Hkkjrh; 'ksrdjh ekxklysyk jkgrks- 'ksrdÚ;kph gh voLFkk vlsy rj 

Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k fopkj u dsysykp cjk- Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu lhekar 'ksrdjh mis{kspk cGh Bjyk 

vkgs- R;kph vkfFkZd o lkekftd ifjfLFkrh vR;ar n;uh; vkgs- Hkkjrkrhy [ksM;ke/;s th lektO;oLFkk vkgs 

R;ke/;s Hkwehghu 'ksretqjhps LFkku vxnh rGk'kh vkgs- lektkrhy izR;sd ?kVd vki&vkiyk LokFkZ lk/k.;klkBh 

fcpkÚ;k Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaps “kks’k.k djrks- Hkkjrh; Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkapk iz'u Hkkjrkrhy d̀"kh vFkZO;oLFksrhy u 

lqV.kkjk iz'u cuyk vkgs- o ljdkjps R;kdMs nwyZ{k >kY;keqGs gk iz”u vf/kd fDyLV cuyk vkgs- izLrqr 

^Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k leL;kapk vH;kl* ;k 'kks/kfuca/kkr Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkP;k fofo/k 

leL;kaoj izdk'k Vkd.;kr vkyk vkgs- 

● 

 Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaps Lo:Ik letkowu ?ks.ks- 

 Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkapk vFkZ letkoqu ?ks.ks- 

 Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k fofo/k leL;kaoj izdk'k Vkd.ks- 

 Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k leL;kaoj mik; lqpfo.ks- 

● 

izLrqr ^Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k leL;kapk vH;kl* gk 'kks/kfuca/k r;kj djrkuk izkeq[;kus nq¸;e L=ksrkaekQZr 

ekfgrh ladfyr dj.;kr vkyh vkgs- ;ke/;s fofo/k lanHkZ xzaFk] Øfed iqLrds] fu;rdkfyds] ekflds] orZeku i=] fofo/k 

laLFkkps vgoky] jkT; ljdkj o dsanz ljdkj ;kaps vgoky o baVjusV ;kapk okij dj.;kr vkyk vkgs- 

● 

Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqj gk xzkeh.k o d`"kh vFkZO;oLFkspk egRokpk vax vkgs- T;k >kMkaph eqGs gh Qkj [kksyoj xsysyh 

ulrkr rh >kMs oknGkr izFke mUeGwu IkMrkr- Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaph fLFkrh ;k >kMkalkj[kh vkgs- Lor%P;k 

ekydhph tehu miyC/k ulY;kus R;kauk brjkaP;k 'ksrkr dke djkos ykxrs- 'ksrhP;k ekSlekr R;kauk dke miyC/k gksrs o 

gaxke lairkr R;kauk o.ko.k dkeklkBh fQjkos ykxrs- f'k{k.kkpk izlkj ns'kkr >kyk vlyk rjhgh Hkwehghu 'ksrdÚ;kai;Zar 

gh f'k{k.kkph xaxk iksgpysyh ukgh- R;keqGs R;kaps vk;q"; lrr vfuf'prr jkgrs o gh vfuf'prrk ejsi;Zar R;kapk 

ikBykx djrs- vkfFkZd o lkekftd dkj.kkaeqGs ns'kkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaph la[;k fnolsafnol ok<r vkgs- R;keqGs 

^Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k leL;kapk vH;kl* ;k fo"k;kps egRo vf/kd vkgs- 

● Hkwehghu 'ksretqj % 

 izR;sd ns'kkP;k Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkapk vkdkj gk R;k ns'kkph ,dw.k yksdla[;k] yksdla[;k ok<hpk nj] 'ksrhoj vk/kkjhr 

yksdla[;sps izek.k] 'ksrhph fLFkrh vkf.k 'ksrhr okijY;k tk.kkÚ;k ;a=kps izek.k ;koj voyacqu vlrs- fczfV'k Hkkjrkr 

;s.;kiwohZ Hkkjrkr Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkapk oxZ vfLrRokr UkOgrk vlk ,d fopkj izokg vkgs- FkkWel eUjks ;kaP;k fy[kkukpk 

fopkj djrk 1842 iwohZ Hkkjrkr ,d lq)k 'ksretqj vfLrRokr UkOgrk- R;kaP;k ;k fy[kk.kkr tjh vfr'k;ksDrh ekuyh rjh 

fczVh'kkaph jktoV lq: gks.;kiqohZ 'ksretqjkaps vfLrRo tk.ko.;ktksxs fuf'prp uOgrs- 
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● 

 O;k[;k %^^mithfodsps lk/ku Eg.kwu nqlÚ;kaP;k 'ksrtehuhoj jkc.kkÚ;k etqjkyk 'ksretqj vls Eg.krkr-** 

 'ksretqj nqlÚ;kP;k 'ksrtfeuhoj mithfodsps lk/ku feGfo.;kP;k mn~ns'kkus dke djrks- 

● rks tsFks dke djrks R;k tfeuhoj R;kpk eqGhp ekydh vf/kdkj ulrks- 

● 'ksrhe/;s rks th dkes djrks R;k dk;kZlaca/khps fu.kZ; ¼mnk- fof'k"V fØ;sph osG] fØ;sph i)rh] b-½ rks Lor% ?ksr 

ukgh- rj ekydkoj lksMrks- 

● ifjJekcn~ny R;kyk feG.kkjk ekscnyk gk QDr etqjhP;kp Lo:ikr vlrks- u¶;ke/;s R;kpk fgLlk ulrks- 

● R;kyk feG.kkjk ekscnyk oLrwP;k fdaok jks[k Lo:ikr vlq 'kdrks- 

ojhy vVhaph iqrZrk dj.kkÚ;k O;Drhyk 'ksretqj vls Eg.krkr- 

● 

T;k 'ksretqjkadMs Lor%P;k ekydhph tehu vlrs v'kk 'ksretqjkauk Hkweh/kkjh 'ksretwj Eg.krkr- R;kaP;kdMs tehu vlyh 

rjhlq)k lk/kukaP;k derjrseqGs rh ykxoMh[kkyh vk.kyh tkr ukgh- vkf.k tjh ykxoMh[kkyh vk.kyh xsyh rjhgh ák 

tfeuhps {ks= vxnh ygku vlY;keqGs v'kk etqjkauk brjkaP;k tfeuhe/;s dke djkos ykxrs- 

tfeuhph ewGhp ekydh ulysY;k o mithfodslkBh brjkaP;k tfeuhoj dk;Z dj.kkÚ;k “ksretqjkauk Hkwehghu “ksretwj 

Eg.krkr- HkkjrkP;k vFkZO;oLFksr R;kaps LFkku vxnh rGk'kh vkgs- 

d`"kh Jehdkaph la[;k 275 yk[k 749 yk[k 173% 

'ksrhojhy ,dw.k dkexkjkaph la[;k 

¼'ksrdjh + 'ksretqj½ 

972 yk[k 1853 yk[k 93% 

Okjhy rDR;ko:u vls y{kkr ;srs dh] Hkkjrkr d`"kh Jehdkaph la[;k 1951&52 e/;s 275 yk[k gksrh rh ok<wu 1991&92 

e/;s 749 yk[k >kys- ;ke/;s ok<hpk nj 173% gksrk- 'ksrhojhy ,dw.k dkexkj la[;k ikgrk ¼'ksrdjh + 'ksretqj½ gh 

la[;k 1951&52 e/;s 192 yk[k gksrh rh ok<wu 1991&92 e/;s 1853 yk[k >kyh- ;ke/;s ok<hpk nj 93% gksrk- 

 

ekSfnzd mRiUu ¼:-½ cktkj fdaerhoj vk/kkfjr 
okLro mRiUu ¼:-½ 1993&94 

fdaerhuqlkj 
o`)h nj 

okLrfod 

etqjh funsZ'kkad 

 1951&52 1999&2000 1993&94 1999&2000   

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

iq:"k 21-35 40-15 21-35 26-17 22-5 100 

fL=;k 15-18 28-38 15-18 18-50 21-9 70-07 

eqys 24-23 24-23 12-43 15-80 21-1 60-03 

d`"kh JfedkalkBh vlysY;k miHkksDrk funsZ'kadko:u ojhy vkdMsokjh dk<.;kr vkyk vkgs- 

ojhy RkDR;kr 1993&94 o 1999&2000 e/khy iq:"k] fL=;k o eqys ákauk feG.kkÚ;k nSuafnu ljkljh mRiUukph rqyuk 

dsyh vkgs- ;ko:u gs Li"V gksrs dh 'ksretwj dqVqackph voLFkk vR;ar n;fu; vkgs- ;ke/khy cjkp Hkkx gk nkfjnz; 

js’ks[kkyh thou txr vkgs- 
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2001 10-67 djksM 

2011 14-43 djksM 

 

ojhy rDR;kuqlkj 2001 lkyh Hkkjrkr 10-67 djksM Hkwehghu 'ksretqj gksrs gh yksdla[;k 2011 e/;s ok<wu 14-43 djksM 

>kyh vkgs- ;kpkp vFkZ Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkph la[;k fnolsafnol ok<r pkyyh vkgs-

● 

Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaphs la[;k tkLr vkgs- ;k Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k leL;kadMs jktdh; iq<kjh ljdkj ;kaps lrr 

nqyZ{k >kys vkgs- Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkauk iq<hy leL;kauk lkeksjs tkos ykxrs- 

Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkadMs tfeuhpk vk/kkj ulrks- R;keqGs mithfodsps R;kaps lk/ku e;kZfnr gksrkr- R;keqGs 

oknGkr lkiMysY;k >kMkalkj[kh R;kaph fLFkrh >kyh vkgs- 

Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkauk o"kZHkj jkstxkj miyC/k gksr ukgh- R;keqGs R;kauk csdkjh o v/kZcsdkjhr thou txkos 

ykxrs- Hkkjrkrhy “ksretqjkauk o"kkZr fdrh fnol jkstxkj feGrks ;kfo"k;h fuf'pr vkdMsokjh vktgh miyC/k ukgh- 

Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkauk o"kZHkj dke feGr ulY;keqGs R;kaph mRiUu ok<fo.;kph fdrhgh bPNk vlyh o dks.krsgh dke 

dj.;kph r;kjh vlyh rjhgh R;kauk dkeklkBh o.ko.k fQjkos ykxrs- 

T;k izek.ks vUu feGfo.;klkBh i{kh ,dk fBdk.kkgwu nwlÚ;k fBdk.kh tkos ykxrs R;k izdkjph fLFkrh Hkwehghu 

'ksretwjkaph>kyh vkgs- dke feGfo.;klkBh R;kauk vkiyk xko] izns'k lksMwu nwlÚ;k fBdk.kh tkos ykxrs- 'ksrhP;k gaxkekr 

R;kauk jkstxkj feGrks o brj gaxkekr R;kauk jkstxkjklkBh LFkykarjhr Ogkos ykxrs- mnk- jRukxhjh] jk;xM] Bk.ks o 

iky?kj ftYákrhy 'ksretqj ikolkGk laiY;kuarj dke 'kks/k.;klkBh eqacbdMs oGrkr- ;k LFkykarjkeqGs R;kaP;k eqykaps 

pkaxY;k izdkj f'k{k.k feGr ukgh- 

lsok {ks= o m|ksx/kans ;ke/;s dke dj.kkÚ;k dkexkjkais{kk 'ksretqjkauk R;kaP;k dkekcn~ny ;ksX; ekscnyk feGr ukgh- 

'ksretqj vKkuh vlY;keqGs R;kauk vkiys 'kks"k.k gksrs ;kph tk.kholq)k ukgh- fdeku osru dk;nk ykxq >kY;kiklqu 

R;kaps osru tjh ok<ys vlys rjhgh ok<R;k egkxkbZpk fopkj djrk R;kauk ;k ok<ysY;k osrukPkk Qkjlk Qk;nk gksr 

ukgh- 

Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkauk vk;q";Hkj dtkZP;k cks>k[kkyh thou txkos ykxrs- vfu;fer o ekSleh Lo:ikpk 

jkstxkj] vYi osrunj vkf.k ijaijkxr feGkysyk nkfjnz;kpk fi<htkr okjlk ;k dkj.kkaeqGs R;kauk dtZ ?ksrY;kf'kok; 

nwljk i;kZ; miyC/k ulrks- ;k Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkadMwu ?ksrys tk.kkjs dtZ gs lkodkj ;k lkj[;k fcxj laLFkkRed 

L=ksrkekQZr ?ksrys tkr vlY;keqGs R;kauk HkjelkB O;kt |kos ykxrs- ;k dtkZP;k lkQG;krwu rs ckgsj iMw 'kdr ukgh- 

Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqj gs fuj{kj vlY;keqGs vKkuh jkgrkr- R;keqGs brj oxkZdMwu vkiY;kyk Qloys tkrs fdaok 

vkiys 'kks’k.k dsys tkrs ákph tk.kho lq)k R;kauk gksr ulrs- 

Hkkjrh; lekt O;oLFksr Hkwehghu “ksretwjkaph LFkku vxnh rGk'kh vkgs- izR;sd oxkZadMwu R;kaph fiGo.kwd gksr vlrs- 

vYi osrunkj] BjysY;k osGsis{kk tkLr osG dke d:u ?ks.ks v'kk i)rhr R;kaph fiGo.kwd dsyh tkrs- 

vusd fBdk.kh Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkauk xqykeklkj[ks okxfoys tkrs- Hk;kud nkfjnz;] dtZcktkjhi.kk ;keqGs rs xqykefxjhps 

th.ks txrkr- vusd fBdk.kh R;kauk fnyk tk.kkjk ekscnyk gk iS'kkP;k Lo:ikr u nsrk oLrqP;k Lo:ikr fnyk tkrks- 
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Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaph la[;k tjh eksBh vlyh rjhgh rh fo[kqjysY;k Li:ikr vkgs- R;keqGs R;kaP;ke/;s 

la?kVuspk vHkko fnlrks- la?kVuk ulY;keqGs R;kaph lkSnk'kDrh deh jkgrs- osGksosGh iz;Ru dsys vlys rjhgh vktgh 

R;kaph la?kVuk r;kj gksÅ 'kdyh ukgh- 

Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k vk;q";kr eksB;k izek.kkr vfuf'prrk vlrs- okÚ;kr fxjD;k ?ks.kkÚ;k iraxklkj[kh R;kaph voLFkk 

vlrs- tsFks dke feGsy rsFks R;kauk dkeklkBh tkos ykxrs- 

1½ 'ksrh fodkl 

2½ f'k{k.kkpk izlkj 

3½ fdeku osru nj ok< 

4½ fdeku osru dk;|kph dMd vaeyctko.kh 

5½ ik;kHkwr lqfo/kkae/;s ok< 

6½ tfeuhps okVi 

7½ la?kVuk r;kj dj.ks 

8½ vkS|ksfxd izf'k{k.k ns.ks 

9½ 'ksretqj lsok lferhph LFkkiuk 

10½ y?kq o dqVhj m|ksxkaph lq:okr 

Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkaP;k leL;sus Hkkjrh; xzkeh.k d`"kh vFkZO;oLFkk foLdGhr d:u Vkdyh vkgs- Hkkjrkrhy 

Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkauk iz”u gk ,d fp?kGysyh t[ke vkgs- o loZ ?kVdkapk R;kaP;kdMs nqyZ{k >kY;keqGs t[ke okgr vkgs- 

HkkjrkP;k ekth jk"Vªirh Jh- fuye latho jsM~Mh ;kaP;k Eg.kU;kuqlkj Hkkjrkrhy Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkapk iz'u gk /kqel.kkjk 

Tokykeq[kh cuyk vkgs o gk Tokykeq[khpk d/khgh mnzsd gksÅu rks ykOgk Qsdq ykxsy R;keqGs ljdkjus o laca/khr 

?kVdkus R;kdMs osGhp y{k nsÅu vko';d R;k mik;;kstuk dj.ks vko';d vkgs- rjp ;k Hkwehghu 'ksretqjkapk iz'u 

lqVsy o R;kauklq)k HkkjrkP;k fodkl izokgkr lekfo"V djrk ;sbZy o [kÚ;k vFkkZus Hkkjrkpk lokZafxu fodkl gksbZy- 

 % 

1½Agrawal A.N., Indian Agriculture, Vani Education. Book 1986 

2½Chauhas D.S. Agriculture Economics, Millan - 1993 

3½Shing and Sandhu, Agriculture problem in India, Himalaya Pub. Mumbai – 1991 

4½ Deepashree, Indian Economy Ane Student Edition 

5½ MkW- th- ,u- >kejs] Hkkjrh; vFkZ'kkL=] fiaiGkiqjs vWa.M d- ifCy'klZ] ukxiqj 

6½ MkW- izHkkdj ns'keq[k] Jekps vFkZ'kkL=] fo|k izdk'ku ukxiwj 2010 

7½ dfoeaMG fot;] Hkkjrkpk vkfFkZd fodkl o fu;kstu] eaxs'k izdk'ku] 1992 

8½ 'ksrdjh 

9½ cGhjktk 

10½ ;kstuk 

11½ vFkZlaokn 

12½ yksdlRrk 

13½ www.economictims.com 

14½ www.wikipedia.com 

 

http://www.economictims.com/
http://www.wikipedia.com/
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NON-PERFORMING ASSETS OF INDIAN BANKING SYSTEM 

AND ITS IMPACT ON ECONOMY  

 

Prof. Amol Sonawane 

Assist Prof. Department Of Economics 

Matoshree Sumati Chintamani Tipnis College of Arts and Commerce Mamdapur, Neral 

 

Abstract 

The assets for which the interest remains unpaid for ninety days were considered as NPAs. 

One of the major challenges for the Indian banking system is to address the NPA issue which has also affected the 

profitability of banks besides coming in the way of future bank lending as banks have been cautious while lending especially 

for long term purposes. Banks plays an important role in the economic development of a country. Banks are growth-driver 

and the banking business is exposed to various risk, such as credit risk, liquidity risk, interest risk, market risk, operational 

risk and management risk. Apart from these risks the very important risk is loan recovery. The magnitude of NPA is 

comparatively higher in public sectors banks. To improve the efficiency and profitability of banks the NPA need to be 

reduced and controlled for inclusive and sustainable economy 

Keywords: Banking Sector, Gross Non-Performing Assets, Net Non-Performing Assets, Union Expenditure Budget, Defense 

Budget, Banking Norms, Guarantor, Banking performance, Banking Reforms, Credit Risk. Economic indicator 

Introduction of NPA 

The assets for which the interest remains unpaid for ninety days were considered as NPAs. 

One of the major challenges for the Indian banking system is to address the NPA issue which has also affected the 

profitability of banks besides coming in the way of future bank lending as banks have been cautious while lending 

especially for long term purposes. Various measures have been attempted to address this issue with the IBC being 

the latest one where some of the larger NPAs have been identified for speedy resolution. ―Assets which generate 

income are called performing assets and but those do not generate income are called non-performing assets.‖ 

Objectives of the Study 

 To study the status of Non-Performing Assets of Indian Commercial Banks in India 

 To study the impact of NPAs on Banks system 

 To know the recovery of NPAS through various channels 

 To make appropriate suggestions to avoid future NPAs and to manage existing NPA 

Scope of the Study 

 The study could suggest measures for the banks to avoid future NPAs 

 The study may help the government in creating & implementing new strategies to control NPAs. 

 The study will help to select appropriate techniques suited to manage the NPAs 

 Develop a time bound action plan to check the growth of NPAs. 

 Non-Performing Assets of Indian Banking System and its Impact on Economy 

Sources of Data 

The data collected is mainly secondary in nature. The sources of data for this thesis include the literature 

published by Indian Bank and the Reserve Bank of India, various magazines, Journals, Books dealing with the 

current banking scenario and research papers. 

Methodology of Study 

The study is based on secondary data. The paper discusses the conceptual framework of NPA and it also 

highlights the trends, status and impact of NPA on scheduled commercial banks during the period of 17 years i.e.  

Several reputed research journal including research paper and articles have been used by the researchers. 

Moreover, RBI Report on Trend and Progress of Banking and economy in India for various years, websites and a 

book on banking has been referred during the study and 
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External Factor 

Recession 

Input/Power 
Storage 

Price 
escalation 

Exchange 
Rate 

Fluctuation 

Liberalization 
of Economy 

Wilful 
Defaulters 

Internal Factors 

Diversion funds 

Taking up new 
Project 

Business Failure 

Inefficiency in 
Management 

Lack of 
Coordination 

Slackness in 
Credit 

Management and 
Monitoring 

Review of Literature 

 Kaur K. and Singh B. (2011) in their study on Non-performing assets of public and private sector banks (a 

comparative study) studied that NPAs are considered as an important parameter to judge the performance 

and financial health of banks as well as economy 

 Rai (2012) in her study on Study on performance of NPAs of Indian commercial banks find out that 

corporate borrowers even after defaulting continuously never had the fear of bank taking action to recover 

their dues. 

The increase ratio of NPAsBelow table and graph is showing incising NPA’s in India 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The increasing in NPS‘s have been the highest in Q1 FY18 witnessing an increase of about 16.6% to reach Rs 

829,338 crore as of June 2017. Similarly the increase in NPAs have been the highest in public sector banks 

compare to private sector banks which we can compare form below table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Underlying reason for NPA in India An internal study conducted by RBI shows that in the order of prominence, 

the following factor contribute to NPAs 
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Why assets become NPA? 

 Lack of proper monitoring and follow-up measures 

 Lack of sincere corporate culture inadequate legal provisions on foreclosure and bankruptcy 

 Change in economic policies/environment. 

 Non transparent accounting policy and poor auditing practices 

 Lack of coordination between banks/FIs 

 Directed landing to certain sectors 

The top 20 banks with highest NPA ratios are public sector banks (PSBs) - The top 2 banks, namely IDBI Bank 

(24.11%) and Indian Overseas Bank (23.6%) have NPA ratios of over 20% - Indian Bank is the PSB with lowest 

ratio of 7.21%. - Top 8 banks have an NPA ratio of over 15% as of June 2017. - YES Bank is the only bank with a 

ratio of just less than 1.we can refer it from below table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 NPA’s - Impact on Indian Economy 

The problem of NPAs in the Indian banking system is one of the foremost and the most formidable problems that 

had impact the entire economy. Higher NPA ratio trembles the confidence of investors, depositors, lenders etc. 

NPA adversely impact the banks by reducing their profits in the form of interests and provisions, reducing their 

lending capacity and making them more risk averse, which in turn impacts the economy. This slows down the 

credit recycling and reduces the size of credit multiplier; the lending rates are increased by the banks that 

discourage the genuine borrowers from seeking loans and thereby affecting the economic productivity 

 Profitability: NPAs put detrimental impact on the profitability as banks stop to earn income on one hand and 

attract higher provisioning compared to standard assets on the other hand. On an average, banks are providing 

around 25% to 30% additional provision on incremental NPAs which has direct bearing on the profitability of 

the banks. 

 Capital Adequacy: As per Basel norms, banks are required to maintain adequate capital on risk-weighted 

assets on an ongoing basis. Every increase in NPA level adds to risk weighted assets which warrant the banks 

to shore up their capital base further. Capital has a price tag ranging from 12% to 18% since it is a scarce 

resource. 

 Asset (Credit) contraction: The increased NPAs put pressure on recycling of funds and reduces the ability of 

banks for lending more and thus results in lesser interest income. It contracts the money stock which may lead 

to economic slowdown. 

 Liability Management: In the light of high NPAs, Banks tend to lower the interest rates on deposits on one 

hand and likely to levy higher interest rates on advances to sustain NIM. This may become hurdle in smooth 

financial intermediation process and hampers banks ‗business as well as economic growth. 
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 Shareholders’ confidence: Normally, shareholders are interested to enhance value of their investments 

through higher dividends and market capitalization which is possible only when the bank posts significant 

profits through improved business. 

Findings 

Because of mismanagement in bank there is a positive relation between Total Advances, Net Profits and NPA of 

bank which is not good. Positive relation between NPA & profits are due to wrong choice of clients by Banks. 

There is an adverse effect on the Liquidity of Bank. Bank is unable to give loans to the new customers due to lack 

of funds which arises due to NPA As per the government, the main reasons for rise in NPAs are sluggishness in 

the domestic growth in the recent past, slow recovery in the global economy and continuing uncertainty in global 

markets leading to lower exports of various products such as textiles and leather. 

Suggestion 

Advances provided by banks need to be done pre-sanctioning evaluation and post disbursement control so that 

NPA can decrease. Good management needed on the side of banks to decrease the level of NPA. Proper selection 

of borrowers & follow ups required to get timely payment. 

Recovery camps 

Bank personnel jointly approach the defaulting borrowers for repayment at a place and time convenient to both 

the parties. These are more suited to small loans. The banks instead of conducting the recovery camps at their 

branches, they usually conduct such recovery camps in centers like block board offices, court buildings, 

government department buildings etc. such recovery camps so that the borrowers find it convenient to attend the 

recovery camps. Under certain circumstances, the manager in charge of the bank branches along with some 

branch officials go to each visit each house of the borrowers And recover the installments due in respect of loans 

availed by them. 

Conclusion 

The bank seems to have an increasing trend of NPA in last four years. The bank needs be proactive in the 

selection of clients and customers while sanctioning of loans. The operation of the bank is wide enough to cater to 

the needs of broad spectrum of the society and economy of India at large. However, once NPAs do come into 

existence, the problem can be solved only if there is enabling legal structure, since recovery of NPAs often 

requires litigation and court orders to recover stock loans. 
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Abstract 

The present study is an attempt to identify the key determinants and impact of inflation of India. It was investigate the 

inflation and impacts other macro-economic variables covering both domestic and external sectors. in additional to the 

conventional factors like Gross domestic product (GDP), Wholesale Price Index (WPI), Domestic Saving Rate, Annual 

Growth Rate, fiscal deficit, money supply, and trade deficit the study has also examined the impact of inflation on saving rate 

as percent of GDP on growth rate of India‟s National Income and the relation between saving rate and growth rate during 

the Eleventh Five Year Plan period from 2007 to 2012. 

Keywords: Inflation, Price, Rate, Growth, Saving, GDP, WPI, Annual, Eleventh Five Year 

Introduction 

Inflation is defined as a general rise in prices of all commodities. Inflation is basically a combination of two types: 

Cost-Push inflation and Demand-Pull inflation. Cost-Push inflation is caused by rise in the cost of factors of 

production. External shocks, depreciation in the exchange rate and labour costs are the causes of cost-push 

inflation. The demand- push inflation is the cost of production factors and production demand for goods and 

services. The many factors and policies have been responsible for inflation. For example aggregate demand, 

aggregate supply, taxes, deficit etc. 

According to C. Crowther, ―Inflation is a state in which the value of money is falling and the prices are rising‖.  

The above definition means relationship between the supply of money and the general price level. It means, 

There are two features of inflation one is acceleration in the rate of inflation over time and second is high rate of 

inflation accompanied by high rate of unemployment also termed as stagflation or slumflation- which has posed 

serious challenge. 

Inflation Rate: 

Rate of inflation 

  P1 = Price level in year t 

  Pt-1= Price level in year-1, base year 

Hence it is necessary to study the impact of inflation on saving and growth rate during the Eleventh Five Year 

plan (2007-2012). 

The Statement of the problem: 

The paper analyses the impact of inflation on saving and growth rate o national income and the relation between 

saving and growth rate during the Eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-2012) 

Objectives: 

 Main objectives of the study are as follows: 

 1. To define concept and causes of inflation 

 2. To Study impact of inflation on economic saving and growth rate 

 3. To study the relation between saving and growth rate. 

Methodology: 

 The study is based on secondary data, obtained from various reference books, Journals, Research paper, articles 

and Government Reports.  

Limitations of the Study: 

 1. The Study is based on secondary sources of data. 

 2. This study is period of Eleventh Five Year Plan(2007-2012) 
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Trends of Inflation: 

Inflation is the process of continuously rising of prices. The wholesale price index (WPI) is the main measure of 

inflation in India. The wholesale price index measures the price of a representative basket of wholesale goods. 

The wholesale price index is divided into three groups‘primary articles, fuel and power and manufactured 

products. India‘s annual rate of inflation based on monthly wholesale price index. Inflation rate in India is 

reported by ministry of commerce and industry. India inflation rate averaged 7.7 percent reaching an all time high 

of 34.7 percent in 1974 and record low of -11.3 percent in May of 1976. 

Growth Domestic Product (GDP) annual rate in Indian Economy is reported by the ministry of statistic and 

programme implementation. From 1951 to 2013 in India‘s annual growth rate averaged 5.8 percent.  

Table No. 01 

Growth and Inflation Rate 

Sr. No. Year Inflation rate  

(%) 

Growth rate  

(%) 

1 2004 3.80 7.0 

2 2005 3.97 9.54 

3 2006 6.27 9.65 

4 2007 6.37 9.34 

5 2008 8.35 6.7 

6 2009 10.88 8.0 

7 2010 11.99 8.5 

8 2011 8.86 8.2 

9 2012 0.25 6.2 

10 2013 89.65 5.0 

11 2014 8.28 - 

   Sources: http//www.inflation rate in India 

The above table shows trends of inflation rate and growth rate in Indian economy. The inflation rate increased 

continuously less fluctuation where as the growth rate up to 2007. Inflation rate is lower than growth rate. 

Impact Inflation, Saving and Growth Rate during Eleventh Five Year Plan (2007-2012) 

Inflationary trends, the domestic saving rate recorded and annual growth rate of national income of India during 

Eleventh five year plan period of 2007 to 2012. 

Table No.02 

Inflationary trend, domestic saving and Growth Rate During  

Eleventh Five Year plan(2007-2012) 

Sr. No. Year Inflation 

Rate 

Domestic saving 

rate 

Growth 

rate 

1 2007-08 4.74 36.8 9.6 

2 2008-09 8.05 32.0 6.2 

3 2009-10 3.80 33.7 8.2 

4 2010-11 9.65 34.0 8.7 

5 2011-12 8.94 30.08 6.1 

 

Sources: Economic Survey of India 2011-12 & 2012-13 

Inflationary trend during Eleventh Five Year plan as per the above table no.2 in the first year of the eleventh five 

year plan the inflation was normal with 4.74 percent but in the second year it jumped to 8.05 percent again in the 

third year of the plan the inflation recorded was 3.80 percent but again increased to 9.65 percent in planning year 

2010-11. The domestic saving rate recorded as 36.8 percent of GDP. In the second year of the plan the domestic 
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saving rate is 32.0 percent, in the final year it was 30.08 percent domestic saving rate as per GDP. Annual 

Economic growth rate 9.6 percent in eleventh year paling first year. In last year it was declined to 6.1 percent it is 

the lowest one in the plan. 

Conclusion: 

1. The Inflation Rate increased to 9.65 percent in fourth year (2010-11) of the Eleventh Five year plan    

2.  The lowest inflation rate 3.80 percent in third year (2009-10) of the Eleventh Five plan 

3. The Domestic saving rate in the first year is highest to all succeeding years of eleventh five year as it   

        recorded as 36.8 (2007-08) of GDP. 

4. The lowest Domestic saving rate in Fifth year as it is recorded as 30.08 percent (2011-12) of GDP 

5. The Highest annual growth rate recorded as 9.6 percent (2007-2008) in thefirst year of Eleventh plan. 

6. The lowest annual growth rate recorded as 6.1 percent (2011-12) in the Fifth year of Eleventh Five   

       Year plan 
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Abstract 

This paper provides a broad overview of the employment situation among educated young peoples, which is a major concern 

of government and their social partner throughout the Maharashtra. The specter of unemployed educated youths looms large 

in Maharashtra, with the state topping the list in a study. In the state, unemployment particularly affects those who are 

educated as well as economically well-off. With an object to understand the present situation of unemployment faced by the 

educated and also to understand the various causes and consequences of the same, this research paper is presented  study of 

educated unemployment of Maharashtra state. The methodology used for this paper is secondary data. The research has 

covered various causes of unemployment, types of unemployment, current situation of unemployment in Maharashtra and 

government programs against of unemployment. 

 Keywords: education, graduates, unemployment, youth, government policy. 

Introduction 

Unemployment occurs when a person who is actively searching for employment is unable to find work. For many 

of us the notion of unemployment is one of those who do not have a job or, are paid no salary. Unemployment has 

thus reached such an alarming situation today that is perhaps considered the most serious of the problem affecting 

Maharashtra and one that is steadily worsening as the gap between the rapid rising member pressing for work and 

the new employment opportunities being created widen. 4.5% young men in Maharashtra state are unemployed. 

Economist Ajit Ranade says, ―Unemployment figures are drawn from registration in employment exchange, 

which doesn‘t give a correct picture. Besides, a large proportion of youth today are under-employed, this means 

they are in jobs which pay less than they deserve as per their skills and Qualifications.  

Objectives 

 The principal objective of the study is to examine the nature of educated unemployment in Maharashtra. 

 To assess how far the employment exchanges have fulfilled their objective in catering to the needs of tire 

educated unemployed in the state. 

 The study also attempts to understand the socio-economic conditions of the educated unemployed in 

Maharashtra. 

Methodology 

The study is based on both primary and secondary data. Secondary data were collected from various sources like 

the decennial census reports, reports of the various rounds of the National Sample Surveys on employment and 

unemployment in Maharashtra, employment Exchange data. Publications of the state Planning Board. Department 

of Economics and Statistics etc. The information so collected has been analyzed by focusing attention on the 

changing trend. Nature and pattern of employment and unemployment in Maharashtra. 

Analysis Of The Study 

A) Households by Number of Wage/Salaried Persons 

The households are classified into four categories namely no wage/salaried person 

In the household, 1 wage/salaried person, 2 wage/salaried persons and 3 & more wage/salaried persons in the 

household. 

Table No. 1: Distribution of wage/salaried persons (in %) 

Sector None 1 person 2 Persons 3 Persons 

Rural 86.0 11.4 2.3 0.3 

Urban 55.1 34.0 8.9 1.9 

R+U 77.0 18.0 4.2 0.8 

Source: Maharashtra District level Report 2013-14 
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Graph No-01 Distribution of wage/salaried persons 

 
It is clearly evident from the Table No.1 that overall, about 77 per cent of the households reported to be having no 

wage/salaried person in their households. It shows the high informality in employment situation in Maharashtra. 

In rural areas, the situation is still worse when compared to urban areas. It is found from the table that 86 per cent 

of the households in rural areas having no wage/salaried person. 

B) Labour Force Participation Rate (LFPR) 

According to Usual Principal Status Approach, 567 persons out of 1000 persons are in the labour force at State 

level after pooling the Central and State sample.  

Table No.2: Labour Force Parameters at State level (in %) 

Sector  UPS UPSS 

 LFPR WPR UR LFPR WPR UR 

Rural Male 79.4 77.5 2.4 80 78.5 1.9 

Female 48.0 47.2 1.7 49.7 49.1 1.3 

Person 64.3 63.0 2.1 65.4 64.4 1.6 

Urban Male 72.4 70.6 2.5 72.5 70.8 2.3 

Female 19.5 18.4 5.5 19.9 18.8 5.2 

Person 47.0 45.5 3.1 47.2 45.8 2.9 

R+U Male 76.3 74.4 2.4 76.7 75.1 2.1 

Female 35.4 34.5 2.6 36.5 35.7 2.2 

Person 56.7 55.3 2.5 57.4 56.2 2.1 

Source: Maharashtra Socio-Economic Report 2016 

Graph No-02: Labour Force Parameters at State level 
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In other words, it implies that 56.7 per cent of the working age population i.e. persons aged 15 years and above is 

either working or seeking for work at the State level under UPS approach. In the Rural and Urban sectors of the 

State after pooling the estimates, the LFPR is estimated to be 64.3 per cent and 47 per cent respectively. 

C) Activity wise Distribution of the persons 

Under the Usual Principal Status approach, majority of the work force aged 15 years and above are self-

employed. About 53 per cent of the workers are reported to be self-employed followed by 23.4 per cent employed 

as casual labour, and about 21 per cent as wage/salaried at State level. 4.3 In rural areas, about 60 per cent are 

reported as self-employed, followed by 29.1 per cent as casual labour and 8.5 per cent as wage/salaried earners. 

The distribution of employed persons among different economic activities under the UPSS is found to be almost 

similar to the UPS approach and is as shown in Table No.3. 

                  Table No.3: Distribution of workers by broad activity (in %) 

Sector Self Employed Wage/Salaried 

Employee 

Contract 

Worker 

Casual 

Labour 

UPS 

Rural 60.4 8.5 2 29.1 

Urban 39.9 42.5 4.5 13.4 

R+U 52.8 20.9 2.9 23.4 

                                     UPSS 

Rural 60.5 8.3 2 29.1 

Urban 29.8 42.3 4.5 13.4 

R+U 53.1 20.6 2.9 23.5 

Source: Economic Survey of Maharashtra 2015-16 

the self-employed category shares more than 50 per cent of the workforce in both the approaches. The other 

important categories are casual labour and wage/salaried persons sharing about 23 per cent and 21 per cent of the 

work force respectively. It is evident from the results that the contract workers share only about 3 per cent in both 

the approaches.  

D) Youth Employment and Unemployment Scenario 

An age specific labour force indicators provides insight into overall situation facing different age group of 

population especially in the younger ages. The results are compiled for the persons aged 15-29 years age group 

based on UPS and UPSS approaches. The sector wise labour force parameters for the age group 15-29 years are 

presented in Table No.4. 

Table No.4: Youth Employment and Unemployment Scenario 

Parameter UPS UPSS 

Rural Urban Total Rural Urban Total 

LFPR 48.2 34.7 42.2 49.8 35.1 43.2 

WPR 45.1 31.3 39 47.3 31.8 40.4 

UR 6.4 9.7 7.6 5 9.2 6.5 

        Source: Maharashtra District level Report 2013-14 

Labour Force Participation rate is estimated to be 42.2 per cent under the Usual Principal Status Approach for the 

age group 15-29 years. While analyzing the rural and urban LFPR, it is seen that in rural areas, the same is found 

to be 48.2 per cent whereas in urban sector, it is 34.7 per cent. The second important parameter is Worker 

Population Ratio. The ratio of employed persons or Worker Population Ratio for the age group 15-29 years is 

estimated as 39 per cent at State level under the Usual Principal Status Approach. In case of rural areas, the 

Worker Population Ratio for the age group 15-29 years is estimated to be 45.1 per cent whereas in the urban 

sector the same is 31.3 per cent. A similar trend is observed in the UPSS approach also. 
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E) Industry wise Distribution of Workers 

Employed persons are further classified based on the economic activity pursued by them in different industry 

sections. The results are compiled based on National 

Table No.5: Distribution of Workers in Different Industries 

Particulars  Rural  Urban R + U 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing 76.4 5.6 50.7 

Mining and quarrying 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Manufacturing 5.2 19.4 10.4 

Electricity, Gas ,Water supply 0.3 1.5 0.8 

Construction 3.9 9.8 6.1 

Transportation and storage 8.1 32.9 17.1 

Financial and insurance activities, Real Estate 1.3 12.8 5.5 

Public administration, Education, health 4.0 15.4 8.1 

Activities of households as employers; 0.2 2.1 0.9 

          Source: Maharashtra District level Report 2013-14 

Industrial Classification 2008. The survey results reveal that under UPS approach, majority of the persons are 

employed in primary sector i.e. agriculture, forestry & fishing and mining & quarrying or Section A & Section B 

of NIC 2008 comprises. 

Graph No.: Distribution of Workers in Different Industries 
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Secondary 51.6 0.9 47.4 

Higher Secondary 46.8 1.7 51.5 

Diploma/Certificate 51.2 3.8 45 

Graduate 60.1 4.8 35.1 

Post Graduate & Above 68.1 4.1 27.7 

Overall 55.3 1.4 43.3 

                          Source: Ministry of Labor, Govt. of Maharashtra 

It is clearly evident from the table that the unemployment rate is increasing as the education level rises. In case of 

graduation level, the unemployment proportion is significantly high at 4.8 per cent. Among the persons who are 

post graduated & above, the unemployment proportion is found to be 4.1 per cent. 

G) Registered Job Seekers Employment Exchange 

Table No.7: Report for Registered Job Seekers (2000 to 2015) 

Sector Male Female Trans Gender Total 

Rural 1847205 555030 210 2402445 

Urban 1031679 406994 267 1438940 

U+R 2878884 962024 477 3841385 

         Source: Directorate of skill development, Employment and Entrepreneurship, Maharashtra. 

Table No 8: Employment and Unemployment situation 

Sr,No Year Job Seeker No of Vacant Seat Seat filled by Govt 

1 2011 747492 346193 191022 

2 2012 612318 259228 134271 

3 2013 630364 118938 114658 

4 2014 536498 841164 84707 

5 2015* 384089 482733 27313 

           Source: Directorate of skill development, Employment and Entrepreneurship, Maharashtra 

As per the above table No. 7 in 2000 to 2015 no. of job seekers are in rural area 2402445 and in urban area 

143894 total no of job seeker are 3841385. This number is very high as compare to government unemployment 

data and as per table no 8 there is government has offer some job for job seekers as per the above data in 2011 to 

2015 every year job seekers are increased. Government has creating job opportunity but this job opportunity is 

very small as compare to job seekers. 

Conclusion 

1. As per above study 4.5% young men in Maharashtra state are unemployed. Unemployment in Maharashtra is 

almost double that of Gujarat. As against the 2.5% urban young men unemployed in Gujarat, 4.5% in 

Maharashtra are jobless.  Surprisingly, unemployment in Maharashtra is not only higher than states, such as 

Uttar Pradesh and Delhi, but is also more than the national average of 4.3%.  

2. As per labour force parameter 56.7 per cent working age population. In the Rural and Urban sectors of the 

State after pooling the estimates, the LFPR is estimated to be 64.3 per cent and 47 per cent respectively. 

3. Analyzing the rural and urban LFPR, it is seen that in rural areas, the same is found to be 48.2 per cent 

whereas in urban sector, it is 34.7 per cent. The second important parameter is Worker Population Ratio is 

estimated as 39 per cent at State level under the Usual Principal Status Approach. In case of rural areas, the 

Worker Population Ratio for the age group 15-29 years is estimated to be 45.1 per cent whereas in the urban 

sector the same is 31.3 per cent. A similar trend is observed in the UPSS approach also. 

4. It is clearly evident from the table no 4, that the unemployment rate is increasing as the education level rises. 

In case of graduation level, the unemployment proportion is significantly high at 4.8 per cent. Among the 

persons who are post graduated & above, the unemployment proportion is found to be 4.1 per cent. 
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5. As per the above table No. 7 in 2000 to 2015 no. of job seekers are in rural area 2402445 and in urban area 

143894 total no of job seeker are 3841385. This number is very high as compare to government 

unemployment data and as per table no 8 there is government has offer some job for job seekers as per the 

above data in 2011 to 2015 every year job seekers are increased. Government has creating job opportunity but 

this job opportunity is very small as compare to job seekers. 
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Introduction 

GST the biggest tax reform in India founded on the notion of ―one nation, one market, one tax‖ is finally here. 

The moment that the Indian government was waiting for a decade has finally arrived. The single biggest indirect 

tax regime has kicked into force, dismantling all the inter-state barriers with respect to trade. The GST rollout, 

with a single stroke, has converted India into a unified market of 1.3 billion citizens. Fundamentally, the $2.4-

trillion economy is attempting to transform itself by doing away with the internal tariff barriers and subsuming 

central, state and local taxes into a unified GST. 

The rollout has renewed the hope of India‘s fiscal reform program regaining momentum and widening the 

economy. Then again, there are fears of disruption, embedded in what‘s perceived as a rushed transition which 

may not assist the interests of the country. Will the hopes triumph over uncertainty would be determined by how 

our government works towards making GST a ―good and simple tax‖. The idea behind implementing GST across 

the country in 29 states and 7 Union Territories is that it would offer a win-win situation for everyone. 

Manufacturers and traders would benefit from fewer tax filings, transparent rules, and easy bookkeeping; 

consumers would be paying less for the goods and services, and the government would generate more revenues as 

revenue leaks would be plugged.  

For the uninitiated, GST is an acronym for Goods and Services Tax. It is a tax reform introduced in July 2017. It 

is an indirect tax that applies to the entirety of India, replacing several cascading taxes imposed by India‘s central 

and state governments. Introduced as The Constitution (One Hundred and First Amendment) Act of 2017, GST 

provides a simpler way for taxing goods and services. 

Under the new tax structure, due to the input credit benefits that most builders will get on the key raw materials 

they buy, the base price of property projects launched post 1 July 2017 will be comparatively cheaper. Buying 

under-construction properties will attract a net effective rate of 12% as against the earlier rate of 5.5% (including 

value added tax and service tax).   

Objectives 

The objectives of this study are: 

1. To study the meaning and features of the Goods and Services Tax. 

2. To analyse the effects of the Goods and Services Tax on Indian economy. 

3. To offer suggestions and to draw meaningful conclusion. 

Research methodology: 

The data was mainly collected from Secondary data is obtained from various published records, books, journals 

websites and research papers. 

Features of the GST: 

1. It moves the tax system from production to consumption. It covers the gross domestic product (GDP) more 

comprehensively. Because the tax base is now a much wider set of transactions, hopefully the per capita tax 

incidence will be lower. 

2.It eliminates a major bane of cascading,i.e. having to pay tax on tax. It will thus increase efficiency of taxation. 

3. GST has interlocking incentives for compliance, because your tax incidence, and refund, depends on 

production of proof of tax paid by your supplier. 

Benefits of GST: 

1. Easier tax compliance - instead of having to deal with many different taxation laws and spending a lot of time 

in legal advise and compliance, businesses will now need to pay GST only. This is a big relief and it creates 

https://cleartax.in/gst-billing-software
https://taxguru.in/goods-and-service-tax/comparative-analysis-provisions-constitution-amendment-act-2016.html
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simplicity and predictability in business. The GST is being introduced to create a common market across states, 

not only to avoid enfeebled effect of indirect tax but also to improve tax compliance. 

2. GST will lead a more transparent and neutral manner to raise revenue. 

3. Price reduction as credit of input tax is available against output tax. 

4. Simplified and cost saving system as procedural cost reduces due to uniform accounting for all types of taxes. 

Only three accounts; CGST, SGST, IGST have to be maintained.GST is structured to simplify the current indirect 

system. It is a long term strategy leading to a higher output, more employment opportunities, and economic boom. 

5. GST is beneficial for both economy and corporations. The reduced tax burden on companies will reduce 

production cost making exporters more competitive. 

6. GST will be levied only at the final destination of consumption based on VAT principle and not at various 

points (from manufacturing to retail outlets). This will help in removing economic distortions and bring about 

development of a common national market. 

7. It will also help to build a transparent and corruption-free tax administration. Presently, a tax is levied on 

when a finished product moves out from a factory, which is paid by the manufacturer, and it is again levied at the 

retail outlet when sold. It can bring more transparency and better compliance. Number of departments will reduce 

which in turn may lead to less corruption 

8. The tax structure will be made lean and simple 

9. The entire Indian market will be a unified market which may translate into lower business costs. It can 

facilitate seamless movement of goods across states and reduce the transaction costs of businesses. 

10. It is good for export oriented businesses. Because it is not applied for goods/services which are exported out 

of India. 

11. In the long run, the lower tax burden could translate into lower prices on goods for consumers. 

12. Reduced tax evasion - the difference between present system and GST is that the present system gave an 

incentive to evade taxes (because excise duty was a cost for traders, thereby making it attractive for them to 

purchase without invoice). With GST, this incentive will vanish. Therefore, tax evasion will fall. 

13. More money to poor states - present taxation system was origin based, so tax collection used to go to 

manufacturing heavy states (Tamil Nadu, Gujarat etc.) Now, the tax collection of poor states (Bihar, Madhya 

Pradesh etc) will also rise. This gives an opportunity for all the poor states to develop. 

14. Tax bias for location will go - many businesses create depots and godowns in different states simply because 

there is a difference in tax rates. Now that GST will come, this difference between states will vanish. It would 

help to remove the tax difference as a bias, thereby helping businesses. 

Benefit of GST for the Centre and the States: 

 Government of India will gain $15 billion a year contributing to rise of GDP between 0.9% and 1.5% 

as this measure will promote more exports and boost employment. This is because; it will promote 

more exports, create more employment opportunities and boost growth. 

 It will divide the burden of tax between manufacturing and services. 

 Besides, a simple tax system is very welcoming for all foreign investors looking to set up factories in 

India. 

Impact of GST on the Indian Economy: 

 Reduces tax burden on producers and fosters growth through more production. The current taxation  structure, 

pumped with myriad tax clauses, prevents manufacturers from producing to their optimum capacity and retards 

growth. GST will take care of this problem by providing tax credit to the manufacturers. 

 Different tax barriers, such as check posts and toll plazas, lead to wastage of unpreserved items being 

transported. This penalty transforms into major costs due to higher needs of buffer stock and warehousing 

costs. A single taxation system will eliminate this roadblock. 

 There will be more transparency in the system as the customers will know exactly how much taxes they are 

being charged and on what base. 

https://www.deskera.in/gst-different-current-tax-structure/
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 GST will provide credit for the taxes paid by producers in the goods or services chain. This is expected to 

encourage producers to buy raw material from different registered dealers and is hoped to bring in more 

vendors and suppliers under the purview of taxation. 

 GST will remove the custom duties applicable on exports. The nation‘s competitiveness in foreign markets will 

increase on account of lower costs of transaction. 

Conclusion:  

GST is at the infant stage in Indian economy. It will take some time to experience its effects on Indian economy. 

GST mechanism is designed in such a way that it is expected to generate good amount of revenue for both central 

and state government. Regarding corporate, businessmen and service providers it will be beneficial in long run. It 

will bring transparency in collection of indirect taxes benefiting both the Government and the people of India. 

GST, because of its transparent character, will be easier to administer. Once implemented, the proposed taxation 

system holds great promise in terms of sustaining growth for the Indian economy. 

GST will become good and simple, only when the entire country works as a whole towards making it 

successful. 
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vFkZ’kkL= foHkkx 

usjG fon;k eafnj T;qfuvj dkWyst usjG  rk dtZr ft- jk;xM 410101- 

 

jk;xM  ftYg;kyk iqohZ egkjk"Vªkps ^/kkU;kps dksBkj* Eg.kwu  vksG[kys tk;ps ijarq 21 O;k 'krdkr jk;xM ftYgk  gk eqacbZ o 

iq.;klkj[;k nksu egkuxjkrhy nqok vlY;keqGs jk;xM ftYg;kr vkSn;ksfxdj.k o ‘’kgjhdj.k ok<r xsY;kus ykxoMh[kkyhy 

tfeuhP;k {ks=kr ?kV gksÅu R;kfBdk.kh flesaVph taxys mHkkjyh tkr vkgs Eg.kwu ;kpk 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k vkfFkZd o lkekftd thoukoj 

okbZV o pkaxys izHkko dls iMysys vkgsr ;kpk fpfdRld vkH;kl ;kps FkksMD;kr fo’ys"k.k dsysys vkgs- 

Hkkjr gk vkf’k;k [kaMkrhy ,d izxr’khy ns’k vlwu yksd’kkgh iz/kku jk"Vª vkgs- Hkkjrkr iqjkru dkGkiklwu uSlxhZd lk/ku laiRrh 

foiqy izek.kkr vlY;keqs 'ksrh gk Hkkjrh;kapk izeq[k O;olk; vlqu 'ksrh gsp Hkkjrh;kaps mnjfuokZgkps lk/ku vkgs - 'ksrh gh 

mRikndrscjkscjp ekuoh olkgrh o vkSn;ksfxdj.k ;klkBh tkrs R;keqGs ykxoMh[kkyhy 'ksrhps izek.k fnolasfnol deh gksrkuk 

fnlwu ;sr vkgs- vkfFkZd vgoky ikg.kh 2013&14 uqlkj HkkjrkP;k n`"Vhdksukrwu fopkj dsyk rj vktP;k ?kMhyk ns’kkr vusd 

eksB&eksBh 'kgjs mn;kl vkysyh fnlwu ;srkr- mnk- ve`rlj] yqf/k;kuk] pa<hxM] fnYyh] Qfjnkckn] MsgjkMwu] vkxzk] y[kuÅ] 

okjk.klh xksj[kiqj] dksydkrk] iVkuk] jkaph] Hkqous’oj] bankSj] mTtSu] XokYgsj] t;iqj] T;ks/kiqj] lqjr] cMksnjk] xka/khuxj] enzkl 

fo’kk[kkiV~V.ke~] e/kqjkbZ] fr:fpykiYyh] cWaXyksj] gSnzkckn] dksYgkiqj] lksykiqj] iq.ks] fiaijh&fpapoM] iuosy fHkoaMh] mYgkluxj] 

dY;k.k] Mksafcoyh] Bk.ks] uoh eqacbZ] cnykiwj] vacjukFk] ;kalkj[kh 'kgjs eksB;k izek.kkr foLrkjr pkyysyh vkgsr- R;kaP;k ok<R;k 

’kgjhdj.kkeqGs  yksdkaP;k xjtk iq.kZ dj.;klkBh  vkSn;ksfxdhdj.k lq/nk >ikV;kus ok<r vlY;keqGs ykxoMh[kkyhy 'ksrhP;k 

{ks=kr ?kV gksr pkyyh vkgs-  

gsp fp= jk;xM ftYg;kP;kckcrhr igko;kps >kY;kl jk;xM ftYgk gk eqqacbZ o iq.ks ;kalkj[;k eksB;k nksu egkuxjkauk tksM.kkjk 

nqok vlY;keqGs jk;xM ftYg;kyk iqohZ ^/kkU;kps dksBkj* Eg.kwu vksG[kys tk;ps- ijarq vkt gs /kkU;kps dksBkj m/oLr gksÅ igkr 

vkgs- ftYg;kr izR;sd 'ksrdÚ;kyk vkSn;ksfxdhdj.k gos vkgs- ek= R;k ifjljkrhy csjkstxkjkauk jkstxkjk iqjo.kkj] rlsp R;kauk 

jkstxkj feGowu ns.kkÚ;k  'ksrhpk fouk’k  u dj.kkj l/;k jk;xM ftYg;kr ppsZyk vkysY;k vusd vkS|ksfxd o x`gfuekZ.k izdYi 

vkgs- mnk- flMdks] ts-,u-ih- Vh- fM,evk;lh vkf.k ls>]  ;k vkSn;ksfxd izdYikalkBh ek.kxkao rkyqD;krhy 386-58-30 gsDVj tkxk 

rkC;kr ?ks.;kr vkyh vkgs- jksgk rkyqD;krhy 200 gsDVj] is.k rkyqD;krhy 300 gsDVj] rGk rkyqD;krhy 230 gsDVj] tkxk rkC;kr 

?ks.;kr vkysyh vkgs- ;ke/;s 2580 [kkrsnkjkaP;k tehuhapk leko s’k vkgs- fM,evk;lh gk vkSn;ksfxd izdYi ns’kkrhy 7 jkT;kauk 

tksMyk xsyk vlwu mnk- fnYyh] mRrjizns’k] gfj;k.kk] jktLFkku] xqtjkr] e/;izns’k] o egkjk"Vª vls vuqdzes jkT; vkgsr- 

;kizdYikeqGs jk;xM fTkYg;krhy ykxoMh[kkyhy 'ksrhP;k {ks=kr fnolsafnol ?kV gksrkuk fnlwu ;sr vkgs-  

1- jk;xM ftYg;krhy 'ksrh{ks=kP;k jpukRed cnykpk vH;kl dj.ks-  

2- jk;xM ftYg;krhy 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k vkfFkZd o lkekftd cnykapk vH;kl dj.ks- 

3- jk;xM ftYg;krhy ik.kh miyC/krspk 'ksrhmRiknuklkBh gks.kkjs O;oLFkkiu ;kpk vH;kl dj.ks-  

4- jk;xM fTYg;krhy 'ksrh lq/kkj.kslkBh vkf.k 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k lkekftd o vkfFkZd mUurhlkBh mik;;kstuk lqpfo.ks- 

1- ok<rh yksdla[;k o ok<rs 'kgjhdj.k ;keqGs 'ksrh{ks=kps fcxj'ksrh {ks=kr izek.k ok<r pkyys vkgs- 

2- ok<R;k vkSn;ksfxdj.kkeqGs 'ksrdÚ;kaph vkfFkZd o lkekftd fLFkrh lq/kkjr pkyysyh vkgs-  

jk;xM ftYgk ifj"knsP;k 2013&14 ;k vFkZladYi vgokykP;k ikg.kh uqlkj  vls fnlqu ;srs dh] jk;xM ftYg;kph vksG[k 

^/kkU;kps dksBkj * v’kh gksrh ek= vkSn;ksfxdj.kkP;k ukok[kkyh jk;xM ftYgk vkiyh Lora= vksG[k lksMr vkgs- ftYg;kr vkysY;k 

fjyk;Ul xWl ikbZiykbZu ] VkVk ikWoj] ts,uihVh] fM,evk;lh] flMdks vkf.k ls> vlk ,d uk vusd izdYikaeqGs 'ksrdÚ;kaoj 

miklekjhph osG vkyh vkgs- ek= 'kklukus HkkaMoynkjkauk 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k ekF;koj mHks dsY;keqGs 'ksrdÚ;kaiq<s dks.krkgh ekxZ f’kYyd 

Bsoysyk ukgh- egkjk"Vªkrhy vU; ftYg;kapk fopkj dsY;kl R;k ftYg;krhy tursyk fo’oklkr ?ksrys rj  mn;ksaxkuk tfeu feGw 

'kdrs ;klkBh 'ksdMks xkokauk yk[kks csjkstxkjkauk cjckn dj.kkÚ;k izdYikaph vko’;drk ukgh- i.k  l/;k ^HkkaMoynkj cksys] vkf.k 
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'kklu pkys*   v’kh fLFkrh vlY;koj lkekU; 'ksrdÚ;kaph ijoM gksr vkgs- ;kpk ifj.kke ftYgkrhy 'ksrh{ks=koj gks.kkj vlsy rj 

gs 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k Hkfo";klkBh /kksdknk;d Bj.kkj vkgs- eqacbZ toG vlysY;k jk;xM ftYg;kr >ikV;kus vkSn;ksfxdhdj.k ok<r 

pkyY;keqGs ftYg;krhy  tfeuhyk  lksU;kpk Hkko  l/;kP;k r:.kfi<hyk vkdf"kZr dfjr vkgs- ;keqGs 'ksrhrwu feG.kkÚ;k mRiUukr 

>kysyh ?kV ] 'ksretqjkaph derjrk ;k fofo/k dkj.kkaeqGs fTkYg;krhy  'ksrhyk  mrjrhdGk ykxyh vkgs-  jk;xM ftYg;kr  

fodklkP;k ukokus vusd vkSn;ksfxd o xg̀fuekZ.k  izdYi mHkkj.;kr vkY;keqGs  ftYg;krhy idYixzLrkauk Lo%rkP;k gDdklkBh  

la?k"kZ  djkok ykxr vkgs ek= ;kph tk.kho vktP;k r:.k fi<hyk >kysyh ukgh- Eg.kw.k la’kks/kdkus izLrqr fo"k; vH;klklkBh 

fuoMyk vkgs- 

lnj la’kks/ku jk;xM  ftYg;krhy 15 rkyqD;krhy 1000 'ksrdÚ;kaph fuoM  la’kks/kuklkBh  dsysyh  vkgs- jk;xM  fTkYg;krhy 

15 rkyqD;kr fnolsafnol ?kVr pkyysys ykxoMh[kkyhy izek.k iq<hy dks"Vdkr nk[kfo.;kr vkysys vkgs- 

1 vfyckx  800 gsDVj 350 gsDVj 
2 iksykniwj 500 gsDVj 300 gsDVj 
3 EglGk 400 gsDVj 300 gsDVj 
4 egkM 700 gsDVj 380 gsDVj 
5 Jho/kZu  380 gsDVj 300 gsDVj 
6 eq:M taftjk 300 gsDVj 250 gsDVj 
7 Ekk.kxkoa 900 gsDVj 600 gsDVj 
8 rGk 300 gsDVj 200 gsDVj 
9 is.k 500 gsDVj 300 gsDVj 
10 jksgk 400 gsDVj 250 gsDVj 
11 mj.k 300 gsDVj 200 gsDVj 

12 iuosy 500 gsDVj 200 gsDVj 
13 lq/kkxM ikyh 300 gsDVj 200 gsDVj 
14 [kkykiwj 500 gsDVj 300 gsDVj 
15 dtZr  900 gsDVj 600 gsDVj 
 

 

ofjy dks"Vdko:u vls fnlwu ;srs dh] jk;xM ftYg;kr ,dq.k 15 rkyqds vkgsr- ;k 15 rkyqD;kr lu 2000 lkyh ,dq.k 7580 

gsDVj tehu ykxoMh[kkyh gksrh ijarq ok<rs vkSn;ksfxdj.k o 'kgjhdj.k ;keqGs 2000 rs 2015  ;k ia/kjk o"kkZr izR;sd rkyqD;kr 

ykxoMh[kkyhy tfeuhps {ks= ?kVysys fnlwu vkys vkgs-  lu 2000 lkyh 15 rkyqD;kr ,dq.k 7580 gsDVj tehu ykxoMh[kkyh 

gksrh- gsp fp= 15 o"kkZuarj rCcy 3000 gsDVj {ks= ?kVysys fnlwu vkys vkgs- 

izLrqr la’kks/kdkus vH;kl fo"k;klkBh tso<k dkyko/kh fopkjkr ?ksryk vkgs R;kuqlkj vH;kl fo"k;kph ikrGhlq/nk y{kkr ?ksryh 

vkgs- la’kks/kdkus la’kks/ku leL;k fuoMrkuk egkjk"Vªkrhy QDRk dksd.k foHkkxke/;s jk;xM ftYg;krhy 'ksrh{ks=krp fopkj dsyk 

tk.kkj vkgs- la’kks/kdkus izLrqr la’kks/kukr ftYg;krhy vU; {ks=kapk lekos’k dsyk xsyk ukgh- rlsp la’kks/kdkus 'ksrh vkf.k mn;ksx{ks= 

;kapk vH;kl dj.;kps Bjfoys vkgs- vkf.k jk;xM ftYg;krhy 15 rkyqD;kae/khy 1000 'ksrdÚ;kapk vH;kl dj.;kps Bjfoys vkgs-  

1- lnj la’kks/kukr dksd.k foHkkxkrhy 5 ftYg;kaiSdh QDRk jk;xM ftYg;kph vH;klklkBh fuoM dsyh vkgs-  

2- lnj la’kks/kukr jk;xM ftYg;krhy 'ksrh{ks=kojp tkLr Hkj ns.;kr vkyk vkgs-  

3- lnj la’kks/kukr 'ksrdÚ;kaP;k vkfFkZd o lkekftd fLFkrhpkp vH;kl dsyk tk.kkj vkgs-  

 

1- vkxjoky -,u-,u ¼1980½ - Hkqeh vkf.k Hkqehghu - d̀"kh vFkZ’kkL= ] dY;k.kh izdk’ku] uoh fnYyh] i`"B   dz- 520&521- 

2- bafM;u dkSfUly vkWQ vWXkzhdYpjy fjlpZ]¼ICAR½-¼2000&2001½- 'ksrh lajpusrwu gks.kkÚ;k nks"kkaeqGs vkfFkZd o lkekftd  

fodklkr ;s.kkjs vMFkGs] Hkkjrkpk vkfFkZd vgoky] uoh fnYyh] i`"B dz- 108- 
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Introduction – 

Poverty has been a constant in history, though its meaning has changed through time. Most people in traditional 

societies were poor, and this was accepted as natural and unavoidable. The current understand is that the condition 

of poverty is unacceptable, and that it should be possible to find ways to eradicate it. This is based on ethical and 

moral considerations the notion that all human being are equal, and should be entitled not only to civil and 

political rights, but also to economic and social rights such as food, shelter, education and personal security. 

Besides, poverty, particularly when associated with war and economic disorder, leads to social unrest, reduces the 

value of salaries and incomes, leads to national and international migration, and threaten the life style of those 

whose who are better off.  

Objectives – 

1. To understand Concepts of Poverty. 

2. Measurement of Poverty. 

3. Study of Anti-Poverty Policies. 

Poverty has many faces, changing from place to place and across time, and has been described in many ways. 

The world bank also refers to it as a call to action – for the poor and the wealthy alike- a call to change the world 

so that many more may have enough to eat, adequate shelter, access to education and health, protection from 

violence, and a voice in what happens in their communities. 

Measurement of poverty – 

To know what help to reduce poverty, what works and what does not, what change over time, poverty has to 

defined and measured.  

1. Poverty profile by region, socio economic groups. 

2. Determinants factors affecting poverty. 

3. Relative effects of factors affecting poverty. 

4. Allocation of resources to different regions and to various poverty reduction program‘s. 

5. Special Aid programs for poor. 

6. The cause of poverty. 

7. Assessing impacts of public policy or autonomous changes in parameters viz.population, technology, 

international environment etc. on the level of the poverty. 

Since poverty has many dimensions, it has to be locked at through a variety of indicators – levels of income and 

consumption, social indicators of vulnerability to risks and of socio political access. Hence there are several 

approaches to measurement poverty. 

The following statistical instruments have been used by different countries for measuring poverty: 

1. Survey on eating habits of the population, the nutritional contents of different types of food and their 

relation with health indicators. 

2. Survey on family and dwelling budgets. 

3. Household surveys covering aspects such as housing conditions of the population in term of living 

conditions income and employment. 

4. Continuous employment and price surveys designed to follow the short term fluctuations of employment 

and prices, and the fluctuation of the poverty condition of the population. 
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5. Living standards surveys covering consumption patterns, household budgets, income, non – monetary 

benefits and transfers, and so on. 

6. Census data. 

7. Administrative registers – when governments deliver benefits associated with poverty conditions. 

8. Another approach is to adopt very simple standards of poverty such as the ―one dollar per person per day‖ 

9. Human poverty index ( HPI) 

10. Sen.‘s Approach – Development as freedom. 

Measurement in India -  

The Indian poverty line defines a minimum level of living necessary for physical and social development of a 

person. It is estimated as total consumption expenditure level that meets the energy (calorie) needs of an average 

person. 

The official poverty line in India was originally estimated for 1973 -74 as Rs. 49 and Rs. 56 for rural and urban 

areas respectively.Updated using an appropriate price index a monthly per capita consumption expenditure of Rs. 

356 Rs.539 for rural and urban areas respectively was reported for 2004- 05.More than a quarter of India‘s 

population was reported as living below the poverty line in 2004-05 – 28.3% in rural areas 25.7% in urban areas 

and 27.5 % overall. The absolute number was estimated as 302 million.   

The poverty ratio or the number of poor as percentage of total population in India for 2004- 2005 is estimated at 

37.2 % according new report submitted on 8 Dec 2009 by the Suresh Tendulkar Committee to Planning 

Commission Deputy Chairman Ahluwalia. In other word every third Indian is living below poverty line. 

The assessment based on daily calorie intake found that people in Orissa were most deprived followed by Bihar, 

Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh, with the below poverty line population hovering over 40% in each of these states. 

Chandigarh and Punjab were among the better performers with only 7.07% and 8.41%living below poverty 

line.As much as 41.8% of the rural population survives on a monthly per capita consumption expenditure of Rs 

446.68 spending only so much on bare necessities such as food, fuel, light, clothing, and footwear. Among urban 

Population 25.7% are poor, who spend only Rs. 578.80 on essential needs. 

Policy options for alleviation of poverty in India – 

a) Policy Making – Policy making is influenced by the three main views of the cause of, and best approaches 

to combating poverty: 

1. Structuralize theories suggest measure to redistribute productive resources and break down barriers. 

2. The second approach focuses on extending growth into marginalized areas and population sectors. 

3. The third approach highlights the multi-dimensional deprivations of poverty and call for social security 

measures, both to address these deprivations themselves and support poor people‘s participations in growth. 

b) Anti-poverty Programs – there has been very array of government of India anti-poverty policies since 

independence. The major anti-poverty programs represent a mix of all these approaches. They can be grouped 

in to six categories. 

1. Land distribution and land reforms. 

2. Area based approaches for community and rural development focusing on marginal and small farmers and 

areas with particular problems e.g. those that are drought prone. 

3. Individual based targeted approaches that provide access to productive capital and skill among poor, 

including vulnerable groups like women SC, ST, and Landless. 

4. Social security or safety – net programs comprising the national social assistance program (NSOP) National 

old age Pension Scheme (NOAPS) Public Distribution System (PDS) clothing, housing, for the poor and 

vulnerable groups. 

5. Special schemes for education among socially marginalized groups such as scheduled castes and tribes, 

subsidized primary education especially for girls, and special nutrition and health care program for women 

and children. 
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c) Existing Anti – Poverty Programs – 

Maharashtra Employment Guaranty Scheme (MEGS) 

National Rural Employment Program (NREP) Rural Landless Employment Guaranty Program (RLEGP) 

JawaharRozgarYojana (JRY) 

Employment Assurance Scheme (1993) 

Rural Employment Guaranty Scheme (2006) 

National Rural Employment Guaranty Scheme (NREGA)( 2006) 

Swarnjayanti Gram SwarozgarYojana (SGSY) 

Conclusion – 

There is no evidence that either the planning aspects has been done on a definite basis or that the recipients of the 

loans and grants had been given training. The problem of the persistently poor is multidimensional and not subject 

to quick fixes. However public policy can make a difference and contribute to reducing multiple disadvantages. 

References: 

United Nation Development Program.1997. 

Human Development Report 1997 

World Bank - World Development Report – 1990 

Social Infrastructure Schemes GOI 

Economic Development (Eight Edition) Michael P.Todaro& Stephen C. Smith. 
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vUulqj{kk vkf.k ekuoh fodkl 

 

Jh-,p-,l-[kjkr 

ckUlZ dkWyst vkWQ vkVZl~] lk;Ul vWUM dkWelZ] iuosy & jk;xM- 

 

xks"kokjk %& 

txkph foHkkx.kh gh izkeq[;kus vfodflr] fodlu’khy vkf.k fodflr ns’k v’kk rhu xVkr dj.;kr vkyh- ekuoh fodkl 

funsZ’kkad izkeq[;kus deh ekuoh fodkl] e/;e ekuoh fodkl vkf.k mPp ekuoh fodkl v’kk in~/krhus dk<.;kr ;srks- FkksMD;kr 

ekuoh fodkl funsZ’kkadkP;k vxksnj ekuoh fodkl gh ladYiuk letkowu ?ks.ks vR;ar vko’;d vkgs- dkj.k ekuoh dk;Z{kerk 

ok<fo.kk&;k ?kVdkaoj ekuo fodkl voyacwu vlrks- ekuoh fodkl lk/; dj.;klkBh ekuoh HkkaMoy fufeZrh egRokph Bjrs- 

ekuoh HkkaMoykpk eq[; mn~ns’k euq”;cG fodkl gk vlrks- R;klkBh ekuoh HkkaMoykrhy xqaro.kwd vko’;d vlrs- ekuoh 

HkkaMoykrhy xqaro.kwd Eg.kt s f’k{k.k] vkjksX;] jkstxkj] ldl vkgkj bR;knh ?kVdkaoj dsysyk [kpZ gks;- Eg.ktsp ekuoh fodklkr 

ldl vkgkj gk ,d vR;ar egRokpk ?kVd vlwu vUu gh ,d ewyHkwr xjt gks;- vFkkZr vUukP;k miyC/krsf’kok; ekuoh fodkl 

lk/; gksÅ ‘'kdr ukgh- 

chtlaaKk %&  

vUulqj{kk] ekuoh fodkl- 

izLrkouk %&  

vUulqj{kk vkf.k ekuoh fodkl ;k nksUgh ladYiuk vFkZ’kkL=kr vR;ar egRoiw.kZ ekuY;k tkrkr- vUu gh tursph ewyHkwr xjt 

gks;- iqjs’kk vkgkjkvHkkoh O;Drhpk ‘'kkjhfjd o ekufld fodkl gksr ukgh- Eg.ktsp tursP;k ‘kkjhfjd o ekufld fodklklkBh 

iqjs’kk vUukph fu;feri.ks miyC/krk d:u ns.ks vko’;d vlrs- ^^vUulqj{kk Eg.kts tursl vUukph iqjs’kh miyC/krk dj.ks vkf.k 

izR;sd O;Drhl rs lgt lk/; gksbZy v’kh O;oLFkk dj.ks gks;**- vUukpk vf/kdkj gk QDr ewyHkwr ekuoh vf/kdkj ulwu rh 

ewyHkwr ekuoh xjtp vkgs- Hkkjrh; jkT;?kVusr ek= ewyHkwr gDdkae/;s vUu gDdkpk lekos’k ukgh- ?kVusP;k dye & 21 ;k 

thforkP;k vf/kdkjkr loksZPp U;k;ky;kus vUukP;k gDdkpk lekos’k dsyk vkgs- Hkkjrh; jkT;?kVusP;k dye 39 (a) 47 ;k 

ekxZn’kZd rRokae/;s vUulqj{kk /kksj.kkapk mYys[k lkiMrks- 

^^ekuoh fodkl gs /;s; vkgs rj vkfFkZd fodkl gs ,d lk/ku vkgs** Eg.kwu vkfFkZd fodklkps mnn~h"V gs tursps thou le`/n 

dj.ks gs vlko;kl ikfgts- ekuoh fodkl Eg.kts ekuokP;k dk;Z{kerspk fodkl gks;- ekuoh fodkl gk ns’kkP;k vkfFkZd fodklkpk 

egRokpk funsZ’kd vkgs- R;keqGs ekuoh fodklkps eksteki dj.ks vko’;d Bjrs- ekuoh fodklkps eksteki] ekuokph dk;Z{kerk o 

xq.koRrk ok<o.kk&;k fofo/k ?kVdkaP;k vk/kkjkoj dsys tkrs- ekuoh fodklkpk lca/k ek= ekuoh thouk’kh fuxMhr vkfFkZd] 

lkekftd] jktdh; vkf.k lkaLd`frd ?kVd ts ekuoh thoukph xq.koRrk ok<orkr- ekuoh fodkl Eg.kts vf/kdkf/kd mRikndrk 

gks;- mRre fujksxh vkjksX;] lk{kj] dq’ky vkf.k tkx:d vlysyk JeiqjoBk] mRikfnr HkkaMoyklkBh vko’;d vkgs- rsOgk mRre 

f’k{k.k] vkjksX; lsok vkf.k ;ksX; vkgkjke/;s xqaro.kwd dj.ks vko’;d vkgs- R;kpizek.ks HkkSfrd i;kZoj.k pkaxys jk[k.;klkBh 

ekuoh fodkl vko’;d vkgs- 

mn~nh"V s %& 

1-  vUulqj{kspk lfoLrj vH;kl dj.ks- 

2-  ekuoh fodklklkBh vko’;d vl.kk&;k fofo/k ?kVdkapk vk<kok ?ks.ks- 

3-  vUulqj{kk vkf.k ekuoh fodkl ;k nksgksarhy lglca/k vH;kl.ks- 

la’kks/ku in~/krh %& 

izLrqr ‘'kks/k fuca/k gk nq¸;e rF; lkexzhoj vk/kkfjr vkgs- ;ke/;s fofo/k iqLrdkaP;k lkgÓkus ekfgrh ladfyr dj.;kr vkyh 

vkgs- 
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vUulqj{kk %& 

l/;kP;k dkGkr vUulqj{kk gh ,d xaHkhj Lo:ikph leL;k >kyh vkgs- fo’ks”kr% vkfQzdk o vkf’k;k [kaMke/khy ekxkl ns’kkae/;s 

vUulqj{ksph leL;k Qkjp xaaHkhj Lo:ikph vkgs- nkfjnzÓ] vkfFkZd o rkaf=d ekxklysi.k] 'ksrh O;olk;kps ijaijkxr Lo:i ;k 

dkj.kkaeqGs rsFks ‘'ksrh mRiknu vR;ar viqjs vlrs vkf.k yksdla[;k ok<hpk osx R;kekukus Qkjp tkLr vkgs- R;keqGs njMksbZ 

vUu/kkU;kph miyC/krk Qkjp deh vlrs- ;kpk ifj.kke Eg.kwu rsFks tursP;k jkg.khekukpk ntkZgh ?kljysyk vlrks- ;kmyV izxr 

ns’kkae/;s ‘'ksrhph vf/kd mRikndrk] yksdla[;sps deh izek.k vkf.k vko’;drk HkklY;kl vUu/kkU;kph iqjs’kh vk;kr dj.;kph 

{kerk- ;k dkj.kkaeqGs yksdkauk iqjs’kk izek.kkr vUu/kkU;kph miyC/krrk gksrs- R;keqGs rsFkhy yksdla[;sP;k jkg.khekukpk ntkZgh pkaxyk 

vlrks- ifj.kkeh yksdla[;sP;k xq.kkRedrsr ok< >kyh vkgs- vYifodflr ns’kkae/khy vUulqj{ksP;k leL;sph rhozrk y{kkr ?ksrk 

;qukslkj[;k vkarjjk"Vªh; la?kVusus o vesfjdslkj[;k izxr ns’kkauh ;k ns’kkauk vUu/kkU;kph miyC/krrk d:u ns.;kr iq<kdkj ?ksryk 

vkgs- 

,fizy] 2001 e/;s PUCL ( Peoples Union for Civil Liberties) ;k jktLFkkue/khy la?kVusus dye 21 pk vk/kkj 

?ksÅu ^vUUkkpk ewyHkwr gDd* feGkok ;klkBh loksZPp U;k;ky;kr ;kfpdk nk[ky dsyh- ;keqGs vUukP;k gDdkpk fo”k; iq<s 

vkyk- tkxfrd vUu dk;ZØe ( World Food Programme) P;k ikg.khuqlkj 2012 e/;s txkrhy 87 dksVh yksd 

vUukiklwu oafpr gksrs- ;krhy 98 VDds yksdla[;k fodlu’khy ns’kkrhy vkgs- 87 dksVhaiSdh 56-3 dksVh yksd vkf’k;k 

[kaMkrhy vkgsr- tkxfrd vUu dk;ZØekP;k O;k[ksuqlkj ^^vUulqj{kk Eg.kts loZ yksdkauk jkst iqjsls] lqjf{kr o iks"kd vUu miyC/k 

gks.ks**- ;keqGs vUulqj{kk iqjfo.;klkBh ‘'kklukyk rhu Lrjkaoj dk;Z ikj ikMkos ykxrs- ,d Eg.kts ^miyC/krrk* ( 

Availability) ok<fo.ks] ;klkBh fofo/k dk;ZØe] tehu fodkl ;koj Hkj |kok ykxrks- nqljs Eg.kts Eg.kts ^vUuki;Zar iksgksp* 

(Access) ;klkBh ns’kkr izHkkoh v’kh lkoZtfud vUu forj.k O;oLFkk jkcokoh ykxrs- frljs Eg.kts ^iks"k.k* ;klkBh 

iks”k.kkP;k fofo/k ;kstuk jkcokO;k ykxrkr- 

ok<R;k yksdla[;syk vUu/kkU;kpk iqjoBk gks.ks gh vkt dkGkph xjt vkgs- ;kp vk/kkjkoj Hkkjrkrhy vUu/kkU;kP;k miyC/krsps 

fu;kstu dj.ks o vUu/kkU;kps oktoh fdaerhyk foi.ku dj.;klkBh 1960 P;k n’kdkr lkoZtfud forj.k O;oLFkk lq: dj.;kr 

vkyh- 2007&08 e/khy jCch gaxkekiklwu dsanz iqjLd`r jk”V ªh; vUulqj{kk vfHk;ku lq: dj.;kr vkys- 7 rs 15 o"ksZ 

o;ksxVkrhy ¼ 1 yh rs 8 oh ½ vUulqj{kk o iks"k.k iqjfo.kkjk lokZr eksBk dk;ZØe lq: dj.;kr vkyk- 2014 iklwu izR;sd 

dqVwackyk 5 fdyks rkanwG 3 :i;s njkus vkf.k xgw 2 :i;s njkus iqjfo.;kph ?kks"k.kk dsanz ljdkjus dsyh- 

ekuoh fodkl %& 

izR;sd O;Drhyk gDd ns.ks vko’;d vlrs- ,[kknk O;Drh tlk R;kP;k laxrho:u vksG[kyk tkrks rlkp ,[kknk ns’k R;kP;k 

ukxfjdkauk iznku djr vlysY;k gDdkao:u vksG[kyk tkrks- tkWu ykWd] FkkWel isu] tkWu LVqvVZ fey ;k rRoKkauh ekuoh gDdkapk 

ik;k mHkkjyk- ;kpcjkscj fodklkP;k gDdkph ?kks”k.kk ;quksus 1986 e/;s dsyh- ;ke/;s ^^loZ ekuoh gDd o ewyHkwr Lokra«; 

miHkksx.;klkBh loZ O;Drhapk lekos’k >kykp ikfgts] vlk lgHkkx o lekos’k loZ O;Drhapk vkfFkZd] lkekftd] lkaLd`frd o 

jktdh; fodklkr lgHkkx o lekos’k >kykp ikfgts] vlk lgHkkx o lekos’k loZ O;Drhapk vf/kdkj vkgs**- fosdklkpk gDd 

Eg.kts uSlfxZd L+=ksrkaoj lokZapk leku vf/kdkj] Lo;afu.kZ;kpk vf/kdkj] fodklkr lgHkkx feG.;kpk vf/kdkj] la/khph lekurk- 

FkksMD;kr ;kp vk/kkjkoj ekuoh fodkl ?kMwu ;sr vlrks- 

laiw.kZ vk;q”;Hkj ek.klkyk R;kP;ke/;s gks.kk&;k cny fdaok ifjorZukpk tks vuqHko ;srks- rs tk.k.;kps o R;kpk vH;kl 

dj.;kps gs ,d vkarj’kk[kh; {ks= vkgs- ek.klkae/;s ts ‘kkjhfjd] ekufld] ckSf/nd o orZukRed cny gksrkr] ;k vaxksikaxkpk tks 

fodkl gksrks R;kpk ‘kkL=’kqn~/k vH;kl ^ekuoh fodkl* ;k ladYiusr ;srks- ekuoh fodklkps vkfFkZd fodklkr egRo 

vuU;lk/kkj.k vkgs- ekuoh fodkl gk R;k ns’kkrhy [kkyhy ?kVdkaoj voyacwu vlrks- 

 v½  yksdkaps f’k{k.k- 

 c½  vkgkj- 
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 d½  vkjksX;- 

 M½  jk”Vªh;Rokph Hkkouk-    

 ;kpcjkscj vFkZrK esgcwc my gd ;kauh [kkyhy pkj ?kVd ekuoh fodklklkBh vko’;d vlY;kps Li”V dsys- 

 v½ leU;k;- 

 c½ ekuoh fodkl lk/k.;klkBh vk/kkj’kDrh fuekZ.k dj.ks- 

 d½ mRikndrk fuekZ.k dj.ks- 

 M½ vf/kdkj izkIr d:u ns.ks-   

vkfFkZd] lkekftd] ‘kS{kf.kd Lokra«; feGkys ikfgts- ;k lokZaeqGs ekuoh fodkl gksÅu vkfFkZd fodkl osxkus gksbZy- vls esgcwc 

my gd ;kauh Li”V dsys- 

fu”d”kZ %& 

ns’kkph yksdla[;k gh ,d ekSY;oku lk/kulaiRrh vkgs- ;k yksdla[;sph xq.koRrk ftrdh tkLr frrdk vkfFkZd ok< o fodklkpk 

osx tkLr vlrks- i.k ek= vktgh Hkkjrkr HkwdcGh] miklekjh vkf.k dqiks”k.kkus e`R;w iko.kk&;kaps izek.k fnolsafnol ok<r vkgs- 

cgqla[;k tursyk nksu osGP;k vUuklkBh vkdkar djkok ykxrks- tj ns’kkrhy tursykp nksu osGsps iqjsls vUu feGr ulsy rj 

R;kyk ekuoh fodkl >kyk vls Eg.krk ;s.kkj ukgh- tjh ekuoh fodklkr f’k{k.kkps izek.k ok<r vlys rjh ldl vkgkj vkf.k 

vkjksX; gs nksu ?kVd egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk ekuoh fodklkr ikj ikMrkr- FkksMD;kr ekuokP;k lokZaxh.k fodklklkBh loksZRrjh iz;Ru 

loZp Lrjkoj dj.ks vR;ar vko’;d vkgsr- ;ke/;s ekuo gk dsanzfcanw ekuwu R;kn`”Vhus fopkj gks.ks vR;ar vko’;d vkgs- rsOgkp 

[k&;k vFkkZus ekuoh fodkl lk/; gksbZy- 

f’kQkj’kh %&       

1- ekuoh fodkl [k&;k vFkkZus lk/; djko;kpk vlsy rj izR;sd O;Drhyk fdeku nksu osGsps vUu iqjs’kk izek.kkr miyC/k 

d:u ns.ks vko’;d vkgs- 

2- vUulqj{ksP;k ek/;ekrwu iqjfoys tk.kkjs vUu/kkU; pkaxY;k ntkZP;k Lo:ikr iqjfo.ks vko’;d vkgs- 

3- lektkrhy T;k ?kVdkauk [kjks[kjp loyrhph xjt vkgs v’kk O;Drhaukp deh njkr lkoZtfud forj.k O;oLFksekQZr 

vUu/kkU;kpk iqjoBk dsyk ikfgts- 

4- lkoZtfud forj.k O;oLFkk] vUulqj{kk vfHk;ku ;kaph ;ksX; in~/krhus vaeyctko.kh gks.ks vko’;d vkgs- 

5- vkiyk ns’k vUu/kkU;kP;k ckcrhr Lo;aiw.kZ dlk djrk ;sbZy ;klkBh lkekU; O;Drhiklwu lokZauhp iz;Ru dj.ks xjtsps 

vkgs- 

lanHkZxzaFk %&  

1- Mk;eaM vFkZ’kkL= & izk-MkW-;’koar jkjkohdj] izk-fo-t-xksMcksys] izk-tkWUlu ckstsZl & Mk;eaM ifCyds’kUl] iq.ks- 

2- vkfFkZd fodkl o fu;kstu vkf.k lkaf[;dh; in~/krh & MkW-olq/kk iqjksfgr & fo|k cqDl ifCy’klZ] vkSjaxiqjk] vkSjaxkckn- 

3- vkfFkZd o`/nh vkf.k fodkl & izk- foB~By lksuVDds] izk- nsojko euoj & ‘ksB ifCyds’kUl] eqacbZ- 

4- fodklkps vFkZ’kkL= & izk-MkW-lkS-T;ksRLuk ns’kikaMs & fiaiGkiqjs vWUM da- ifCy’klZ] ukxiwj- 

5- nhiLraHk] Li/kkZ ijh{kk vFkZ’kkL= & 2- vkfFkZd o lkekftd fodkl & MkW- fdj.k th- nslys & nhiLraHk izdk’ku- 
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Abstract 

Urbanization is an integral part of economic development. Industrialization and Urbanization go hand in hand. For a new 

and promising life, labourers move from rural area to urban area and bring their families and settle in big cities or satellite 

cities.  India is an emerging economy with all time high development activities. New urban centres are attracting investors to 

invest in development of infrastructure. Fast urbanization creates housing problems, water sanitation problems, traffic 

congestion etc. These problems further intensify the environmental issues. 

New urban centres are emerging as smart cities. The core component of smart city is sustainable living and offering better 

quality of life.  Kalyan city of Thane district is shortlisted as a smart city in central government Smart City project. This city 

is currently experiencing good growth. This paper tries to focus on what are the factors which contribute in the development 

of Kalyanas a growing city and vice-versa and the number of problems created by this so called developmental activities. 

Keywords: Urbanization, Smart city, Sustainable Development, Infrastructure, Environment 

Urbanization is the physical growth of urban area which leads to further development of towns or cities. It is aby-

product of economic growth, industrialisation, and commercialisation. Actually, these four complement each 

other. As process of industrialisation, tradeand commerce expands in the economy, demand for labour increases, 

thereby leading to migration of labour from rural to urban areas. As more and more people start migrating to 

urban areas, infrastructure facilities also improve in these urban centres which further attract more migration 

towards cities and towns. Managing urbanization is an important part of nurturing growth and neglecting urban 

centres will be a curse for developing economies.  

As per Barbara Torrey research paper, ―Urbanization: An Environmental Force to be Reckoned With‖ stated, 

urban population interacts with their environment. They change environment through their consumption and 

inturn, polluted urban environment affectshealth and quality of life 

Government has set up various schemes and housing policies for slum dwellers. Still a large population in 

Mumbai, Kolkata and Delhi lives in slum.The availability of affordable housing becomes difficult in urban areas. 

The real estate rates are skyrocketing in major metropolitan cities. High rates and profitability in housing sector 

lead to more investment in real estate development which further leads to converting agricultural land to non-

agricultural land, using marshy land, cutting mangroves and creating new land for construction purpose etc. It 

hampers the ecosystem of the area. 

Maharashtra is witnessing large scale urbanization with the urban population growing at the rate of 10 lakh 

annually. The western belt of Maharashtra is more urbanized than the rest of Maharashtra. High concentration of 

urban population in few cities has put pressure on urban facilities and services, especially housing.As per KPMG 

report, ‗Maharashtra Redefining Urban Growth‘,39 per cent of urban population resides in Mumbai metropolitan 

region, 11% in Pune, 5 per cent in Nasik, 6 per cent in Nagpur and 3 per cent in Aurangabad. High population 

density, in the urban areas of Maharashtra, has resulted in inflating the land prices. 

Thane district is the third most industrially advanced district of Maharashtra and the three main cities of the 

district are Thane, Kalyan and Bhiwandi. TheGovernment of Maharashtra has planned to develop Mass-rapid 

Transit System in Thane, Bhiwandi and Kalyan. This system will improve the transport system and it will help in 

the growth of these centres. 

Kalyan, one of a main cities of Thane district, is a city of historical importance. The presence of major dynasties 

were seen in Kalyan and it was a city port very well known for ship building. All these rulers left their imprint on 

the port city of Kalyan in one way or other. It is now transforming into a new real estate destination. In and 

around Kalyan, major infrastructural projects are underway. These projects will bring complete change in 
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demographics. As commercial activities are growing in Thane and Navi Mumbai,Kalyan is becoming a hub for 

investors from Mumbai who are looking for better and affordable life. 

The prominent factor for growth of Kalyan is exorbitant prices in Mumbai metropolitan area and suburbs. A 

destination like Kalyan is providing spacious apartments at less than half the cost with various luxuries. In the last 

decade,property prices in Kalyanhavedoubled;yet these rates are only 10% of Mumbai property rates. 

Source: Times of India, Property times and Magicbricks 

 

 

                    
 

Housing in proper Mumbai is unaffordable for average and above average working middle class. The rates in the 

areas like Khar, Bandra, Santacruz and Malabar Hill are in range of 31000 to 83000 per square feet. At the same 

time,Kalyan realty market quotes rates in the range of 4700 to 7500 per square feet depending upon the area and 

locality. 

Major business houses and offices are situated in BKC and Mumbai metropolitan area. People working in this 

area need proper transportation facility. Many MNCs and other organisation of repute provide pick up and drop 

facilities to their employees, leading to added incentives in choosing the suburbs. 

Connectivity to Mumbai and other parts of the country played a great role in the development of real estate 

market of Kalyan. Kalyan Junction is a major railway station on the central line and the third busiest station in the 

suburban railway network. Daily 10 lakh commuters commute from this station. This Junction also gives 

connectivity to the various parts of country. Kalyan west‘s proximity to National Highway 3 and 4(AH48) makes 

commuting easier. CIDCO is planning to extend the Belapur-Taloja metro rail uptoKalyan. This will develop the 

Kalyan-Dombivli and nearby areas. 

Education, water and health facilities also play a part in the demand for real estate in this region. In Kalyan city, 

there are 38 schools and 10 degree colleges providing education facilities. Kalyan city also enjoys good water 

supply network with 80 percent cost recovery for water supply operations. Two government hospitals, private 

nursing homes and multispecialty hospitals provide good health care facility.  

Despite all these above mentioned positive aspects there are also shortcomings because of large influx of people 

into Kalyan. 

The city faces unregulated vehicle movement. Lack of traffic signals at prominent heavy traffic routes create 

traffic congestion. The proximity of National highway 3 and 4 (AH48) increases the in and out traffic of the city. 

The total vehicle population of the city is 109343. More number of two wheelers, cars and auto rickshaws with 

insufficient width of roads reduce the pace in the city. Major traffic congestion spots of the city are Shivajichowk, 

Subhashchowk, Railway station, and Katemanevili.  

The air quality of Kalyan is day by day depleting. As per Maharashtra Pollution Control Board, the share of 

Suspended Particular Matter (SPM) is more in Kalyan air. 
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Month SPM                                    

2016 2017 

January 129.8 131. 

March 133.5 82.12 

April 136.8 138.7 

May 138.4 138.4 

June 130.5 138.1 

  

    Source:http://mpcb.gov.in 

SPM comprises of dust, fume, mist, and smoke. If the share of SPM is high, then it is harmful to respiratory 

system. In nearby MIDC areas, a number of chemical industries addto air pollution in dangerous proportions. 

This, inturn, causes a lot of respiratory problems and throat infections, especially among children and the elderly. 

With increase in population, pressure on garbage cleaning mechanism has increased. The city generates 650 MT 

of solid waste per day. The per capita waste generation is nearly 500gm per day. Garbage bins overflow on to the 

roads, enabling rats and rodents to flourish. The municipality dumps solid waste near Adharwadi dumping ground 

and one can find heaps and mounds of garbage, developing into small mountains.This ground cannot take any 

more garbage collection. The treatment and scientific disposal facilities are inadequate. Waste is regularly 

dumped without treatment which leads to foul smell.  

Conclusion: 

Urbanization and economic growth has a positive relation. The pressure on metro cities enables the development 

of nearby small cities and towns.Promising future pulls people to cities. By 2050, two-third population of the 

world will live in city. It will create a problem of environmental degradation. 

Kalyan city needs more recreational green areas and play grounds.Proper sewerage, network coverage with 

adequate treatment plant etc. should be established so that there will be no direct release of drain water and water 

used by chemical industries into rivers like Ulhas and Waldhuni. Though the municipality undertook the work of 

widening and cementing of roads in old Kalyan, there is a less scope for road widening. To reduce traffic 

congestion, proper parking facilities are needed. Municipality can provide more number of multi-storeyed parking 

facility in the city commercial area.Safe disposal of solid waste is also a matter of concern and for this, the 

municipality has made it mandatory for all the new buildings with an area of 2000 sq.m.to develop their own wet 

waste management techniques. If the city has to be truly smart, it needs equally smart measures by the Municipal 

Corporation and the government in question. 
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Abstract 

This study investigates the existing literature in the field of Employability skill prevailing in India. The focus of the literature 

survey is to review these employability skills like analytical skills, self-understanding, general management and work 

culture, leadership and problem solving ability and communication. The employability skill analyzed in this literature survey 

include is MBA graduates, Engineering graduates as well as University students too. Being good at one skill cannot 

facilitate the competency in other. Hence, the recent day scenario is that the applicant who is multi-tasking can sustain and 

gain in employment. 

Keywords:Education, Employment, Employability skill, Curriculum design processes, Indian labour market. 

Introduction 

India is a Country with the 2
nd

 largest population. It is renowned for its size, diversity and complexity, whether it 

is geographical, socioeconomic, cultural, political or developmental. All these factors impact on every aspect of 

life including employment, labour force considerations, education and training. If nation is a system, education is 

the heart of it.. Education is an important input for the growth of the Nation. Properly planned educational system 

can increase national gross products, cultural richness, and build positive attitude towards technology, increase 

efficiency and effectiveness of the governance.  

University Grants Commission (UGC) Vice Chairman H. Devaraj said that 85 per cent of those passing out from 

engineering colleges were not employable. To improve the condition UGC and the Ministry of Human Resource 

Development (MHRD) had made plans to start community courses and skill-based courses for all engineering 

students, MBA students and undergraduates at all levels, UGC is planning to bring in a lot of skill-based courses 

and ensure that all the engineering students – Chemical, Electronics and Automobile branches – learn the skills 

before they passed out from colleges and became employable.  

Objectives 

The present paper is designed for following objectives 

• To study the present scenario of India on skills& education.  

• To explain the future prospects of skill development in India.  

Methodology: 

The study is based on secondary data collected from reputed articles of research journals, books, prominent sites, 

report sets relevant to higher education and skill development. The study is all about to focus on contemporary 

educational scenario with respect to skill development in the India. 

Literature Review: 

Employability Skills:  

The transferable skills needed by an individual to make them 'employable'. Along with good technical 

understanding and subject knowledge, employers often outline a set of skills that they want from an employee. 

It‘s like Team working, Problem solving, Self-management, Knowledge of the business, Literacy and numeracy 

relevant to the post, ICT knowledge, Good interpersonal and communication skills, Ability to use own initiative 

but also to follow instructions and Leadership skills where necessary. 

Today with awfully low employability rates in metropolitan cities like Chennai, Delhi and Bengaluru. The reasons 

for such low employability rate are: Lack of language skills, out dated syllabus, .Insufficient practical sessions 

and Absence of career counseling facilities. 

There are eight top employability skills that is * Self-management * Team working Problem solving *  
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Communication-application of literacy * Business awareness * Customer care * The other skills that were seen 

as important were: Global Skills i.e able to speak and understand other languages and appreciation of other 

cultures. Negotiating & persuading, Leadership, Numeracy, Computing Skills, Self-awareness, Personal impact, 

Lifelong learning, Stress tolerance, Integrity, Independence, developing professionalism, action planning, 

decision making, interpersonal Sensitivity, Creativity.  

The assessment of the employers' opinion indicates the need of such industrial training program before being 

employed. The employability skills mentioned in the study are: Having adequate background knowledge, Ability 

to apply knowledge, Ability to function effectively in group, Capability to function as a leader in group, Ability to 

carry out leader/ manager's instruction, Behave professionally and practice good ethics, Appreciate social and 

cultural responsibilities, Awareness on environmental responsibility, Recognize the needs of lifelong learning, 

Ability to extract information, Ability to practice listening skills and giving feedback, Ability to communicate in 

public or with community at large, Ability to express ideas verbally and Ability to make decision. 

This can happen through creating infrastructure faculty sharing and direct support with funds. Practical training 

is of paramount importance in today's day and age. Internships with industry help students get a sound 

understanding of the way industries run while also being exposed to real life technical situations and problems 

that are not present during classroom lectures. Another important tie up between educational institutions and 

industry to raise the standard in education particularly in rural and semi urban areas is faculty training by 

industry experts and the industry trained faculty then imparting knowledge to the students 

To achieve this India needs a flexible education system 

 Basic education to provide the foundation for learning; secondary and tertiary education to develop core 

capabilities and core technical skills; and further means of achieving lifelong learning. 

 The education system must be attuned to the new global environment by promoting creativity and 

improving the quality of education and training at all levels. 

 Establishing links with industry and employers is crucial to ensure quality of education and 

employability. 

 Establishing Skill development Framework to enhance employability potential should be undertaken to 

reap benefits of the demographic dividend of the country. 

 Ensure Quality and Accreditation –Upgrading the course structure and inviting experts from the industry 

to contribute to skill development would help improve the quality of education in India. 

India’s scenario on skills: 

India has seen rapid growth in recent years, due to the growth in new-age industries. The demand for a new level 

of quality of service has increased with the increase in purchasing power. However, there is a large shortage of 

skilled manpower in the country. In the wake of the changing economic environment, it is necessary to focus on 

the skill development of the young population of the country. India lags far behind in imparting skill training as 

compared to other countries. The rapid economic growth has increased the demand for skilled manpower that has 

highlighted the shortage of skilled manpower in the country. India is among the top countries in which employers 

are facing difficulty in filling up the jobs. The key reasons in finding a suitable candidate for available jobs in the 

country are lack of available applicants, shortage of hard skills and shortage of suitable employability, including 

soft skills. 

Findings: 

The necessity of better understanding the most recent skills required, with a beneficial effect on the quality of the 

employers. The underlying skill set required in getting and sustaining employment in the organized grocery 

industry. The relationships between employability and graduates' perception of their own skills.. The government 

policies that are related to the involvement of higher education institutions in increasing the employability of the 

future graduates by developing academic programs based on the development of competencies and skills 

necessary for the labour market. 

Conclusion: 
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The employability status of the respondents is in need to improve condition. Being good at the one skill cannot 

facilitate the competency in other. So today‘s scenario is that the applicant who is multi-tasking can sustain and 

gain in the employment. Hence the focus towards the learning should start from the education and then should go 

further till the end of the learning. And learning is continuous not actually gets over by completion of the 

curriculum. Hence to this regard individual centric approach is needed. The Indian educational governance is the 

one which is in earnest need of reforming. Besides that, instructors should practice employability skill during 

teaching and learning session so that it could assist students to understand ways of applying the skills by 

themselves. 

To sum up, we need to recognize that the knowledge, skills and productivity of our growing young and dynamic 

workforce form the backbone of our economy. To reap the benefits of such a young workforce, we need to 

implement the reforms in the education system and also bring forth new factors of production, namely knowledge, 

skills and technology which have the ability to unleash the productive frontiers of the economy in the most 

efficient and dynamic way. Besides, taking a leaf from the western hemisphere, India should try to become 

―knowledge economy‖ to promote inclusive growth. The three major areas to be focused to ensure that our 

education system is sustainable and meets global standards: 

 Quality of Education – in terms of infrastructure, teachers, accreditation,etc. 

 Affordability of Education–ensuring poor and deserving students are not denied of education. 

  Ethics in Education – avoiding over - commercialization of education system. 

It is time to bring in the changes that will give us the momentum to find a place in the global scenario. Govt. and 

public both should work hand-in-hand to support each other and look for the required Upliftment of education.  

Future prospect for skill development: 

India, as a whole, realizes the complete seriousness and importance of possessing a skilled workforce. As 

highlighted above, there are several programs and schemes initiated to address this issue. However, considering 

the rate at which the eligible working population of India is growing, these skilling initiatives would fall short by 

a severe amount. India is perceived to be emerging as a service-driven economy with quality human capital as its 

competitive advantage. For continuing this growth in the service sector and achieve competitive advantage in 

manufacturing, it is imperative that the human capital asset is developed further. The future prospects give birth 

to a serious concern of inadequate educational facilities of the nation. 
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Abstract 

In this paper the impact of recent monetary and capital reforms is extensively discussed. The fact deposited is that due to 

these recent reforms   long-term growth prospective to the Indian economy is moderately positive pertaining to its young 

population, corresponding low dependency ratio, healthy savings and investment rates, and increasing integration into the 

global economy. It also indicates certain issues of concern but the conviction is that all these will surely phase out with 

suitable reforms implementation and suitable timely efforts taken. 

Introduction 

Indian Economy has been through a transition of fundamental Economic reforms over a period after 

independence.The policy changes has sailed through some under pinning ideas. Indian economy has witnessed a 

combination of protectionist, import-substitution, Fabian socialism, social democratic-inspired policies for some 

time after the end of British occupation. The economy was then characterized by extensive regulation, 

protectionism and public ownership of large monopolies, pervasive corruption and slow growth  

In recent past the remarkable fundamental change in form of Liberalization, Privatization & Globalization has 

been bringing prosperous days to the Economy which would be sustainable in long term Although there are many  

other significant  policies, the focus  of attention of this paper are the Monetary  market and capital market  

reforms that has long term impact on the prospects of  Economy. 

Objective 

Concentrating on the potentials of the reforms and projecting the positive and fruitful reflections. 

Research Methodology 

The Research study of the paper is based on literature survey and referred secondary data,Certain related Journals  

and websites are  the other source of  references  

Keywords 

PPP, bright spot of global landscape, Corporation, Growth 

Recent Monetary Reforms 

Monetary policy is a sort of control policy through which the central bank controls the supply of money with a 

view to achieving the objectives of the general economic policy. Reforms in this policy are called monetary 

reforms. The major points with regard to the monetary reforms are given below: 

(i) Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) has been lowered. 

(A commercial bank has to maintain a definite percentage of liquid funds in relation to its net demand and time 

liabilities. This is called SLR. In liquid funds, cash investment in permitted securities and balance in current 

account with nationalized banks are included.) 

The low SLR has helped a larger proportion of fund base for  the banks.  

(ii) The banks have been allowed freedom to decide the rate of interest on the amount deposited. 

This has enabled to make suitable changes according to the market and available liquidity.  

iii) New standards have been laid down for the income recognition for the banks. 

(By recognition of income, we mean what is to be considered as the income of the bank.  

For example, should the interest on the bad debt be considered as the income of the bank directions have been 

issued in this context? This has led to check on efficientfunctioning of the banks. 

iv) Permission to collect money by issuing shares in the capital market has been granted to 

nationalized 

banks. 
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This has led to fund building source for the banks 

(v) Permission to open banks in the private sector has also been granted. 

This has increased the competition amongst the banks bringing more facilities to the financial market 

Capital Market Reforms 

The market in which securities are sold and bought is known as the capital market. The reforms connected with it 

are known as capital market reforms. This market is the pivot of the economy of a country. The government has 

taken the following steps for the development of this market: 

The Portfolio Investment Scheme,  

The limit for investment by the NRIs and foreign companies in the shares and debentures of the Indian   

companies has been raised. (Portfolio Investment Scheme means investing in securities.) This has expanded the 

debt market of India  

Control the capital market 

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has been established. Thus bringing a check over  scandals   

and increasing the trust of investors  

The restriction  of interest on debentures  lifted. 

Now, it is decided on the basis of demand and supply. So the debentures are made attractive for the investors 

The office of the Controller of Capital Issue is dispensed  

This office  used to determine the price of shares to be issued . Now, the companies are free to determine the   

price of the shares. 

Private sector has been permitted to establish Mutual Fund 

This has made possible to ropein the smallest of saving to debt market 

The registration of the sub broker has been made mandatory 

This has made the functioning more  transparent and trustworthy 

Phasing out Subsidies 

Cash Compensatory Support (CCS) which was earlier given as export subsidy has been stopped. CCS can be 

understood with the help of an example.If an exporter wants to import some raw material which is available 

abroad for 100, but the same material is available in India for 120 and the governments wants the raw material to 

be purchased by the exporter from India itself for the protection of indigenous industries, the government is  ready 

to pay the difference of 20 to the exporter in the form of subsidy.The payment of 20 will be considered as CCS. In 

addition to this, the CCS has been reduced in case of  fertilizers and petro products. 

Achievements 

The Economy of India  is the seventh-largest in the world by nominal GDP and the third largest by purchasing 

power parity(PPP).The country classified as newly industrialized country, one of the G-20 major economies, a 

member of BRICS and a developing Economy with approximately 7% average growth rate for the last two 

decades. India's economy became the world's fastest growing major economy from the last quarter of  2014, 

replacing the People's Republic of China. 

The long-term growth prospective of the Indian economy is moderately positive due to its young  population, 

corresponding low dependency ratio, healthy  savings and investment rates, and increasing integration into the 

global economy, The Indian economy has the Potential to become the world's 3rd-largest economy by the next 

decade, and one of the largest economies by mid-century. And the outlook for short-term growth is also good as 

according to the IMF, the Indian economy is the "bright spot" in the global landscape. India also topped the World 

Bank‘s growth outlook for 2015-16 for the first time with the economy having grown 7.3% in 2014-15 and 

expected to grow 7.5-8.3% in 2015-16.India has the one of fastest growing service sectors in the world with 

annual growth rate of above 9% since 2001, which contributed to 57% of GDP in 2012-13.India has capitalized 

its economy based on its large educated English-speaking population to become a major exporter of IT services, 

BPO services, and software services with $167.0 billion worth of service exports in 2013-14. It is also the fastest-

growing part of the economy.The IT industry continues to be the largest private sector employer in India. 
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India is also the fourth largest start-up hub in the world with over 3,100 technology start-ups in 2014-15  

The agricultural sector is the largest employer in India's economy but contributes to a declining share of its GDP 

(17% in 2013-14). India ranks second worldwide in farm output. 

The Industry sector has held a constant share of its economic contribution (26% of GDP in 

 2013-14). 

The Indian auto industry is one of the largest in the world with an annual production of 21.48 million vehicles in 

FY 2013-14. 

India has $600 billion worth of retail market in 2015 and one of world's fastest growing E-Commerce markets. 

India's two major stock exchanges ,Bombay Stock Exchange and National Stock Exchange of India, had a market 

capitalization of US$1.71 trillion and US$1.68 trillion respectively as of  Feb 2015, which ranks11th & 12 largest 

in the world respectively according to the World Federation of  Exchanges .India is also home to world's third 

largest Billionaires pool with 97 billionaires in 2014 and fourth largest number of ultra-high-net-worth households 

that have more than 100 million dollars. 

India is a member of the Commonwealth of Nations, the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation ,the 

G20,the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the World Trade Organisation ,the Asian Infrastructure 

Investment Bank, the United Nations and the New Development BRICS  Bank.  

Concerns 

Since 1991, continuing economic liberalization has moved the country towards a market- based economy. By 

2008, India  Growth significantly slowed to 6.8% , while the fiscal deficit rose from 5.9% to a high 6.5% during 

the same period.India's current account deficit surged to 4.1% of GDP  during Q2 FY11 against 3.2% the previous 

quarter. The unemployment rate for 2012–13, according to Government of India's Labour Bureau, was 4.7% 

nationwide, by UPS method ;and 3% by NSSO method.India's consumer price inflation has ranged between 8.9 to 

12% over the 2009-2013 periods 

Conclusion  

The long-term growth prospective of the Indian economy is moderately positive due to its young population, 

corresponding low dependency ratio, healthy savings and investment rates, and increasing integration into the 

global economy It  is concluded that Government will reach at their target by their valuable efforts. 
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Definition And Importance Of Housing Finance 

According to Wallace F. Smith ―Housing finance is a factor of production quite distinct from labour, materials 

and risk-taking. ―The price of other factors involved in housing construction need to be paid mostly in cash at 

time they are used. In housing sector finance serves the following vital purposes. Finance is needed for: 

(a) Purchase and development of house-sites, purchase of building materials and actual building a house; 

(b) Covering risks involved in long term housing investment. 

Importance of housing finance: 

From the foregoing definition it is obvious that housing sector is indissolubly linked with the financial sector. The 

fact is that housing is a very expensive commodity which needs heavy capital outlay testifies to the vital role of 

finance in housing sector. In fact, housing leans heavily on finance which makes housing function of finance to 

considerable extent. 

Let us see the extent to which housing is a function of finance. As seen earlier, land in this country is more 

valuable than most other commodities and, therefore, purchase and development of house-sites involve a 

substantial amount of finance. Similarly, actual building of a house is quite expensive because it involves 

purchase of costly building materials and labour.   

On the top that, taxes, amortization charges, charges to cover risk involved in long-term investment, etc. call for 

an additional substantial amount. Thus to find finance is perhaps the most tough assignment for all those who are 

concerned with housing sector. 

Problems Of Housing Finance 

Problems of housing finance are many and highly complicated. Hence, they merit discussion here. 

1. Housing Finance has a long term character 

Housing requires special kind of finance mostly and preferably long term finance for more than one reason. The 

product involved is not readily saleable and does not yield monetary return as in agriculture or industry.  In 

addition, personal savings or contribution can cover only a very small fraction of the total cost of housing and the 

balance has to be necessarily covered by long-term credit. 

2. mortgage-orientation 

Mortgage finance is the life-blood of housing finance. Housing is the most costly commodity and hence it needs a 

huge capital investment in the initial stage itself. This initial capital expenditure will be much more than the life 

time earnings of most of the families. So, most of the house builders either for use of income, have to resort to 

debt. That is why Charles Abrams has observed that ―a mortgage system is accepted as essential almost 

everywhere‖. 

3. Imbalance between its supply and Need 

The problem of housing finance emanates from the limitations of means compared to huge investment needs of 

housing. Always financial needs of housing fall short of the provision of finance. This universal phenomenon of 

housing finance is the probable reason for the World Bank to maintain a feeling that ―housing is a bottomless pit. 

This imbalanced condition of housing finance is prevalent both in rich and poor countries, and this is worse when 

we talk of poor and underdeveloped countries. 

4. Housing Finance is not as Self Liquidating as Agricultural Finance of Industrial Finance. 

This peculiar feature poses a big problem in housing finance. An investor, either in agriculture or in industry, can 

look for a further income stream as the source of repayment. That is to say, agricultural or industrial investment 
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usually yields quick return. But housing investment is not so. It is true that house, after the completion, can be 

rented out which will start yielding a return, but this will be a very insignificant amount in relation to the huge 

investment, and also will come month by month very slowly and leisurely. That is why the lenders are reluctant to 

lend to house builders. Therefore, while in agriculture, or in industry interest forms only a small proportion to 

total annual cost, in the case of housing it is the largest recurring cost factor. Hence, housing finance is much 

more sensitive to the level of interest rates than agricultural and industrial finance. 

Classification Of Housing Finance 

Housing finance can be classified in these categories: 

(1) Period wise classification: the most important classification according to the period or duration of credit may 

falls in to these categories viz. 

 (i) Short-term loan (6 to 18 month) 

 (ii) Medium-term loan (2-5 years) 

 (iii) Long-term loan (5-25 years) 

(2) Purpose wise classification-: 

 (i) Credit for construction/extension 

 (ii) Credit for plot purchase 

 (iii) Credit for maintenance of House 

 (iv) Credit for Housing expenditure/renovation 

 (v) Credit for purchasing flat/individual house 

(3) Security wise classification 

 (a) Secured: 

(i) Secured against mortgage of land 

(ii) Secured against some tangible property of debtor as- bond, insurance policies etc. 

(b) Unsecured: The unsecured loans are generally offered on the personal security of the borrower. 

It is advance on the promissory or personal notes of the borrower with or without another‘s 

guarantee. 

(4) Credit wise classification- 

        i) Institutional credit 

       (ii) Non institutional credit 

Housing Finance In India 

In the first 25 years of post-independence, India has concentrated on agricultural development only after the 

industrial revolution and the continuous shifting of rural population to the urban areas, the need for development 

of housing sector has been emphasized. It is always a dream to own a house however a majority of the population 

does not have the required financial assistance to own a house. Eyeing this as an opportunity, many firms have 

opted for extending housing loans not only to boost their bottom lines but also to reduce the prevailing demand 

and supply gap. With the gap between the required number of houses and the actual, government identified 

housing sector as a core and it is only with the timely in intervention of the government that housing finance has 

become a major industry in India. With the establishment of National Housing Bank, the government has 

provided the much-needed boost to this sector. At present out of 380 odd HFIs in India, 42 housing finance 

companies are registered with the National Housing Bank out of them 20 are valid for acceptance of public 

deposits and remains are not. This number is going to increase in the near future with the industrial growth. 

Throughout the second part of the last decade, this sector has witnessed a growth of over 30 percent and promises 

to grow the same rate in the next couple of years. Recognizing the growing need of housing finance in India, the 

government has emphasized on housing and housing finance in the ninth five year plan to know that there is a 

short fall of more than 20 mission house units. This is the first time that India has emphasized on the housing 

sector. 
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To regularize the housing finance sector in India, the government has set up HUDCO in 1970. It was soon 

followed by setting up of the Housing Development Finance Corporation (HDFC) in 1978 in the private housing 

finance sector with the support of ICICI, the International Finance Corporation and the Aga Khan Fund. Till 

1988, HDFC was the only formal housing finance company operating in India and it is after 1988, the Banks and 

insurance companies forayed into this sector. Almost a similar point of time, public sector banks also forayed into 

this sector CanaraBank‘sCanfin home, State Bank Of India‘s SBI Home Finance. 

In present picture, Housing Finance System in the country represents a few players like Government and its 

Housing agencies, General financial Institutions, Insurance Sector, Banks and specialized Housing finance 

Companies, Private sector extending housing finance and staff quarter facilities to their employers. 

 

Organized Housing Finance System In India 
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HDFC HUDCO HDFC Commercial  HDFCCommercial 

 DHFL BANKS HUDCO Banks HUDCO Banks 

    TATA LIC` LIC HFL  LICHFL 

 GLOBAL GIC GICHF  GICHF Cooperative housing  

      Finance Societies  

 

Conclusion 

Indian housing financing system try to complete bridge of demand and supply of housing finance. In India all 

types of companies provide housing loan like private and public companies. It must be run under regulations of 

govt. of India & RBI. The interference of unorganised sector totally remove from finance system of India. All the 

finance companies they have to provide long term loan like development countries above 35 years. 
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महाराष्ट्रातील आददवासींचे दाररद््रय एक गंभीर समस्या

प्रा. प्रकाश जंगले 

जोशी बेडेकर महाविद्यालय ठाणे.  

 

 प्रस्तावना :- 

भारताला स्िातंत्र्य वमळून ७१िर्ष पूणष झाले असले तरी भारतातील  दाररद््रयाचे प्रमाण अजनूही अपेवित अस ेकमी झालेले नाही.२०११च्या जनगणनेनुसार भारतातील दाररद््रयाचे प्रमाण २१.५ टक्के आह े

तर महाराष्ट्र ह ेप्रमाण १७.३५ टक्के इतके आह.ेभारतात आवण महाराष्ट्रात सिाषवधक दाररद््रयाचे प्रमाण अनुसवूचत जाती आवण जमाती यांच्यात वदसनू येते. 

२०११ च्या जनगणनेनुसार भारताची लोकसखं्या १२१कोटी तर महाराष्ट्राची लोकसखं्या ११.२४ कोटी इतकी होती.या महाराष्ट्राच्या लोकसखं्येतअनुसवूचत जमातीची एकूण लोकसखं्या ९.३५% इतकी 

आह.े महाराष्ट्रातीलआवदिासी लोक  िंवचत ि दलुषवित घटकातील आहते. राज्यातील सह्याद्री सातपुडा ि पूिष गोंडिाना या तीन दगुषम ि डोंगराळ भागात ते  वदसनू येतात. विवटश सत्तेपासनू 

आजतागायत तयांना तयांच्या हक्कापासनू अवधकारापासनू िंवचत ठेिण्यात आलेले आह.े 

आवदिासी म्हणजे ज ेनागरससं्कृतीपासनू दरू ि अवलप्त रावहलेले सबंवंधत प्रदशेातील मळूचे रवहिाशी म्हणज ेआवदिासी अससेामान्यपणे म्हणता येईल.सिषसाधारणपणे तेजगंलातआवण दगुषम दऱ्याखोऱ्यात 

राहतात.तयांची मखु्य  िैवशष््टये म्हणजे आवदिासी जमात एका विवशष्ट भूप्रदशेात राहते तो प्रदशे लहान ि दगुषम असतो. आवदिासी जमात साधारणपणे अतंविषिाही असते. प्रतयेकाची स्ितंत्र पंचायत असते 

तसचे स्ितंत्र भार्ा ि बोली असते. आवदिासी समाजात परंपरेला प्राधान्य असते. धमाषत वनसगषपूजलेा आवण जादलूा महत्त्ि असते. आवदिासी अथषव्यिस्थेत पैशाचे  चलन नसते तर िस्तूची दिेाणघिेाण 

होते. आवदिासी अगंमहेनतीने धान्य वपकतो, गुराढोरांच्या मदतीने शतेी करतो,दभुतया  जनािरांिर वनिाषह चालितो. वशकार, मासमेारी करून अन्न सपंादन करतो. आवदिासींची कला बहुरंगी आह ेउदा. 

घरािरील निीकाम,समारंभ प्रसगंीचे पोशाख, आभूर्णे, मखुिटे, दिे-दिेतांच्या आकृतया इतयादी . 

महाराष्ट्रात ४५जमातींना अनुसवूचत जमाती म्हणून दशषविण्यात आलेले आह ेआकारमानाच्या अनुर्ंगाने वभल्ल, गोंड, महादिे कोळी, िारली आवण कोकणी या मखु्य जमाती आहते. 

 

 

गृदहतके:-

आवदिासी जमातीिर  आवथषक, सामावजक, शिैवणक अन्याय  झालेला आह.े 

उदिषे्ट:-

आवदिासीच्या दाररद््रयाच्या आढािा घणे.े 

तथ्य संकलन:-

आवदिासी दाररद््रयाचा अभ्यास करण्यासाठी ग्रंथालयीन सदंभष ि संदभष सावहतय इतयादी दयु्यम मावहतीचा िापर केलेला आह.े 

संशोधन पद्धती:-

आवदिासी दाररद््रयाचा अभ्यास करत असताना विशे्लर्ण पद्धतीचा िापर केलेला आह.े 

अभ्यासाचे महत्त्व:-

स्िातंत्र्यप्राप्तीपासनू आजतागायत आवदिासी समाज मलूभूत हक्कापासनू आवण मलूभूत सवुिधांपासनू िंवचत रावहलेला आह.े शहरी जीिनाची तयाला अजनूही खयाष अथाषने  ओळख झालेली नाही. 

 

आददवासी दाररद््रयाची कारणे:-

१.साक्षरता:- 

पुरुर् सािरतेमध्ये अनुसवूचत जमाती सिषसाधारण लोकसखं्येच्या जिळजिळ २०% मागे आहेत तर मवहला सािरतेमध्ये अनुसवूचत जमाती सिषसाधारण लोकसंख्येच्या ४१ %मागे आहते.शाळाबाह्य 

मलुांमध्ये ३४.५ %इतकी मलेु आवदिासी जमातीतील आहते.प्रती विद्याथीसरासरी िावर्षक खचषफक्त १२९७ रुपये इतका आह.े 

२.दरडोई उत्पन्न:- 

आवदिासींचे प्राबल्य असणाऱ्या वजल्ह्यात सदु्धा दरडोई उतपन्न तुलनातमकदृष््टया कमी आह.े उदा. नंदरुबार वजल्ह्याचे दरडोई उतपन्न ४६४१५ रुपये तरगडवचरोली वजल्ह्याचे दरडोई उतपन्न ४८३११ रुपये 

इतके आह.े म्हणजचे राज्याच्या दरडोई उतपन्नाच्या ४८% ि ५१% इतके आह.ेमहाराष्ट्राच्या मानि   विकास वनदशेांकात नंदरुबार ि गडवचरोली या दोन आवदिासी वजल्ह्याचे स्थान सगळ्यात खालच े 

आह.े 

३.गरीबी(दाररद््रय):-

१९९३-९४ मध्ये  वजल्हा ग्रामीण विकास यंत्रणेने केलेल्या सिेनुसार राज्यातील आवदिासींच्या कुटंुबाचे  दाररद््रयाचे प्रमाण ९१.१ %इतके होते.महाराष्ट्र राज्याच्या ३६.९ %पेिा ह ेवनवितच अवधक 

आह.े 

४.कुपोषण:- 

 महाराष्ट्रातील आवदिासी पुरुर्ांचा विचार करता तयांच्या कुपोर्णाचे प्रमाण ५२.६% तर मवहलांचा विचार करता तयांचे प्रमाण ६२.५% इतके आह.ेम्हणून महाराष्ट्रातील आवदिासी लोक ह ेदशेातील 

आवण राज्यातील सरासरी पेिा अवधकच िंवचत आहते. 

५.आरोग्य:-

राज्यातील आवदिासी लोक ह ेमुलभूत अशा आरोग्य सिेेपासनू िंवचत आहते.साध्या आजारानेही तयांचा बळी जातो.राज्यातील आवदिासी िेत्रातील बालमतृयूदर  ६० -७० %इतका आह.े 

 गडवचरोली वजल्ह्यात घरामध्ये नळाद्वारे पाणीपुरिठा केला जात असलेल्या कुटंुबाचे प्रमाण राज्य सरासरीच्या ६३% तुलनेत १९.५ %इतके होते.तर प्रसाधन असलेल्या कुटंुबांचे प्रमाण राज्य सरासरीच्या 

५३ % तुलनेत २७ % इतके होते. थोडक्यात आजही आवदिासी जमातींना मलूभूत सोयीसवुिधा सरकारकडून उपलब्ध होत नाहीत वह शोकांवतका आह.े 

६.दशक्षण:-

 वजल्हा पररर्दचे्या शाळाआवण आश्रम शाळा यांच्या माध्यमातून आवदिासी मलुामलुींना सरकारकडून वशिण दणे्याचा उपक्रम राबिला जात असला तरी सािरतेचे प्रमाण कमी आहे.मावडया गोंड 

मवहलामधील सािरता २३ %  वभल्ल मवहलातील सािरता २१%तर कातकरी मवहलांची सािरता १६ %इतकी आह.े  

७.जमीन सुधारणा:- 

महाराष्ट्र सरकारने जमीन सुधारणा संदभाषत अनेक कायद ेकेले असले तरी तयाची योग्य अमंलबजािणी झालेली नाही तयामुळे जमीन सपंादना पासनू आवदिासी िंवचत रावहलेले आहते. व्यापारी, सािकार 

आवण जमीनदार  इतयादींनी आवदिासी लोकांच्या अज्ञानाचा तयांच्या गररबीचा फायदा घऊेन तयांच्या जवमनी बळकािल्या आहते. ही प्रवक्रया स्िातंत्र्यानंतरदखेील चालू आह.े 

८. वन हक्क :- 

िन  हक्क अवधवनयम २००६ नुसार आवदिासी िरील अन्याय दरू करण्याचा प्रयतन  सरकारने केलेला वदसनू येतोपरंतु आवदिासी वजल्ह्यात अमलबजािणीचे प्रवक्रया मदं असल्यामळेु खऱ्या अथाषन े

आवदिासींना तयाचा फायदा झालेला नाही. जमीनदार ि व्यापाऱ्यांनी आवदिासींच्या पारंपाररक जवमनी ि तयांचे हक्क सपंिण्याचा प्रयतन केलेला आह.े 

९.आददवासींची दवस्थापन:- 
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 विकास प्रवक्रयेमळेु कमालीचे आवदिासीचे विस्थापन झालेले आह े ही प्रवक्रया स्िातंत्र्यानंतरही चालू आह े ही अशीच प्रवक्रया चालू रावहली  तर महाराष्ट्रातील आवदिासीवजल्ह्याचे नागरीकरण ि 

औद्योवगकीकरण शीघ्रपणे होईल. अनेक खाजगी उद्योजकांनी बकेायदशेीरररतया उद्योग स्थापन करून आवदिासींना विस्थावपत केलेले आह.ेविस्थावपत आवदिासींना सरकारने स्थावपत करण्याचा प्रयतन 

समाधानकारक रावहलेला नाही. 

१०. रोजगाराचा अभाव:-  

आवदिासी लोक ह ेअवशवित असल्यामुळे तसचे व्यसनाधीन असल्यामुळे ते रोजगाराच्या सधंी शोध ूशकत नाहीत.पररणामी तयांना गररबीतच वदिस काढािे लागतात. 

 सरकारने महातमा गांधी राष्ट्रीय ग्रामीण योजना अतंगषत आवदिासींना रोजगार दणे्याचे आश्वासन वदले होते. प्रवतकुटंुब सरासरी १६ वदिस  परंतु फार कमी कुटंुबांना पुरेसा रोजगार प्राप्त झालेला आह.े 

 

आददवासी दवकासाच्या दशफारशी:- 

 

 आवदिासी वजल्हा ि तालुका यांचा पुनर आराखडा तयार करण्यात यािा. 

 जमीन सुधारणा ि िन हक्क अवधवनयम यांची योग्य अमंलबजािणी करण्यात यािी. 

 आवदिासी युिकांना स्ियंरोजगार करण्यासाठी पुरेश ेआवथषक सहाय्य दणे्यात यािे. 

 अथषसकंल्पातील योजनेच्या  रकमचेी योग्य अमलबजािणी करािी. 

 यशदाच्या धतीिर आवदिासी सशंोधन ि प्रवशिण ससं्था स्थापन करािी. 

 आवदिासी जवमनीचे सकं्रमण होणार नाही याची दिता घ्यािी. तसचे सकं्रमण झालेल्या जवमनी तातडीने परत करण्यासाठी सरकारने दबाि आणािा. 

 आवदिासींना विकासाच्या समन्याय पातळीिर आणण्याचा कायषक्रम सरकारने हाती घ्यािा. 

 वकमान दोन वपके वमळतील इतकी वसचंन सवुिधा उपलब्ध करून दणे्यात यािी. 

 आवदिासी विकासासाठी काम करणाऱ्या स्ियंसेिी ससं्थांना उत्तेजन दणे्यात यािे. 

 आवदिासी मलुांना तयांच्या मातभृार्ेतून वशिण दणे्यात यािे. 

 आवदिासी विभागातील सरकारने वदलेल्या दारूचे परिाने रद्द करण्यात यािेत. 

 जाती प्रमाणपत्र िैधता पडताळणी प्रवक्रया काटेकोरपणे राबिािी. 

 

संदभभ :- १) भारतीय अथभ व्यवस्था – भालेराव देसाई 

         २) मराठी दवश्वकोश – 

  ३) आददवासीचे सामादजक जीवन – दवलास संगवे 

  ४) मराठी लोकांची संस्कृती – इरावती कवे  

s
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”

vFkZ”kkL= foHkkx] 

ds- ,e~- vxzoky egkfo|ky;] dY;k.k- 

 

dks.kR;kgh jk’VªkP;k fodklklkBh lalk/kukaph vFkok laiRrhph furkar xjt vkgs-  lalk/kukaf”kok; jk’Vªkpk fodkl gks.ks 

“kD; ukgh-  ;k lalk/kukps eq[; rhu Ádkj O;Dr dsys tkrkr-   

1- uSlfxZd lalk/kus @laiRrh ¼Natural Resources ½ 

2- fofRr; lalk/kus @ laiRrh ¼Financial Resources½ 

3- ekuoh lalk/kus @ laiRrh ¼Human Resources½ 

;k rhUgh lalk/kukapk vFkok laiRrhpk mi;ksx >kY;kf”kok; jk’Vªkpk fodkl gksr ukgh-  vR;ar egRokph xks’V v”kh dh 

tks i;Zar ekuoh lalk/kukapk fodkl gksr ukgh rks i;Zar vU; nksu lalk/kukapk fodkl gks.ks “kD; ukgh-  ;kpk ljG vFkZ 

vlk dh ekuoh lalk/kukaP;k fodklkf”kok; ns”kkpk fodkl gksr ukgh-  fo”ks’k Eg.kts dks.kR;kgh mRiknuklkBh Hkweh] Je] 

HkkaMoy o la;kstu gs pkj ?kVd xjtsps vkgsr ;kiSdh Hkweh gk ?kVd oxGrk mRiknukps rhugh ?kVd ekuoh lalk/kukrwu 

feGrkr-  fodkl ekuoklkBh djko;kpk vlrks o fodkl ekuok}kjsp djko;kpk vlrks-  Eg.kwu vkfFkZd fodklkr ekuoh 

lalk/kukauk vFkok ekuoh laiRrhyk vuU; lk/kkj.k vls egRo vkgs- 

Ekkuoh lalk/kukapk fdaok ekuoh fodkl ;k ladYiuspk lokZr ÁFke mYys[k 1990 e/;s esgcqc vy~ gDd ;k vFkZrKkus 

dsyk-  esgcqc vy~ gDd gs R;kosGh la;qDr jk’Vª fodkl lferhps Áeq[k ekxZn'kZd gksrs-  R;kaP;kers dks.kR;kgh jk’Vªkpk 

fodkl R;k jk’VªkP;k oLrw o lsok fuekZ.k dj.;kP;k {kerse/;s ulwu R;k ns”kkrhy lektkoj voyacwu vkgs-  R;kaP;kers 

yksd gh ns”kkph [kjh laiRrh vkgs- (People are real wealth of nation) Eg.kts ekuo gh [kjh laiRrh vkgs-  

ns”kkrhy ek.klkapk fodkl >kyk dh vkiksvki ns”kkpk fodkl gksrks ;k loZ ppsZpk vFkZ vlk dh ns”kkP;k fodklklkBh 

ekuoh lalk/kukapk fodkl gks.ks xjtsps vkgs- 

mn~ns”k ¼Objectives½% 

1- Hkkjr gs fpu uarj lokZf/kd ekuoh laiRrh ykHkysys jk’Vª vkgs-  ;k ekuoh laiRrhpk fodkl >kyk ikfgts- 

2- tkLr yksdla[;k gh jk’Vªkph leL;k ulwu rh ojnku vkgs gs fl/n~ dj.;klkBh yksd laiRrhpk mi;ksx gks.ks egRokps   

   vkgs- 

3- ekuoh dY;k.kkps lk/ku ekuo vkgs-  R;kpk mn~;ef”kyrslkBh mi;ksx >kyk ikfgts- 

4- ekuoh thouekukpk fodkl >kyk ikfgts- 

5- yksdla[;sps :ikarj ekuoh HkkaMoyke/;s dsys ikfgts- 

6- Je”kDrhP;k tksjkoj Hkkjrkph Áxrh >kyh ikfgts- 

x`fgrd`R;s ¼Assumptions½% 

1- Jef/kD;kP;k vk/kkjs jk’Vªkpk vkfFkZd fodkl djrk ;srks- 

2- Okk<ysyh yksdla[;k gh “kki ukgh rj ojnku vkgs- 

3- Ekkuo gsp dY;k.kkps Áeq[k lk/ku vkgs- 

4- Ekuokph mRikndrk ns”kkpk vkfFkZd fodkl d: “kdrs- 

5- ns”kkph yksdla[;k gh ekuoh HkkaMoy vkgs- 

la”kks/ku i/n~rh ¼Research Methodology½% 

ÁLrqr “kks/k fuca/kklkBh rF; ladyukph nq¸;e i/n~rh mi;ksxkr vk.kyh vkgs-  lanHkZ xzaFk lainspk mi;ksx la”kks/kuklkBh 

dsyk-  ukeoar vFkZrKkaP;k xzaFkkapk vk<kok ?ksÅu “kks/k fuca/kkph fufeZrh dsyh vkgs- 

Ekkuoh lalk/kukapk @ laiRrhpk vFkZ % 

Ekkuoh laiRrhP;k vFkkZr iq<hy loZ ckchapk lekos”k gksrks- 
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1- ekuokyk vf/kd fuekZ.k{ke cufo.ks Eg.kts ekuoh laiRrh gks;- 

2- ekuokph vkfFkZd ;ksX;rk ok<.ks Eg.kts ekuoh laiRrh gks;- 

3- ekuoh mi;ksfxrkae/;s ok< gks.ks Eg.kts ekuoh laiRrh gks;- 

4- ns”kkrhy ukxjhdkaph oLrw o lsok fuekZ.k dj.;kph {kerk ok<yh dh ekuoh laiRrh fuekZ.k >kY;kps fl/n~ gksrs- 

5- ekuokph xq.koRrk ok<.ks Eg.kts ekuoh laiRrh- 

6- ekuokph mn~;ef”kyrk ok<.ks Eg.kts ekuoh laiRrh- 

7- ns”kkrhy loZp ukxjhd mRiknu dk;kZr lgHkkx ?ksÅ ykxrkr rsOgk ekuoh fodkl gksrks- 

8- jk’Vªkrhy loZ ukxjhdkapk vkfFkZd fodkl Eg.kts ekuoh lalk/kukapk fodkl gks;- 

9- ns”kkrhy turse/;s mRiknu dkS”kY; fuekZ.k gks.ks Eg.ktsp ekuoh laiRrh gks;- 

10- vkfFkZd dY;k.kkps loZ xq.k ns”kkrhy turse/;s ,doV.ks Eg.kts ekuoh laiRrh- 

11- mRiUUkkps lkoZ=hdhdj.k gksÅu ÁR;sd O;DrhP;k gkrkr mRiUu vkys dh ekuoh fodkl >kyk- 

12- ekuoh eqyHkwr vf/kdkjkapk ns”kkrhy tursyk vMFkG;kaf”kok; mi;ksx djrk ;s.ks Eg.ktsp ekuoh laiRrh- 

13- ekuokph KkukRed vkjksX;fo’k;d LoPNrsP;k ckcrhr o i;kZoj.kkP;k ckcrhr >kysyh Áxrh Eg.kts laiRrhpk 

fodkl gks;- 

14- ns”kkrhy loZ ukxjhdkaps thoueku ok<ys Eg.kts ekuoh fodkl >kyk- 

ns”kkrhy ukxjhdkapk lokZFkkZus >kysyk fodkl Eg.kts ekuoh fodkl gks;-   osxG;k “kCnkr lkaxk;ps rj ekuokph 

lokZafx.k Áxrh Eg.kts ekuoh fodkl gks;-  ns”kkrhy ekuoh lalk/kukapk fodkl >kyk vkgs dh ukgh gs ikg.;klkBh dkgh 

funsZ”kkadkapk vk/kkj ?;kok ykxrks-  R;kauk ekuoh fodklkps funsZ”kkad vls Eg.krkr-  loZlk/kkj.ki.ks ekuoh fodklkps pkj 

funsZ”kkad vkgsr- 

1- fn?kkZ;q’; 

2- “kS{kf.kd Áxrh 

3- jkg.khekukpk ntkZ 

4- vkjksX; 

ekuoh lalk/kukaP;k fodklkP;k ;k funsZ”kkadkapk foLrkjkus fopkj iq<hy Áek.ks% 

(Life expectancy)% 

T;k ns”kkrhy ukxjhdkaps vk;qekZu tkLr vlrs R;k ns”kkpk ekuoh fodkl >kyk vls ekuys tkrs-  ns”kkrhy ukxjhdkaps 

ljkljh ok<ysys vk;q’; gs ekuoh fodklkps y{k.k vkgs-  lkrR;kus ok<ysys vk;q’; gh laiUu ekuoh fodklkph ckc vkgs-  

ukxjhdkaps vk;qekZu ok<.;klkBh ldl vkgkjkph] pkaxY;k i;kZoj.kkph] LoPNrsph xjt vkgs-  ukxjhdkaps vk;qekZu 

ok<.;klkBh xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy tursyk R;kaP;k vkgkjkrwu njjkst 2400 m’ekad feGkys ikfgtsr o “kgjh Hkkxkrhy 

ukxjhdkauk R;kaP;k vkgkjkrwu 2250 m’ekad feGkys ikfgts-  jkstP;k vkgkjkr ,o<s m’ekad feGo.;klkBh /kkU;] dM/kkU;] 

MkGh] ikysHkkT;k] QGHkkT;k] nqX/ktU; inkFkZ] ekal] ekls] vaMh] QGs ;kaps lsou >kys ikfgts-  fn?kZ vk;q’;klkBh ekuokyk 

R;kP;k jkstP;k vkgkjkrwu 90 xzWe ÁfFkus feGkyh ikfgtsr-  ;k loZ xks’Vhacjkscj ukxjhdkaph ekufldrk pkaxyh vlk;yk 

goh-  lkoZtfud LoPNrspk Álkj >kyk ikfgts-  gs loZ >kys dh fn?kZ vk;q’; ukxfjdkauk ykHkrs-  i;kZ;kus ekuoh 

fodkl gksrks- 

(Educational progress)

T;k ns”kkpk f”k{k.kkpk Álkj >kysyk vlrks R;k ns”kkpk ekuoh fodkl >kysyk vkgs vls ekuys tkrs-  f”k{k.k gs fopkj 

Ánku dj.kkjs] tkf.kok fuekZ.k dj.kkjs loZJs’B ek/;e vkgs-  pkaxY;k fopkjkus pkaxY;k d`rh fuekZ.k gksrkr o pkaxY;k 

d`rh pkaxys mRiUu feGowu nsrkr- tkLr mRiUu feGkys Eg.kts vkfFkZd fodkl gksrks-  ;kpkp vFkZ “kS{kf.kd Áxrh gs 

ekuoh fodkl O;Dr dj.kkjs vÁR;{k o egRokps ?kVd vkgs-  Kku vkf.k deZ ;kaP;k vk/kkjsp ekuokpk fodkl gksrks-  ;k 

nksUghaph fufeZrh f”k{k.k djrs-  l/;kP;k ;qxkr KkukP;k o dk;kZP;k vk/kkjsp iS”kkph ÁkIrh djrk ;srs Eg.kwu ns”kkph 

“kS{kf.kd Áxrh >kyh dh ekuoh fodkl >kyk vls ekurk ;srs- ns”kkrhy ukxjhd lqf”kf{kr] fo|kfoHkw’khr >kys vlrk 

ekuoh fodkl >kY;kps ekuys tkrs-  tltlk “kS{kf.kd fodkl gksrks rlrlk nSooknhi.kk laiw ykxrks-  va/kJ/n~k u’V 
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gksÅ ykxrkr o lektkr oSKkfud n`’Vhdksu ;sÅ ykxrks-  v;ksX; ÁFkk] ijaijk can gksrkr o lektkr vk/kqfud] 

tkxfrd eqY;s fuekZ.k gksrkr-  vls tj >kys rj ekuoh thou laiUu gksrs vFkkZr ekuoh fodkl gksrks- 

(Standard of living)

jkg.kheku] thoueku] vkfFkZd dY;k.k gs loZ leku vFkhZ “kCn vkgsr-  jkg.khekukpk Lrj miHkksxkoj voyacwu vlrks-  

miHkksx mRiUukoj voyacwu vlrs-  mRiUu gs jkstxkjkoj voyacwu vlrs-  Eg.ktsp ns”kkr jkstxkjh ok<yh dh mRiUu 

ok<rs] miHkksx ok<rks] thoueku ok<rs-  ns”kkrhy ukxjhdkaP;k thouekuklkBh ns”kkr mRiknukr fofo/krk vlyh ikfgts-  

ukxjhdkauk tkLrhr tkLr oLrw o lsok miHkksxklkBh miyC/k vlrhy rj ukxjhdkaps thoueku ok<rs-  ,dkposGh 

ns”kkrhy tursps mRiUu ok<rs o turspk miHkksxgh ok<yk rj R;kaps jkg.kheku ok<rs-  lrr ok<r tk.kkjs jkg.kheku gs 

ekuoh fodklkps funsZ”kkad vkgs- 

(Health)

“kjhj o eu lqfLFkrhr jkg.ks Eg.kts vkjksX; gks;-  lrr cnyR;k ifjfLFkrhyk rksaM ns.;kph ekuoh “kjhjkph o eukph 

{kerk Eg.kts vkjksX; gks;-  ukxjhdkaph tcjnLr jksx Áfrdkj {kerk Eg.kts vkjksX; gks;-  lrr vktkj fojghr voLFkk 

Eg.kts vkjksX;-  ukxjhdkae/;s dk;kZckcr lrr mRlkghi.kk Eg.kts vkjksX;-  gs vkjksX; ns”kkr loZ= fnlwu ;sÅ ykxys 

Eg.kts ekuoh fodkl >kyk vls Eg.krk ;srs-  ns”kkr mipkjkpk ,dw.k [kpZ fnolsafnol deh gksÅ ykxyk Eg.kts ekuoh 

fodkl >kyk vls letrs- 

ojhy pkjgh ekuoh fodklkps funsZ”kkad ns”kkr fnlw ykxys dh ekuoh fodkl >kyk vlk vkiY;kyk vFkZ dk<rk ;srks- 

(Conclusion)

9- ekuokps “kkjhjhd o ekufld Je gh ekuoh laiRrh vkgs- 

10- “kS{kf.kd Áxrhus ekuoh fodkl lk/; djrk ;srks- 

11- Ekkuokps vk;qekZu ok<owu ekuoh fodkl djrk ;srks- 

12- mRiUu vkf.k miHkksx ok<owu ekuoh fodkl djrk ;srks- 

13- vkjksX;kr lq/kkj.kk d:u ekuoh fodkl djrk ;srks- 

14- ekuoh fodklkus ns”kkpk fodkl lk/; djrk ;srks- 

15- ekuoh laiRrhus uSlfxZd laiRrhpk o fofRr; laiRrhpk fodkl djrk ;srks- 

16- ekuoh fodkl >kyk dh ok<ysyh yksdla[;k gh ojnku Bjrs- 

17- ekuoh fodkl gs ekuoh eY;k.kkps lk/ku vkgs- 

18- ekuoh HkkaMoykP;k vk/kkjs ns”kkpk fodkl djrk ;srks- 

19- laiUu Je”kDrhus Hkkjrkph Áxrh “kD; vkgs- 

” ” (Recommendation) % 

1- ns”kkP;k fodklklkBh ns”kkph yksdla[;k JeÁfr’Bk eku.kkjh vlyh ikfgts- 

2- Hkkjrkus JeÁ/kku mRiknu ra=kpk vf/kdkf/kd mi;ksx d:u fodkl dsyk ikfgts- 

3- ns”kkph yksdla[;k dk;Zço.k vlyh ikfgts- 

4- ckS/nhd Jekoj vk/kkjhr mRiknu ok<owu ns”kkpk fodkl dsyk ikfgts- 

5- ekuoh dkS”kY;kr ok< >kyh ikfgts- 

6- ekuoh fodklklkBh la”kks/ku vkf.k fodklkoj Hkj fnyk ikfgts- 

7- ekuoh laiRrhps pkaxys OloLFkkiu >kys ikfgts- 

8- vf/kd Jekpk mi;ksx d:u fodkl dsyk ikfgts- 

9- loZLi”khZ f”k{k.k nsÅu ekuoh laiRrhpk o ns”kkpk fodkl dsyk ikfgts- 

10- ra=Kkukph çxrh d:u ekuoh fodkl dsyk ikfgts- 

” (Summary): 

Hkkjr gs lokZf/kd r:.kkaps jk’Vª vkgs-  tkLr yksdla[;sps jk’Vª vkgs-  lokZr eksBh cktkjisB vkgs-  ek= Hkkjrkpk ekuoh 

fodkl gok rlk >kysyk ukgh-  brj jk’VªkaP;k rqyusr Hkkjrh; ukxjhdkaps vk;qekZu deh vkgs-  vesjhdk] tiku ;kaP;k 

rqyusr Hkkjrh; ukxjhdkaps thoueku frrdsls fodlhr ukgh-  oSn~;dh;] rka=hd o O;olkf;d f“k{k.kkph xjtsçek.ks 
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çxrh >kysyh ukgh o vkjksX;kph fLFkrhgh frrdh”kh etcwr ukgh-  ,danjhr Hkkjrkpk vf/kd ekuoh fodkl dj.ks xjtsps 

vkgs- 

MkW- fdj.k nslys o xhrk nslys & ßLi/kkZ ifj{kk vFkZ”kkL=ß] fniLraHk çdk”ku] tGxko- 

MkW- fot; dfoeaMu & ßfodklkps vFkZ”kkL= vkf.k fu;kstuß] eaxs”k çdk”ku] ukxiwj- 

MkW- ft- ,u~- >kejs& ßHkkjfr; vFkZO;oLFkk fodkl vkf.k i;kZoj.kkRed vFkZ”kkL=ß] fiaiGkiqjs çdk”ku] ukxiwj- 

Mishra and Puri- ―Growth and Development‖, Himalaya Publication, Mumbai. 

M. L. Jhingan- ―The Economics of Development and Planning‖, Vrinda Publication, Delhi. 

Ne. Thi. Somashekhar- ―Development and Environmental Economics‖, New Age Publicatin, Mumbai 

A. P. Thirwal- ―Growth and Development‖, Macmillan Publication, Mumbai. 
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IMPORTANCE OF SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGY IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

 

Dr.Santosh Subhash Budhwant 

Assistant Professor 

Sonubhau Baswant College, Shahapur 

 

Introduction: 

Indian economy is growing at the rate of 7 to 8 percent because of Indian peoples are develops their skills and 

accepting advanced technology which is useful for more jobs and higher productivity. Creating jobs and 

increasing productivity are at the top of agenda for policymakers across the world. Skills is enhancing 

productivity at the individual, industry and also national levels because of the complementarities that exist 

between Physical capital and human capital on the one hand and between technology and human capital on the 

other. 

The ministry of labour and employment, Government of India, had formulated a National policy on Skill 

Development in 2009, which was superseded by NPSDE, 2015. The new policy NPSDE 2015 tries to bring the 

world of education and training closer to the world of work so as to enable them together build a strong India. 

The per capita income and quality of life is dependent on the technology.The Progress of technology lies at the 

heart of human history. Technological strengths are the key to creating more productive employment in an 

increasingly competitive market place and to continually upgrade human skills. Without a pervasive use of 

technologies, we cannot achieve overall development of our people in the year to come. 

Objectives of the Study :- 

1) To StudyThe Technologies as a core strength of the nation 

2) To evaluate the future of Technology in India 

Assumption:-  

Technological imperatives for India to develop her strengths 

Importance of Skill in Economic Growth and Employment :-  

Skills are necessary to adapt existing technologies, compete in an innovation-driven economy, and manage the 

increasingly network innovation process. These skills include basic literacy and numeracy, problem –solving, and 

social and interpersonal skill 

The growth and prosperity of all economic remains highly dependent on entrepreneurial activity.Entrepreneurship 

are the essence of economic growth as they provide a source of income and employment for themselves 

Technologies as a core strength of the nation :- 

Technological imperatives for India to develop her strengths, keeping in mind three dimension i.e. the people, the 

overall economy, the strategic interests. These technological imperatives also take into account a ‗fourth‘ 

dimension, time, an offshoot of modern-day dynamism in business, trade and technology that leads to continually 

shifting targets. We belive that technological strengths are especially crucial in dealing with this fourth dimension 

underlying continuous change. 

 

Table Growth of technologies and human impact 

Approximate 

Time  (Year 

preceding 1998) 

Innovation/ 

Breakthrough 

Consequence/ Reason 

100000 Making and using gear for hunting Extending human 

capabilities 

40000 Making and using weapons  

3500 Boats and sailboats  
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800 The clock, compass and other measurement 

instruments 

Reducing and / or making 

manual work easier 

360 Mechanical calculators  

190 Railroads/ using coal and oil for energy Facilitating and / or making 

mental work easier 

160 Electricity  

140 Image and sound reproduction  

  Improving comfort and / or 

speed of transportation 

100 Telecommunications/ X-rays  

95 Aircrafts Increased speed and/ or 

availability of 

telecommunications 

80 Automobiles and roads  

70 Mass-produced chemical products  

55 Nuclear weapons/ energy  

50 Computers Improving the quality of arts 

and entertainment 

45 Mass- produced home appliances Improving material quality 

of life 

40 Extensive use of fertilizers/ oral contraceptives  

35 Laser  

30 The moon landing/ tissues and organ transplants  

20 The CT (CAT or Body) Scan  

10 Genetically engineered plants/ Internet Increased knowledge base 

and applications 

 

Source:- APJ Abdul Kalam with Y S Rajan, India 2020 A Vision for the New Millennium, Penguin Books, New 

Delhi 

The Progress of Technology lies at the heart of human history . Technological strengths are the key to creating 

more productive employment in an increasingly competitive market place and to continually upgrade human 

skills. Without a pervasive use of technologies. Technology is important as well in combating the dangers posed 

by existing and newer forms af diseases.  

The direct linkages of technology to the nation‘s strategic strengths are becoming more and more clear, especially 

since the last decade. India‘s own strength in geo-political terms. Any nation aspiring to become a developed one 

needs to have strengths in various strategic technologies and also the ability to continually upgrade them through 

its own creative strengths.  

For people –oriented actions as well, weather for the creation of large-scale productive employment or for 

ensuring nutritional and health security for people, or for better living conditions, technology is the only vital 

input. From the early discoveries of technology is the early discoveries of X-ray as a diagnostic tool or penicillin 

as an antibiotic or vaccination for preventive health care. There are many specialized and affordable diagnostic 

tools, new medicines with negligible side- effect; and there are many possibilities on the horizon with the 

emergence of molecular biology. The absence of greater technological impetus could lead to lower productivity 

and wastage of precious natural resources. Activities with low productivity or low value addition, in the final 

analysis, hurt the poorest the most.  
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Just as in any other human activity, there would also be some side – effect accompanying the application of some 

technologies. These needs to be removed: partly through a better knowledge of all our people and partly through 

technological solutions. There is a tendency nowadays to highlight the problems of technology which borders on 

defeatism. Environmental pollution does tend to increase with unbridled technological growth. 

Future of the Economy:- 

A Technology vision for a nation may be constituted by integrating data on the overall economy with social 

dimensions of development. The  overall economy indicators are several assumption about implementation  about 

which implementation which involve investment, enabling administrative, fiscal or legal measures, ability to 

mobilize details of implantation. it is  not possible to envision all the details of implementation. 

References:- 
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A FARMER CAN BE GOOD ENTREPRENEUR IN MODERN ECONOMY 

 

Dr. Kunte A.P.                                     Mr.Patil Kiran J. 

H.O.D.,Economic Department,                                               Department of Economics 

        N.W.College, Akhada Balapur, Dist. Hingoli                                            Birla College, Kalyan 

 

 Introduction  

Agriculture is one of the most important sector in India where 58% population depend directly & indirectly on 

agriculture.  It‘s not only supplies the good but also accounts for high percentage of production and employment. 

During the period of 1951 nearly more than 70% people of the country were engaged  in agriculture and other 

allied activities but now days the share of agriculture in GDP is 14% mostly fallen down, farmers from all over 

the country commits suicide.  However the resources are not utilized in agricultural sector, the government policy 

is not properly that much flexible for this sector.  In fact the total picture of agricultural sector has been charged. 

In the past period it was said that agriculture is a backbone of Indian economy but at present what happened with 

backbone?  How agriculture sector can be boosted?  What are the ways to increase a share of agriculture in GDP? 

In order to find out the answer of all questions.  The researcher wants to focus on the relationship between 

agriculture and entrepreneur. 

Agricultural sector is underdeveloped because of lack of entrepreneurship, lack of innovative ideas and 

techniques, lack of agro based knowledge, etc. therefore this is very important to make SWOT analysis, regarding 

agriculture sectors and farmers.  so that one farmer can be a good entrepreneur in Indian economy.  If the farmer 

develops good entrepreneurship he will be good entrepreneurs.  The development of agro based industry, food 

processing projects 

etc. can bring rapid changes in agriculture sector but for that farmers of India should develop entrepreneurship 

skill within them. 

Key words -Entrepreneurship, relationship between agriculture and entrepreneurship, challenges by entrepreneur. 

 Objectives of study: 

1. To develop an entrepreneurship management skill among farmers. 

2. To bring an awareness of utilization of natural resources in a proper way. 

3. To develop an energetic trends towards agriculture among farmers. 

4. To understand the technical and general problems of farmers. 

 Hypothesis: 

1. There is a definite relationship between entrepreneurship and farmers. 

2. The farmer entrepreneurship has an innovative ideas and techniques to cultivate farm in profitable way. 

3. Farmers face various obstacles to become good entrepreneurs and agripreneurs. 

 The relationship between farmer and entrepreneurship: 

―Today when our farmer is unable to make proper requirements of the country then only making an agriculturist 

into an entrepreneur can create huge income generating opportunities.‖
1
 

Agriculture and entrepreneurship these are the two sides of one coins to make over all development of the 

country. Entrepreneurship is associated with innovative ideas and opportunities in every field and this is possible 

for every agriculturist to develop skill with him for the rapid growth of agriculture sector. 

―An agri-preneurship is one of the important part of agricultural industry which includes production, agriculture 

food, environment and natural resources.  Agri-entrepreneurs who would like to avoid low risk situation because 

of lack of challenges and some time they avoid high risk situation because they want to succeed.‖
2 

Normally agri-entreprenuership can take various ventures like land development, irrigation, fertilizers and seeds, 

soil conservation, etc. 

―An entrepreneur is always an organizer of an economic venture especially one who organizes, owns, manages 

and assumes the risk of management.  Schumpeter (1961) defines entrepreneur as an innovator who is 
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characterized by potentials likes of doing new things or doing things in innovative way.  He is an economic leader 

with atavistic well power and creative response to situation and act as a chief conducted factor in economic 

development.
3
‖. 

 How to build entrepreneurship skill for cultivation:- 

A good farmer always recognizes qualities within him. If he builds a proper skill of entrepreneurship he can be 

good agripreneur.  The researcher has expressed following stages for building the skill of entrepreneurship.   

 

Stage of development In this stage the farmer. 

Awareness He examines, what the qualities, capabilities he is having at present 

Acceptance He identifies SWOT, strength and weakness 

Vision In this stage he sets a long-term goals for his farm business. 

Business strategy In order to achieve his goals he develops business strategy. 

Learning for experience Here he implements the plan and learns so many things by experience 

Empowerment He becomes empowered and more competence to overcome his 

weakness. 

 

 Challenges faced by farmer entrepreneurship: 

Now days, many farmers face all types of obstacles for the development of good entrepreneurship among them.   

Some obstacles are given below:- 

1. Farmers face poor infrastructure facilities such as poor roads, lack of nearer market facilities, irregular 

electricity, etc. so that they can not develop their farm business. 

2. Training facilities especially in our country have not been reached up to many farmers so that Indian Farmers 

can not utilize his knowledge and practical skill in cultivation process. 

3. Lack of easy market access facilities also a vital cause for poor farm entrepreneurship. 

4. In India the farmer does not have his own resources, sufficient funds therefor, he needs a credit. 

5. The farmer in India especially from backward region is unable to have quick information from various 

sources related to his farm business. 

6. Bargaining powers plays an important role to get good benefits but here our small scale farmers do not have 

strong bargaining power and they force to accept lower prices for their product. 

7. There are many more challenges like changing atmosphere, poor government policy, etc. also create problem 

in the development of farm entrepreneurship. 

                                   Percentage wise agripreneuship of various sector. 

Sr. No. Sectors/Agricultural allied activities Percentage 

1 Agri-Input shops 39% 

2 Dairy/poultry/pigger/goatary 21% 

3 Vateranity clinic 13% 

4 Vermin composting 4% 

5 Farm machinery units 3% 

6 Nursery 3% 

7 Seed processing and marketing 3% 

8 Others 14% 

                                    Source- Indian history of agribuciness professionals, New Delhi. 

 Opportunities for Agri-Entrepreneurship in India:- 

The country has 52% land is cultivable as against 11% in the world.In India even though share of agriculture is 

declining in GDP, the Indian agriculture sector is at 3
rd

 rank after China and United States.  In the leve stock 
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sector India has 16% of cattle, 57% buffalo, 17% goats and 5% of sheep which implies that Indian farmers still 

have many opportunities in agriculturalentrepreneurship. 

Sr. No. Food grains/oil seeds/pulses Scope for allied activities 

1 Vegetables Seed processing 

2 Fruits Food processing 

3 Agro forestry Logistic 

4 Animal husbandry Poultry farm 

5 Green house Cold storage 

6 Herbal plantation Value addition 

7 Flori culture Herbal produce cleaning 

                    Source- Opportunity for agriculture Entrepreneurship, June 2014,  

Suggestion for effective youth agricultural entrepreneurship Development 

1. The Government should organizes various workshops at primary and secondary level related to various 

programme attracting youth generations in farm sector. 

2. Institutions of youth revolving loans scheme which will making a proper finance to youth at subsidized 

interest rate. 

3. Teachers and vocational instructor programme should emphasize on entrepreneual education at secondary 

and higher secondary level. 

4. The farmer should able to access a benefit of credit facilities, information without any obstacles so he will 

take much initiative in cultivation process. 

5. Now-a-day globalization process is very dynamic therefore the Indian farmer should have the approach of 

100% commercialization of cultivation. 

 References: 
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Abstract 

Over the year, the model of capability approach has been the key model for increasing people‟s capacity for their well-being. 

The scope of this approach is very vast and covers social, economic, political factors. The application of this model is so vast 

that even the developed countries are using it for the welfare of their society. It helps in analysis of social policies. Counties 

may be rich in their GDP and PCI proportion but not necessary rich in quality of life. Amartya Sen tries to focus on human 

functioning and capability towards well-being. This model speaks about freedom to achieve and capabilities to function. In 

the words of Sen, Democracy can only protect people over to just elections and voting. This model is used to measure 

poverty, inequality, social exclusion, health, disability, child poverty and overall social justice. Looking into Indian growth 

and development, there is far gap between growth and social justice till today. Social exclusion is high and income inequality 

is alarming day by day.  Poverty still exists on the large scale. The social welfare is not equal and uniform. People are not 

allowed to recognize their choices due to domination of rich and high caste classes. The indicators of human development 

are too not satisfactory. HDI, GDI, GEM and MPI are enough to show our failure in achieving capability approach through 

social justice. 

Introduction to Capability Approach 

The concept of development from the point of view of noble laureate Amarty Sen is very comprehensive and 

appropriate where the capability of every single individual is recognized. This approach revolves around the 

people and looks into their enhanced capabilities. This approach strongly advocates that by expanding capabilities 

of each person, the social welfare or well-being can be achieved. It supports practical choices of people. Poverty 

is the main variable for deprivation of basic capabilities. It believes in true economic growth after the 

development of social infrastructure. 

Objectives of the study 

1. To highlight application of capability approach 

2. To focus on social exclusion and justice in India 

3. To view the application of model of capability approach in India‘s social system 

Significance of the study 

India is one of the developing economies in the world. The economic progress and new economic system is 

spectacular today. There are visible changes through many socio-economic variables. But the paradox of 

development is being observed in the country in the form of social exclusion and injustice. Poverty, human 

development and other social aspects are still not satisfactory in the country. When the model of capability 

approach is being accepted by developed country like France, we are far behind in its application for our social 

well-being. This kind of study is important to understand the acceptance of such model and enhanced economic 

development. 

Methodology 

This paper is opinion based and covers all the secondary sources related to the study. No part of this paper is 

empirical. The data is collected from journal articles, newspaper reports, books, reference books, theses etc. The 

base of this paper is the ‗capability approach ‗ model of laureate Amartya Sen. 

Capability approach  

The core focuses behind the model are the poverty.  It is the root cause of deprivation and results into sick health, 

ignorance, lack of education etc. There are number of factors which define capability of people. As all the socio-

economic factors affect the well-being of the people. Human development cannot be measures on a few 
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parameters but the complete social and economic fulfillment of the people. This model has been the basic 

instrument for the progress and development. This model is so very comprehensive and answers to the problems 

related to inequality and poverty as well. This model looks into the social discrimination and public welfare. 

Analysis of model in todays’ scenario 

 Poverty 

According to the report of the World Bank, the largest number of people lives below international poverty line. 

India accounts for one in three populated countries in the world and one in every five poor in the world. Majority 

of the people below poverty line are not even in a position to cater their daily basis needs. Absolute poverty is still 

in India and most of the population from marginalized classes represents extreme poverty. Poverty rate in rural 

area is 25 percent whereas in urban area it is 14 percent. Major cities are surrounded by slums dwellers, exhibiting 

extreme poor living. Among the poor population 43 percent are from SC and ST categories. In urban areas, their 

condition might be satisfactory. But in rural areas they are the most sufferers. It is also the result of social 

stratification in India and unequal social status. In this case, the model of Amarty Sen is yet to be achieved in 

India it seems. 

 Human development 

Looking into the SAARC countries, India has come down one place from 130 to 131 among the 188 countries 

ranked in HDI according to the report of 2016. India is put in ‗Medium Human Development category. It is 

behind Shrilanka and Maldives which are standing in ―high Human Development‖ category. The parameters are 

long and healthy life, access to knowledge and access to decent standard of living. It is important to understand 

the reasons behind this slip down and policy announcements to raise HDI status. Here too, we are far away from 

model of Amartya. 

 Feminism 

In India, feminism movement has started aiming at defining, defending equal political, economics, and social 

right to the women. They are set to be providing with equal opportunities for the growth. It is well known gender 

equality. It calls for equal wages, health and education and political rights. Feminism in India has been granted for 

women conversation, safety, and abuse, legislation and freedom. India ranks 134
th
 in GDI on the same parameters 

of HDI but exclusively including women compared with male. The state of conditions of urban women is quite 

good as compared to rural women. There is disparity between urban and rural women empowerment in India. 

 Freedom and democracy 

The best thing given to us is Democracy and freedom by our constitution. From the independence, Indian has 

been functioning as responsible democracy. We select government from us and face challenging situations. We 

have elections and transfer of political power to the most deserving party. However, there is erosion of democratic 

values in India. Ideological differences are on rise among the parties. There is still domination of caste system. 

There is still no freedom of choice among many communities and people are suffering. Corruption is on rise and 

India ranked 81th in corruption index in the world.  The basic idea behind capability approach is freedom. It is 

still in question being partial. 

 Social Justice in India: 

Without social justice, national integration is not possible. Social justice means there should not be any difference 

between statuses of the people considering caste, creed, race, colour, caste etc. this term is very comprehensive. 

Indian constitution looks at all the people from the justice angel. But in reality, still social stratification exists in 

India. There is equal right for everyone to grow, speak, and learn. No discrimination is allowed and there are 

norms of social togetherness. Numbers of legal provisions are made to stop social injustice practices. But due to 

the fear of position and domination, still mass numbers of people are suffering from exploitation, social 

discrimination and economic loot. India is claiming to be a superpower in the world. It is one of the growing 

economics in the world. But the question arises whether such a growth is based on social justice or not. Are all 

Indians free from Cate system? Are all given equal opportunities to grow and lead and live standard life? 

Obviously, the answer is not sure as we need to come over with all these ill practices.  
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Amartya Sen’s Veiw 

According to the world‘s one of the influential economist, Amarty Sen clearly has pointed out that unless we 

improve the social conditions  and infrastructure to improve the lives of mass population of India, rapid economic 

growth is far off reality. He has opinion that unless society rise up. No economic development will be real. Each 

and every person of the country should be able to use his capability for the betterment of himself and society. He 

always advocated democracy. According to him, it is the most stable way of governance. For him, government 

should be able to look into the terrible condition of the society, labour and underprivileged people. It‘s then true 

growth will take place. Inclusive growth is only possible if social Infrastructure is developed and labour class is 

brought into the standards of general people. In his words, democracy is damaged when people fear to speak out. 

Amartya Sen’ Suggestion  

1. According to him, education, healthcare and women‘s equality are necessary for foster economic growth in 

India. 

2. In his view, education affects every aspect of development, communication, political life and women 

condition in the society. 

3. Government should look upon the low quality of schools, inadequacy of school, unjust education system. 

4. To cater the need of curiosity, all kind of education should be provided to the people. Technical education 

should be the priority too. 

5. In his views, demonetization was a hurried decision for the country like India where most of the 

manufacturing sector is in unorganized sector. 

References: 

 http://www.worldbank.org/  

 http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/ 

 https://yourstory.com/2016/11/amartya-sen-indian-development/ 

 https://economictimes.indiatimes.com 
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N=irh f”k{k.k eaMGkps 

dyk o okf.kT; egkfo|ky; iM?kk] eqacbZ fo|kihBk”kh layXu 
 

folkO;k “krdkP;k v[ksfjph o ,dfolkO;k “krdkrhy ,d vfr”k; egRokphladYiukEg.kts Þ[kkmtkÞ 

;krhytkxfrdhdj.kkeqGsns”kkP;kvFkZO;oLFksyk ,d osxGh dykV.kh o mHkkj.kh vkysyhfnlwu ;srs- 1990 P;kn”kdkuarjvkfFkZd 

/kksj.kkpkfLodkjdsY;kuarjvkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjcGdVgks.;kl lq:okr>kyh- 

ßfofo/k jk’VªakP;klhekvksykaMwutxkrhyfofo/k ns”k o laLFkkdMwutsO;ogkjgksrkrR;kykvkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjvlsEg.krkr- vkarjjk’Vªh; 

O;kikjkeqGsHkkjrkrvkS|ksfxddzakrhphlq:okr>kysyhvkgs-foKku] ra=Kku] lans”k-ogu] nG.koG.k] ekfgrhlKkiu] jkstxkj] nqjlapkj] 

cWadk] foekdaiU;k ;k {ks=kr ;keqGsHkj?kkslokV>kysyhvkgs-fo”ks’kr% oLrqP;kmRiknuklkBhvko”;d vl.kk-;k mRiknu ?kVdkaphlkis{k 

foiqyrkfdaoknqfeZGrk ;keqGsnksuns”kkrhyoLrwaP;kmRiknu [kpkZrQjdiMY;kusvkarjjk’Vªh; O;kijvfLrRokr ;srks- R;keqGsdks.krkghns”k ;k 

O;kikjkiklwuoafprjkgw “kdrukgh- ;keqGsmRiknu] jkstxkj] mRikndrk ;ke/;s ok<gksrvkgs- ijns”khfofue;] ijdh; HkkaMoy] FDI] 
vfuoklhHkkjrh;kaP;kBsoh] ijns”khuksdjhP;k la/kh ;ke/;s ok<gksrvkg- s gsfuOoG “kD; gksrvkgsrs ,desotkxfrdhdj.kkeqGsp- 

vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkykfodklkpsbaftuvlsEgVysvkgs- fuf”prptkxfrdhdj.kkeqGsHkkjrkrtkxfrdcktkjisBfuekZ.k>kyh- 

T;keqGsHkkjrfodflrvFkZO;oLFksphLoIuikgw “kdrks- 

tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGsvk;kr-fu;kZr ok<wucktkjisBkapsfoLrkjhdj.kd#uvkS|ksfxd o vkfFkZdfodklkykpkyukfeGkyh- rlspvkarjjk’Vªh; 

O;kikjkeqGsizR;sdns”kkykvkiY;kns”kkrhymiyC/k lk/kulkeqxzhpktkLrhrtkLrpkaxyk o dk;Z{keokijdj.;kph la/khizkIr>kyh dh] 

T;kphvkfFkZdfodklkykenrgksrs- 

vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjvkf.kns”kkpkfodkl ;k uk.;kP;knksucktqvkgsr- R;kijLijiqjd] rlspijLijkoyach ns[khyvkgsr- 

R;keqGsns”kkustkxfrdhdj.kkpkfLodkjdsY;kiklwuHkkjrkrtkxfrd o vkS|ksfxd ok<hcjkscjpbrjloZp {ks=kr ok<>kysyhvkgs- 

fu;kZreksB;kizek.kkr ok<yhvkgs-rhizfro’khZtoGtoG 9 r 10% ok<r vkgs- T;keqGsHkkjrmRrqaxf”k[kjkojtk.;kphLoIuigkrvkgs- 

vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikj dh] tkstkxfrdhdj.kkP;kekQZrfn”kkn”kZo.kkjsgksdk;a=p vkgs- rlsptkxfrdhdj.kkeqGsHkkjrkpklaca/k toGtoG 

150 jk’Vªak”kh ;srvlY;keqGsloZßtxÞgs ,d ßdqVwacÞv”khladYiukr;kj>kyhvkgs- ;kps “ksdMksQk;nsHkkjrGATT, TRIMS, TRIPS o 

WTO P;kekQZrmiHkksxrvkgs- 

 

fofo/k jk’VªakP;k lhek vksykaMwu txkrhy yksdkadMwu fdaok R;kauh LFkkiuk dsysY;k laLFkkadMwu ts O;ogkj gksrkr ;kyk vkarjjk’Vªh; 

O;kikj vls Eg.krkr-ß ;ko#u vki.k tj vkarjjk’Vªh; vFkZ”kkL=kr lekfo’V gks.kk-;k ?kVdkaP;k vH;klkps voyksdu dsys rj 

vki.kkal vkarjjk’Vªh; vFkZ”kkL=kps egRo y{kkr ;srs- vkt ekfgrh o ra=KkukP;k {ks=kr dzakrh ?kMwu vkysyh vkgs- R;keqGs lans”k 

ogu] nG.koG.k lqyHk >kys vkgs- loZ tx toG vkysys vkgs- loZ tx gs ,d ^dqVwac* v”kh voLFkk izkIr >kyh vkgs- ;kykp 

tkxfrdhdj.k vls EgVys vkgs dh] T;kph lq#okr Hkkjrkr 1991 lkyh >kysyh vkgs- 

ÞoLrwP;k mRiknuklkBh vko”;d vl.kk-;k mRiknu ?kVdkph lkis{k foiqyrk fdaok nqfeZGrk ;keqGs nksu ns”kkrhy oLrwaP;k mRiknu 

[kpkZr Qjd iMY;kus vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikj vfLrRokr ;srksÞ vls gsDpj vkf.k vksOgfyu ;kaukh vkiY;k ßvkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkpk 

lkekU; fl)akrÞ ;kr ekaMys vkgs- vkt dks.krsgh jk’Vª brjkaiklwu vyx jkgw “kdr ukgh- gs dsoG tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGsp “kD; >kys 

vkgs- vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkeqGs vkarjjk’Vªh; fo”ks’khdj.k gksrs- mRiknukps izek.k ok<rs eksB;k izek.kkofjy mRiknukps ykHk feGrkr] 

jkstxkj la/khr ok< gksÅu csdkjh deh gksrs- 

folkO;k “krdkP;k v[ksjhph vkf.k ,dksf.klkO;k “krdkrhy ,d vfr”k; egRokph ladYiuk Eg.kts ß[kkÅtkÞ- ;ke/khy ^tk* Eg.kts 

ßtkxfrdhdj.kß gks;- 1990 i;Zar lektoknh lektjpusP;k n`’Vhus okVpky djhr vkfFkZd fodkl lk/k.ks gk vkiyk jktdh; 

/;s;okn gksrk- lkekftd {ks=koj y{k dsanzhr d#u fodklkpk osx ok<o.ks gh vkiyh vkfFkZd O;qgjpuk gksrh- ijarw ;kp dkyko/khr 

jf”k;kr ?kMwu vkysY;k ?kVuakeqGs lektoknh fopkj lj.khph lq#okr >kyh vkf.k jf”k;u vFkZO;oLFksph iM>M >kyh- ;kposGh 

vkarjjk’Vªh; laLFkk] vesfjdk] ikf”pekR; ns”k] HkkaMoynkjkaP;k izcG “kDrhpk izHkko] ns”kkoj vkysys vkfFkZd ladV] ns”kkrhy 

lkoZtfud m|ksxkaps vi;”k] jkT;dR;kZaph O;ogkfjd yofpdrk o ns”kkarxZr ifjfLFkrhpk jsVk ;k dkj.kkaeqGs vkiY;k ns”kkr 1991 

iklwu vFkZO;oLFkse/;s jpukRed cny dj.;kP;k mnns”kkus uohu vkfFkZd lq/kkj.kkapk vaey lq# >kyk- Þtkxfrdhdj.kÞ gs ufou 
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vkfFkZd /kksj.kkps lq= vlwu ;kpk vFkZ Eg.kts oLrw] lsok] ra=Kku] o HkkaMoyh gkypkyhofjy loZ izdkjps fucZa/k nqj dj.ks o R;kapk 

izokl lq[kdj o xfreku dj.;kph izfdz;k Eg.kts tkxfrdhdj.k gks;- 

T;k ns”kkus tkxfrdhdj.kkpk fLodkj dsyk vkgs] R;k ns”kkr tkxfrd ok< eksB;k izek.kkoj gksrs- vkf.k tkxfrd fdaok vkS|ksfxd 

ok< Eg.ktsp gk jkstxkjkpk egkekxZ vkgs- rlsp ;kmyV tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs dkexkj oxZ la?kfVr {ks=kdMwu vla?kfVr {ks=kdMs 

<dyyk tkr vkgs vlsgh fVdk o vkjksi ;k tkxfrdhdj.kkoj dsyk tkr vkgs- tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs tkfgjkr {ks=kykgh eksB;k 

izek.kkoj egRo izkIr >kys vkgs- tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k lax.kdkP;k ;k ;qxke/;s O;olk;kph izfdz;k O;ofLFkr gks.;klkBh b-esy 

baVjusV] b-dkWelZ b- pk mi;ksx eksB;k izek.kkoj dsyk tkrks- eksckbZy] yWiVkWi- b- lsok lq)k jkstP;k okijke/;s ok<r vkgsr- 

rlsp tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs cWadkpk foLrkj nsf[ky eksB;k izek.kkoj gksr vkgs- 

 

Tkkxfrdhdj.kkpk vFkZ FkksMD;kr lkaxko;kpk >kY;kl tkxfrdhdj.k gh v”kh izfdz;k vkgs dh] th ns”kkP;k vFkZO;oLFksyk O;kid 

oSf”od vFkZO;oLFkspk Hkkx cuors tls dh] ns”kkrhy loZ izdkjP;k oLrw] lsok] mRiknu ?kVd vkf.k foRrh; O;ogkj gs O;kid 

tkxfrd cktkjisBkapk Hkkx curkr- vkf.k ;k cktkjisBkaP;k ckcrhr vkarjjk’Vªh; ljgn~nh dk;e jkgrkr- R;kauk ikj dj.ks lksis 

ulrs- vls vlys rjh tkxfrdhdj.kklaca/kh fofo/k vFkZrKkauh fnysY;k O;k[;k vH;kl.ks mi;qDr Bjsy- 

1-#lh eksnh ;kaP;k ers] tkxfrdhdj.k Eg.kts [kqyh Li/kkZ vkf.k uos ra=Kku ;krwu mRikndrk vkf.k mRiknu ok<fo.ks rlsp laiq.kZ 

  txkph ,dp cktkjisB fuekZ.k dj.ks vkf.k oLrw o lsok ;kaph fodzh dj.ks gks;- 

2- txnh”k Hkxorh ;kaP;kers] tkxfrdhdj.k Eg.kts] jk’Vªh; vFkZO;oLFkkauk tkxfrd vFkZO;oLFkse/;s iq<hy izfdz;ka}kjs lekfo’V 

  d#u ?ks.ks- cgqjk’Vªh; daiU;k] O;kikj o egkeaMGs ;kaP;kdMwu izR;{k xqaro.kwd] vYidkyhu HkkaMoy izokg] dkexkj o ,dw.k 

  ekuokph vkarjjk’Vªh; xfeekurk vkf.k ra=Kkukpk izokg- 

3- tkxfrd caWd – tkxfrd cWadsus tkxfrdhdj.kkpk vFkZ iq<hyizek.ks% tkxfrdhdj.k Eg.kts] 

      -miHkksX; oLrwalg loZ oLrwaP;k vk;krhojhy fucZa/k gGwgGw deh dj.ks- 

      -vk;krhpk nj deh dj.ks- 

      -lkoZtfud m|ksxkaps [kktxhdj.k dj.ks- 

4- Jko.k dqek.kflag ;kaP;k ers] txkrhy loZp jk’Vªkaph ,dpcktjisB fuekZ.k dj.ks Eg.kts tkxfrdhdj.k gks;- 

ofjy loZ O;k[;kao#u vki.kkl vls y{kkr ;sbZy dh] tkxfrdhdj.k Eg.kts fuf”prp nksu ns”kkapk gksr vlysyk O;kikj- ;klkBh 

vls okrkoj.k o ifjfLFkrh fuekZ.k dj.ks dh] tsFks ra=Kku lgt izokgh gk sÅ “kdsy- 

 

fuf”prp O;kij vkf.k vkfFkZd fodkl ;k uk.;kP;k nksu cktw vlwu R;k ijLij iqjd o ijLijkoyach ns[khy vkgsr R;ke/;s 

O;kikjk”kh lacaf/kr varxZr O;kikj] izknsf”kd O;kikj] vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikj vlk Lo#ikuqlkj Qjd djrk ;srks- ,o<sp uOgs rj 

vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkyk fodklkps baftu vls EgVys tkrs- vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkeqGs laiq.kZ txkph cktkjisB miyC/k gksrs gs “kD; 

>kys rs ,deso tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs ;kpkp vFkZ fodkl vkf.k tkxfrdhdj.k gs nksUghgh ,d= pky.kk-;k jFkkph pkds vkgsr- 

tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs vkiY;k Hkkjrkr vusd v”kk vkfFkZd] jktdh; o tkxfrd v”kk ?kMkeksMh >kY;k dh] T;keqGs vki.k fodklkpk 

loksZPp VIik xkBw “kdyks- vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikj Eg.kts vkfFkZd fodklkph fn”kk ns.kkjs gksdk;a= vkgs- 

1- lk/kulkeqxzhpk i;kZIr okij %- 

tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjk}kjs izR;sd ns”k vkiY;k ns”kkrhy miyC/k uSlfxZd lk/kulaiRrh vkf.k brj vuqdwy ?kVd 

fopkjkr ?ksÅu dkgh fof”k’V oLrwaP;k mRiknukoj y{k dsafnzr djhr vlrks- ifj.kker% m|ksx/kan~;kph dk;Z{kerk ok<rs- JefoHkkx.kh 

vkf.k eksB;k izek.kkofjy mRiknukps ykHk feGr tkÅu dehr deh [kpkZr mRiknu djrk ;srs- v”kk mRiknukph fu;kZr d#u 

fu;kZrhP;k ekscnY;kr brj ns”kkadMwu v”kkp deh mRiknu [kpkZr r;kj >kysys mRiknu vk;krhP;k lgk;~;kus feGork ;srs- R;keqGs 

izR;sd ns”kkr mRiknukr fo”ks’khdj.k o mRiUuok<hyk pkyuk feGrs- tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs o vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkeqGs izR;sd ns”kkyk 

vkiY;k ns”kkrhy miyC/k lk/kulkeqxzhpk tkLrhr tkLr pkaxyk o dk;Z{ke okij dj.;kph la/kh feGrs- ;kpcjkscj laiq.kZ tkxfrd 

cktkjisB miyC/k >kY;keqGs cktkjisBkaps foLrkjhdj.k gksÅu miyC/k lk/kulkexzhpk iqjsiqj okij gksÅu ns”kkP;k vkS|kfxd o 

vkfFkZd fodklkyk enr gksrs- 

2- fons”kh xqaro.kwdhr ok< %- 

fons”kh xqaro.kwdheqGs ns”kkP;k fofo/k {ks=kaP;k fodklkyk enr gksÅu R;k ns”kkpk vkfFkZd fodkl ?kMwu ;srks- vkarjjk’Vªh; 

O;kikjkcjkscj ijns”kkrwu dtZ#ikus miyC/k gks.kk-;k HkkaMoykrgh ok< gksr tkrs- 
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3- vkarjjk’Vªh; foRrh; laLFkkaph LFkkiuk %- 

vkarjjk’Vªh; ikrGhofjy cnyR;k ifjfLFkrhuqlkj [kqY;k O;kikjkps /kksj.k fLodkjkos ykxr vlY;keqGs R;kl vuwl#u O;kikjh xV 

LFkkiu >kysys vkgsr- R;ke/;s lkdZ ifj’kn] Madsy izLrko] tkxfrd O;kikj la?kVu ;keqGs vusd ns”kkaP;k cktkjisBk [kqY;k >kY;k 

vkgs- vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkph O;kIrh ok<yh vkgs- 

4- tyn vkS|ksfxdhdj.k o vkfFkZd fodkl %- 

vYifodflr ns”kkP;k vks|ksfxdhdj.kkP;k n`’Vhus vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkyk egRokps LFkku izkIr >kys vkgs- ;klkBh fodflr ns”kkrwu 

HkkaMoyh oLr]w dPPkk eky] v/kZmRiknhr oLrw] ;a=lkeqxzh] ;a=kps lqV~Vs Hkkx] isVªksylkj[kh ba/kus ra=Kku] vk;kr djrk ;srs- v”kh 

vk;kr dj.;klkBh ns”kkr fu;kZr;ksX; oLrwaps mRiknu d#u fu;kZr ok<fork ;srs- Eg.ktsp fu;kZrok< o vk;kr ;kaP;k lgk;~;kus 

vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikj ok<fork ;srks o O;kikj ok<wu ns”kkpk vkS|ksfxd i;kZ;kus vkfFkZd fodkl ?kMwu ;srks- 

5- fo”ks’khdj.kkl pkyuk %- 

vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkeqGs miyC/k lk/ku laiRrhP;k lgk;~;kus fo”ks’khdkj.k d#u ns”kkrhy mRiknu lk/kus iqjsiwj okijrk ;srkr- gh 

lk/kus tso<h xfr{ke R;kis{kk rh O;ogkjkr vf/kd xfr{ke vlY;keqGs R;kP;k vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjklkBh iqjsiwj mi;ksx djrk ;srks- 

T;keqGs dk;Z{kerk ok<.;kl enr gksrs- 

1991 iklwu Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFksr O;kid lq/kkj.kkapk dk;Zdze gkrh ?ks.;kr vkyk- R;kpk ,d Hkkx Eg.kwu foRrh; vkf.k jktdksf’k; 

{ks=kr lq/kkj.kk ?kMowu vk.k.;kr vkY;k- fofRr; {ks=krhy lq/kkj.kkaps mfn~n’V foRrh; {ks=kph dk;Z{kerk ok<fo.ks vkf.k vFkZO;oLFksr 

miyC/k vlysY;k lsokaph O;kIrh ok<fo.ks vls gksrs- 

6- tkxfrdhdj.k o Hkkjrkph vk;kr ‐ fu;kZr %- 

Hkkjr gk fodlu”khy ns”k vkgs ;k ijaijsyk rMtksM djr 1990 iklwu Hkkjrkus 1990 ‐ 2002 ;k 12 o’kkZP;k rikP;k dkyko/khr 

mRrqax >si ?ks.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk vkgs- ;k dkGkr Hkkjrkrhy fu;kZr izfro’khZ 8-8% ok<yh vkgs- rj tkxfrd fu;kZrhe/;s 5-4% us 

ok<>kyh vkgs- ;kpkp vFkZ Hkkjrkyk tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k dkyko/khr fu;kZrhpk eksBk Qk;nk >kyk vkgs- 

rqyusus lsokfu;kZrhph izfro’khZ ok< ljkljh 6% gksrh- rlsp lkW¶VosvjP;k fu;kZrhe/;s ok<>kY;keqGs fodflr ns”kkadMwu lqn~/kk 

HkkjrkP;k ckg~; vk;krhps izek.k ok<ys mnk- USA, o dkfgizek.kkr ;qjksfi;u la?k- ;keqGs ,d iz”kaluh; ckc Eg.kts lsok {ks=krhy 

fu;kZrheqGs Hkkjrkyk eksBk Qk;nk >kyk- 

HkkjrkP;k O;ogkj “ks’kkrhy pkyw [kkR;koj 1990-91 e/;s th rqV vk<Gyh R;kph ifj.krh Eg.kwu ns”kkr vkfFkZd /kksj.kkr eqyxkeh 

cny >kys-1990-91 e/;s vk<GysY;k ;k rqVheqGs Hkkjrkyk vkarjjk’Vªh; uk.ksfu/kh (I.M.F) dMs dtZ ekxkos ykxys- 1980 P;k 

n”kdkiklwu IMF us vVhlg dtZ ns.;kph in~/kr lq# dsyh gksrh- ifj.kkeh Hkkjrkrns[khy uk.ksfu/khP;k fof”k’V vVh LohdkjkO;k 

ykxY;k ;k vVh vkfFkZd /kksj.kke/khy cnykP;k Lo#ikr gksR;k vkf.k rFkkdfFkr lq/kkj.kkapk dk;Zdze fLodkj.;klaca/kh gksR;k- 

Hkkjrkus tkxfrdhdj.kkP;k fn”ksus 1991 P;k ufou vkfFkZd /kksj.kkiklwu okVpky lq# dsyh vlyh rjh tkxfrdhdj.kkpk vfoHkkT; 

Hkkx vlysyh mnkjhdj.kkph izfdz;k ek= jktho xka/khP;k iq<kdkjkus 1980 P;k n”kdkr lq# >kyh- tkxfrdhdj.kkph ladYiuk vls 

lkaxrs dh] fofo/k ns”kkauh tkxfrd O;kikj la?kVusP;k ifj?kke/;s  

(Export) (Import) 

1990 - 91 32558 43193 75751 - 10635 

1991 - 92 44042 47851 91893 - 3809 

1992 - 93 53688 63375 117063 - 9687 

1993 - 94 69751 73101 142852 - 3350 

1994 - 95 82674 89971 172645 - 7297 

1995 - 96 106353 122678 229031 - 16325 

1996 - 97 118817 138920 257737 - 20103 

1997 - 98 130101 154176 284277 - 24075 

1998 - 99 139753 178332 318085 - 38579 

1999 - 2000 159561 215276 374797 - 55675 
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7-vfuoklh Hkkjrh;kaP;k Bsoh@fons”kh xaqro.kwd %- 

lu 1985 uarj Hkkjrkus vfuoklh Hkkjrh;kadMwu eksB;k izek.kkr Bsoh mHkkjY;k-1980-81 e/;s ,dw.k HkkaMoy mRiUukr vfuoklh 

Hkkjrh;kaP;k Bsohpk fgLlk 9-7% gksrk rks 1985-86 e/;s 38-2% brdk mapkoyk- 1990-91 e/;s ;k Bsoh 20]030 brD;k gksR;k R;k 

iq<s 2002 i;Zar 83712 dksVh #i;kai;Zar ok<Y;k- 

1991 e/;s uohu vkS|ksfxd /kksj.k tkghj >kY;kuarj Hkkjrkr fons”kh HkkaMoykP;k izokgkpk osx ok<yk 1991-92 e/;s Hkkjrkph izR;{k 

xqaro.kwd vf/kd gksrh- R;kekukus 1993-94 e/;s fons”kh xqaro.kwdhe/;s ok< gksr xsyh- 2005-06 e/;s fons”kh izR;{k xqaro.kwd 5-541 

n”ky{k vesfjdu MkWylZ gksrh- o jks[ks xaqro.kwd 43092 n”kky{k vesdfjdu MkWylZ gksrh- HkkjrkP;k mnkjhdj.kkP;k /kksj.kkus fons”kh 

xaqro.kwdnkj jks[ks xqaro.kwdhlkBh vf/kd mRlqd vlY;kps fnlwu ;srs- 

8-tkxfrd O;kikj la?kVuk%- 

nql-;k egk;qn~/kkuarj vkarjjk’Vªh; lgdk;Z laiq’Vkr vkys- ijdh; O;kikj ladqfpr gksÅ ykxyk- cgqqla[; ns”kkauh ladqfpr 

jk’Vªoknkpk voyac dsyk- vkarjjk’Vªh; Lrjkojhy O;ogkjkr fDy’Vrk fuekZ.k >kyh- ;k lokZarwu ekxZ dk<.;klkBh gWouk ;sFks 1947 

e/;s tkxfrd ifj’kn >kyh R;kr 23 jk’Vªkauh ,d= ;sÅu tdkr o O;kikjkckcr loZlkekU; djkj dsyk- rks Eg.kts GATT gksrk- 

Hkkjr gk xWVpk laLFkkid lnL; vlwu xWVP;k ekxZn”kZd rRokuqlkj lnL; jk’Vªkr djkj O;kikj-O;ogkj pkyr- iq<s 1985 uarj 

xWVP;k O;ogkjkckcr erHksn fuekZ.k >kys- R;krwu Madsy izLrko r;kj >kyk- lq#okrhyk fodlu”khy ns”k dkexkj la?kVuk o vU; 

?kVdkauh ;k izLrkokyk eksBk fojks/k dsyk ;krhy =qVh nqj dj.;klkBh lnL; jk’VªkP;k ppsZP;k ,dw.k 8 Qs-;k >kY;k 1993 e/khy 

m#Xos Qsjhr ;k elqn~;kyk vafre #i ns.;kr vkys- 1994 e/;s Hkkjrklg 124 ns”kkauh ;k elq|koj lg~;k dsY;k vkf.k tkusokjh 

1995 e/;s tkxfrd O;kikj la?kVusph (WTO) LFkkiuk >kyh] vkRrk l/;k ;k la?kVusph 148 ns”k lHkkln vkgsr- 

WTO eqGs Hkkjrkrhy ikjaikfjd “ksrh in~/krhph jpuk] cktkj ;kps vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikjkr #ikarj >kys Madsy izLrkokuqlkj gGwgGw 

tdkrhr ?kV ?kMowu vk.kyh xsyh- “ksrekykoj ,dw.k vFkZlgk;~; nsrkuk rs “ksreky fdaerhP;k 10% is{kk vf/kd vlw u;s- ;klkBh 

ns”kkrhy vk/kkj fdaerh y{kkr ?ksrY;k xsY;k o Hkkjr ljdkjdMwu 5-2% vFkZlgk;~; fnys xsys- ;kpcjkscj TRIMS, TRIPS, 

NAFTA, OPEC, ASEAN. ;k {ks=h; xVkrhy ns”k ijLijkauk T;k loyrh nsrhy R;k R;kauk tkxfrd O;kikj la?kVusPk lHkkln 

jk’Vªakukgh n~;kO;k ykxrhy- 

9-ijns”kkrhy uksdjhP;k la/kh%- 

xsY;k n”kdkr txHkjkr tkxfrdhdj.kkph ykV iljyh vkf.k R;kr Hkkjrgh lkehy vkgs- fo”ks’kr% Hkkjrkr fons”kh izR;{k xaqro.kwd 

(FDI) vtqugh eksB;k izek.kkoj gks.;kph xjt vkgs- tkxfrd vFkZO;oLFkse/;s Hkkjrkr ok<rk lgHkkx lq# >kY;kcjkscj ijns”kkrhy 

jkstxkjkP;k la/kh eksB;k izek.kkoj miyC/k >kY;k dh] T;kpk Qk;nk Hkkjrkyk eksB;k izke.kkoj >kysyk fnlwu ;srks - ekfgrh o 

ra=KkukP;k {ks=keqGs ijns”k LFkykarj.kkpk osx ok<ysyk vkgs- xsY;k dkgh o’kkZr toGtoG 5 yk[k yksdkauh ijns”kkr uksdjhP;k 

fufeRrkus LFkykarj dsysys vkgs- ikf”pekR; ns”kkacjkscjp vk[kkrh ns”kkrhy O;kikj lqn~/kk tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs ok<ysyk vkgs- ijns”kkr 

2000 - 01 203571 230373 434444 - 27302 

2001 - 02 209018 2552060 454218 - 36182 

2002 - 03 255137 257206 552343 - 42069 

2003 - 04 293367 3591008 622475 - 65741 

2004 - 05 375340 501065 876405  -  125725 

2005 - 06 456483 655013 1099496 - 178530 

2006 - 07 563800 820568 1384368 - 256768 

2010 - 11 251-163 369-769 620-932 - 188-633 

2011 - 12 309-770 499-530 809-3   189-760 

2012 - 13 306-580 502-240 808-82   195-660 

2013 - 14 314-400 450-220 764-62   135-800 

2014 - 15 310-340 448-030 758-37   137-700 
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brD;k eksB;k la[;sus yksdkauh LFkykarj dsY;kus R;kpk eq[; Qk;nk ns”kkP;k vFkZO;oLFksyk >kysyk vkgs- R;kauh vkiY;k uksdjhrwu 

feGoysyk eksBk Hkkx Hkkjrkr ijr ikBoyk vkgs- 2002 e/;s 57]821 dksVh # ijns”kkrwu Hkkjrkr ;k ekxkZus vkysys vkgs- 

v”kkizdkjs vkarjjk’Vªh; O;kikj vfLrRokr ;s.;kps izeq[k o eqG dkj.k Eg.kts nksu ns”kkaP;k lhek vksykaMwu jk’Vªka-jk’Vªkae/khy fofo/k 

lk/kulkexzhpk ;ksX; rks mi;ksx d#u ns”kkP;k vFkZO;LFkse/;s lq/kkj.kk o fodkl ?kMowu vk.k.;kP;k iz;Rukyk ;k fBdk.kh 

vkarjjk’Vªh; fodkl vls EgVy s tkrs- 1991 iklwu uohu vkfFkZd /kksj.k fLodkjY;kuarj fuf”prp tkxfrdhdj.kkeqGs Hkkjrkyk 

vkfFkZd] jktdh;] lkekftd] ijjk’Vªh; vls pgqcktqus Qk;ns >kysys vkgsr- 

vkarjjk’Vªh; vFkZ”kkL= - Hkkslys] dkVs- 

ik;kHkwr vH;kl -1    - fce.k] ok?kekjs 

o`n~/kh o fodklkps vFkZ”kkL= - ikVhy 
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Abstract 

In the age of globalization, economic development of a state exceedingly depends on the participation of women in the 

development of that country. Entrepreneurial maturity amongst women is important for the success of broader development 

objectives such as growth with equity. Studies indicate that many women entrepreneurs are found working in difficult 

situations when compared to their male counterparts. Factors like political instability, poor infrastructure, high production 

costs and non-conductive business environment affect women entrepreneurs more than men. Limited access to key resources 

like land and credit, legal and socio-cultural environment also act as serious impediments. In the era of globalization 

changing pattern of trade and evolving technologies necessitate skill enhancement that many entrepreneurs in the continent 

are yet to possess. This paper focuses on the future prospects of women entrepreneurs and government initiatives for making 

women entrepreneurs more successful. This paper also presents a brief view of the role of women entrepreneurs in the 

economic development of our country.  

Keywords: Women Empowerment, Entrepreneurship, Indian Economy, 

Introduction: 

Entrepreneurship is not a male-dominated privilege. It has been evidenced that women entrepreneurship has 

obtained impetus in the last three to four decades with the augment in a number of women enterprises and their 

substantive contribution to the economic growth in the country. The foreign Direct Investment Policy, 

technological advancements and manufactured exports in the world have brought a wide range of economic and 

social opportunities for women entrepreneurs. Indian women have made themselves liberated from the control of 

the patriarchal hangover where women were treated only as a hand-puppet and were meant to be in the four walls 

of the house doing the domestic chores like cooking, washing clothes, cleaning utensils, giving birth to children 

and nurturing them. Women entered the commercial world not only as job takers but also as job creators. Women 

have finally plunged into the business and have stepped into the shoes of an Entrepreneur. Indian women by 

becoming entrepreneurs have moved a step forward from just having a corporate career which gave her financial 

independence and growth to substantiate her abilities. This move has enabled her to go beyond all this and enter 

into a world where she can make a difference in the corporate world along with creating a notch for herself. 

Women enter entrepreneurship due to economic factors which pushed them to be on their own and urge them to 

do something independently. Women prefer to work from their own work residence, difficulty in getting suitable 

jobs and desire for social recognition motivate them. 

Women Entrepreneurs in India: 

The changing trends show increase in the number of women entrepreneurs but the fact also remains intact that the 

growth rate is very slow failing to match the male counterparts at the same position and post. Social and economic 

development of women is necessary for overall economic development of any society or a country. In a recent 

survey it is revealed that the female entrepreneurs from India are generating more wealth than the women in any 

part of the world. The basic qualities required for entrepreneurs and the basic characters of Indian women, reveal 

that, much potential is available among the Indian women on their entrepreneurial ability. This potential is to be 

recognized, brought out and exposed for utilization in productive and service sectors for the development of the 

nation. Women are to be considered as equal partners in the process of development. But, because of centuries of 

exploitation and subjugation, Indian women have remained at the receiving end. Women in India have been the 

neglected lot. They have not been actively involved in the mainstream of development even though they represent 

equal proportion of the population and labour force. In today‘s changing scenario, skills in entrepreneurial 

development have become important. Many entrepreneurial opportunities are emerging in various fields such as 
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computers, electronics, medicine, agriculture, food technology, fashion designing etc. Women Entrepreneurship is 

recognized as a vehicle for economic growth. 

Women Entrepreneurs may be defined as the women or a group of women who initiate, organize and operate a 

business enterprise. The Government of India has defined women entrepreneurs as ―an enterprise owned and 

controlled by women having a minimum financial interest of 51 per cent of the capital and giving at least 51 per 

cent of the employment generated in the enterprise to women. According to Suresh Reddy women 

entrepreneurship is a composite skill, the resultant of a mix of many qualities and traits – these include tangible 

factors as imagination, readiness to take risks, ability to bring together and put to use other factors of production, 

capital, labour, land, as also intangible factors such as the ability to mobilize scientific and technological 

advances.  

Significant Role of Indian Women Entrepreneurs: 

Women‘s economic activities contribute directly to growth and efficiency in dealing with informal business 

problems and poverty reduction is one of the main issues for policy makers. Women entrepreneurs are also 

contributing towards improving the balanced regional development and improvement of living standards in the 

country. 

1. Capital Generation:  

Entrepreneurs mobilize the idle savings of the public through the issue of industrial securities. An economy grows 

rapidly if the idle savings are invested in some productive activities. Investment of public savings in industry 

results in productive utilization of national resources. The rate of capital formation increases, which is essential 

for rapid economic growth.  

2. Development in Per capita Income:  

Women entrepreneurs in India have also been exploiting the opportunities the opportunities. They convert the 

latent and idle resources like land, labour and capital in to national income and wealth in the form of goods and 

services. They help increase the country‘s net national product and per capita which are important yardsticks for 

measuring the economic growth.  

3. Creation of Earning Sources:  

Entrepreneurial activities give rise to employment opportunities. Women entrepreneur in India are playing an 

important role in generating employment both directly and indirectly. By setting up small scale industries, they 

offer jobs to people. Naturally the economic growth will be accelerated by generating employment. 

4. Impartial Provincial Progress:  

The regional development of the nation is balanced as the women mostly start their business activities in the rural 

and underdeveloped regions. Women entrepreneurs in India play an important role in removing regional 

disparities in economic development. They set up industries in backward areas to avail of the resources 

concessions and subsidies offered by government.  

5. Progress in Standards of Living:  

With the setting up of small scale industries, reduction of scarcity of essential commodities and introducing new 

products can be achieved. Women entrepreneurs in this country are producing variety of goods on a large scale 

and offering them at low rates, as a result, achieving improvement in the standard of life. New products are 

introduced and the scarcity of essential commodities is removed. This facilitates the improvement in standard of 

living. 

6. Innovative Strategy Adoption:  

Innovation is the key to entrepreneurship. It implies the commercial application of an invention. As an innovator, 

the entrepreneur assumes the role of a pioneer and an industrial leader. Entrepreneurs have contributed many 

innovations in the developing new products and in the existing products and services. All these have resulted in 

economic development by way of generating employment, more income etc. 
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7. Implementation of work culture:  

Women entrepreneurs are the main actresses in charging the culture of the society. In our country, women are 

workaholics and participate outside the house and develop the sense of independence and the like.  

Importance of  Dynamic Role of Women Entrepreneurs in Indian Scenario:  

The role of women in the economic development of the nation cannot be neglected. In fact they have to be 

encouraged and motivated to take active part in any business activity. Women occupy a larger share of the 

informal economy and also in the micro and small enterprise sector in India. The acceleration of economic growth 

requires an increased supply of women entrepreneurs (Shah, 2012). Women entrepreneurs play the role of change 

makers both in the family and also in the society and inspire other members of the society to take up such 

activities. Women entrepreneurs are assets of the nation as they are engaged in certain productive activity and also 

the create job opportunities for others. This leads to poverty reduction and minimizing the problem of 

unemployment.  

Conclusion: 

In today‘s scenario, women participation in the field of entrepreneurship is increasing at a considerable rate. 

Efforts are being taken at the economy as brought promise of equality of opportunity in all spheres to the Indian 

women and laws guaranteed equal rights of participation in political process and equal opportunities and rights in 

education and employment were enacted. But unfortunately, the government sponsored development activities 

have benefited only a small section of women i.e. the urban middle class women. Women sector occupies nearly 

45% of the Indian population. Despite all these probabilities, successful women‘s entrepreneurs do exist. Women 

entrepreneurs have evidently more to ―acquire‖ than their males counterparts. This is largely due to the socio-

cultural environment in which Indian women are born and raised. Social customs, caste restriction, cultural 

restraints and norms leave women lagging behind men. They are not mentally geared to slip into an 

entrepreneurial role becomes of their family orientation, restricted mobility and limited access to resources. If 

they are given the opportunity, direction and guidance, they are capable of overcoming these limitations. 

Thus, women entrepreneurs in India are directly or indirectly playing an important role in environmental 

protection, back ward and forward integration and are acting as charge agents, thus contributing to the economic 

growth of the country. 
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Introduction 

Through this study it is being tried to highlight the structural changes in Indian Economy, where the research 

confined itself to a particular state that is Maharashtra. As India as a country consist many states and the country 

has a federal system. It is a responsibility of a state to handle its own growth as well as develop. Many states 

compete with each other to show their economic power. In country like India political atmosphere plays a very 

important role in concern with its growth. The paper has highlighted the growth of various sectors of Maharashtra. 

Economy Of Maharashtra 

Maharashtra is one of the largest wealthiest and most develop state in India. According to 2011 survey, 

Maharashtra is third most urbanized state wit urban population of 45 percent of whole population and in GDP 

Maharashtra has first rank with 11.8 percent GDP growth. 

 Advantages Of Maharashtra’s Economy 

1. Maharashtra offers a business friendly environment ; excellence in infrastructure, highly skilled and trained 

workforce and efficient policies in Industrial units. 

2. The Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust [JNPT] provides effective communication network with markets of southern, 

northern and western India. 

3. During 2002-2006, Mumbai was estimated to touch 8.4 percent GSDP growth. 

4. Mumbai executes around 70 percent of India‘s stock transactions and is claimed to be the commercial capital of 

India. 

5. Sectors which have been heavily benefited from foreign investments in Maharashtra include Engineering, 

Electronic Hardware, Automobile, and Chemical, Pharmaceuticals, IT and Biotechnology. 

Objectives Of Paper   

    1. To discuss the Economic growth and structural changes of the Maharashtra. 

    2. To understand the status of Maharashtra. 

    3. To Review of changes in various sectors. 

Research Methodology 

This study is based on secondary and primary sources of information. The data has been collected from reliable 

sources such as published books, journals, annual reports of RBI and Government of Maharashtra. Internet 

surfing has also been made for obtaining the latest information. 

Agriculture 

Agriculture in Maharashtra is heavily dependent on monsoons as barely 15 percent of the gross cropped area is 

irrigated. Having experienced the growth rate of 8.9 percent during 8
th
 

Five year plan (1992-1997),8 percent during 10
th
 Five year plan (2002-2007),and according to the Economic 

survey 2016-17, Agriculture and allied activities sector marked a growth of 12.5 percent. This survey report 

adding that the policy Objective was to double the income of farmers by 2022. Although Maharashtra is a highly 

industrialized state of India, Agriculture continues to be the main occupation in the state. Nearby 51 percent of 

labour force is engaged in the agriculture sector. They produce food grains; Maharashtra‘s share in food-grain 

output has declined from 7.3 percent in 1980-81 to less than 6 percent in 2011-12. Maharashtra ranked second in 

the production of coarse cereals.Yeilds also increased in cotton, oilseeds, vegetables and fruits. Maharashtra 

ranked first in India the production of cotton and onions and second in Sugarcane. The state ranked third in its 

share in production of Pulses and oilseeds. At the Magnetic Maharashtra Convergence 2018, chief minister said 

Maharashtra would like to reassure its partnership and trust in the centre to make New India a five trillion dollar 
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economy by year 2025. While unlocking the high growth potential in service sector to 15.5 per cent and industry 

from 4 to 12.3 per cent, chief minister said, ―It is our endeavor to consolidate the gains in the foreign direct 

investments and infrastructure through the reforms.‖ The state which is first in the country to release Fetch policy 

will set up 300 startups thus opening the doors of employment to generation next. The industry has been stating 

that it is unfair to apply same conditions and parameters of solar energy to cogent power since these are separate 

sectors. Industry sources revealed that PPAs have been pending for a while with the government showing 

reluctance on power purchase from cogen when it is available at rates as low as Rs 2.70 per unit to Rs 3.10 per 

unit. PPAs were earlier signed at the rate of 6.71 per unit keeping farmer interests in mind. This time however, the 

government has not been keen to continue with the high rates. 

Role of Government 

In the state, the government of the centre and the state has given much attention to promote techniques of 

agriculture and impetus to the economy through industrialization. Due to these efforts, Maharashtra has grown on 

to become a developed as well as prospering state in India. The ports with best quality infrastructure in Mumbai 

are responsible for handling huge trade with foreign nations. This city is also a well established hub for financial 

companies, manufacturing units and administrative control, besides being the centre of the country for production 

of movies. Lots of industries have come up in Pune, as it is close to Mumbai. Various agriculture and textile 

industries are found in Sholapur and Nagpur. 

Resources and Power 

Mineral resources in Maharashtra are mostly found in districts in the eastern part and produce coal, manganese, 

limestone, bauxite, copper, common salt and silica sand, while a few areas in the west also have this facility. 

Chandrapur, Nagpur and Bhandara regions are having lots of bituminous variety of coal. Deposits of oil below the 

sea have been discovered in 1970s near Mumbai and their exploitation has helped with the growth of city‘s 

economy with national importance. Reserves of timber are also found in the mountainous regions of the state. 

Thermal and hydroelectric stations are able to cater to the power demands of the state. Near the cities of 

Chandrapur and Nagpur, many power plants of large scale are having coal supplies. Tarapur nuclear facility for 

power is credited with being the first power plant from nuclear products and is found about 70 kms from Mumbai 

towards the north. 

 Industry 

The industrial activity in Maharashtra is concentrated in four districts i.e. Mumbai city, Thane, Punr,Navi 

Mumbai. Industry segments listed below machinery, chemicals, industrial supplies energy and power, 

construction,textiles,jwellery,Business services,Maharastra contributes 18 percent to the country‘s industrial 

output. The manufacturing sector in  Maharashtra made net value addition of 21.5 percent. The composition of the 

organized 

Industrial sector in Maharashtra has undergone considerable Change in the last two decades. In the early sixties, 

the sixties, the consumer goods industry was more prominent than the capital goods and the intermediate goods 

industry. However, recently the capital goods and the intermediate goods industries have assumed greater 

importance than the consumer goods industry. The share of capital goods and intermediate goods industries 

together in the valued added has increased to 80 percent in 2010-11 as against 48 percent in 1990. 

Manufacturing 

In Maharashtra, cotton textiles are probably the largest and the oldest set ups of manufacturing industry. Places 

like Mumbai, Solapur, Nagpur, Amravati and Akola are known for these factories. Woolen products are seen 

more in Solapur and Nagpur. Agriculture is traditionally an important sector in Maharashtra mostly in the areas of 

Dhule and Jalgaon, with Dhule being known for processing of edible oils, Kolhapur, Sangli-Miraj industrial area 

for sugar refining and Ahmadnagar. Canning of fruits and their preservation for transport is seen mostly in 

Bhusawal, Nagpur, Mumbai and Ratnagiri. Products manufactured from environment forests, such as bamboo, 

timber, tendu leaves and sandalwood are found in many places in Maharashtra. Small scale units for food grains 

processing is found in many places also. The complex of Pune and Mumbai is known for heavy industrial 
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concentration, aided by advanced technology. When in 1976, the first oil wells in the off shore region were set up 

as part of the petrochemical sector, the rapid rise of this sector has been evident. Various other important 

industrial outputs like agricultural implements, oil refining, rubber products, equipments for transportation, lathes, 

compression machines, machineries for sugar industries, refrigerators, type writers, televisions and other 

electronic equipments like radios. 

GDP growth in Maharashtra 

  

 
Conclusion 

Maharashtra’s Contribution to the Indian Economy 

The GDP of the state is supposed to be about Rs. 5, 90,995 crores according to the prices existing in 2007-2008 

and the contribution to the national income is about 13%, while the contribution towards GDP of the country is 
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20%. Over the past years, the GSDP has been on the rise rapidly. In 2007-2008, the GSDP had shown a growth on 

an average of about 16.1%. 

The sector of industries in Maharashtra is something to be proud of as well as in the sector of services. These are 

presently having contribution of about 86% of GDP of the state. Only 14% is contributed by the agricultural and 

related services to the income of the state, although the population which is relying on these sectors is about 55%. 

Mumbai is home to some of the major companies of finances, insurance and mutual funds and easily accounts for 

being the financial capital of the country. The most important stock exchange of India, Bombay Stock Exchange 

and also the National Stock Exchange and Commodity Exchanges are found in this city. 

About 1, 67,312 small and medium enterprises are found in Maharashtra under the manufacturing sector. More 1, 

42,716 units are waiting to start their operations in this sector. 

The third sector consisting of transport, communication, banking, insurance, real estate, public administration and 

other services has grown. 

The film industry in India has created a brand image for itself in the name of ―Bollywood‖. Because of that the 

employment has been created in Film Studios.  

Currently Tourism contributed an estimated 6.5% to GDP of India. This is excepted to increased to 12.9 million 

jobs from 9.3 million. 

Rapid agriculture and industrial growth depends on the availability of infrastructure facilities. That shows 

Economy of Maharashtra is boosting. 
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Abstract 

Fertilizers are most important factor for increasing production in agriculture. The Government of India has been consistently 

pursuing policies conductive to increased availability and consumption of fertilizers in the country. According to the 

International Fertilizer Industry Association (IFA), India is at second position in the consumption of fertilizer at world level 

after China and followed by USA. This study is any attempt to find out the pattern of fertilizer consumption in India and 

India‟s position at world level for fertilizer use for their agriculture production.  

Keywords: Fertilizer consumption, Demand, Availability, Import, Growth rate Government policy etc. 

Introduction 

As a factor Fertilizer has become a necessity for the agriculture production. International Fertilizers Industry 

Association (IFA) explained their data and shows that China is at top in top five countries for using fertilizers for 

the agriculture production from 1961 till present where as India is at number second for the consumption of 

fertilizer for better agriculture growth and United State at number three. Fertilizers are very important for 

agriculture production and it was like seed in the Green Revolution. India is a major producer as well as consumer 

of the fertilizer for their agriculture production. Agriculture productivity depends on various inputs used for the 

production. Effectiveness of the inputs such as fertilizers, quality seeds, water increases agriculture production.  

Objectives of the Study 

This research has completed following objectives 

1. To review of Government policies about production and consumption of fertilizers.   

2. To analysis consumption of various fertilizers in India. 

3. To analyze the pattern of production, import and consumption in India.  

4. To analyze requirement and availability of fertilizers in India.  

Research Methodology 

Sources of data collection that Secondary data have been used for this research study. Data have been collected 

from various secondary sources such as websites, annual reports of various organizations,, Ministry of Fertilizers,  

agriculture ministry, foreign institutions and from Indiastat.com. There are various time frames have been used to 

analysis the fertilizers consumption in India. Trend analysis is also used to analysis the trend of the consumption 

of fertilizers 

Table-1.1 

World Demand for Fertilizer Nutrients, 2011-2015 (Figures in thousand tons) 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

N 105348 107374 109299 111109 112909 

P205 41679 42562 43435 44245 45015 

K20 28679 29682 30683 31594 32453 

N+P205+K20 175706 179618 183417 186948 190377 

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

Nitrogen, Phosphorous and Potassium (N, P, K) are the major chemical fertilizer being used for agriculture 

production. Food and Agriculture organization of the United Nations data shows the trend of fertilizers demand at 

world level from 2011 till 2015. World-wide demand for Nitrogen has increased 6.7 percent during 2011-15 

which was 105348 thousand tons in 2011 and increased to 112909 thousand tons in 2015Whereas total demand 

for Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium showing 7.71 percent hike at world level during 2011-2015, it was 

175706 thousand tons in 2011 and increased up 190377 in 2015 
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Export and Import Value of Fertilizer in India 

After new economic reforms India is major country in the world for fertilizer consumption. Following figure 

showing export import value of fertilizers in India both in Indian currency (INR) in Lacs and in US Dollar (US$) 

Million for the last three year 2012-1015. India‘s export value is very less than its import value. In 2012-13, 

Fertilizer export of India was 47,961.83 lac rupees and its US dollar value was 88.15 million dollar whereas in 

2013-14 export value in Indian value increased 2.5 percent up to 49,214.53 lac rupees and dollar value goes down 

from 88.15 USD million to 81.70 USD million in 2014 

Table-1.2 

Export and Import Value of Fertilizers in India in INR Lacs and USD Million from 2012-15 (Comparison, 

Share and Growth Analysis) 

Name of 

Products 

April-2012- March-

2013 

% 

Share 

April-2013- March-

2014 

% 

Share 

April-2014- March-

2015 

Value in 

INR Lacs 

Value in 

USD 

Million 

Value in 

INR Lacs 

Value in 

USD 

Million 

Value in 

INR Lacs 

Value in 

USD 

Million 

India 

Export of 

Fertilizers 

47,961.83 88.15 0.0293 49,214.53 81.70 0.0259 55,480.95 90.24 

India 

Import of 

Fertilizers 

40,41,245.19 7,413.23 1.51235 32,63,945.01 5,351.95 1.1954 39,10,614.77 6,386.62 

Sources: Ministry of Commerce, Government of India  

Fertilizer’s Requirements and Availability in Various States of India 

We observe requirements and availability of fertilizers in various states in India. As peravailable data in 2015-16 

Uttar Pradesh is highest in the requirement of Urea around 4000000 MT and also in urea availability which was 

3766000.25 MT in 2015-16 up to Nov. 2015. Whereas Requirement for DAP in Uttar Pradesh in the same time 

period was 1550000 MT and availability was 1768000.40 MT and requirement for MADP was 163000 MT and 

availability was 212000.89 MT and for NPK requirement was 750000 MT and availability was only 528000.32 

MT. Maharashtra is second highest in the requirement of Urea around 2053000.34 MT but availability was of 

urea was only 1755000.66 MT) in 2015-16 up to Nov. 2015. Whereas Requirement for DAP in Maharashtra in 

the same time period was 616000.66 MT and availability was 455000.40 MT and requirement for MADP was 

341000.66 MT and availability was 252000.89 MT and for NPK requirement was 1433000.33 MT and 

availability was only 1295000.99 MT.  

Table-1.5 

Production, Imports and Consumption of Fertilizers in India 

(Thousand tons of nutrients) 

Fertilizers 1970-

71 

1980-

81 

1990-

91 

2000-

01 

2010-

11 

2011-

12 

2012-

13 

2013-

14 

2014-

15 

Nitrogenous Fertilizers 

Production 830 2164 6993 11004 12157 12259 12194 12338 9386 

Imports 477 1510 414 154 4493 5240 4801 3920 3579 

Consumption 1487 3678 7997 10920 16558 17300 16821 16750  

Phosphatic Fertilizers 

Production 229 842 2052 3748 4223 4104 3541 3714 2860 

Imports 32 452 1311 396 3802 4427 2797 1588 1760 

Consumption 462 1214 3221 4215 8050 7914 6653 5633  

Potassic Fertilizers 

Imports 120 797 1328 1541 4069 3335 1559 1926 2076 
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Consumption 288 624 1328 1567 3514 2576 2062 2099  

All Fertilizers (NPK) 

Consumption 629 2759 2758 2090 12364 13002 9157 7434 7415 

Source: Department of Fertilizers, Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers 

In 1970-71, the production of Nitrogenous fertilizers was 830 thousand tons and it increases till 2164 thousand 

tons in next decade 1980-81. In the year of 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15 the production level was 12194, 12338 

and 9386 thousand tonnes respectively. In 1970-71, Import of Nitrogenous fertilizers was 477000 tonnes and it 

increases till 1510000 tonnes in next decade 1980-81. In 2011-12 consumption of nitrogenous fertilizers was 

17300 thousand tons. In the year of 2012-13, 2013-14 the consumption of all the nitrogenous fertilizers was 

16821, 16750 thousand tons respectively.  

Government policy for fertilizer usage and production 

The Government of India has been consistently pursuing policies conductive to increased availability and 

consumption of fertilizers in the country. Government policy in the fertilizer sector has gone through three phases: 

a period of less control (1950s and 1960s), a period of tight controls (1970s and 1980s) and a period of post 

reforms (1990s to present).The economic reforms initiated since 1991 has put the economy on a high growth path 

Findings and Conclusion 

From the above analysis we can conclude that Fertilizers are helpful in increasing agriculture production. The use 

of fertilizers is affected by a number of factors like irrigation, high yielding variety seeds, size of the farm credit 

etc. Increased area under high yielding varieties led to increased food grains production. India is major importer 

country among various other countries. In last few decades import and consumption level of fertilizers in India 

increased with highest level. India‘s export for fertilizers products are very less compare to fertilizer import 

Pondicherry‘s demand in last few years increased with high rate.  
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Abstract 

The idea of Micro insurance emerged to protect low income groups. It provides affordable low cost insurance products. It 

safeguards small farmers from common risks. India consists of most prominent areas proving scope for the micro insurance 

as compared to the other nations at the international level. Poverty removal programmes concentrate on creation of ample 

job opportunities, increasing income and raising standards of living. In addition, micro insurance provides safeguarding 

buffer to such programmes. Low rains creating draughts or high rains with floods can wash out the entire crops of a farmer 

and nothing remains to him and his family till the next harvest. As a result he has to take loans from moneylenders with 

exorbitant interest rates. His children have to leave school and again and again he comes in the vicious circle of poverty. To 

sustain in such situations micro insurance supports such unfortunate poor farmers. The study highlights individual and group 

insurance schemes for individual and groups provided by private and government insurance companies.  

Keywords: Micro insurance, Poverty alleviation programmes, Low income groups.  

Introduction:  

Economically backward and low income group people need protection. It can be provided through micro 

insurance. Micro insurance provides a wide range of financial and insurance products to safeguards these masses. 

The poor segments not only need financial support but they also need insurance cover to protect them from 

unforeseen events.  

The banking sector has reached to the poorest people after the nationalisation of banks. On the same lines 

insurance sector also has reached to the masses. This was achieved due to low cost of operation and possibility of 

high sales in group insurance. IRDA also has a pivotal role by providing fertile ground to market the insurance 

schemes. With government insurance companies the private players in the market of insurance were also 

encouraged to come in the rural markets to accomplish their social obligation and increase the sphere of insurance 

coverage.  

Types of Micro Insurance: The term Insurance can be classified in to following basic areas:  

Life Insurance: On the death of insured, life insurance provides compensation to the nominee. Over a specified 

period of time the life insurance policies protect the insured persons or families. Whole life policies provide life 

time cover. Endowment policies are provided for a specific period. But due to high cost of premiums such 

policies are not affordable to the poor masses in the countries like India.  

Health Insurance: It aims at proving expenses needed for hospitalisation and medical treatment. Health 

insurance safeguards people from the tension huge cost of Medicare. Many insurance companies dealing in life 

and general insurance have come up with health policies.  

General /Property Insurance: The general insurance provides protection and safeguards the property, 

machinery, vehicles etc. from the risk of loss due to theft and natural calamities.  

Disability Insurance: This type of insurance is provided under many schemes of life insurance policies. It 

provides protection to the insured and his/her family members from the risk of disability.  

Crop Insurance: If the crops are destroyed due to some natural calamities like floods, draughts, cyclones etc. in 

such cases farmers are protected. 

Disaster Insurance: It is the reinsurance that minimises the risks out of disasters and unforeseen losses due to 

natural calamities.  

Unemployment Insurance: It provides cash relief to those who have become the victim of involuntary 

unemployment.  

Objectives of the study:  

1. To analyse the micro insurance products in India.  

2. To evaluate the trends in micro insurance products in India. 
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3. To study the role of role of government in micro insurance. 

4. To understand the growth of micro insurance in India. 

5. To make necessary suggestions for the improvement micro insurance products.  

Scope for Micro Insurance in India: In India, the sector of micro insurance has shown tremendous growth. 

India has achieved insurance penetration of about 4.12% of GDP in 2017. But still only 10% of the Indian 

population and 12% of the labour force is covered under insurance.  

IRDA has provided ample scope for the growth of insurance in 2005. As per the 2016-1017 date 5.18 million 

policies of micro insurance are sold in India. It has coved 21.08 million people. The total annual premium 

collected Rs. 3.56 billion from micro insurance. Micro insurance covers 5.18% of total lives. 8.12 million policies 

are sold. Premium collected is 1.24% of of Indian insurance sector.  

Micro Insurance Products in India:  

In India there are 27 registered micro insurance products. There are 17 insurance companies. Many registered and 

non registered companies are providing micro insurance policies.  

Micro Insurance Players in India:  

In public sector, LIC is the only government insurance company that provides micro insurance products. In 

addition, there are many private companies which provide micro insurance products. Many also provide crop and 

health insurance policies. Bajaj Allianz, SBI Life, TATA AIG, ICICI Prudential, AVIVA Life, ING Vasya, ICICI 

Lombard, HDFC ERGO, IFFICO Tokyo are some of the examples that provide micro insurance policies.  

The Role of Government in Micro Insurance:  

The government of India has played pivotal role in protecting the micro insurance sector: 

Capacity Building: The poor masses are unable to spare money to purchase micro insurance policies. Govt. in 

recent days has provided Atal Pension Yojana, Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana, Jeevan Suraksha Bima Yojana  etc. for 

the benefit of poor masses. If the insured is unable to pay the small sums, the donors and funding agencies donate 

money for the protection of these poor elements. some political parties also sponsor insurance policies to the 

people. 

Environment Framework: Government has motivated poor people by constant advertisements to buy micro 

insurance policies. The atmosphere is created so the poor masses get tempted to purchase insurance policies. 

Social change and Social Protection: Cash transfers, health vouchers, cash less insurance etc are the motivating 

ideas to create social awareness for the insurance policies.  

Investment in Infrastructure: To create social protection and conducive environment and safety infrastructure is 

developed for the growth of micro insurance. The micro insurance has basic problem of low cost premiums and 

bearing the low cost with high risk elements.  

Suggestions:  

1. IRDA should take efforts to reach to the poor people with various low cot policies.  

2. Linkage between micro credit schemes with micro insurance products.  

3. Utilisation of existing network for micro insurance. 

4. Training to be given to the staff and insurance advisors to harness huge untapped market.  

5. Development of sufficient feedback mechanism.  

Conclusions: Presently, private insurance companies are trying to explore the micro insurance market. Their 

capacity to establish network has increased. In group insurance schemes they have explored many new areas. But 

in nutshell, it may be public or private insurance companies, the micro insurance has taken a great pick in Indian 

economy.                       
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 ABSTRACT 

 

The research in capital structure has gained much importance and controversy in corporate finance since 

the M&M Propositions were made in 1958. The propositions which contended that the value of a firm is 

independent of its capital structure, have been put to test and researched in different times and changing 

situations. Most of the studies, however, were done in U.S., hence doubts arise on whether the 

conclusions would apply in the Indian context. Based on this motivation, this study attempts to solve the 

research problem in the area of capital structure and its effect on profitability. The Indian real estate 

market is expected to grow to $180 billion by 2020. The housing sector alone contributes 5-6 per cent to 

the country's GDP. 

 

The objective of this study was to determine the effect of capital structure on the profitability of real 

estate firms in India. The study targeted the 98 real estate firms in India covering a period of 10 years, 

2007 – 2017. The study adopted a descriptive research design and used regression model to determine 

the nature and extend of relationship  

 

Keywords:Capital Structure, Debt Equity, Leverage, Real Estate Firms 

 

(II) INTRODUCTION TO CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

 

Capital structure refers to the combination of debt and equity capital which a firm uses to finance 

its long-term operations. The ratio between debt and equity is named leverage. It has to be optimized 

as high leverage can bring a higher profit but create solvency risk. Leverage affects both hurdle rate and 

cash flows (and hence the riskiness of the firm), hence the financing mix can impact the valuation. 

Management must therefore identify the ―optimal mix‖ of financing – the capital structure that results in 

maximum profitability and value. 

 

 

(III) INTRODUCTION TO REAL ESTATE SECTOR IN INDIA 

 

The real estate sector is one of the most globally recognized sectors. Real estate is the second largest 

employer in the Indian context. It is expected to grow at 30 per cent over the next decade. The real estate 

sector consists of sub sectors like housing, retail, hospitality, and commercial. The growth of this sector 

depends on the growth of the corporate environment and the demand for residential and commercial 
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accommodations. The chart given below shows the trend of Leverage and Profitability in Indian Real 

Estate Sector: 

 
The above chart shows the average trend of 98 real estate firms of India. The chart shows decreasing 

trend of Leverage and increasing trend of ROE in the recent years. 

 

 

(IV) LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The importance of the capital structure issue was formally recognized internationally when the Nobel 

prize committee awarded its prizes for Economic Sciences to Franco Modighani in 1985 and to 

Merton Miller in 1990, for their work on capital structure. In essence, M&M were able to show that 

capital structure in a perfect market was irrelevant. The capital structure issue brought up by the M&M 

propositions had since then created tidal waves in the corporate finance academia. Researchers tested 

and retested the propositions e.g. Barges (1962). 

 

Mutinda Jane Ndukuanalyzed 78 real estate firms in Kenya for the period of 7 years. The study 

concluded that capital structure does have an effect on profitability of real estate firms in Kenya and 

there are other factors affecting the profitability of real estate firms in Kenya. 

Morri, G., &Cristanziani, F investigated the determinants affecting the choice of the capital structure of 

European property companies. The study shows the negative relationship between operating risk and 

leverage and it concludes that more profitable firms have less recourse to leverage.  

 

Dinabandhu Bag explains how the market leverage of the real state firms in India is affected by firm 

specific attributes and external market or macroeconomic factors. The study concludesthat capital 

structure of real estate firms in India are significantly affected by firm specific attributes. It also 

concludes that a higher market-to-book ratio is associated with lower leverage. 

 

 

(V) RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
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RESEARCH PROBLEM: 

 

A number of studies have been undertaken nationally and internationally on the topic of capital 

structure. However, studies have not reached to a consensus as to the effect of capital structure on 

profitability. The current study is on real estate sector which is a capital intensive sector requiring huge 

capital to begin and sustain projects. Debt financing has been a popular feature of most firms in the real 

estate sector, as there has been a shift in customer preferences towards ready-to-move projects. The 

sector requires long-term funds as opposed to short-term funds because of the nature of their business.  

 

Thus the real estate industry will provide a good sample of study owing to the bubble being experienced 

in the sector in US during sub-prime crises. The question therefore is what is the effect of capital 

structure on the profitability of the real estate firms in India?  

 

The diagram given below gives the theoretical model of the study:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The model above summarizes the current study on capital structure of a firm. The arrow pointing to the 

right indicated the expected direction of causality. The model gives the foundation for analysis which is 

to explain the relation between different variables and capital structure and also how capital structure 

affects profitability and ROE of the firm. Variables in the model are selected on the basis of the 

literature being reviewed. 

In this study, leverage is taken as independent variable and the performance measures like profitability, 

ROE and Tobin‘s Q are dependent variables. This empirical test will analyze the impact of capital 

structure on firm‘s performance. 

OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH: 

 

This study attempts to fulfill the following objectives: 

 

 To investigate the trend of capital structure being practiced by real estate firms in India. 

 To generate empirical evidence on whether firm‘s performance is related with its capital 

structure in real estate sector of India 

 

DATA DESCRIPTION: 

 

The data used in this study primarily consist of leverage, profitability and ROE of 98 listed real estate 

firms in India. The data for the period of 10 years from April 2007 to March 2017 are considered for the 

Tobin‘s Q 
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current study. The data was collected using Capitoline database. The details of the variable measures are 

as given below: 

 

Name of Variable Definition Literature Reference 

Leverage Leverage as measured by ratio of 

total debt to total assets 

Titman and Wessels (1988) 

& 

Rajan and Zingales (1995) 

Performance of firm 

Profitability Return on assets as measured by 

ratio of EBIT to Total Assets 

Titman and Wessels (1988) 

 

ROE Net Profit divide by Total Equity Salim, M., &Yadav, R. 

(2012) 

Tobin‘s Q Market Value of Assets by Book 

Value of Assets 

Venugopal, M., & Reddy, 

M. R (2016) 

 

 

RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS: 

In order to determine the impact of capital structure on profitability of real estate firms, this study tests 

the following null and alternative hypotheses: 

 

Hypothesis 1: Capital Structure and Profitability: 

H0: The proportion of debt and equity in the capital structure does not significantly affect the 

profitability of real estate firms. 

H1: The proportion of debt and equity in the capital structure significantly affects the profitability of real 

estate firms. 

 

Hypothesis 2: Capital Structure and ROE: 

H0: The proportion of debt and equity in the capital structure does not significantly affect the ROE of 

real estate firms. 

H1: The proportion of debt and equity in the capital structure significantly affects the ROE of real estate 

firms. 

Hypothesis 3: Capital Structure and Tobin’s Q: 

H0: The proportion of debt and equity in the capital structure does not significantly affect the Tobin‘s Q 

of real estate firms. 
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H1: The proportion of debt and equity in the capital structure significantly affects the Tobin‘s Q of real 

estate firms. 

 

(VI) DATA ANALYSIS AND INTREPRETATION: 

 

 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: 

 

Descriptive Statistics 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Leverage 98 -5.0916 5.3708 .289627 .8278542 

Profitability 98 -.3644 .4063 .080259 .1051662 

ROE 98 -.4116 1.1120 .068729 .1654463 

Tobin's Q 98 -15.6023 139.0007 2.570503 14.1209445 

 

The above table shows the descriptive statistics of the variables under study. It is observed that less 

variation is found in profitability and ROE and very high variation is found in Leverage and Tobin‘s Q. 
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CORRELATION ANALYSIS: 

 

Correlationsa 

 Leverage Profitability ROE Tobin's Q 

Leverage 

Pearson Correlation 1 -.201* -.065 .692** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .048 .522 .000 

N 98 98 98 98 

Profitability 

Pearson Correlation -.201* 1 .448** -.161 

Sig. (2-tailed) .048  .000 .114 

N 98 98 98 98 

ROE 

Pearson Correlation -.065 .448** 1 -.026 

Sig. (2-tailed) .522 .000  .799 

N 98 98 98 98 

Tobin's Q 

Pearson Correlation .692** -.161 -.026 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .114 .799  

N 98 98 98 98 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

a. Sector = Reality 

The correlation analysis shows that there exist a significant negative relationship between leverage and 

profitability. ROE also is negatively related to leverage but the relationship is statistically insignificant. 

There is a significant positive relationship between Tobin‘s Q and capital structure 

 

 

REGRESSION ANALYSIS: 

 

1. Capital Structure and Profitability: 

 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) .088 .011  7.903 .000 

Leverage -.025 .013 -.201 -2.006 .048 

a. Sector = Reality 

b. Dependent Variable: Profitability 

The regression equation of Profitability on capital structure is: 

 

Since the P-value is less than 0.05, there is a significant impact of leverage on profitability. Therefore, 

null hypothesis is rejected. 

 

Profitability = 0.088 + (-0.025) * Capital Structure 
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2. Capital Structure and ROE: 
 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) .073 .018  4.081 .000 

Leverage -.013 .020 -.065 -.643 .522 

a. Sector = Reality 

b. Dependent Variable: ROE 

The regression equation of ROE on capital structure is: 

 

 

Since the P-value is more than 0.05, there is no significant impact of leverage on ROE. Therefore, null 

hypothesis is accepted. 

 

3. Capital Structure and Tobin’s Q: 

 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) -.848 1.097  -.773 .441 

Leverage 11.804 1.257 .692 9.393 .000 

a. Sector = Reality 

b. Dependent Variable: Tobin's Q 

The regression equation of Tobin‘s Q on capital structure is: 

 

 

Since the P-value is less than 0.05, there isa significant impactof leverage on Tobin‘s Q.Therefore, null 

hypothesis is rejected. 

 

  

ROE = 0.073 + (-0.013) * Capital Structure 

ROE = -0.848 + 11.804 * Capital Structure 
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(VII) SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 

The summary of analysis is presented in the table below: 

 

Variables Relationship 

Capital Structure and Profitability Significant Negative Relation 

Capital Structure and ROE Insignificant Negative Relation 

Capital Structure and Tobin‘s Q Significant Positive Relation 

 

Many empirical studies have been conducted to study the impact of capital structure and profitability. 

Based on this research done on listed real estate firms in India, it is found dependence of real estate 

firms on debt capital is high. Leverage decisions in real estate sector impacts the profitability and 

Tobin‘s Q significantly. However, impact of leverage on ROE is statistically insignificant. 
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Management in Day to Day Life 

PROF.MRS.PRATIBHA B. AGARWAL 

Economics Department 

P.D.Karkhanis Arts and Commerce College, 

Ambernath. 

 

Introduction: 

Human diurnality means most people sleep at least part of the night and are active in the day time. Most eat two 

or three meals in a day. Working time mostly involves a daily schedule, beginning in the morning. This produce 

the daily rush hours experienced by many millions and the drive time focused on by radio broadcaster. Evening is 

often involved in leisure time. Bathing every day is a custom for many. 

Beyond these broad similarities lifestyles vary and different people spend their days differently. Nomadic life 

differs from sedentism and among the sedentary, urban people live differently from rural folk. 

It is interesting to make note of the different or eerily similar ways these sedentary beings manage their daily tasks 

or chores – at home, at work, at their educational institutions or elsewhere. Just like any other management in the 

work field that requires to be certified by a degree from an approved institution, day to day management holds an 

equally important position and needs careful administration. Day to day management means managing a daily life 

schedule and following it. In other words we have in mind some goals and we decide about the ways of carrying 

out the activity to achieve the goal. 

For example, when a person goes for shopping, his aim is to buy the required product at the reasonable price. 

  Take another example of a housewife, when she gets up in the morning she has number of activities to be 

performed like- to clean the house, to wash the clothes, young children are to be helped in getting ready for 

school, breakfast is to be prepared, and so on. Her aim is to decide the work in such a way so that it can be 

completed in the right way at the right time. What the housewife does in this example, taken together, to achieve 

her aim, means management. From the above example we can conclude that management in day to day life is 

very important in everyone‘s life. It is important for a student, a firm, a manager, a teacher, a doctor, a housewife 

and perhaps everybody else.          

 

Features of Management: 

Management is an activity concerned with guiding human and physical resources such that 

organizational goals can be achieved. Nature of management can be highlighted as: - 

1. Management is Goal-Oriented: The success of any management activity is assessed by its 

achievement of the predetermined goals or objective. Management is a purposeful activity. It is a 

tool which helps use of human & physical resources to fulfill the pre-determined goals. For 

example, the goal of an enterprise is maximum consumer satisfaction by producing quality goods 
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and at reasonable prices. This can be achieved by employing efficient persons and making better 

use of scarce resources 

 

2. Management integrates Human, Physical and Financial Resources: In an organization, 

human beings work with non-human resources like machines. Materials, financial assets, 

buildings etc. Management integrates human efforts to those resources. It brings harmony among 

the human, physical and financial resources. 

 

3. Management is a Continuous Process: Management is an ongoing process. It involves 

continuous handling of problems and issues. It is concerned with identifying the problem and 

taking appropriate steps to solve it. E.g. the target of a company is maximum production. For 

achieving this target various policies have to be framed but this is not the end. Marketing and 

Advertising is also to be done. For this policies have to be again framed. Hence this is an 

ongoing process. 

 

4. Management is all Pervasive: Management is required in all types of organizations whether it 

is political, social, cultural or business because it helps and directs various efforts towards a 

definite purpose. Thus clubs, hospitals, political parties, colleges, hospitals, business firms all 

require management. When ever more than one person is engaged in working for a common 

goal, management is necessary. Whether it is a small business firm which may be engaged in 

trading or a large firm like Tata Iron & Steel, management is required everywhere irrespective of 

size or type of activity. 

 

5. Management is a Group Activity: Management is very much less concerned with individual‘s 

efforts. It is more concerned with groups. It involves the use of group effort to achieve 

predetermined goal of management of ABC & Co. is good refers to a group of persons managing 

the enterprise. 

 Secret Key for Daily Life Management:  

 

Effective Management is a result of following some daily schedule strictly in life to attain happiness and 

success. Therefore the following points help to manage life in balanced way. 

 

1. Prioritize tasks: Put your tasks in order of importance/urgency and give higher priority to the tasks 

that get you closer to your goals. 
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2. Be realistic: Check if you can really accomplish the task you are getting into. Be also sure that the 

task is actual for the planned period of time. 

3. Be specific: Each item on your list should be an understandable, short and measurable task. 

4. Break down complex tasks into smaller manageable pieces and focus on one at a time. 

5. Group and categorize similar tasks: for example create several to-do lists by categories - purchases, 

meetings, events, etc. 

6. Delegate your work: if there are other people available who can help you with your work, ask them 

to help you. 

7. Be flexible and not too much detailed: remember that the tasks may sometimes be interrupted or 

delayed, so allow some variations or reserves for them. 

8. Leave spaces for unexpected activities: you may not know exactly what you'll need to do, but if you 

plan the time to do it, then other important things will not get pushed out of the way when the demand 

arises. 

9. Make to-do lists a daily record: at the end of the work day, take the time to review the day's 

accomplishments, cross them off of your list and plan your work for the next day. 

10. Defend Your Time: You don‘t let people steal your money, but you let them take your time all day 

long. Sometimes you will need to put yourself first. Know when to say ―No.‖ Defend your time with 

vigor because you don‘t get more time later. 

 

Review of Literature: 

According to social psychologist John A. Bargh much of the everyday life is automatic in that it is driven by 

current environment features as mediated by automatic cognitive processing of these features, and without any 

mediation by conscious choice. Everyday management is all about self management.  

Ramesh K. Arora projects how self management involves breaking old unproductive and negative habits and 

creating and strengthening new positive ones. According to him an important aspect of self management and self 

discipline is performing tasks carefully and wisely. Noted Chinese sage and advised ―Desire to have things done 

quickly prevents their being done thoroughly. 

Self management is a concept that is gaining newer dimensions every day. Besides developing discipline in life 

and meticulousness in the job in hand, it involves regulating one‘s nature, controlling moods,  receiving anger, 

behaving rationally and most notably, managing time wisely. 
A comfort zone is a psychological zone about and below which individuals  feel anxious. One of the major 

barriers to good time management is a desire to stay within our comfort. 
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In their paper, ―Effect of self-management program on patients with chronic disease‖, Hobbs et al describe and 

emphasize on the critical importance of self-management on not only normal, stable human beings but also on 

patients suffering from chronic illness. The authors go on to explain every patient‘s pivotal role of self-

management in managing their respective illness. The study followed through with 489 patients as its sample size 

and carried out a seven week programme based on the theory of self-efficacy and emphasized on skills of problem 

solving, confidence building and decision making. This programme looked at building up self-dependency 

through self-management so as to instill enough confidence in the patients to take care of their heath on their own.  

As a result, by the end of the first year, patients incorporating and practicing the art of self-management were 

recorded statistically to have had significant improvements in their health conditions and had to visit the 

emergency ward much less often. Thus, clearly, if self-management can improve the conditions for chronic 

patients to such huge extents, it is but not improper to think of all the wonderful effects it will have on the health 

and performance of a healthy, stable human being. Similarly, through this research, it is in the intention to find out 

how directly a disciplined, proper self-managed routine life is related to establishing welfare of a being and his or 

her success rates.  

Objectives: 
 

 

 To find out if people follow a daily schedule in life.  

 To find out individual efficiency. 

 To know people‘s consciousness about balanced diet. 

 To know people‘s consciousness about grooming themselves. 

 

Hypothesis: 

 

 People follow a daily schedule in life. 

 People take breakfast every day.  

 Happy people are more successful. 

Methodology: 

The data has been collected from primary sources and secondary sources have been helpful in providing an 

insight into the topic in discussion.  

The data so collected primarily has been through questionnaires and interview schedules. The sample size Thirty 

has been  taken in the study.  

Data Analysis: 

1. Age Group Analysis 
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From the above diagram, it can be clearly deduced that the maximum respondents belong to the age group of 20-

30 years; with the highest number of female respondents from the same group. While number of male respondents 

in total is lower than that of the females, the highest male respondents belong to the same age group as that of the 

maximum number of female respondent‘s group.  

2. Educational Qualifications: 
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Most of the questionnaires were filled in by graduates and there were only single participants under the post-

graduate and 12
th
 qualified groups. It is interesting to note that there were a few illiterate respondents filed under 

the >10
th
 group. Their contribution‘s impact has been assessed later in the study. 

3. Profession: 

 

4.  

 

As is clear from the preceding data and graph, most of the respondents were graduates and from the above it can 

be stated that most of those are still student respondents. The second highest of the respondents are the 

housewives. Five are employed in the service sector through jobs, three have their own businesses (shopkeepers 

and a tailor) and one of the respondent is independently employed – a doctor. 

 

5. Consciousness about Regular Breakfast Intake and a Proper Nutritional Diet: 

Frequency
0

5

10

15

Profession Business Job Student House Wife

Frequency  

Frequency

Types of 

employment 

Frequency  

Profession  1  

Business  3  

Job  5  

Student  14  

House Wife  7  

Total  30  
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Even though it is suggestive from the left diagram above that most of the respondents fail to consume their 

breakfast (the most important meal of the day) daily, yet, as perceived from the right side diagram, greater number 

of people is careful of maintaining a proper nutritional diet. It is a rather conflicting habit to be noted since 

nutritionally conscious people should be aware of the importance of the intake of breakfast every single morning. 

Thus, it is safe to assume that most of the respondents who might be conscious of following a nutritional diet fail 

to consume their daily breakfast owing to the rush of nowadays urban life. 
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6. Academic or Career-wise Performance:  

 

 
Almost half of the respondents have been recorded to perform well in their academics or careers. 

 

7. State of Mental Being: 

 

 
Twelve out of the thirty respondents have stated to be happy, which is the highest frequency group. Following 

close are the respondents who claim to be okay and then very happy. None of the respondents have declared to be 

excited and only one was honest enough to be suggestive of being lazy. Following this data, this study will try to 

relate how the state of mental well being is related to the success in achieving ones goals or if at all they can be 

related.  
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8. Successful in Achieving Goals: 

 

 

It is commendable to notice that highest number of respondents have suggested achieving their goals at a medium 

rate but even more so commendable is that the very next group of respondents were confident to affirm their rates 

of achieving their goals at a distinct rate of ―almost‖ always achieving their goals. 

 

It is now intriguing to realize if happy people are almost always successful and thus, the following related or 

combined diagram is calculated and derived. 

State of Mental Being and Success Rate: 
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It needs no further supporting proof to show that respondents who registered themselves to be ―very happy‖ were 

mostly almost always achieving their goals and thus, considered successful. Also, on an average, the ―happy‖ 

respondents are also reaching their goals at a quite an impressive rate. On the other hand, one respondent under 

the ―okay‖ category declared to have never been successful and the ―lazy‖ respondent was fine with his or her 

medium rate of achieving success. 

Hence, happier the respondents, better was their attitude toward the rates of achieving their goals.  

This opens up an interesting question for a further detailed study – if happy respondents are usually successful or 

whether they are happy because they are successful. 

Findings: 

 The present study reveals that the most successful respondents are happy and occupy top 

positions in their work areas due to proper management of their daily routine. 

 The House wives belong to any caste, religion and income group areobserved as the best 

managers, as they do multi-tasking so well and effectively.Secondly women are also capable of 

managing their time on priority basis very efficiently and within time limits. 

 The respondents who are managing their daily activities effectively are conscious about their 

health, proper nutritious diet and taking breakfast as a routine on proper time.  

 On the other hand other, the respondents not following the proper schedule in their life are not 

doing so well in terms of their job and income. They are not taking their breakfast regularly and 

skip it number of times, not focused towards health and work and daily routine.  

 The respondents whose state of mental being is high and success rate is higher are really happy 

and satisfied. 

 

Suggestions & Recommendations: 

 It is important to follow a disciplined life. 
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 To get success in any area of life, managing the daily schedule is of utmost importance 

 To enjoy Stress – Free Life, need to be good manager of one‘s own life. 

 Proper nutritious and healthy food intake in the morning is essential to manage the whole day 

effectively. 

 Managing daily schedule religiously need to be inculcated since the childhood days. 

 Parents need to do first so automatically children learn and follow the same pattern. 

 Managing daily routine leads to increased efficiency and productivity. 

 Overall well-being is a result of correct way of managing daily routine. 

 Happiness, progress and development of family, society and nation can be attained through well 

maintained daily schedule of life. 

Scope for Further Study: 

Hence, happier the respondents, better was their attitude towards achieving their goals.  

This opens up an interesting question for a further detailed study – if happy respondents are usually 

successful or whether they are happy because they are successful. 

Conclusion: 

The management in day to day life is very important to live a successful and stress-free life. The research study is 

based on the hypothesis that most of the people follow a daily schedule in life, people are very conscious about 

taking nutritional and healthy food in life. It has been found that there are some people who don‘t have a daily 

schedule in life; they don‘t wake up at a particular time every day. They are not so much conscious about 

grooming themselves. However, they are conscious about taking nutritional food in life even though they might 

miss their breakfast on a regular basis. Furthermore, better the state of an individual‘s mental well-being, the 

better is his or her approach towards growing or working or even achieving rates of goals and consequently, 

success.  

As gathered from literature review, if self-management can prove to be highly effective for chronic patients, why 

would it not help any healthy being amply? Given the fact that happier people who owe it to a disciplined lifestyle 

can have a better shot at achieving their goals, more and more beings should imbibe in their lives a better 

scheduled and better managed timeline for their days.  
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